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CHA.PTER I 

Surfa~e Topology 

A Riemann surface is, in the first place, a surface, and its properties 
depend to a very great extent on the topological character of the surface. 
For this reason the topological theory of surfaces belongs in this book. 

There is a great temptation to bypass the finer deta.il4 of topology in 
favor of a more rapid and sometimes more elegant treatment in which the 
topological properties are derived from analytical considerations. The 
main demerit of this approach is that it does not yield complete results. 
For instance, it cannot be proved by analytical means that every surface 
which satisfies the axiom of countability can be made into a Riemann 
surface. In other instances the analytical method becomes so involved 
that it no longer possesses the merit of elegance. 

The classical way, which we shall follow, begins with an indep1·wlent 
derivation of the topological properties of surfaces. For complete results 
this derivation must be based on the method of triangulation. On the 
other hand, it is much easier to obtain superficial knowledge without use 
of triangulations, for instance, by the method of singular homology. It so 
happens that this superficial knowledge is adequate for most applications 
to the theory of Riemann surfaces, and our presentation is influenced by 
this fact. 

Since we strive for completeness, a considerable part of the first chapter 
has been allotted to the oombinatorial approach. We have tried, however, 
to isolate this pq.rt from the oonsiderations that do not make use of a 
triangulation. This is done by formulating the combinatorial theory as a 
theory of triangulated surfaces, or polyhedrons. At the very end of the 
chapter it is then shown, by essential use of the Jordan curve theorem, 
that every surface which satisfies the second axiom of countability permits 
a trian~ulation. 

T n §I we ~ive a brief survey of the topological concepts that will be used 
tlan.uglwut the hook. This elementary section has been included for the 
sakP of l"ompleteness and because beginning analysts are not always well 
prepared on this point. The section can of course be o.mtted by readers 
who are already familiar with the concept and properties of topological 
lp&cell. 

l 
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The definition of manifolds and surfaces is given in §2. The fundamental 
group is introduced, and the notion of bordE.'l·ed surface (surface with 
boundary) is defined. 

In §3 we discuss covering surfaces. This topic is of course of special 
importan<'f' for the theory of Riemann surfaces. 

*4 deals with the purely combinatorial nMpects of homology theory, 
while §5 centers around the notions of singular homology and simplicial 
approximation. In the next section, §6, the topological nature of the ideal 
boundary of an open surface is analyzed in considerable detail. §7 is again 
combinatorial and leads to the classification of finite polyhedrons. The 
chapter closes with the construction of a triangulation. 

~1. TOI•OLOGICAL SPACES 

A Ret of ohj<'ds is often called a space, and the objects are called points. 
If there arc no relations between the points, pure set theory exhausts all 
poRsibilities. As soon as one wants to go beyond set theory to limits and 
continuity it becomes necessary to introduce a topology, and the space 
becomes a topological space. 

1. Definition 

IA. A set 8 of points p beoomes a topological apoa if a family~ of 
subsets 0, to be called open Bd8, is distinguished. The following conditions 
shall be fulfilled: 

(AI) The union of any collldion of open sets is open. 
(A2) The intersection of any finite coUection of open sets is open. 

The requirements are interpreted to hold also for the empty collection. 
According to usual conventions the union of an empty collection of sets 
is the empty set 0, and the intersection of an empty collection is the whole 
space 8. Hence (AI) and (A2) imply that 0 and 8 are open. 

In most ea~>l's a third requirement is added: 
(A3) U i 1"1'/t any two points PI"# P2 there exist open sets Ot, 02 .~uch that 

Pte Ot. P2 E 02 and 01 n 02=0. 
A topological space which satisfies (A3) is called a Hmt>~dorff ·'Jifl!"e. 

lB. Fort he nctual construction of topologi("a I "Pa<'f'S the dl•finitiou that 
we have given is not very practical, for it requires us to name all open sets. 
It is therefore convenient to introduce the notion of a basis for the open 
sets (briefly: a basis). Such a basis is a system fJI of subsets of 8 which 
satisfies condition 

(B) The intersection of any finite collldion of sets in fJI is a union of 
sets in 91. 

Again, this shall hold~ for the empty collection; the whole space 8 
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is thus a union of ~o;ets in 91. The basis~ j.!PIH'rat•·s a topolng~·. T whose 
open sets are the unions of sets in 91. It is a Hausdorfl" topology 1f and 
only if any two distinct points belong to disjoint sets in 91. 

lC. A Migllborlwod of a set A c 8 is a set V c 8 which .contains an 
open set 0 with A c Oc V. Mostly, we consider only neighborhoods of 
points, and we use the notation V(p) to indicate that Vis a neigj)borhood 
ofp. 

An open set is a neighborhood of any subset, and a set is open if it con
tains a neighborhood of every point in the set. 

lD. A apace with more than one point can be topologized in different 
manners. A topology 9" 1 is said to be weaker than the topology r 2 if 
r 1 c r '1.· The weakest topology is the one in which 8 and 0 are the only 
open seta. The strongest topology is the tliscrete topology in which every 
subset is open. 

lE. The simplest nontrivial topological apace is the •-dimensional 
Euclidean apace Jlr'. Its points ~- (~1. · · ·, ~) are given by n rt'al (·oor
dinatea, and its topology is defined by a basis consisting of all solid .. 
spheres {~: 1~-ylt= ~ (~c -yc)2 <pi}. Condition (B) is a consequence of 

1 

the triangle inequality, and Rtt is a Hausdorff apace. 
For the points of the plane Jl2 we shall frequently use the complex 

notation z-=~+iy. The sphere 81, also referred to as the u:le7uWl plane, 
is obtained by adding a point co to R2, and the seta {z: lzl>p}u{co} 
to the basis. 

2. Suhaets 

ZA. The complement of an open set is said to be cloftd. It follows from 
(Al) and (A2) that the intersection of an arbitrary collection and the 
.w:Uon of a finite oolleotion of closed seta are closed. The empty set and the 
Whole apace are simultaneously open and closed. 

The rlOMLre of a set P c 8 is defined as the least closed set which contains 
1', ~~nd it is denott->d by P or Cl P. It exists, for it can be obtained 
as t lw intersection of all closed sets which contain P. A point p belongs 
In J> if and only if every V(p) intersects P. 

2B. Frequent use is made of the trivial relation 

AuB = AuB. 
Tbia is to be contrasted with the formula 

AnBcAnB 
which is weaker inasmuch as it gives only an inclusion. 
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2C. Thf' interior of P is the lugest open set contained in P, and the 
ext<'rior '" the complement of the closure, or the interior of the comple
ment. 

The boundary of P is formed by all points which belong neither to the 
interior nor to the exterior. In other words, p belongs to the boundary of P 
if and only if every V(p) interaecta Pas well as the complement of P. 

The interior and boundary of a set Pare denoted by Int P and Bd P 
n·"P"<'th·•·ly. 

2D. Fr' '"' a given topologi(·al spa<'e others can be constructed by meam. 
of (·('rta in standard procedures. One of these is the process of relativization. 

On any set S' c S a topology can be int~uced in which the open sets 
an· intersections S' n 0 of S' with the open seta of B. In fact, (Al)-(A2) 
arf' ouvwusly satisfied; (A3) holds if it holds on B. We call this topology 
on S' the relative topology induced by the topology on B. 

The open and closed seta on S' are often referred to as relatively open or 
closed sets. We shall always understand that the topology on a subset is 
its relative topology. 

2E. The sum of two topological spaces 81, Sa is their union 81 u Bz on 
which the open seta are those whose intersections with 8 1 and Sa are both 
open. This definition has an obvious generalization to the case of an arbi
trary collection of topological spaces. 

The topological product 81 x Sa is defined as follows: its points ~ 
ordered pairs (Pl. :pa), Pl E sl. PI E s., and a basis for the open seta is 
fonned by all seta of the form 01 X Os where 01 is open in sl and Oa is 
open in s2. 

2F. Another method for constructing new topological Hpa<·t>s is thl' 
process of identification. We assume that a topological spa<'e 8 is reprl'
sented aH tht> uninn of disjoint rmbscts P, and we consid(•r a ~rnf'e whost~ 
points 111"1' the sets P. It. amounts to the ~amc thing if we identify all 
points p which belong to the same P. 

A topology in the space of points P can be introduced by the agreement 
that a set is open if and only if the union of the corresponding seta Pis an 
open set in B. Again, (AlHA2) are trivially fulfilled. It must be observed, 
however, that the new space is not necessarily a Hausdorff space even if 
Sis one. 

The space obtained by identification can be referred to as the qvotient
spau of S with respect to the equivalence relation whose equivalence 
classes are the sets P. The construction of a quotient-apace is sometimes 
preceded by forming the sum of several spaces. This means that points 
can be identified which were not initially in the same space. 
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3.~ 

SA. Certain characteristic properties which may or may not be present 
in a topological space are very important not only in the' general theory, 
but in particular for the study of surfaces. ·Foremost is the property which 
characterizes a ocmneoted topological apace. 

De&aitioa. A .spac:e v c:oaucted if it cannot be repr~ tU fh.t union 
of hDo diajoiflt open lid. Mii1Nr of which ia tloitl. 

This is the moat useful form of the definition for a whole category of 
proofs. If we wish to prove that a certain property holds for all points~ 
connected apace, we try to show that the set of points which have the 
property and the set of points which have not are both open. If thiH is so, 
one of the seta must be empty, and we conclude that the property holds 
for all points or for no points. Examples of this type of proof will be 
abundant. 

38. The definition applies also to subsets in their relative topology, and 
we can hence apeak of connected and disconnected subsets. An open con
nected set is called a region, and the closure of a region is referred to as a 
cloM.d region. A closed connected set with more than one point is a con
linuum. The empty set and all seta with only one point are trivially con
nected. 

Theonm. Th.e union oJ any collection of connuted seta with a common 
poiflt v ittJtlf coaucted. 

Proof. Denote the given seta by P. where a runs through an arbitrary 
set of indices, and suppofe that P= U P.= 01 u Oa where 01 and Oz are 
disjoint relatively open subsets of P. If 0 1 is not empty it meets at least 
one P.. This P. baa a decomposition P.= (P. n 01) u (P. n 0 1) into 
disjoint subsets. They are relatively open with respect to P., for 0 1, 

i=l, 2, has the form 0 1=Pn01 with absolutely open n,, and thus 
P"nOj=PanPnilc=PanOc. From the connectedness of P. we 
l'orwlmlc that Pan 01 = P., and so P. c 01. Hence 01 contains the 
l'ommon point of all Pa. This reasoning applies equally well to Oz, and we 
find that 0 1 and 0 2 cannot both be nonempty and at the same time 
disjoint. Hence P = U P. is connected. 

3C. Theorem. If P ia a connuted Bet and P c Q c P, Uaen Q ia also 
conucted. 

Proof. Suppose that Q=01 u Oz where 01, Oa are relatively open and 
disjoint. Then P has the corresponding decomposition P = (P n 0 1) u 
(Pn Ot), and by the connectedness of P we must have, for instance, 
P c 01. But 01 is also relatively closed in Q. Therefore, the relative clol'lure 
o£ P with respect to Q, which is PnQ=Q, is still contained in 0 1 • . From 
Q c 01 it follows that Oa is empty, and hence Q is connected. 
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3D. As a consequence of 3B every point in a topological space belongs 
to a maximal connected subset, namely the union of all connected sets 
which contnin the given point. This maximal connected set is called the 
romJmnPnl of the "l"H'I' dt'll'l'lllined hy the point. By 3C every component 
is <·lm!<'d. 1\m t\H• '~>Ill)" IIH"nls art> l'ith<'r di..;joint or identical. Hence there 
I'Xi,.,ts a "'"'!"<' dP<"""'I'""''i"" of any topological spaQe into component:;. 

A S}Jal'<' .,., connt><'ted if and only if it consists of a single component. 
'I'll<' opposite extreme is a totaUy diaconnuted space in which every com
pmll'nt reduces to a point. 

3E. Defioition. A space ill locally con?ucWl if it has a baBia con8iating of 
connected sets. 

This property neither implies nor is implied by connectedness in the 
large. Every open subset of a locally connected space is itself locally con
nected, for it has a basis conaisting of part of the basis for the whole space. 

Theorem. The compomntB of a locally connuted space are Bimtdtamously 
open and cloBed. 

Proof. We have already pointed out that the components are closed, 
independently of the local connectedness. Suppose that p belongs to the 
component 0, and let V(p) be a connected neighborhood. Then 0 u V(p) 
is connected, by 3B, and by the definition of components we obtain 
0 u V(p) c 0 or V(p) c 0. This shows that 0 is open. 

The tht>orem npplil's in particular to the components of an open subset 
of a loeally eonm·ctcd space. It shows that every open set in a locally 
connected space is a union of disjoint regions. 

3F. Example. Til(' lint> Rl is a connected space. This is o1w of the 
fundanll'ntal propt>rfi<·s of the rl'alnumht•r s.vstl'm. Tt fullm\s that C\'CI') 

R" is conneded, for Rn can be reprel!tlnted as the union of all lines through 
the origin. Rn is also locally connected. 

4. Compachless 

4A. We proceed to the definition of compact spaces. It has been found 
most convenient to base the definition on the consideration of open 
coverings. An open covering is a family of open sets whose union is the 
whole space, and a covering is finite if the family contains only a finite 
number of sets. 

De&nition. A space iB compact if and only if every open covering contains 
a finite BUbcovering. 

In other words, every family of open sets which cover the space must 
contain a finite number of sets 01, · · ·, ON whose union is the whole 
space. For instance, a compact space can thus be covered by a finite 
number of ~~ets from an arbitrary basis. 
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A compact subset is of course one which is compact in the relative 
topology. In the case of a aubaet it is convenient to replace the relatively 
open seta of a covering by corresponding open seta of the whole apace. An 
open covering of a subset is then a family of open seta whose union 
contains the given subset, and if the subset is compact we can again select 
a finite aubcovering. 

•B. Sometimes it is more convenient to express compactneea in terms of 
closed seta. We shall say that a family of closed seta has the finite inter
M.Ction properly if any finite number of seta in the family have a non void 
interaection. Evidently, this is equivalent to saying that the family of 
complements contains no finite covering. The following theorem is thus 
merely a rephrasing of the definition. 

Theonm. A Bpau i8 compact if and only if ew,ry family of cloled lids 
tuitA I'M finite intersection property ka8 a nonvoid intersection.-

«. In a Ha'IUdorJJ Bpau ew.ry compact8'Ubset i8 closed. Let 0 be a com
pact subset of a Hausdorff apace, and let p be a point in the complement 
of 0. Every point q e 0 belongs to an open set 0 9 which docs not meet a 
certain neighborhood Y(p), depending on q. All seta 0 9 with this property 
form an open covering of 0, and we can select a finite aubcovering. The 
intersection of the corresponding neighborhoods Y1(p), · · ·, YN(p) is a 
neighborhood of p which does not meet 0. Hence the complement of 0 is 
open, and 0 is closed. 

'l'hl' proof irnplie11 more than has been stated. Indeed, the union of the 
,.,,.," f Jq in the finitt> subcovering is an open set which contains 0 and does 
'"'I ""'"t a certnin neighborhood of p. In other words, a compact set and 
a point outside the compact set have disjoint open neighborhoods. 

This result can be generalized as follows: · 
Theorem. In a HaVIIilorJJ Bpau any ttDo disjoint compact8e181&aw disjoint 

open 'AtighborlwotlB. 
The proof is an obvious repetition of the previous argument and will 

be left to the reader. 

•n. In the opposite direction we can prove that ewry closed 8'Ub8et of ~ 
compact Bpau i8 compact. In fact, to any open covering of the subset we· 
need only add the complement of the given set to obtain an open ('OYcring 
of the whole apace. A finite aubcovering of the whole apace wiii contain a 
finite subcovering of the au beet, extracted from the original covering. It 
followa that the subset is compact. In a compact Hausdorff apace compact 
and closed aubseta are thus identical. 

It is convenient to use the term rdatiwly compad for a subset whose 
closure is compact. It followa from what we have said that a subset of a 
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Hausdorff ~pace i.- rt'latively compact as soon a.o; it is contained in a 
compact set. 

4E. It is frequently important to conclude that the intersection of a 
family of connected sets is connected (cf. Ch.IV, 7F). In this respect we 
prove: 

Theorem. Let Cl> ~ a 110Mtnpty family of wmpacl connected 868 in a 
Ha'IUKlor.fJ apace. 8uppo~~t. tlual, whenever 01, Os e Cl>, then eM8 a Os e Cl> 
lfUdl, tlual Os c 01 nOs. Then the intuaution of all 868 in Cl> is nonooitl, 
wmpacl, aflll connected. 

The hypothesis implies, by induction, the finite intersection property. 
Therefore the intersection w nonvoid by Theorem 4B. The compaotnesa 
follows from the remarks in 4D. 

Suppose that the intersection E were disconnected. Then we could write 
E=E1 u Ez where E~o Es are compact, disjoint, and nonvoid. By 
Theorem 4C it is possible to enclose E1, E2 in disjoint open sets 01, Oz. 
Let B be the boundary of 01. Then each 0 e Cl> intersects B, by the con
nectedness. The sets B n 0 are compact, and it follows from the hypothe
si~ that thf'y have the finite intersection property. Hence E intersects B. 
But thiN is impossible, since the points of E1 lie in the interior and the 
points of E2 in the exterior of 01. Hence E is connected. 

4F. A space is lorally romptlrt if every point has a corr1pact rwighhor
hood. For a locally compact Hausdorff Rpace we can show that every point 
Aas arbitrarily small wmpacl neighborlwoda. Indeed, let Y be an arbitrary 
and U a compact neighborhood of p. Consider Yo= U n Y. The boundary 
of Yo is contained in U, and hence compact. By Theorem 4C the point p 
and Bd Yo have disjoint neighborhoods. Hence we can find a neighborhood 
Y 1 of p whose closure does not meet Bd Yo. This implies V 1 n Vo c Yo= 
U n Y. We conclude that V 1 n Vo is a compact neighborhood contained 
in Y. 

A locally compact Hausdorff space 8 can always be made compact in 
the following manner: We add a point, denoted by the symbol oo, and to 
the family of open sets we add all sets consisting of oo together with the 
complement of a compact subset of 8. The postulates for a topological 
space are easily seen to be satisfied. 

The resulting space 8.,., is compact, for in an open covering of 8«> there 
is one set which contains oo. Its complement is compact and can be 
covered by a finite number of the sets, whence 8«> has itself a finite sub
covering. The local compactness of 8 implies that 8"" is a Hausdorff space. 

8.., is called the Aluaflllro.fJ wmpactification of 8. In the theory of sur
faces the point oo will frequently be referred to as the ideal bouflllary of 
the surface. 
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•c. In the theory of surfaces (37C) we shall need a theorem on totally 
disconnected epacee (or subsets) whose proof depends decisively on com
pactness. We recall that a space is said to be totally disconnected if each 
component reduces to a point (3D). 

Theorem. Ld a and b ~ tliatinct poinlB in a compact totally di.~connPctetl 
Bpau 8. TM?& 8 permits a tlecompolition B=A u B into 'cloBetl subsets with 
a e A, be Band An B = 0. 

We say that a decomposition with the stated properties M.paratu 
a and b. More generally, it is also said to separate any subset of A from 
any subset of B. Note that A and B are simultaneously open and 
oloaed. 

It is convenient to start by proving a lemma : 
Lemma. If a can ~ M.paratetlfrom tadl point of a closed set C c S, then 

it can ~ M.paratetlfrom 1M whok M.t C. 
Let 8-A(c) u B(c) lie a decompoeitioJJi' which separates a and c e C. 

All sets B(c) form an open covering of d., Select a finite subcovering by 
B(cl), • · ·, B(cN), and set A=A(cl)n · · · nA(cN), B=B(c1)u · · · u 
B(cN)· Then B=A u B separates a and C. 

Let M be the set of pointe that can not be separated from a. The 
theor<>m will be proved if we show that Jf reduces to a. It is evident that 
.11 i~ •·lo~cd. Indeed, S- M is the union of all sets B that occur in decom
JUosition~ Fi=A u B with a eA. Since each B is open, the same is true of 
tlw union, and hence Jf is closed. 

We prove that M is connected. If not, let M = M 1 u M 11 be a nontrivial 
decomposition into cloaed subsets with a e M 1• By Theorem 4B it is 
possible to enclose M h M 11 in disjoint open sets U 1. U II· Then Bd U 1 meets 
neither M 1 nor M II· Hence each point on Bd U 1 can be separated from a, 
and by th~ lemma there exists a decomposition 8=A1 u B 1 with a e A1, 

Bd U 1 e B1. The set A= U 1 n A1 ia open, for it ia the intersection of two 
open sets. But U 1 n A 1 = 01 n A1, because the boundary of U 1 does not 
meet A1. Hence A is alao clceed, and B=A u (S-A) is a decomposition. 
Moreover, aeA and MzcS-A, since Mz does not meet /"1. Thu:-: a is 
separated from M 11. which is impossible. Hence M is connected. Since S is 
totally disconnected it follows that M must reduce to a point, and the 
proof is complete . 
• Remark. The theorem is known to be false without the a.aaumption of 

compactness. The proof that we have given is taken from W. Hurewicz
H. Wallman [1]. 

5. Countahility 

SA. Important simplifications occur if the apace 8 has a basis which 
consists of a countable number of sets. Such spaces will be called countable. 
It is obvious that any subset of a countable space is countable 
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\Ve pro\'C first: 
Theor~m. Et·t·' !I oprn t'urainy of a cuuntuble space contains a cou11tabk 

subrot·eriny. 
l.Rt Yd he a countable basis and ~ an open covering. All sets n e£1' 

which are contained in some 0 e ~ can be arranged in a sequence {0..}, 
ami to t>ach n,.. we can find an 0,. e ~ so that n,.. c 0,.. Every 0 e ~ ia a 
union of sets n,... Therefore, every point is in an n,.., and consequently in 
the corresponding 0,.. It follows that the 0,. constitute a countable sub
covering. 

Corollary. A loctJlly con11«1ed cou11lable BptM:e 1148 countably many com
.f.JOM'IIl8. 

The covering by the components ia open (Theorem 3E), and it baa no 
proper subcoverings. 

SB. A compact countable epace can be characterized as follows: 
Theorem. A countable BptM:e i.t compact if and only if every in.ftnilt. 

sequence {p,.} 1148 a limit point: 
By definition, q is a limit point of {p.} if every V(q) contains p. for 

infinitely many n. 
From nn open covering we select a countable subcovering by sets 0,.. 

If S i11 not !'overed hy It finite number of these Om, then we can find, for 
each m, a point Pm outside of the union 01 u · · · u Om. Tlw Hl'qm•nee (p,.} 
has no limit point .. In fact, every q e 8 has a neighborhood 0,, ancl On con. 
tains p,11 at. most for 11t ~ 11. \\'e have proved that the condit 1011 i, ~utlit>ient. 

SuppoHl' now that S i11 compact, and let tJ111} be a givt•n Requence. If q ill 
not a limit point there exists an open neighborhood V(q) which contains at 
most u finite number of points p,.. If there are no limit points the sets 
V(q) would constitute an open covering, and we could select a finite sub
covering. It would follow that there ia only a finite number of distinct"· 
The contradiction shows that {p.} has a limit point. 

SC. In the presence of a countable basis the notion of limit point has 
the following interpretation: 

Theonm. In a countable 6pace q i.t a limit point of {p,.} if and only if it i.t 
the limit of a aubaequenu {p.J. · 

We say that {p,.} has the limit q if to every V(q) there exists an no such 
that P• e V(q) for n~ao. In a Hausdorff space a sequence can have at 
most one limit. 

If q is the limit of a subsequence it ia obviously a limit point. To prove 
the opposite, let n~ run through the sets in a countable basis which con
tain the limit point q, and aet 0i=01 n ... nn~. For every /c we can 
find, recursively, an •i>•..-1 such that p.., e Oi. The sequence {p,.J baa 
the limit q. In fact, every V(t) contains an n~ •. and p •• E n~. for lc ii: leo. 
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SD. Countability baa a local and a global aapect. A space is said to be 
locally countable if every point baa a countabie neighborhood. 

It is evident th4t a compact locally countable space is~oimtablt-. More 
generally, the aame is true of a locally countable s~ which cun be 
repreeented aa a countable union of compact sets. 

SE. The space Rtt is countable, for the solid spheres with rational 
center-coordinates and rational radii form a countable" basis. 

A subset of R,. is compact if and only if it is cloeed and bounded. This is 
known aa the lemma of Heine-Bore!, or, in terms of limit points, aa the 
Bolzano-Weierstraas theorem. 

6. Mappiap 

U. The reason for introducing topologies is that they enable us to 
define and study continUOUB fMppings. 

We make no distinction ,l)etween mappings and functions. A function/ 
from a spaceS to another .paceS' assigns a valuef(p) e S' to every peS. 
With another notation we speak of the mapping p-+f(p), and this notation 
is always used when there is an explicit expression for /(p). 

According to our definition every function is single-valued. Later on we 
will aJ,.o speak of multiple-valued functions to conform with classical 
u~agt·. and for clarity it will then be necessary to use the pleonastic term 
;. ~ingl ... valued function". At present, however, we stick firmly to the 
conn-nt.iou that there is only one value/(p) corresponding to each p. 

The spaceS is the domain off. We can of course consider functions whose 
domain is a subeet P c S. In particular, iff baa domain S it baa a restric
tion to every subset P. In most cases the restriction can again be denoted 
by f without fear of confusion. 

The imagei(P) of P c Sis the set of all valuesl(p) for peP. The whole 
image /(S) is also called the range of I or the image of f. The inverse image 
J-l(P') of P'cS' is the set of all peS with l(p)eP'. Observe that 
J(J-l(P'))=P' while J-1(I(P)) :> P. 

6B. A functionJfromS toS' is said to mapS intoS', and if/(S)=S' we 
say that/ maps S onto S'. A mapping is OM to OM if/(p1)=/(Pa) implies 
Pt=PI· In that case the invuselundionj-1 is defined on the range off. 

A compoSite function I 0 g is defined on the domain of g provided that 
the range of g is contained~ the domain of tits value atp isi(J,(p) ). 

6C. The introduction of neighborhoods on S and S' makes it easy to 
generalize the classical definition of a continous function. We say that f is 
oontinuous at p0 • S if to every neighborhood Jl'' of p0-l(p0) there exists 
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a V (p0 ) whose image is contained in V'. A continuous mapping is one which 
is continuous at each point in the domain. 

There are various equivalent ways in which continuous mappings can 
be characterized, some very applicable and with a striking formulation. 
For instance, a mapping is continuous if and only if the inverse image of 
every open set is open, or if and only if the inverse image of every closed 
set is closed. The proofs of these statements are very simple and will not 
be reproduced. 

6D. If a one to one mapping and its inverse are both continuous the 
mapping is said to be topological or a ~hiam. Two spaces 8 and 8' 
are said to be homeomorphic or topologicaUy equivalent if there exists a 
topological mapping of 8 onto 8'. Thia is clearly an equivalence relation. 

A topological mapping J of 8 onto 8' maps open sets onto open sets 
and closed sets onto closed sets, for J is the inverse of a continuous 
function. 

Suppo><1> now that f is a one to one mapping of a subset E c 8 onto 
};' c 8'. 'l'henf is said to be a homeomorphism of E onto JJ' if fnndj- 1 an· 
continuous in the relative topologiu of E and E' respectit•efy. In thi!4 Hit na
tion, if E i>< f'loKed (or open) in the topology of 8 it is not 111'1'"'-~arily tnw 
that R' j.,. •·losed (or open) in the topology of S'. 

6E. Theorem. The itntJge of a connected set under a contin~ mapping 
is connected. 

We may assume that J maps a connected space 8 onto 8', for after 
relativization the general situation reduces to this case. If 8' = Oi u 01, 
where Oi and 02 are open and disjoint, then 8 has a decomposition 
8 = f-1(0i) u f-1(02) with the same properties. One of the sets J-1(0i), 
f-1(02) must be void, and ainoe the mapping is onto 8' either Oi or 02 is 
empty. Hence 8' is connected. 

6F. Theorem. The image of a compact set under a contin'UO'UB mapping i8 
compact. 

The initial remark in the proof of 6E applies again, and we use the same 
notations. If 8' is covered by open sets 0~, then 8 is covered by the open 
sets f-1(0~). The finite subcovering of 8 determines a finite subcovering 
of 8', and we conclude that 8' is compact. 

6G. In particular, homeomorphic spaces are simultaneously connected 
and simultaneously compact. We express this by saying that connected
ness and compactness are topological propertiu. The same is of course 
true of local connectedness and local compactneBB. 

We conclude also that ew.ry contin'UO'UB one to one mapping of a compact 
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HGutlorJI .tptJCe 07llo G1101Mr 18 " Aomeomorplai8m. Indeed, we need only 
ahow that the inverse mapping is continuous, and this is true if thP tlil'ect 
mapping carries closed sets into closed sets. The latter i' a const'IJIICill'C of 
6F, for in a compact Hausdorff space closed and compact sets are identical 
(4D). 

7. Area 

7A. An arc is defined by a continuous mapping of the closed interval 
[0, 1] into a topological space 8. We write the parametric equation of the 
arc in the formp-/(1), O;:ill:il 1. The points/(0) and/(1) are the end points 
of the arc:/(0) is the inilit.ll point andf(l) is the terminal poi11t. 

A OODtinuous mapping of the open interval (0, 1) is an open arc. By the 
interior of an arc we ahall mean the open arc obtained by restricting f to 
(0, 1). 

An arc is a Jordan Grc iff is a homeomorphism; if 8 is a Hausdorff space 
it is sufficient to aBBume that f is one to one. An "open J Mdan arc is defined 
in the same manner. · 

A rlosr.d cun.•e i!lllll arc whose initial and t<>rminal points coincide. It is a 
.Jrndan t·un•e if the mapping becomes a homeomorphism when the end 
point" of (II, 11-m"t" identified (2F). 

78. An arc or open arc can also be considered as a point set, namely as 
the nnge of f. As a point set every arc is connected and compact; an open 
arc is connected. In most eases it is clear from the context whether we 
mean the mapping or the point set; consequently we can use the same 
aymbol y to cover both concepts. When the mapping needs to be specified 
we write y:t-/(1). 

It may happen that two mappings define the same arc in the obvious· 
geometric sense. We shall later formalize the underlying conc<>pt of re
parametrization, but for the moment it is preferable to agree tl1<1t dilft•rcnt 
mappings define different arcs. The specialization of the parametric 
interval to [0, I] is likewise introduced as a matter of convenience. 

7C. A space is said to be GrcwiBe connected if any two points are the end 
points of an arc .. It can be proved that any arc wi~ distinct end points 
contains a Jordan arc with the same end points. In order to avoid the proof 
we prefer to require, from the start, that any two distinct points can be 
joined by a Jordan arc. · 

A space is locally GrcwiBe connected if it has a basis consisting of arcwiae 
connected sets. 

Theorem. A locally arcwi8e connected .tptJCe 18 arcwiBe connected if and 
Ot&ly if it 18 connected. . 

H Po is joined to Pl by a Jordan arc y1 and Pl is joined to :pa¥:po by a 
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Jordan arc )'2, then Po can be joined to .PI· Indeed, it suffices to follow 
)'1 from .Po to the first intersection with yz and continue along yz to pz. 
Here, and in similar circumstances, the fonnal part of the reasoning is 80 

simple that it will be suppressed. 
Choose a fixed point .Po and denote by E 1 the set consisting of .Po and 

all points which can be joined to p 0 by Jordan arcs, by E 2 the set of points 
which cannot be 80 joined. For .P1 e E1. let V(pl) be an arcwise connected 
neighborhood. It follows from our initial remark that V(p1) c E 1• Hence 
E1 is open, and a similar reasoning shows that Es is likewise open. If the 
space is connected, Es must be void, and the space is arcwise connected. 

Conversely, if the space 8 is arcwise connected it is the union of a point 
awl ILII .lorolan an·" from that point. Since each arc is connected the oon
ncc>tedm•,,., of S follows by Theorem 3B. 

7D. Rn is locally arcwise connected, and therefore en•r·_v '""!!ron in R" 
is arC\\ i><P c·onn('cted. By .t -.light modifi!'ation of the aq.!IIIIH·nt 111 i'C onp 
!lt•t•s that auy two distinct point>~ in a rogion t·an IJtJ Join('d hy u polygonal 
Jordan arl' in the region. 

§2. S~ACES 

We are now ready to leave the extreme generality which has charac
terized our discussion of topological spaces. By specialization we arrive 
through manifolds to the notion of surface which is in the center of our 
interest. 

A powerful and completely elementary tool for the lltudy of surfaces is 
the concept of homotopy. Its definition is so simple that it can ju11t as 
easily be introduced for arbitrary arcwise connected spaces. Through its 
connection with the index of a closed curve it achieves particular signifi
cance for the theory of surfaces. 

8. Defiuitioaa 

8A. We fonnulate the following precise definition of an n-dimenBional 
'IIUJnifold : 

Defiaitioa. An n-tlimenBional 'IIUJnifold i8 a Ha'IJ8dor.fl apau on wMcA 
there u:i8tB an open covtring by Bet81&omeomorplaic witla open sel8 in lP. . 

A manifold is evidently locally arcwise connected, and therefore, by 
7C, each component is arcwise connected. It is a matter of convenience 
whether one does or does not require a manifold to be connected. 

88. A manifold may or may not be countable. Countability is an 
important property, but many proofs can be carried out without this 
'&SSumption. We shall find that Riemann surfaces are countable, but this is 
a theorem and not a hypothesis. 
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8C. The case of !-dimensional manifolds is almost trivial. Elementary 
conaiderations which we leave to the reader show that !' compact con
nected 1-dimeilaional manifold is homeomorphic with a circle. A non
compact component is topologically an open interval, provided that it is 
countable. The uncountable case is less perspicuous, but we shall have no 
oco&Bion to Consider uncountable/1-dimenaional manifolds. 

8D. Our concern is 'with the case n=2. It is convenient to require 
connectedness, and ~e agree to make this slight distinction between a 
2-dimensional manifold and· a tJUrjace. 

Delaitioa. A tJUrjace is tJ connected 2-dimensiontJI. mtJnifold. 
Compact surfaces are conventionally referred to as cloBed surfaces, while 

nonrompnct surfacrR arf' Kaid to be open. This terminology is time-honored, 
and w1· will use it in :<pite of its ambiguity. 

Th•· plane, the Kphere, and any plane region are elementary examples 
nt ~lii"I<H'!•s. 'fhe torus is another well-known example. The sphere and the 
toruli are closed surfaces. 

For an example of an uncountable surface the reader is referred to the 
treatise of R. Nevanlinna [23, p. 51]. 

IE. An o}ien set A on a surface F is ~ Jorrlan region if ita closure 
oan be mapped topologically onto a closed disk, in such a way that A 
corresponds to the open disk. The boundary of a Jordan region is thus a 
Jordan curve. Since every point in a plane region is the center of a closed 
disk contained in that region, we see that every surfac1• h.t~ <Ill opt·n 
covering by Jordan regions. The same conatruction yieldll 1t11 t•\ .-n 
stronger result, for each Jordan region used for the covering has the addi
tional property that the homeomorphism which maps a disk onto the 
Jordan region can be extended to a homeomorphism of a larger concentric 
disk. 

A Jordan region which satisfies this stronger condition will be referred 
to as a ~ric disk, and ita closure is a clo1ed pGramaric disk. It is 
true that every Jordan region is a parametric disk, but this fact will not 
b&needed. 

9. The fDDdamental group 

9A. One of the main tools for the study of the topological properties of 
a space, and in particular of a surface, is the investigation of arcs and their 
deformationa. 

We recall that an arc yon a topological spaceS is determined by ita 
equation t-/(1), 0 :S t :S 1, where f is continuous and has ita values on 8 
(7A). The prod'lld of two arcs 'Yt=t-ft(t) and y2:t-/2(t) can be formed if 
the terminal point of 'Yl coincides with the initial point of 'Y2· It is defined 
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as the arc Y1 yz whose equation t-f(t) is given by /(t)=/1(2t) for o:at:a i 
andf(t)=/s(2t-1) fori :at :a 1. The sawrH arc of y:t-J(t) is y-1 :t-/(1-t). 

9B. An arc y1:t-/l(l) ia deformed into an arc yz:t-fz(t) with the II&Dle 
initial and terminal pointe .f11o .f12 if a continuous mapping J of the closed 
square 0 :it :i 1, 0 :a";:! 1 into 8 is constructed which satisfies the following 
conditions: (1) J(t; 0)=/t(t),/(1,1)=/z(t) for &II t, (2) /(0, u)=p1,J(1, u) ... 
P2 fol' all 11. If a deformation exists Y1 and Y2 are said to be lwmolop. 

It is ea,t;.ily proved that this relation is reflexive, symmetric, and transi
tive. We can therefore divide the set of all arcs with common end points 
into homotopy classes. In this section the sign~ will indicat .. homotopy. 

9C. Let l--'»(t), 0 ~ t ~ 1, he a continuous, real-valued, nondecreasing 
function with T(O)=O, T(1)=1. The arc t-f(T(t)) is said to result from 
t-J<t> by a reparametrizt.JUon. 

A repa.rametrized arc is homotop to the original arc. In fact, a deforma
tion is defined by (t, u)-/((1-u)t+uT(t)). It follows that the homotopy 
class of an arc is determined by the succession of its points, rather than 
by a specific equation. 

Let us prove, for instance, that the homotopy class of a Jordan arc is 
determined by the ar~ as a point set as soon as we designate one of the end 
pointe as the initial point. Suppose that J and g determine the same 
Jordan arc y in this sense. Then -r=J-1 o g is a topological mapping of 
[0, 1) onto itself, and the usumption implies -r(O)=O, T(l)=l. The com· 
plement with respect to [0,1] of a point to.;:O, 1 has two component& and 
t belongs to the same component as 0 if and only if t < t0• The images of 
these components under the mapping -r must coincide with the com
plementary components of -r(to). It follows that I< to implies -r(l)<-r(to). 
Hence -r is increasing, and g = J o -r is a repa.rametrization of f. 

The practical consequence of the preceding remark is that as far as 
homotopy is concerned the equation of a Jordan arc need not be specified 
as long as we indicate the initial point. A Similar reasoning shows that the 
homotopy class of a J o:rdui curve is determined as soon as we indicate 
the initial point and a positive sense along the curve. The positive sense 
can be prescribed by marking the initial and terminal points of a subarc 
which does not pass through the initial point of the Jordan curve. 

9D. Let us now restrict the attention to the family of closed curves 
from a common origin 0 on 8. In this family the product and the inverse 
are always defined. These operations can be carried over to the homotopy 
classes, for evidently a~ a', {3~{3' imply a/3~ a'/3' and a-1~ a'-1. In view 
of these facts no confusion will arise if the same letter will sometimes 
denote an individual closed curve and sometimes its homotopy class. 
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The multiplication of homotopy clasaea is asaooiative, for although 
(fl/l)y and u(/Jy) are not identical closed curves they are easily seen to be 
Np&l'&lll8tlizations of one another. There is a unit element, denoted as 1, 
Damely the homotopy c1aaa of the oic.ed. curve which reduces to the point 
0. We have cxl-lu•u and --1-1. The latter aaaertion is proved by 
coutruoting the deformation 

{
f(2t) 0 :iiI :ii (1..;. u)/2 

(1, u)- f(1-u) for (1-u)/2:iit;S (1 +u)/2 
f(2-2t) (l+u)f2~t~l. 

Hc('auRe of these facts the hf)'motopy classes form a group 9> o(S), the 
fumlammtal group of S referred: to the origin 0. 

9E. From now on we aaaume that S is arcwise connected. Then we can 
ahow that ditferent origins determine isomorphic fundamental groupe. 
Let 0' be a second origin, and draw an arc a from 0' to 0. To every closed 
curve u from 0 there corresponds a closed curve u'=_-1 from 0'. It 
is euily seen that the homotopy claaa of u' depends on1y on the homotopy 
clala of u. Hence we obtain a mapping cz-+ac~a-1 of the homotopy classes. 
Tbil mapping is product preeerving, for acxa-1. a{Ja-lza(fl/l)a-1. Finally, • 
~mapping is one to one, for cx'zacxa-1 implies cxza-lcx'a, and onto, for 
irlu'cr is mapped on u'. We conclude that cr determines an isomorphic 
mapping of 9> o(S) onto I' o·(S). 

The abstract group 1'(8) which is iSomorphic to all groupe 9> 0 (8) is 
oalled 1M fundamental group of 8 1 

9F. Consider a continuous mapp~ of S into another space 8'. To 
every arc y:e-f(t) on 8 there corresponds an arc y' on 8' determined by 
the mapping 'P of. Homotop arcs are carried into homotop arcs. Therefore, 
the correspondence can be regarded as a mapping of 9> o(S) into I' o·(8') 
where 0'-JP(O). This mapping preserves products, and i8 thus a homo
morphism. If 'P is topological and onto 8' the corresponding mapping is 
clearly an isomorphism onto I' o·(8'). We have thus: 

Theorem. T'M funtlamt:nlal group of an . af'CIIIi.te connedetl space iB a 
topological inmriant. 

9G. It can happen that the fundamental group reduces to its unit 
element. When this is so, any two arcs with the same end points are homo
top, and the space is said to be simply C01U&uted. 

De&aitioa. A space iB simply connuted if it8 funtlammtal group 1148 only 
muekmen.t. 

For short, a simply connected space is said to have a trivial fundamental 
group. 
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10. The inde:a: oC a eurve 

lOA. The topologically invariant character of the fundamental group 
makPs it de~irahle to compute it explicitly in as many cases as possible. 
For Hurfaces. this program will be carried out in 43, 44. For the moment 
we are content with two special, but very important rt>Knlts. 

Theorem. 'l'he .•parP R 11 i.~ simply connected. 
If .r=(XI, ···,:r,.) we \Hite J.·:r=(k.cl, ···,l:.r11 } for auy rc1d k. We 

choose the qrigin as initial point and consider a closed curve t-f(t), 
/(0}=/(1)=0, in Jtta. The deformation (t, u)-(1-u)f(t) transfonns it into 
the curve 1 :t-0. In other words, every closed curve is homotop to 1, and 
the fundamental group baa only one element. 

The result holds in particular for the plane, and therefore for an open 
disk and a half-plane. 't'he proof is obYiously valid for any star-ahaped 
subset of the plane. For tbia reason the fundamental group of a closed disk 
is also trivial. 

lOB. The plane minus a point is oalled the punctured plane. It is homeo
morphic with an annulus. 

Theorem. Tlw. fu'llllamMial group of tlw. punctured plane ill tlw. infinite 
cyclic group. 

Using the complex notation we suppose that z=O is omitted, and we 
take z = 1 as origin for the closed curves. The unit circle in the pa.ra
metrization f-+.e2dl is denoted by ex. 

Firat of all it is clear that any closed curve from 1 can be deformed by 
central projection into a curve that lies on lzl = 1. Next, by virtue of 
uniform continuity any such curve y can be written as Y1Y2" ·.,.where 
each Yk either does not paaa through I or does not pass through -I. It is 
easily seen that Yk can be deformed into one of the circular arcs between 
ita end points. We suppoee that the deformation has been carried out and 
use the same notation Yt for the circular arcs. For 2 ~ k :ii n, let ak denote 
one of the circular arcs on jz I = I from 1 to the initial point of ,.. On 
setting a1=a•+1=I we have y~(a1Y1ut-1)(171')'2C73-1 )· · ·(a•y•a•+Cl). 
Each factor a1y,pi~1 is composed of three arcs, and we find by exami
nation of all possible oases that it is homotop to I, ex or ex-1. Therefore, 
y is homotop to a power ex•. 

IOC. It remains to prove that ex• is not homotop to 1 for m ,& 0. The 
proof will provide us with an opportunity to introduce the inr.kz or 
1Bin.di71Q number of a closed curve y in the plane with respect to a point 
zo not on y. 

Let the equation ofy be z=f(t), O;:i!t;:i! I. Ifj(t)#zo for all t there exists 
a p>O such that 1/(t)-zol > p throughout the interval. By uniform 
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GCIIltibadty the Interval [0, 1] can be divided into a finite number of 
abintervala [t,, lc+l] IIUoh that lf(t)-f(lt)l <p forte[t,, lc+1l· The complex 
number ' 

/(ft+t)-zo 
Wt= /(tf)-zo 

ha.; a po~titive real part, for I we -11 < 1. Therefore there exists a unique 

value e, of arg w, which satiafiee -j < e, < j· It is clear that !8t is an 

integral multiple of 2w~ and we aet 

1 
a(y, ao) - 2; I e,. 

This is~ index of, with respect to *t· 

lOD. It must be shown that a(~ does not depend on the subdivision. 
We need only show that nothing is changed if we replace [t1, fm] by 
[tc. T] aod [T, lc+l] where lc<.,.<'c+l· We denote the new argument~ by 
0(, 0( and have 

e,- e,+e:+k·2w 

where i is an integer. Since all three arguments are <j in abaolute value 

we obtain Iii< f, and hence k-0. The assertion follows. 

lOE. A• "fuJidim& of ao tl&e inda a(y, zo) ~ coatiavou.9 oa tl&e complemeal 
of y, tJul&eftce COINIG"' in eacA ~ of tl&e complemeal. 

l!'or the proof we uae the same notations aa above and ohooae Z:, so cl011e 
to Zo that lz0 - Z:,l < p and 1/(t) -Z:,I > p for all t. We can then uae the same 
IIUbdivision to define n(y, Zo) and n(y, Z:,). Writing 

tic =f~-.:,· 
f )-zo 

we have lfl•-11<1, and it is poeaible to set cxc=argv, with -j<cxc<§· 

The new argument e, is connected with e, by 

e, = e,+~+l-a,+k·2,., 
and the resulting estimate Iii< 1 implies i=O. It follows that !9,= !9, 
as required. 

We nnte that n(y, zo) ~ zero wl&en zo liu in tl&e unbounded component 
of tile mmplement. To see this, <'hOORt> -p > 2 max If( I) I and assum<' that 
lzol>fp. Then 1/(t)-zol>p>l/(t)-/lO)I for all tELO,Jj. This mt·an!! 
that n(y, zo) can be computed y.ithout subdividing the interval. With 
to-= 0, t1 = 1 we get tDo = 1, 9o-0 and hence a(y, zo)-= 0. 
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lOF. We show next that n(y, Zo) dou noe r114nge if y is dPformed uoithoul 
passing through zo. Let /(t, u) define a deformation. ami suppose that 
f(t,u)#zo for O~t~I. O~u~l. We can find a p>O and •mointervah1 
[tc.tmJ, [uJ,UJtd such that 1/(t,u)-zol>p and 1/(t,u)-/(tc,u,)j<p for 
t E [t;, ti+d• U E (u;, "J+l). Let 9,, 9' be the arguments that correspond to 
u=u;, u=u1+1 respectively,. and observe that we can choose 

'" '" so that -2<,8c<2· 

flc ""' arg/(~. ut+~)-zo 
/(~. t&t)-Zo 

We have the relation 

e,-e, .. fJe+1 - {J,+Ic-2.,, 

and we see as before that 1:•0. Hence :Ie; ... Ie, and we couclude that 
the index does not change aa we pass from ut to "1+1· Therefore the OU1"V88 

that correspond to u ... o aDd u== 1 have the same index. 

lOG. We can now return to the proof of Theorem lOB. It is clear that 
n(cx111, O)=m and n(l, 0)-0. Hence cx111 ::::: 1 only if m=O, and the theorem 
is proved. 

The proof remains valid if the punctured plane is replaced by a circular 
annulus, open or cloaed. 

11. 'l'lae c1epee of a mappias 

llA. Let " be a complex-valued continuous function whoae domain is 
an open set Din the complex z-plane. We say that 'I' is regular at Zoe D 
if Zo has a neighborhood V in which f'(z):;' f'(Zo) for z-F z0. When this condi
tion is fulfilled we are going to define a degree of the mapping 'I' at ZQ. 

liB. We denote by Q a punctured disk 0 < jz -zol < r which is contained 
in V. According to the hypothesis 'I' mapa Q into the punctured plane Q' 

obtained by omitting WO""'f'(Zo). 
We know from 9F that 'I' determines a homomorphic mapping of the 

fundamental group Jf"(Q) into 1"(0'). Because both groupe are infinite 
cyclic it is very easy to determine the nature of the homomorphism. 

In fact, the groupe are generated by circles ex and fJ respectively which 
we represent by equations •-zo=(a-zo)e2•11 and w-wo=(b-wo)e2•te. 
Here a and b='P(a) are corresponding points with a En. We denote the 
homomorphism by ell. Suppose that Cl»(cx)=fJ". This completely determines 
the homomorphism, for then Cl»(cx"')=tJm". If d=O the whole group Jf"(O) 
is mapped into the unit element of Jf"(O'). If d:;'O we obtain an isomorphic 
mapping of 9"(0) onto the subgroup generated by {J", for Cl»(cx"')=fJ"'"=l 
implies m = 0. 
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The number d=d(9') is the .. of the mapping at zo, It is evidently 
independent of the choice of tJ en, and hence independent of the choice of 
n. 

llC. If a aeoaad mapping 1/1 is nga1ar at so-.,(zo), then 1/1 o 91 is nga1ar 
at zo, We o1aim that tl(t/1 o IJI)•ti(l/l)tl(IJI) where the depa are oomputed 
at zo and Wo r.peotively .. 

Thla is praotioa.lly evident. We need only note that Q' can be replaced by 
an arbitrarily ama11 punctured disk about so without oh&nging the pre
vious 1'811111t.l!'or aufli.oiently amalllo-zol the image ,(ex) liee in the pun!(
tured disk and belongs to the homotopy cJaae ,.,.,,On the other hand, 
r/J mapa fl onto a.n element of the homotopy class ydC•) with reHpect to ·a 
punctmed p1aDe. .'1 beiDg a poeitively oriented oirole. It follows that 
.,(.,(ex))==I/I(JJIIW)=::,.Ctt>IIIC.), and the multiplicative property of the 
~ \ . 

de~IIIJMv•-· 

liD. Suppoee now that D is a region, and that 91 is a homeomorphic 
mapping of D onto a eet ,(D). If ,(D) is opehe can define the degree of 
the invene mapping. Since the identity mapping hu degree 1, we obtain 
d(91) tl(,-1)-1, and hence ti(91)• ± 1. 

Actu&lly, ,(D) is always open ("invariance of the region"), but we ahall 
avoid the use of this fairly advanced topological theorem. We prove, 
without uaing the fact that ,(D) is open, that tl(91} is oonstant in D. 

For a fixed %o e D, let Q, Q' and ex, fJ be choeen aa in liB. By aaaump
tion, IJI{ex)=:I,.C.) in 0', and hence ft(IJI{ex), 9'(zo)}-d(f1). Let Z1 be 80 

cloee to zo that A(ex,zl}=ft(ex,zo)=l and ft{IJI(ex), 9'(z1))-R(9'(ex), 9'(ZO))= 
tl(91)· To define the degree at z1 we use a punctured disk n1 centered at z1, 
the punctured plane Oi which omits 9'(z1}, and generators ex1, fJ1• Because 
" is a homeomorphism there is no restriction on n1. other than that it be 
contained in D. l!'or this reaaon, if z1 is autliciently cloee to zo we can 
chooae 0 1 80 that it contain& ex. Then ex=::ex1 in 0 1 and 91(ex}=::9'(ex1) in Oi. 
It follow that ft(IJI(exl), 9'(zl))=ft(9'(ex}, 9'(z1}}-tl(f1), and hence that 
9'(ex1)=::fl1'<., in Oi. Conaequently, the ~t z1 is equal to ti(91), ·the 
degree at zo, We conclude that ti(91) is ~tin a neighborhood of each 
point, and hence in each component of D. If D is connected it is constant 
throughout D. 

By the preceding remark, if we use the in variance of the region it follows 
that d(91) is constantly I or -1: However, to reach this conclusion we need 
merely know that 91(D) baa an interior point 9'(zo). Indeed, let A c 91(D) be 
an open disk containing 91(zo). Then 91 baa the degree ± 1 in .,-1(A), and 
conaequently in all of D. 

'l'lleonm. The .. of tJ lopologict&l fiiiJPPi"f of tJ region i& COMIGfllly 
+1 (W -1. 
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WI' ha\'1' proved this theorem under the condition that the image of 
the region has an interior point. A topological mapping of degree + 1 is 
called sen8e-preserving, and one of degree -1 is senBe-reversing. 

12. Orientability 

12A. We shall use the term planar region for any region V on a surface 
F which can be mapped topologically onto an open set in the plane. The 
homeomorphisms h which effect such mappings can be divided into two 
classes by assigning h1 and h2 to the same class if and only if h1 o h2 1 is 
sense-preserving. For a given h we denote by 'ii the mapping obtained by 
setting 1i(p) equal to the complex conjugate of h(p). Then hand 1i are in 
different classes, for h o ]i-1 is sense-reversing. For any other mapping 
h1 either h o h1 1 or 1i o h1 1 is sense-preserving. This shows that there-&re 
exactly two classes. 

The choice of one of the two classes as the positively oriented one 
constitutes an orientation of V. It is clear that an orient~tion of V induces 
an orientation of every subregion V' c V, namely by restricting a posi
tively oriented mapping of V to V'. 

The orientations of two overlapping planar regions V 1 and V 2 are said 
to be compatible if they induce the same orientation in all their common 
subregions. 

12B. A surface F is orientable if it is possible to define compatible 
orientations of its planar regions. 

Definition. A surface F is said to be orientable if it is possible to a88ign a 
positive orientation to each planar region in such a way that the orientations 
of any two overlapping planar regiOnB are compatible. 

Orientability is obviously a topologically invariant property. We can 
thus divide the classes of homeomorphic surfaces into classes of orientable 
and nonorientable surfaces. A well-known example of a nonorientable 
surface is the Mobius band. 

An orientable surface has always two diifl'rent orientations, for if a 
system of compatible orientations is given we get a new compatible 
Rystem by reversing all the orientations. It follows in an obviom1 way by 
the conm•C'tt>dne~s that there cannot be more than two orientations. 

12C. In order to orient a surface it is sufficient to orient all planar 
regions which belong to some open covering by planar regions. Suppose 
that the sets V of the open covering have been oriented in a compatible 
manner. Let v· be an arbitrary planar region. A point p E v· has a con
nected Opt'n neighborhood u c v· which is contained in a v. The orienta
tion of I' 1111111('('~ all on•·11t.ltl~>ll of('. and \\I' Pan ehoo><e an orientation of 
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Y'·wlall!h iDduoea the aame orientation of U. Becau.ae of the compatibility 
tbia edintatioll will not depend on the choioe of U or V. :Moreover, the 
poiate J' which determine the aame orientation aa a tied point Poe V' 
form an open aet, and 80 do the pointe which determine the oppoaite 
orientation. Since V' ia oonneoted, ita orientation will be uniquely deter
mined. FiDally, the orientations are compatible, for the two orientation. 
of a oomponent of V' n v· 0&11 be determined by a point p e V' n v•. 

13. ............. 

liA. We have already mentioned that an open 111ll'faoe haa an ideal 
boaclGry, defined aa the point ao in the Alexandroft' oompaotification 
(4JI') •. We denote the ideal boundary of a 111ll'faoe I' by fJ or {J(F). · 

The complement of a.ny relatively compact aet on F ia often called a 
neighborhood of {J, even though, strictly speaking, a neighborhood should 
include the point ao itaelf. 

For many purpcllll!8 it ia preferable not to u.ae the Alexandroft" compacti
fioa.tion but diatinguiah difFerent pointe on {J. This can be done, in many 
diffel'-.t ways, by imbedding F aa an open aet in a compact Ha118dorft" 
apaoe Jl. It is clear that the boundary ofF in M may be considered aa a 
realisation of {J. 

lSB. The ideal boundary of a diek, and therefore of the plane, can be 
realized aa a circle. Such standard realizations, when poBBible, are of 
oourae very uaeful. 

We generalize the oample of the disk by introducing the notion of a 
bortleretl .urface. 

De&nitioo. A conMde4 Hatuld.orff Bpace J' i8 calktl a bortleretl .urJace 
if it is not a .urface, and if tlaere u:i8tl an open covering of F bg Beta wAW. 
can be mapped lwmMmorpnically 01llo relatively open BUb8dB of a cloBed 
half-plane. 

l3C. We may choose the homeomorphisms It so that the raug.· uf t·:~ 
A lies in the closed upper half-plane yii:;O of the complex z-plane. If 
la(Po) is an interior point of the upper half-plane for one homeomorphism, 
then we contend that the same is tnle for all homeomorphiama defined at 
Po· Suppose that Po is in the domain of A and At. We consider the homeo
morphic mapping 9'=A1 o A-1, restricted to a small open disk about 
zo=A(Po). The image of this disk is relatively open in the closed half-plane, 
and contains, therefore, an interior point with respect to the topology of 
the plane. It follows that we can apply Theorem liD without appealing to 
the invarianoe of the region. A sufficiently small circle ex about zo must be 
mapped by 9' onto a closed curve whose index with respect to hl(Po) is ± 1. 
But if ht{po) lies on the s-axis it belongs to the unbounded component of 
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the complement of cp{m), and by lOE the index is zero. Henoe /&l(Po) must 
be an interior point of the half-plane. 

We conclude that it is possible to distinguish two complementary 
subsets ofF, the set B or B('F) of points which are always mapped into 
the z-axis, and the set F of points which are never mapped into the .:r-&Jtia. 
F is open, and B is closed, B is not empty, for then F would be a surf&oe. 
Any neighborhood of-a point on F contains points from F. Henoe 7 is the 
closure and B is the boundary of F. 

We call B the bortkr and I the iftlerior of 7 (in spite of the ambiguity). 
The components of B are called C0111o'UrB. 

13D. Every point Po e B has a neighborhood which can be mapped 
homeomorphically onto a ·lelllicloeed half-disk I• I< 1, yii:;O with Po 
corresponding to the origin.aDd points on B to the diameter y=-0. From 
this representation we see that Po has a relative neighborhood on B which 
is homeomorphic with an open interval. In other words, B is a 1-dimen. 
sional manifold. Every compact contour is a Jordan curve. 

We prove nex~the interior F is a surface. We need only show that 
F is connected. Suppose that F has a decomposition into nonvoid open 
sets F1 and Fz. Then 7 .. 71 u Fs, and sinoe F is connected F1 and Fa 
must have a common point Poe B. But Po has a neighborhood Y whose 
intersection with F is homeomorphic with an open half-disk, and con
sequently connected. The decomposition Y n F = ( Y n F 1) u ( Y n Fa) 
contradicts the connectedness of Y n F, and we conclude that F must be 
connected. 

IfF is compact, B(7) may be considered as a realization of {J(F). IfF 
is not compact, B(.F) realizes only part of {J(F), and the remaining part is 
represented by the Ale:~tandrotf point /1(1') of 'F. 

Remark. The connection between border and ideal boundary is so 
intimate that it would be unwise to insist on separate notations under all 
circumstances. We agree that B will always stand for a concrete border, 
while the notations fJ and /J(F) will be used more freely with various related 
mPanings. 

13E. A bordered surface F is said to be orientable if and only if its 
interior F is orientable. We show that an orientation of F induces a 
positive direction on the border B. 

Consider a neighborhood Y of p 0 e B which is homeomorphic with a 
semiclosed half-disk, for instance I• I< 1, y~O. We say that a homeo
nwrphiRm h. of V onto tlw :<rmiclosro half-disk is positively oriented if its 
n·~tridion to V r 1 P I,,.), 111;.:~ to t lw da~>< of homeomorphiRms by which F 
b "ri.,ntt•tl. It is ah\ay:> po><><JI,(e to find a positively oriented homeo
morphiRm, for p---..h(p) and p-+-h(p) are oppositely oriented and have 
tlw same range. 
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We can and will aaaume that A ia defined on a region which contains V. 
Suppoee that A1 ia a aeoond positively oriented homeomorphism of V with 
the same properties. Then cp==A o Ai1 ia a homeomorphic mapping of th. 
closed half-diak onto itaelf. It can be extended to a slightly largE>r half. 
disk, and it can al8o be extended by symmetry to a homeomorphic 
mappmg of the oornBpODding full disk. 

Since cp is 118D88-preaening in the upper half-plane it is also sense
preserving in the whole disk. For this reason the mapping of 1•1-I on 
itself preeervea the direction. Inasmuch as the upper half-oirclee corre
spond to each other this ia poaaible only so that 91(l)=l and cp( -1)= -1. 
We can now designate the inverae image of -1 as the intitial point and 
the inverse image of I as the terminal point of the arc on B which corre
sponds to the diameter; we have just shown that this designation is 
independent of the choice of A. In other words, a BUftioiently small subarc 
of B has a well-defined positive direction with respect to the orientation 
of F. 

It is easy to extend the determination of the positive direction to arbi
trary subarea of B. We can start from an arbitrary direction of the arc. 
It induces a direction of every au bare, and for aubarcs that already have a 
positive direction with respect to the orientation ofF, the induced direc
tion is either equal or opposite to that direction. For overlapping subarea 
the same alternative must occur. It followa that the union of all subarcs 
with the same direction and the union of all subarea with opposite direc
tion are both open. Hence one of these sets is void, and the given arc has a 
well·defined positive direction which ~ with that of all BUfticiently 
small subarcs. 

W<' conclud<', in particular, that each compact contour, regarded as a 
Jordan curve, has a positive sense with rcspt>ct to th<' orientation of F. 

13F. The notion of bordered surface is closely connected with the idea 
of a region with a smooth boundary. In order to introduce a convenient 
terminology we begin by defining a l-dime1&8ional lnlbmanifolrl. The 
purpose of this auxiliary notion is to bypass certain delicate topological 
considerations which would lead too far afield. 

Defiaiti~a. A aub8et r of a BUrfau F i8 called a l-dime1&8ional BUbmani
fold if ew~:!V' e r 11118 an open neigAborltooil V wAicA can be mapped komeo
'IIIIOf'Phically onto I• 1 < 1 in BucA a 'IDIIY tllol t11.e a111ersution v n r corre8p(Y11il8 
to the reaL diameter. 

Consider now a subregion 0 of F. We will say that nand n are regularly 
imbedded if, in the first place, n and ita exterior have the same boundary, 
and if, secondly, this boundary is a !-dimensional submanifold. Let p 
be a point on Bd n, and choose a neighborhood v as in the dl'finition. 
Since the half-disks 11 > 0 aDd 11 < 0 are connected their inverse images are 
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contained either in 0 or in the e::rt.erior of 0. The fact that p Jiea OD the 
common boundary of Q and the e::rt.erior implies that one of the images 
must belong to 0 and the other to the e::rt.erior. Hence V n n ia mapped 
on a aemicloeed ha.lf-ctiak, and we conclude that n ia a bordered aurface 
whose border coincides with the boundary of a. 

13G. For a regularly imbedded region a c F,let E be a component of 
F -n or, more generally, a union of such components. Then nuB w alto 
a regul~Jrlg tmbetltl«J Rgitm. To see that this set ia open we need only 
examine a point p on the boundary of E. Such a point ia also on the 
boundary of n, and u auch it has a neighborhood V whoae intersection 
with F-a ia conneoted. It follows that Vn(F-a)cB, and hence 
V c 0 u E, proving that 0 u E ia open. It ia connected becaUie 0 u 
(Q n E), a set between 0 and n, ia connected. Finally, the boanclary of 
n u E consists of the contours of n which do not belong to E, and one aees 
at once that n u E ia regu]arly imbedded. 

Suppose now that n ia compact. Then n has only a finite number of 
contours, and hence only a finite number of complementary components. 
Let E be the union of thoae componenl&'that are compact. Then n u E 
ia a relatively compaot regularly imbedded region with the additional 
property that all complementary components are noncompact. Such a 
region will be called a regulGr regicm. Because this terminology ia used 
throughout the book we state a formal definition : 

Definition. A region n c F .. G regular region if ( 1) n .. relatively compact, 
(2) 0 and F-ri have a common boundary which is a l-dime1Uiionalsub
'fiUJnifold, (3) all eomponents of F-n are RO'nCOmpacl. 

We have shown that every relatively compact and regularly imbedded 
region can be completed to a regular region. 

13H. It ia often desirable to imbed a bordered surface in a surface. In 
this respect we prove: 

Theorem. Bvery borderetliiUrJaa 1' ccm be regularly imbetltkd in a IIUrJaa. 
If 1' u compad, it CXJn be regularly imbetltkd in a cloBed ~~Urjaa. 

We construct a standard imbedding which will find important use, 
especially in the theory of Riemann surfaces. 

Let P1 be <~ topologi<'nl 11pace which i11 homeomorphic with J!, aml 
con11ider a. topological mapping fl' ofF onto Ft. In the sum F+F1 we 
identify each p e B(F) with its image fl'(p), and topologize as in 2F. The 
resulting space ia denoted by 1'. It ia trivial to verify that I' ia a Hausdorff 
space, and also that every point in F u fi'(F) has a neighborhood which is 
homeomorphic to an open set in the plane. 

Suppose now that Po E B. Then Po has a neighborhood V relatively 
to 1' which can be mapped on a semiclosed half-disk as in 13D, and 
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f = V u cp( V) ill an open neighborhood on P. We denote the mapping 
of V by A. A homeomorphic mapping of t onto an open disk ill obtained 
by mappingp e V into A(p) andp e cp(V) into X(cp-1(?)). We have proved 
that 1' ia a earfaoe, and that 7 ill regularly imbedded in 1'. 

The prooeu that we have described ia called tluplicatioa, and I ia 
referred to u the double of 7. The mapping cp can be extended to an 
involutory topological self-mapping of P by requiriDg that cp(cp(p))=p. 
If F ill orientable, 10 ill P. and cp ia lleiUI&.reveniug. 

The pointa p and cp(p) are l&id to be symmetric with respect to the 
border. We shall f'nquently denote cp(p) by p• and cp(J'} by I*. 

The double of a dJak ill a sphere, and~ double of an annulus is a torus. 

§3. COVERING SURFACES 

The reader ia familiar with the crude notion of Riemann aurfaoes which 
OClCUI8 in classical function theory. For the description of mob surfaces a 
pictorial language is used which in spite of ita di~c value does not 
belong in a mathematical treatment. 

The notion in question is purely topological, and in this section we are 
concerned with its a:Domatization under the name of covering surface. 

A covering surface is smooth if it has no branch points, and a smooth 
covering surface will be called regular if it lm!! no h<>nnclary in a :<Pnse that 
will have to be made more precise. We point out right here that this 
terminology does not coincide with common usage. 

The regular ooveriDg surfaoee are connected with the fundamental 
group of the underlying surface by virtue of the monodromy theorem 
whose consequences we shall have reason to disCUBB in detail. 

14. Smeotb ~ ...nace. 
1~ :For our basic defi.Dition we ohooae the following: 
De&aidoD. .A ccmnul«l HaUIIIlorJJ 1fJ1ZCC 1' afttl a mapping/ of 1' into a 

BUrfCJCt F "" Mid to tlelermiae a 8frii!OIA COflUing IJtl,r/CJCt of F, if every 
fJo e1' Au a~neigllborlwod V wAic?a i8 mapped topologically by I onto a 
mighborlwod V of Po=/(fJo)... · 

The definition implies that J is continuous, an<~ the mapping may be 
described as locally topological. It is always possible to replace V and V 
by open neighborhoods, and even by Jordan regions. To see this, choose 
open neighborhoods Vo(Po)C V and f'o(fJo)c f'. Then 0=j-1(l'o)n f'o 
ill open, and 0 c f'o. U -/(0) c Yo. Because J is topological on j', /( 0) 
is relatively open in V, and since /(0) is contained in the open subset 
V o it is absolutely open. We see that the sets 0 and U are open and corre
spond to each other topologically. The final step ill to replace U by a 
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Jordan region A. c U, containing po, and 0 by the topological image A
J-l(A.)n 0. 

Our reasoning shows that 1' is always a 11lrfaoe. The covering surface ia 
usually denoted by (1', f), but in appropriate circumstances we abbreviate 
the notation to 1'. 

ID. An important property is that open BdB are 'IMpped on opm 8d8. 
With the previous no~tiona, aaaume that fio belongs to the open set 0. 
Since/ is topologioal oa Q.<~we know tMAiJftJ n 0) is open •. The a•ertklli · 
follows from Po ej(O n l') C/(l'). 

In particular, /(1') is a region on F, and it is clear that (1',/) may be 
considered as a smooth covering surface of /(1'). Conversely, if we start 
from a region G c F, then any component 0 of J-l(G) yields a smooth 
covering surface (0,/) of G. For the proof we need only recall that 0 is 
open. 

UC. For the study of covering surfaces it is essential to introduce the 
notion of continuation along an arc. The clas8ical connection would be 
clearer if we spoke of the continuation of the multiple-valued inverse 
functionJ-1, but since we do not wish to consider multiple-valued functions 
it is preferable to avoid this language. 

Considt.>r first an arc ;; on 1' with the equation t~(t), 0:; t :;i 1. The 
arc y=/(y) on F has, by definition, the equation t-J(q>(t)). It is called 
the projection of;;. Now we reverse the point of view and regard y as 
primarily given through ita equation t~(t). Any arc ;; with the proj
ection y and the initial point fio is called a continuation along y from fJo; 
naturally, fJo must lie over Po· In the literature the process of forming 
the continuation is also referred to as lifting the arc. 

The following uniqnf'nesR theorem holds: 
Theorem. On 11 .~mw•lh corl'ring .~urfart'. any two continuations along the 

.~arne ,,,.,,11tljrom flu :rtmf' initial point are identical. 
Let the two continuations be given by V>t and V>2· We consider the set E 

of all t !Inch that q>1(t) =V>2(t). This set is closed, for q>1, V>2 are continuous 
and F is a Hausdorff apace. We prove that E is also relatively open. 
Considl•r toe E and determine neighborhoods Y of V>t(lo)=V>z(to) and V 
of cp(to) which are in one to one correspondence by J. Because of the 
continuity there exists a neighborhood of to in which q>1(t) and q>2(t) are 
contained in Y. Since they have the same projection they must coincide, 
q>1(t) =~(t), and we have proved that E is relatively open. By aaaumption 
E contains 0; it follows that E must comprise the whole interval [0, 1]. 

l,D. The existence of a continuation cannot be asserted. Therefore, 
we define a claaa of regular covering surfaces as follows: 
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Defiaition. ..t MIIOOIA COflering awface v MJitj lo be regular aJIMN a:ill8 
a continuatiora fllortg cmr arc y of I cmd /rum •r poiftl ower 1M in;,w,z f101111 
ofy. 

I 

U.E. In order to Wlyze this definition we examine the oaae in which a 
continuation fa.ila to exist. Let y and jJo be given. The set of alllo e [0, 1] 
for which there exiata a continuation from Po along the auba.rc corre
sponding to [0, lo] is easily seen to be relatively open. In fact, if 91(1) is 
defined in [O,fo], lo< 1, we can determine neighborhoods of 91(1o) and 
tp(to) which arem oruJ w one cOneapOndenoe, and uaing this oori.pondenoe 
1t is possible to continue 91(1) beyond to. If we &88ume that there is no 
continuation along all of y it follows that the set under consideration is a 
half-open interval [0, -r) with 0<-r:i 1. 

The function 91 is defined on [0, -r). We claim that 91(1) tends to the ideal 
boundary of Pas t-+-r. Suppose that this were not the case. Then there 
exists a compact set a c P and a sequence of values t,.-+-r such that 
91(1 .. ) Ea. We can extract a suba,equence {t,.J with the property that 
!p(t,,) convergt•s to a point IJ Ea. It follows by continuity that a=/(ll) = 

tp(T). We ch0<»1e corresponding neighborhood>< f', r ,,f ,;, '' and dl'note 
by J-1 the inverse function of J restricted to Y. 1'here exists T' < T such 
that tp(l) e V for -r' =t I :i -r, and !p can be extended from [0, -r'] to (0, -r] by 
setting 91-J-1 o 9' in [-r', -r]. This contradicts the definition of -r, and the 
&888rtion follows. 

We say that tp(-r) is an IUJm1llolic value of J. The path described by 
!p(t) for 0 =t t < -r is the corresponding path. of determination. A regular 
covering surface is thus a smooth covering surface on which there is no 
path of determination. In particular, since a compact surface has no ideal 
boundary, a compad tnnoolh. covtring tJUrface v alwars reguJ.ar. 

14oF. The preceding considerations permit us to characterize the 
property of regularity in a different and sometimes more convenient way. 
In a slightly more general context the equivalent condition that we 
formulate ~will be referred to as compldmess (21A). 

Theorem. A tnnoolh. covtring tJUrjace v reguJ.ar if and onlr if every Po e F 
ll.as a neigAborlwotl V with. tll.e propertr th.at each. component of J-1( V) is 
compact. 

For the present we prove only the sufficiency. Suppose that ji i>< a path 
of determination which leads to the asymptotic value p 0 • If V is any 
neighborhood of p0 , the path ;; must, from a certain point on, lie in a 
component of J-1( V). By &88umption, ;; is not contained in any compact 
set. Hence the component that contains the end 'part of ;; cannot be 
compact. We conclude that the completenesa condition cannot be satis
fied, and hence that a complete covering surface is necesaarily regular. 

The neoeaaity will be proved in HiD. 
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UG. For the purpose of proving that a covering surface is regular the 
following corollary to the llllfficiency part of the preceding theorem is 
particularly useful: 

Corollary. GitJm tJ 8mOOIA cotJering BUrfa.ce (1',/) ofF, let G be tJ region. 
on F, t~nd BUPfX* tlttJI 0 i8 tJ relt:Jtivdy ~component oJJ-l(G). Tlaea 
(0,/) i8 tJ regultlr cotJering ftrJa.ce of G. · 

The proof is immediate. For :poe G, let V be a compact neighborhood 
of :po which is contained in G. To avoid confusion we denote the restriction 
off to 0 by g. Then g-l(V)-J-l(V)n0=J-l(V) n Cl 0, for since 0 is a 
component of J-l(G) its boundary points cannot belong to J-l(G), and 
much less toJ-l(V). ButJ-l(V) is closed and Cl 0 is compact. Hence their 
intersection g-1( V) is compact on I', and a fortiori on 0. It follows that V 
has the property required in Theorem 14F, and we conclude that (0./) is 
regular. 

15. The monodromy theorem 

ISA. Consider a regular covering surface (I', f) of F. Let tJ, b be two 
points on F, and ii a point over tJ. We connect tJ to b by an arc y. Then the 
eontinuahon y along y from 1/, has a terminal point ~over b. It is important 
to determine to what extent ~ depends on the choice of y. 

A partial answer to this question is furnished by the fTI.O'TI()(/,rom,y 

tlaeorem which occupies a central position in the theory of covering 
surfaces. 

Theorem. 8up:po8e that (1',/) i8 tJ regulcar coveri'ng surfa.ce of F. If )'1 

and rz are homotop qrc& fmm a to b on F, then the continuations '91 and ;;. 
frnm a com molt initi•l poi rtf 4 ovl'r 4( ftrminqle t{t the same point'~- Moreooer, 
ji1 and ji2 qrtlto•otopon P. 

ISB. Let (t, u>-9'(t, u), ~efined on 0;:5t;:51, 0;:5u;:5 1, be a deformation 
of y1 into y2• The theorem will be proved if we c.an construct a continuous 
function (t, uH(t, u) with f o fJ=tp and fJ(O, 0)=11. In fact, 9)(0, u) and 
fJ(1, u) must then reduce to constants II, ~. and t--+q;(t, 0), t--+q;(t, 1) will 
be the equations of y1, ;;.. 

For any fixed u we define 9)(1, u) as the continuation along the curve 
t--+cp(t, u) from the initial value II. We must show that fJ(t, u) is continuous 
in both variables. 

For a given u0, let E be the set of all.,. e [0, 1] with the property that 
the restriction of fJ to the rectangle 0 ;:5 t ;::5.,., 0 ~ u ~ 1 is continuous in 
both variables on the line segment O~t;::iT, U='UQ. We are going to show 
that 1 belongs toE. Since Uo is arbitrary this will prove that 9l is continuous 
in the closed unit square. 

The definition of E is such that E is either a semi-open interval [0, to) or 
a closed interval [0, to]. In either case we choose open neighborhoods Y, V 

'-' 
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of cp(to, 110), cp{fo, t&o) reapectively which correspond to each other topo
logically, and we denote by J-1 the restricted inverse of J which is defined 
in V and has valuea in 9'. There emta a 8 > 0 with these properties: 
(I) 'l'(t, u) e V for lt-fol < 8, 1•-t&ol < 8, (2) cp(t, t&o) 1: Y for 11-lol < 8. 
It is tacitly undentood that we oonaider only pointe (1, u) in the unit 
square. 

Choose 11-fo if II is a closed interval and fo- 8 < l1 <to if E is semiopen. 
1' is open, and f(l1, u) is oontinuoua in u at •-t&o· Henoe we can find a 
positive '1:5 8 auch that cp(l1, u) e Y for 1•-t&ol < '1· For these values 
cp(41, u)-J-l('l'(h, u)). In the part of the rectangle O:ll:llo+B, lu-tt.ol < '1 
which lies in the unit square, define a function cp1(t, u) which is equal to 
cp(t, u) for t:s;t1 and equal toJ-1(9'(1, •)) for I >l1. Thencp1 is oontinuoua in I 
for fixt'd u, and J o cp1-rp. By the uniqueneas of oontinuation f1 muat 
coincide with cp, and we find that cp il'l continnouR in both variabiP!'! on the 
part of the segment O:ll<lo+B, u=uo which lies witlun the clu,.,t'd unit 
square. This oontradicta the W,finition of E unleaa E is closed and to= 1. 
Henoe 1 belongs to E, and the theorem is proved. 

ISC. Aa an immediate oorollary of the qDlODOdromy theorem we 
obtain: 

Theorem. If (I,J) S. a regular covuifl{l &Urfact, of a simply connected 
&Urfact, F, IMa JS. a laomeomorpAic f1141J1'i11f of I 07llo F. 

We chooee a point I e I and oonaider ita projection a. An arc y can 
be drawn from a to any b e F. The continuation ;; from ll along y enda 
at a point 5 over b. Henoe every point on F is the projection of a point 
on I. 

Suppose that llt, fiJ el have the aame projection a. We oonnect ti1 and 
4J by an arc;;. Ita projection is a closed curve y, and;; is the continuation 
along y from ll1• The simple oonnectivity implies that y is homotop to 1, 
and by the monodromy theorem ll1 =Ia. We have proved that J is one to 
one. It is oontinuoua in both directiona because of ita local properties. 

lSD. It is now easy to oomplete the proof of Theorem:l4F. Suppose 
that (l',J) ia a regular covering surface of F. Let ll. be a Jordan region 
which oontaina Poe F, and let V c ll. be a compact neighborhood of :po. 
Consider a oomponent Y ofJ-1( V). The theorem will be proved jf we ahow 
that Y is oompact. 

Y is oontained in a oomponent A of J-l(!J.), and (a,n is a regular 
covering aurfaoe of A. Sinoe A is simply connected it follows by the 
monodromy theorem that J, restricted to !, is a homeomorphism. For 
greater clarity, let the restriction be denoted by g and ita Bingle-valued 
inverse by g-1. We Jmowthat Ycg-l(V),andg-l(V), the continuous image 
of a oompaot eet, is oompact. But Y is closed, for it is a component of the 
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closed setJ-1(V). We conclude that Y, a closed subset of a compact set, 
is necessarily compact. 

16. AppliealioJg of the monodromy theorem 

16A. The monodromy theorem is often applied to questions which are 
only indirectly connected with the theory of covering surfaces. In the 
following we consider a fairly general situation which covers most of the 
usual applications. 

We suppose that a &imply connected surface F is covered by regions V. 
In each V a nonempty family Cl»v of .complex-valued functions is given. 
The problem that interests ua is to define a function on the whole aurfaoe 
F whose restriction to each V belongs to CS»v; in other words, we want to 
piece together a global function from a supply of local functions. We will 
show that this is possible if the families CS»v satisfy the following conditions: 

(AI) If cp e Cl»v, cp' e Cl»v·, and V n V' ~0, then the interior of the set 
of all points p with cp(p) =cp'(p) is relatively closed in V n V'. 

(A2) To every p e V n V' and every cp e Cl»v there exists a cp' e Cl»v• 
such that cp=cp' in a neighborhood of p. 

Condition (AI) implies that in each component of V n V' the set where 
cp(p)=cp'(p) is either the whole component, or else a set without interior 
point ... It \\OUid ha\"l' llC'Pn :-.impler to a!<~llln<' thnt either cp=q/ or q;ic-cp' 
throughout t·•wh collll'"ut·ut of V n 1", hut this condition would not Lc 
sufficiently general for the application in I6F. 

I68. We construct a space I' whose points are determined by a point 
11 E F together with a cp E Cl»v such that p E V; this point is denoted by 
(p, cp). Two points are identified if and only if they are determined by the 
same p and by functions cp which coincide in a neighborhood of p. A set 
of points (p, cp) with a fixed cp is declared to be an open set if the points p 
form an open set on F. We choose these particular open sets as a basis for 
the topology on I'. 

To see that I' is a Hausdorff space, let {Po, cpo) and (Pl. cp1) be distinct 
points. If Po~ P1 disjoint neighborhoods are formed by {p, cpo) and (p', cp1) 
where p, p' run through disjoint neighborhoods of po, P1· If Po= P1 
and cpo, cp1 are defined in Yo, V1 respectively, we consider the component 
of Yon V 1 which contains po. The condition (po, cpo) ¥- (po, cp1) means 
that cpo and cp1 cannot coincide in any neighborhood of p 0, and hence not 
on the whole component. Therefore, by (AI), cpo=cp1 at most on a set 
with empty intl'rior, and it follows that {p, cpo)~ (p, cp1) for all p in the 
componf'nt under consideration. We have shown that the condit.ion for a 
Hausdorff space is fulfilled. 

It is quit.e obvious that the mapping/: (p, cp)-p define;; f'ach l·omponr11t 
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of 1' as a smooth OCJVel'iDg surfaoe of F. We wish to prove, in addition, 
that this covering surfaoe is regular. 

16C. Consider an arc y:t-+cu(l) and divide [0, l]•into subintervals 
[t1, tH I] so that w(t) belongs to a Vc for tc=at ;::iitc+1· Chooae an initial point 
1io = (po, 910) over po = w(O); we may assume that 910 e CZ,y ,. 

According to (A2) there exiata a 911 e CZ,y1 which is equal to 910 in a 
neighborhood of w(t1); similarly, there exists a 912 e CZ,y• which coincides 
with 'Pl in a neighborhood of w(tz), and 110 on. This process leads to a 
continuation along y, defined by w(t)=(w(lj,rpt) for ti~/;,_1;,1. Conse· 
quently, each component of I', is a regular covering surface. 

16D. Since F was supposed to be simply connected, we conclude by 
the monodromy theorem that the component of 1' which contains the 
initial point Po is in topological correspondence with F. To every p e F 
there corresponds a unique point (p, cp)=J-1(p), and hence a unique 
value cp(p); we denote this value by .p(p). Consider a point P1 and assume 
that J-1(Pt) = (p1, cpl), 911 e CZ,y1• The points (p, cpl) with p e V 1 form a 
neighborhood of (p1, cpl). Because J-1 is continuous we have J-1(p)= 
(p, cp1), and hence ~p)-cp1(p), as soon asp is~fficiently close to P1· 
Thus ~=cp1 on an open subset of V1• Suppose, on the other hand, that 
rp(pz) '7":cp1(Ps) at a point pz e V1. Then ~p)=912(p), say, in a neighbor
hood of pz, and (pz, 912)'7": (pz, cpl). Since 1' is a Hausdorff space it follows 
that (p, cpa)+ (p, cpl) when p is near pz, and we conclude that ~,& q;1 on an 
open set. In view of the connectedness of V 1 we find through this reasoning 
that .P=cp1 throughout V1. In other words: it is poNible to define a .~in.gle
mlued fv:ndion ~on F wlaicA in ewry Vis identical with. a q; E l)lr. This 
function is uniquely determined if required to coincide with a particular 
cp in a neighborhood of a given point. 

16E. The significance of this result becomes clearer if we give a familiar 
application. Let it be the arpmem principle: 

Theorem. Suppo~~e that the complu-mlued fu'lldion 1/J is continUOUB a?&tl 
,&0 on a simply conn.edeti.BUrfaa F. Th.en it is ~le to pick out a ringle-
mlued cominUOUB braw of arg .;. \ · 

Let q be an arbitrary point on F. We can find a connected neighborhood 

V(q) such that 11/J(p)-1/J(q)l < 11/J(q)l for p e V(q). Let arg 1/J(q) be the value 
of the argument which lies in the interval [0, 2,.), and define arg 1/J(p) in 

V(q) as the branch which lia.tiafies larg 1/J(p)-arg 1/J(q)l <i; this branch 

is continuous. We choose the functions arg 1/J(p)+n • 2tr with integral n 
aH tlw function>~ cp in Cl»v<r>· The conditions (AI) and (A2) are almost 
tnvially fulfilled. Hence we can determine a single-valued function, 

'-./ 
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called arg t/J, whioh in every V(q) coinoidee with one of the branchee arg rfi+ 
n · 271'. In particular, this function is continuous. 

16F. Another application of the construction principle in 16A, B leads 
to the classical notion of multiple-valued analytic functions. Let F be the 
complex plane. l!'or every region V c F we consider the family Cllv of all 
functions/ whioh are defined and analytic in V according to the classical 
definition. 

With this definition of Cllv we aee that (Al) is fulfilled while (A2) is not. 
The com;truction of the space 1' depended only on (AI). When the con
struction is carried out we see that each component of 1' is a smooth 
covering surface of the plane, but it need not be regular. The components 
of 1' are the analytic: Juffdiotn.6 in t1&e ft7IH of W eHrslra., ezoept that the 
algebraic function elements are omitted. 

17. The class of regular coverias surfaces 

17A. H~· U!<(' of tlw 111onodromy theorem we are going to show that the 
rPgular ('"'Pring l<urlaec>< of a given surface F have a simple relation to the 
fundamental group of F. 

Given F and a regular covering surface (1', /) we choose an origin 0 
on F and a point (J over 0. Consider two arcs Yl• ya on F which begin at 0 
and end at a common point a. The covering surface determines continua
tions Yl· Ya along Ylo ,. from (J which terminate at certain points al. Ia 
over a. The monodromy theorem gives a sufficient condition under which 
ih =lz, but this condition is not necessary. We are thus faced with the 
problem of characterizing the pairs of arcs Yl• yz which determine the 
same point a over a. 

17B. We can restrict our attention to closed curves y from 0, for y1 and 
y1 will determine the same ll if and only if the continuation along y1yi 1 

leads back to (J, If the continuation along y is a cJosed curve from (J, then 
the same is true, by the monodromy theorem, for any curve which is 
homotop to y. It is also true for ,-1, and if it holds for y1 and ya it is true 
for Yl ya. It follows that the homotopy classes of the curves y with a 
closed continuation y from 0 form a subgroup~ of the fundamental 
group .-F o(}'). 

17C. The above construction depends on the choice of 0. lu order to 
clarify the 1-1ituntion we shall say that the triple (F'.J, 0\ (·overs the 
couple (F, 0) if (1',/) is a regular CO\'ering surface uf 1' and, ill addition, 
f({})=O. With this terminology it is clear that~ is uniquely determined 
by (1',/. 0}. 

Suppose now that~ and 91 are determined by (1',/, (J) and (1',/, (Jl) 
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respectively. We join 0 to 01 by an arc ct; ita projection is a closed curve a. 
A given closed curve Yl on F determines a oloeed curve from 01 if &Dd only 
if ay1a-1 determines a closed curve from 0. It follows that !11 consists of 
all homotopy classes o-1ya with y e !!J. In other words, !!J1 is a conjugate 
:subgroup of !!J. 

Conversely, if !!Jt=a-l!!Ja, then !!J1 corresponds to the triple (P,J, Ul), 
where 01 is the terminal point·of the continuation along a from 0. 

17D. We agree to identify (1'1./1. 01) and (1's,Js, Os) if there exists a 
topological mapping 9' of 1'1 onto 1'a which is such that f• o fP=/1 and 
91(01) ... 0 1. The identification is legitimate, for it is obviously defined by 
means of an equivalence relation. We remark that the mapping 9' is 
uniquely determined. In fact, from f• o 9'-/a o r/1 &Dd the definition of a 
smooth oovering aurfaoe it follows that the set with f'(p)-r/l(p) and the 
set with f'(p)"r/J(p) are both open. Hence 9'(01)-r/1(01) implies f'=r/J. 

With this identification the following theorem holds: 
Theorem. The C0118tnu:tion. that we Aa~ inlrod'l.lad rkfinu a one to one 

correspcmrknu beturun irknlijW/. triplu (l',f, 0) and the Bttbgro1tpa !!J of 
§i"o(F). Two triplu can be~ by means of the Bame (J',j) if and 
only if the corrupontling BVhgroufM are conjugate. 

The fact that identified triples determine the same subgroup iH olovious 
from the construction. Suppose now, conversely, that (l',j, 0) and 
(1'1,/1, 01) determine the same!!J. Take ape 1' and join 0 top by ii with 
the projection a. We determine the continuation of 1'1 along a from the 
initial point 01. Its terminal point 91(p) does not depend on the choice of 
11. In fact, if il and a' both lead from 0 to p, then aa'-1 e !!J, and the 
continuation on 1'1 along a and a' must lead to the same point. It is easily 
seen that 9' is a homeomorphism, and thatft o f'=f. Hence (l',f, 0) and 
(1',/1, 01) are to be identified. 

The last assertion was proved in 17C. It remains to t~how that there 
exists a triple (l',f, 0) oorreeponding to every subgroup. This part of the 
proof requires an explicit construction. 

17E. Let!!J be a subgroup of §i" o(F). In order to construct a correspond
ing surface 1' we proceed as follows: With every arc y from 0 to a point p 
we associate a point p. For two arcs y1, ya the corresponding pointe 
ji 1, p~ \1 ill be identified if and only jf Y1, yz lead to the same point p and if, 
ir) addition, y 1 Yi 1 belongs to !!J. The identification is evidently legitimate. 
Tho• l'la~<Hes of identified points will agai~ be denoted by p; they constitute 
the points of 1'. ~ 

In order to introduce a topology on 1', consider a Jordan region V c F, 
and let y lead from 0 to a point p e V. We oonstruct the set yl' which 
oonsists of all pointe f corresponding to arcs ya where a is contained in V. 
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Since V is simply connected, the correspondence between points iJ e y 'V 
and q e V is one to one. We ohooae all sets y V as a basis for the open sets 
on 1'. 

We must prove that the postulate for a basis is aa.tiafied. Suppoee that 
)'1 ~'I and )'2 r 2 overlap; then v 1. v ll overlap, and v 1 n v 2 is a union of 
Jordan regions V. Consider iJ e )'1 'V 1 n Yll 'V 11 with q e V c V 1 n V •· 
Then q can be determined by a )'10'1 and by a )'80'2 with a1 c V 1. a:a c V •· 
The sets y1a1 'V and ')'tqt 'V are seen to be identicaJ and conta.ined in 
y1 ~\n,.'Vs. Consequently, the intersection is a union of sets y'V, and 
the postulate (B) in lB is eetabltshed. 

If PI, P2 C'orrespond to different PI. pa we can find disjoint open neighbor
hoods ,.,P,,nPa by choosq v,, v2 di!~joint. If PI =pa we suppose that. 
jj1, p2 are cktermhutd l•y YP y2 when· y1yi 1 is not in~- .l<'or any V which 
contains 111 = p 2 the sets y1 t', y2 t' are disjoint, for y1a(y2u)- 1 =y1(0'0'-1)y; 1 

is homotop to y1y2 1• We have shown that I' is a Hausdorff space. It is 
evidently connected. 

17F. We set f(p),... p with the same notation as above. The set y V is 
mapped topologically onto V. This proves that (I', f) is a smooth covering 
surface of F. Toshowthatiti8regularweneedonlyconsiderarcsyfrom 0. 
If the equation of y is 1-+o#(t) 'We oan define cii(t) as the point determined 
by the subarc corresponding to [0, t]. This is a continuation from the 
initial point 0 determined by the unit ourve 1. 

It is now clear that (l',f, 0) corresponds to the subgroup~- In faot, 
the continuation along y from 0 is closed if and only if y e ~-

17G. As a complement to Theorem l7D we prove: 
Theorem. The fv:ndDfTWIIIal group of I' i8 i8cnnorpl&ic wit!&~-
The projection of a closed curve from 0 is in !11. Homotop curves have 

homotop projections, and products are preeerved. This shows that the 
projection maps .-7 oCI') homomorphically into ~- The mapping is onto, 
for there is a curve ji over any y e~. Finally, it is an il:lomot·phillm, for 
y::::: l implies ;;::::: 1 by the monodromy theorem. 

18. The partial ordt"ring 

18A. If (F'a,f, Oa) covers (1"1, 01) and (I'I./1. 01) covers (F, 0), then 
it is clear that (F'a,/1 of, O:a) covers (F, 0). In this situation we aa.y that 
(1'2,/1 of, Oa) is stronger than (1'1./1. 01) over (F, 0). In other words, of 
two triples (1'1,/1, 01) and (l't,ft, Oa> which cover (F, 0) the latter is 
stronger if and only if there exists anfsuch that (l'z,f, Oz) covers (1'1, 01) 
and !z = /1 of. This relationship is evidently transitive. 

Let!IJ1 and~a be the subgroups of-' o(F) that correspond to (11./1. 01) 
and (l'a,/z, Oa). We prove: 
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Theorem. The triple (la,Ja, Oa) 18 lltronger than (1'1./1. Ul) tj a~td only 
if !lac!l1. 

Suppo~e first tbat (l'a,Ja, Oa) is atrcmger than (l't./1. 01), and let J 
be the mapping whoee exiatenoe is thua poatuia.ted: To y e !Ia there 
oorresponda a closed curve ;;. on l'a from 0.. It is projected by J on a 
cloeed curve Yl whoee projection by /1 is identical with y. Hence y e !IJ1, 
and we have proved that !Ia c !11. 

Suppoee now that !Ia c !11. Given jJa e Ia we join Oa to jJa by as, 
determiDe the projection a-/a(ila) and ClOIUitruot the continuation cJ1 on 
1'1 alcmg a from 01. It follow from the hypotheaia that the tenninal point 
/(iJa) of cJ1 depends only on jJa. The mapping J has the required properties. 

It follow from thia theorem together with Theorem l7D that the 
partial ordering introduced by the relation of being stronger is compatible 
with the identification of triples, aa introduced in 17D, in the sen>Je that 
two triplea are both stronger than the other if and only if they are identi
fiable. 

liB. Our theorem shows that the ordering of regular covering Hurfaeea 
according to relative strength is isomorphic with the ordering of the 
corresponding subgroups by inclusion. For any two subgroups there is a 
largest subgroup contained in both, namely their intersection, and a 
smallest subgroup containing both. Because of the isomorphiam the same is 
true for regular covering surfaces. In other words, to any two regular 
covering surfaces there exists a strongest one which is weaker than both 
and a weakest one which is stronger than both. A partially ordered system 
with this property is called a latliu. 

18C. The lattice of regular covering surfaces has the additional property 
of containing a weakest and a strongest element. The weakest covering 
surface of (F, 0) is evidently (1, e, 0) where e denotes the identity 
mapping. Its corresponding subgroup !I coincides with s; o(F). The 
strongest covering surface corresponds to the subgroup which consists 
only of the unit t'lement. It is called the universal covering surface of F 
and \\ ill he denoted by l' «>• 

A1:cording to Theorem 17G the fundamental group of I«> reduces to the 
unit element. 

Theonm. The vRiwr.Z COfltri119 avrjaa 18 rimply etmMCied. 

19. Cover tnaafOI'IIIalions 

19A. A cover lrtJufom&IJ&m of~ regular covering surface (I,J) is a 
topological mapping of l' onto itselhrith the property that corresponding 
points have the same projection. It is clear that the cover transformatio~ 
form a group. 
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The group of cover transformations is closely related to the subgroup 
!f). The elements a e 9' o(F) with a!i)u-1 =!i) form a group ..¥ in which 
!f) is a normal subgroup. It is called the 1&0rfllaliur of~. We prove: 

Theorem. The group of cowr trauf01'Y1111Nm8 of/' i8 iBomorphic Wit 1M 
quot~nt group..¥/~ wl&ue ..¥ i8 the~ of !!I in 9'(F). 

We conRider a fixed choice of origins 0, 0. Let a be an element of I' o(F), 
und consider the tt>I'Illinal point 0 1 of the continuation iJ from 0. The 
suhgroup9t ._.JDcioil4 Witfp (F,f,Ot) is a-V:,. If a is in the normalizer, 
!f.t =!J, end by T~orl'm I 71> the triples (l',f, 01) and (l',f, 0) can be 
identified. This means that there exists a unique cover transformation 
Ta which takes 0 into 01. It is clear that TOT=T.,T~. Hence we have 
c-onstructed a homomorphic mapping of ..¥ into the group of cover 
transformations. 

T., is the identity mapping if and only if 01•0, and that is so if a e !JJ. 
Hence !!I is the kernel of the homomorphism, and the quotient group 
..,Yf!i) is mapped iaomorphically. 

In order to show that the mapping is onto, let T be a cover tranaforma
tion and set 01 = T(0). We join 0 to 01 by an arc a with the projection a. 
The subgroup ~~ associated with (l',f, 01) is a-1~a. By Theorem 17D 
!IJ1 =!IJ, and hence a e..¥. Moreover, T= T.,, and the theorem is proved. 

198. The result is particularly simple if !lJ is a normal subgroup, for 
then..¥ =I'(F). A regular covering surface which corresponds to a normal 
subgroup is called a 1&0mltiZ covering surface. (In the prevailing terminology 
such a covering surface is a.lled regular.) Intuitively speaking, a covering 
surface is normal if points with the same projection cannot be distinguished 
from l'ac·h other by properties of the covering. For instance, if there is one 
closed curve iJ over a, then all curves over a are closed. 

In particular, the universal covering surface l'oo iR ft•IM-l. and its 
group of covf'r transformations jJ isomorphic with the fl4ndawecatal 
gi'Oup .:F(i'). 

19C. We note that no cover transformation other ~an the identity has 
a fixed point. In fact, the 6xed point could be chosen for origin, and we 
have already remarked that a cover tranaformation which takes 0 into 
itself is the identity. 

In the case of a normal covering surface there is always a cover trans
formation which carries a given point fJ into a prescribed point p1 with 
the same projection. For if we take 0 =p, 01 =fJ1 and join 0 u; 0 1 
by an arc with the projection a, then a is always in the normalizer, and 
T.,(0)=01. 

19D. The commutator l'llbgroup of a group I' is defined as the smallest 
subgroup which contains all elements that can be written in the form 
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tJba-1b-1 with a, be"· It is usually denoted by #(1). It is a normal 
subgroup, for if tl e #(1), then cclc-1-(cdc-ltl-1)tl is aJao in #(1), 

The quotient group #/#(1) is Abelian. In fact, ab and bel are in the same 
ooeet of #(1) ainoe ab(bcl)-1-aba-16-1 is in #(1). ' 

Let !iJ be any normal subgroup of# for which # f!iJ is Abelian. Then 
every element of the form aba-lb-1 is in !iJ, so that #(1) c !iJ. We conclude 
that #(1) is the amalleat subgroup whose quotient group is Abelian. 

19E. We apply the pnoeding to the fundamental group" =§(F) of a 
aart'aoe. The commutator subgroup #(1)(F) determines a normal covering 
surface ~'•- which we call the 1lmnoZogy cowriff9 ftlfjtM:e. It has an Abelian 
group of cover tnnaformations, and it is the atrcmgeat normal covering 
surface with this property. 

The quotient group Hom F-,-(F)f'<1)(F) is called the homology 
group of F. It is isomorphic with the group of cover transformations of 
~'•-· We shall find, in 33D and 34A, a different characterization of the 
homology group which makes it an indispensable tool for the later 
theory. 

20. Ramified eoveriag Bllrf'acea 

HA. The properties of the mapping z-+z111, where m is a positive integer, 
are well known from elementary function theory. It mapa lzl < 1 onto 
itself so that every • r~<O has "' inverse images zl/• while z = 0 corresponds 
only to itself. 

It is ouatomary to aay that this correspondence defines a covering sur
face of lzl < 1 with a braftei poittl at the origin. The integer "' is the 
multiplicity and "'-1 is the ortJ. of the branch point. 

20B. We wit~h to generalize this concept of a covering surface with 
btanch p•ints. As before, J' will denote a connected Hausdorff space, and 
F will be a surface. It will aJao be necessary to assume explicitly that J' 
is looally compact, for this is not implied by the other conditions. Our 
- is to study the situation that arises when a mapping J of J' into F 
- the aame local properties aa the mapping z-+ztll. However, instead of 
mUiDg these properties our starting point we prefer to formulate simpler 
oooditiona from which they follow. 

»e&aldu. TM conlinuou flfiJPPifffl! tkji:nu J' cu a cowrifffl wrftM:e of 
F ifewry Po e 1' 1ta6 a neighborlwotl Y witlliM properly Uaat ( Y -p,, /) u a • 
M11001A coveriff9 wrftM:e of F -/(Po). 

The condition is trivially fulfilled if (J',f) is a smooth covering :-ml'face 
of F. This fact justifies the terminology that we are using. 

&marl:. It has been shown by S. StoUow [14] that an apparently much 
weaker condition leads to the same result. Stonow assumes merely that J 
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mapa open sets on open sets, and that the inverse iiliage of any point ia 
totally di11connected. Because of the intricacies of the proof we are not 
followifts ito.is Iiiii of reuo~tlq. 

20C. W t• will now analy~e some direct consequences of the definition. 
First, we determine a compaet neighborhood 0 of Po which ia contained 
in P (see 4F). The boundary of 0 ia mapped by f on a closed set B which 
does not contain "'0=/(jjo). We can therefore find a Jordan region~ on F 
which contains Po but does not meet B. The component .3. of J-1(~) 
which contains Po cannot intersect the boundary of 0. Therefore it ia 
contained in 0, and ia consequently relatively compact. We note that the 
results of 14A imply that P ia looally connected. 

We introduce the notaticma 4o= ~- f'o, Ao-.3. -Po and contend that 
(!o,/) ia a regular covering IJU1'faoe of ~o. The amoothneaa ia obvioua. To 
prove regularity we cannot make direct use of Corollary 14G, for although 
Ao ia relatively compact OD P it ia not relatively compact on P -Po· 
However, the same method of proof can be applied. Accordingly, we 
consider a point q e ~o and choose a compact neighborhood W of q which 
is contained in tJ.o. The reatriction of/to .3. is denoted by g. Then g-l(W)
J-l(W)n A=J-l(W)nCI!, for the boundary of .3. cannot meet J-l(W). 
We conclude that g-l(W) is compact on J', and therefore al110 as a subset 
of Ao. Consequently (!o, /) is regular over 4o. 

We state the result as a lemma: 
Lemma. Any pair of corruponding poi'lll8 f'o, Po are flO•illtd iR "'-· 

tively compact regionB !J., .3. 81tCA tAat (.3. -jjo,f) i8 a rlf* ro"friJtfl aqtf~ 
of ~-Po; ~ Qlft h CNIIeJJ q Q Jort~Mt, ,.,~. 

20D. According to Theorem lOB the fundamental group of 4o ia an 
infinite cyclic group whose generator we denote by a:. By Theorem 17G 
the fundamental group J'"(!o) is isomorphic to a subgroup ~ of #"(4o). 

The subgroups of #(!J.o) are those generated by a power a:•, mi:O. 
For m=O the subgroup reduces to the unit element, and if !IJ were thia 
subgroup Ao would be the-universal covering surface of ~o. It would have 
infinitely many cover tr&Daformations, and there would exist infinitely 
many points with the same projection. This clearly contradicts the fact 
that Ao has a compact closure in P. 

We find that~ consists of all a:•• for some m;;: 1, n running through all 
integers, and that J'"(!o) is infinite cyclic. Moreover, the cover transfor
mations of Ao form a flnit.e cyclic group of order m. 

The number m ia called the multiplicity of jjo, and if m > 1 we say that 
fJo ia a branch point of order m -1. Clearly, the branch points are isolated. 

20E. Suppose that Po has the multiplicity m. We consider the mapping 
.-a• which defines the ctiak E: lz I < 1 M a covering surface of itself with 
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tbe multiplicity "' at the origin. Let cu be a homeomorphlam of l1 onto E 
whieh takee Po into 0 and therefore makeslio correspond to Eo: 0 < lz I < 1. 
Then (A0, cu o /) is a regular oovering eurfaoe of Eo whioJl determines the 
same eubgroup !iJ aa the mapping z..+z•. According to Theorem 17D 
there exists a homeomorphic mapping IP of Ao onto Eo which is such that 
oorreaponding pointe have the eame projection. This condition reads 

(1) 

In other words, if we set cu(p)•C, IP(iO)==z the correspondence is given by 
C=z•. 

Since cu of is continuous at i6o and cu(/(lo))=O it follows from (1) that 
tp(iO) tends to 0 aa ~- Therefore, ., can be extended to a homeomor
phiem of A onto E. 

The exietence of homeomorphiame cu and ., which eatisfy (1) is the 
precise expreeeion for our contention that f has the eame local properties 
u the mapping .....-. Since the latter mapping is elementary we have 
complete insight in the local propertiee of f. 

Incidentally, we have proved that I' is a surface, for A is an open 
neighborhood of 1o which is homeomorphic to a disk. 

JOF. We are now able to prove: 
Theonna. Jewry cowrlflf 4Vf'/aca of "" orimltJbk 4Wfaca iB orimltJbk. 
For _. A we chOOM the homeomorphism "' so that its orientation .,rtes with that ol the surface F, and With I we associate the homeo

morphisM 9' dtfiaM above. The mapping z-z• will be denoted by .,. so 
that the identity ( 1) can be written in the form cu of=.,. o fll· The degree 
of,.. is 1, except at z•O. 

I' has an open covering by sets a. We must show that tpt, 'PI define 
o.ompatible orientatione of A1. Aa. It is sufficient to consider a point 
f E al n Aa which is not a branch point. Let 0 c al n Aa be a neighbor
hood of f which .is eo amall that tr1 has an inverse when restricted to 
•a(IP!(0)). From cu1 o /•tr1 o .,1, cut o /•tra o 911 we obtain cu}1 o .,.1 o flit= 
cu; 1 o •a o 911 and hence IPt o tp~ 1 -wf1 o (cu1 o cuj1) o tr1 on '1'2(0). Tht\ 
mappings tr} 1, cu1 o cu; 1 and tr1 all have degree 1 in '1'2(0). Therefore 
f't o f'i 1 has degree 1, and the orientations are e»lftp'-ti"le· 

21. Complete ~ mrfaoee 

21A. Continuationa along an arc can be defined for arbitrary covering 
eurfacee in exactly the eame manner as for emooth covering surfaces. 
However, the uniqueneu theorem holds only for continuationa which do 
not paas through any branch points. 

If there is not always a continuation we proved in 14E that there exists 
a path of determination which leads to an uymptotic value. The proof 
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remains valid, with minor changes, in the case of a covering surfaoe with 
ramifications. The opposite conclusion becomes false: even if the continua
tion is always posaible, there may exiat aaymptotio values. 

The lack of uniqueness makes it undesirable to baae the study of arbi
trary covering surfaces on continuations. However, we can replace regu
larity by the concept of~. which in the case of smooth covering 
surfaces waa proved to be equivalent with regularity. We repeat the 
definition, which is identical with the necessary and sufficient condition in 
Theorem 14F. 

De&aitioa. A covering IIVf'/tM:e is saitllo be complete if ~wry Po e I Atl8 a 
Mighborlootl V UlitA tlae properl1J Utat ~ compoMtll oJJ-1( V) is compad. 

With this terminology a regular covering surface is one which is smooth 
and complete. 

21B. Complete covering· wrfaoes have the following important pro
perty: 

Theorem. A tet~tplele rnvering nrftM:e (1',/) ofF COIIUB each poifll of I 
tM ,._, n__.,o.f1imu, protJitktl IAal 1M lwancl& points crt to1tllft• QJ 
many timu aB tMir multiplicity indU:alu. 

We prove first that every point is covered at least Ofl(t. lf ftot, the 
projection /(F) would have a boundary point PO· We ehoose, firllt, n 
neighborhood V of Po with the property that each component of J-1( V) 
is compact, and then an open connected neighborhood U c V.·Let C be 
a component of J-1( U), a noovoid open set. Then C is open, and 0 is com
pact. The mapping J is OODtinuous and takes open sets into open seta. 
Therefore,J(C) is open and/(0) is closed. But C does not meet the other 
components of J-1(U). Hence /(C)=/(0) n U, so that /(C) is relatively 
closed in U. Since U is oooneoted we would havef(C)= U, in contradiction 
with the aasumption that :po is a boundary point of/(1'). 

Consider now a point q e I which is covered at leaat n times, that is to 
say we suppose that there are certain points fJ: over q whose multiplicities 
have a sum~ n. To fJ: and q we determine ~ons AJ:, ll.J: according to 
Lemma 20C. Clearly, the ~ can be chosen disjoint from each other. 
Then every po!:q which is contained in the intersection of all ll.J: will be 
covered by at leaat n points. Hence the set of points that are covered at 
least n times is open. 

The complementary set is formed by all points which are covered at 
most n -1 times. Let q be a point of this kind, covered by certain fJ:. We 
construct corresponding ~ and ll.J:. Let V be an open connected neighbor
hood of q which is containecl in all the ll.J:. Every component of J-1( V) il a 
complete covering surface of V. Therefore, each component projects on the 
whole of Y, and must contain a point fJ:. It follows that the component is 
contained in ~- Hence the inverse images of any point p e V must lie in 
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the~· there are at moet a-l,auoh ~over p. We have proved 
that:tlie complementary eet is open. 

Sinoe F is connected, one of the aeta must be void. It follows 1hkt at\ 
points are covered the eame number of times. This number is ~kcl1lt 
number of IAuU of the covering aurfaoe; naturally, it can be infinite, and 
in that oaae our reasoning could be used to ahow that the cardinal numbers 
are the eame. 

21C:. We proceed to couaider certain aubregiona of covering aurfaoee. 
Let (1,/) be any covering l1ll'faoe ofF, and n a aubregion of F. Then/ 
defines each component of J-l(Q) u a covering aurface of 0. 

Suppoee, in partioular, that one of these components, 0, is relatively 
compact. We uaert that (0,/) is a complete covering surface of 0. In 
fact, every p e 0 baa a closed neighborhood v c n. The components of 
j-1(V) are either contained in 0 or disjoint from 0. The component& in 0 
are olo.cl and contained in the compact oloaure of 0. Therefore they are 
compact, and we have shown that (0,/) is complete. 

Moreover, 0 has only a finite number of sheets, for it oan be covered 
b1 Q ffllte. ,..her of neighborhoods lll whi'eh only a finite number of 
pointSh.VIttM ""''projection. Finally, the boundary of 0 projects onto 
the ho~tftd,ry of 0. In fact, since the ·closure of 0 is compact it projects 
on a closed set. The projection contains 0 and is contained inn: hence it 
coincides with n. Since 0 projects into n and Bd 0 into Bd n, it follows 
thatj(Bd 0)==Bd0. 

We oaU 0 a complde ,..,SO. over n. We know by Lemma 200 that any 
two comaponding points have neighborhoods A and A with the property 
that A is a complete region over A. 

2ID. Any complete region baa a countable buis. Indeed, trJ a rela
tively compact aubeet of a surface 0 can be covered by a fiaita tWWIWof 
Jordan regions, and each Jordan region hu a countable bt.l\). For ihi& 
reason complete regions are useful in proving: 

Tbeonm. EVU71 C011Crifl(l BUrface of a coutllclbk BVface iB ilBelf counlclble. 
Consider a countable buis of F, consisting of open seta 0~&. We may 

assume that the 0" are connected, for if this is not 80 we replace each 0" 
by its countably many components (Corollary 5A). Every p e 1' is con
tained in a complete region A over a A. The projectionf(p) is contained 
in an 0~& c A, and hence plies in a complete region over 0". In other words, 
the complete regions over all 0" form an open covering of 1'. 

We choose the notation 80 that there exists a complete region 01 over 
01. There are at moat a countable number of complete regions 01 over 0 1 

which meet 01, for the different interseotiobs are disjoint and open, and 
01 has a countable buis. The eame reuoning applies to any pair 01, 01• 
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Having fixed lh we ccmaider chains {ac,. · · ·, ac.} where a,,. is a com
plete region over Oc,.. a,,-a1. and a,1 n ac .. 1 .P. 0. By what we have just 
said the number of such chains is countable. On the other hand, the union 
of all a, that appear in a chain beginning with al is open, and 80 is the 
union of all a, which do not appear iii any such chain. These aeta are 
complementary, and becaaae Pis connected the second set must be empty. 
Therefore all (h appear in chains, and their number is countable. Sinoe 
each a, has a countable buia the same must be tme of p. 

§'. SDIPUaAL HOMOLOGY 

Complete insight in the topology of surfaces cannot be gained wi~out 
the use of combinatorial methods. These methods apply most directly in 
the presence of a triangulation. For this reason we focus our attention un 

surfaces which permit a triangulation, and for lack of ~better nune Judt 
s.tAoq will be e.llfll peiJitt"roets. 

In tl\e PfeJ81lt sectioll we shall M ~OilC:.,... with tlt.at pll't oC mm
binatorial topology which oenters around simplicial homology groups. The 
word simplex refers to the triangles, sides, and vertices which make up 
the triangulation. 

Certain features of simplicial homology which are particularly relevant 
for the study of open surfaoes have reoeived very scant attention. For the 
purposes of this book it is essential that we include properties of infiuite 
triangulations which have no counterpart when the number of triangles 
is finite. 

22. Triaapladoaa 

22A. The idea of matlfiUlatitm appeala 80 directly to the imagination 
that a formalization may aeem superfluous. Nevertheless, it is neoeasary 
to agree on a precise language, and this is moat easily accomplished in the 
framework of a formal treatment. · 

We begin by defining an abltrad ~- An abstract complex is a 
finite or infinite set K together with a family of finite subsets, called 
nmplicu. The following properties are postulated: 

(AI) Every o: e K belongs to at least one and at moat a finite number 
of simplices. 

(A!) Every subset of a simplex is a simplex. 
The dimension of a simplex is one less than the number of its elements. 

An n-dimensions.l simpJex is called, briefly, an n-simplex. A 0-simplex 
can be identified with the element of which it consi11ts, and is called a 
wrtu. 

The dimension of a complex K is the maximum dimension of ita sim-
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plices (if there is no muimum, the complex is of infinite dimension). 
Ultimately, we shall use only 2-dimenaional complexes. 

' JIB. An abetract complex K can be uaed to construct a correepcmding 
gWIINiric ~ K 1, which is a topological space. A point in K 1 is a real
valued function A on K with these properties: 

(Bl) A(•) ii:; 0 for all 11 e K. 
(BJ) The elements e1 with A(e~)>O form a simplex. 
(BI) I .\(•)-1. 

••.&" 
If • ia a simples we obtain a subset •• of K 1 by imposing on A the further 

condition that A(•)-0 whenever 11 is not in •· It follows from (B2) that K1 

is the anion of all ••· 
Suppoee, for instance, that • is a 2-simplex, ocmaiating of 0:1, o:a, •a. and 

write .ll('• .\(o:t). A point of •• can be represented as a triple (.\1, .\11, .\a) 
with lt(~O and .lt +.A2+.la= 1. We obtain a realization of 81 as a triangle 
f'l Rl• The p...,.rtu{ti• to arbitrary dimension of • is immediate. 

On each •• we introduce the topology of its geometric realization. We 
can then define a topology on K 1 by declaring that a set is closed if and 
only if ita intersection with each •• is closed. Because of (AI) the space is 
locally compact. 

We have constructed a realization of the abetract complex K with the 
fundamental property that the subaete which are 811110ciated with two 
simplices •1• •a inteneot exaotly in the subset aaaooiated with •1 n •11· In 
other words, the inclusion relations are preserved. The individual geo- . 
metric aimplioea have an immediately recognizable concrete form, and the 
device of adding a new coordinate for each vertex MIS -" us from 
unneoell&l)' diffioultiea which would be connected with an imbedding in a 
space of fixed dimension. 

22C. A lria~ of a surface 1' or a bordered surface J' is defined 
in tel"IIUI of an abetraot 2-dimensional complex K and a law which aaaigna 
a subset a(s) of 1' (or J') to each simplex B of K. In order to conform with, 
the intuitive idea of a triangulation, we postulate the following conditions: 

(Cl) a<•1 n •a) = a(sl) n a( sa). 
(C2) There exists a homeomorphism of s1 onto a(s) which mapa 

every s~, II c B, onto a(•'). 
(CS) The union of all a(B) is 1' (or F). 
(C') Every point on 1' (F) has a neighborhood which meete only a 

finite number of a(B). · 

22D. The nature of a triangulation is made clearer by proving: 
Theorem. J'or CJ given lriCJ7Iflll/l.llion of F by CJ compla K lAue u:i8U CJ 

homeo'Tl'lln"pl&ilm of K1 cmlo F tolaich flltlp.t etiCA s1 cmlo a(1). 
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For any vertex a we lft·fl(a1)-a(a). Next, if • is a 1-aimplex we de6De 
9' on •1 as one of the homeomorphisms whoae existence is aaaerted in (02). 
Finally, having thus defiDed 9' on the boundary of each geometric 2-
simplex •• we can extend it to a homeomorphism of the whole simplex, 
for the homeomorphism giftD by (C2) can be adjusted on the boundary 
by composing it with a suitable homeomorphism of •1 onto itself. 

The constructed mappiDg tp is continuous, and as a consequence of (Cl) 
it is one to one. By (03) the image is all of F. The inverse mappiDg is 
continuous by virtue of (C.). Hence 9' is indeed a homeomorphism. 

As far as topological properties are concerned we conclude that a 
triangulated surface F -.a be replaced by the correspondiDg geometric 
complex K 1• The same reuoning applies in the case of a bordered surface 
F. 

22E. Our next concern is to determine under what conditionR a ~eo
metric complex K1 is a triangulated surface, the t.rian!o(ulation being 
defined by the complex K and a(s) =81 • 

In order to enumcrute the charncteristic propertiCR ot a triangulation 
we will uRe letters a, a and A to denote 0-, 1- and 2-simplices respectively. 
If we wish to specify~ vertices which belong to a 1· or 2-aimplu we 
write, for instance, G•(•lCII). A•(«1«1C1a). For tl!-e moment we pay no 
attention to the order in which the vertices are named. 

Theorem. A 2~ geomanc compla K1 iii a triafl{lfll.aiM .urfaa 
with a(•) = •1 if afttl only lJ K Gisfiu the follou!iRfl conditioM: 

(El) EtJU71 a w CO'IIIaiw in tiXIdly two A. 
(E2) The a afttl A w.\ick contain a gifJC'It. a can be den.otttl cyelically a 

a1, · • ·,a... afttl A1, · • ·,A. in wck a mannu that ac =Ac n Ac-1 (111 ... 
A1 n A.) afttl mi1:;3. 

(E3) K w conneclecl, in 1M nue that it can'II.M be repruenWl a 1M 
union of two dWjoint ~-

The sufficiency is praotically evident, and the formal proof will be 
omitted. The neoessity of (E3) is also immediate. We tum to the necessity 
of (El). 

22F. In the first place, every a moat belong to at least one A. To see 
this, let p be an interior point of a11 (i.e., not an end point). By (04) there 
exists a neighborhood V(p) which meets only a finite number of ••· and 
because each s1 is closed we can flnd a smaller neighborhood U(p) which 
meets only thoee •• which actually contain p. Finally, we can find a 
neighborhood tJ. c U(p) which is a Jordan region. If a were not contained 
in any A we would have,!J. c a1• CoDBider a closed curve yin !J.-p with 
index 1 with respect to p. Because y is connected it must be contained in 
one of the components of 1.11 -p, and for this reason y can be shrunk to a 
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point. It follows that the iDds ~d be O,·oontrary to the assumption. 
We have shown that tJ belonp to at least one .A. 

Assume that a belongs to A 1, ···,A.; we have to ~ow that n-2. Ala 
above we can cietermine' a Jordan legion ~ auoh that J) e ~ c (Al),u • • • 
u (A.),, and we ehooee again a closed curve yin ~-p with index 1 with 
respect top. Suppoee irat that n•l. On the triaugle (AI), we determine 
a closed half-ctialt C1 with center p, sufficiently small to be contained in !::>. 
The curve y can be deformed into one that lies in C1-p, and a closed 
curve in 0 1 -J) can be deformed to a point. We are lead to the same 
contradiotion u in the previous case. -" 

Consider now the cue n>2. We construct half-disks Ccc ~n (Ac), 
with a common diameter. The curve y can again be deformed into one that 
lies in 0 1 u · · • u c •. On uaiDa the geometric structure of the tria.Dgles it 
can be further deformed until it lies on a1 u · · · u a• where ac is the half. 
circle on the boundary of Cc. We direct the ac so that they have the same 
initial and terminal points. By a simple reasoning, analogous to the one in 
lOB, it is found that any closed curve on a1 u · · · u a. can be deformed 
into a product of curves a1aj 1• But when A> 2 we can show that a,a1- 1 has 
index 0 with respect top. In fact, the index does not change when p moves 
continuously without OIOIIiog ac or as. We can join p to the opposite 
vertex of a third triaDgle (Aa)1, k ,r. i, j, without touching ac u as. The 
joining arc must 01'088 the boundary of~. and for a point near the boundary 
the index is 0. Therefcn the index vanishes a1ao for the original position 
of p. We conclude that y has index 0. With this contradiction we have 
completed the proof.of (El). 

22G. We prove now that the simplioes which contain a givl'n ao can be 
arranged in the &lll8rted manner. 

A point is not a aurface. Therefcn CliO belongs to at least one a1 = (czoczl). 
By (El) this a1 is contained in an A.-=(czoczlcxa), and aa-(czocza) belongs to 
an Aa•(czoczsa!),&AliO that cxs,&cxl. When this proceas is continued we 
must come to a first A.•(crocx.a.H) auoh that CX.+l .. Cil• 

We can find a Jordan region~ which contains (cxo), and does not meet 
(a1a2)1 u (cxacxa)1 u • · · u (a,.cx1)1• The intersection of (AI), u · · · u (,..&.), 
with ~-(cxo), is open and relatively closed in ~-(cxo),. BecaWJe a punc
tured disk is connected it follows that ~ c (Al), u · · · u (A,.),. This 
proves that a1, • • • , a. and A 1. • · • , A .. exhaust all simplioes that contain 
ao. ~tion (E2) is satisfied. 

22H. ·Theorem 22E can be generalized to the case where K1 represents 
a triQplated bordered aurface F. The previous reuoning can be applied 
witho,n change u 100n aa tJ1 contains a single interior point of P (as 
opposed to the pointe on the border), and we find again that tJ belonga to 
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e:uctly two A. Moreover, all interior points of a, will be interior points of 
J'. 

Suppoae now that a, ia contained in the border B(J'). We 818UJD8 that 
a belongs to A1, • • ·,A •. .Aa before we consider an interior point p of a, 
and determine a neigh~ A of p which ia contained in (Al), IJ • • • u 
(A.), and does not meet my geometric 1-limplicea other than a,. Thia 
time A may be choeen homeomorphic with a aemiclosed half-disk, and we 
know that the points on a, correspond to points on the diameter. It followa 
from this l'epresentation that A'= A- (a, n A) ia connected and nonvoid. 
On the other hand, A' ia the union of the disjoint open sets [(Ai)11 -a11]n A, 
none of which ia void. This ia poaaible only for n-=1, and we have shown 
that a belongs to a t~ingle A . 

We hn.vc found that cMh a11 belongH to one or two A 11 , und that the 
border B( F) is composed of those a, which belong to only one A,. Since 
the border is not empty tben ia at least one such a,. 

Simplices whose geom.etric counterpa.rts are contained in B(J') are 
called border rimplicu. One ahowa further that a border vertex ia con
tained in simplices which can be denoted aa a1, · · ·, a,.+l and A1, • • ·,A. 
with a,= Ac n Ac-1 for i • 2, .. · , "'· Here a1 and a .. +l are border sim
plices which are contained only in A1 and A. respectively. 

Conversely, if these conditions are satisfied it is evident that K, repre
sents a bordered surface. 

221. If a complex ia connected it ia eaay to see that it contains only a 
countable number of simplices. It followa that a surface or bordered lUI'· 

face which can be triangulated ia neoeaaarily countable. We will prove in 
46 that this condition ia aJao auflicient. 

23. B4111UJ1tv 
23A. Consider an abetract complex K. We have already used the explicit 

notation (CIOCil' ··a.) for an a-simplex, where up to now the order of the 
elements baa been irrelevant. We take now a different point of view and 
define an ordutd a-ri~ aa .-.. (CIOCil' ··a.) where the order ia eaaenti&l. 
We continue to require that the ac are distinct, and that they are the 
elements of a simplex in K. 

We fix the dimension a and take all ordered n-simplices of K to be the 
generators of a free Abelian group Ca(K). This means that each element of 
C.(K) can be represented in-one and only one way aa a fonnal sum 

~ z,B'/ 
where the z, are integers, and only a finite number of them are different 
from zero. Moreover, the law of composition ia given by 

~zcB'/+ ~y1 8'/ = ~(z1+y1)1~. 
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Here i ruDa over &n •bitrary 88t of indUa, but it is no aerioua loee of 
generality to umme. that the number of aim.plioea is countable. Aa a 
practical matter we apee that terms with the coefficient 0 can be added 
or omitted at will. If " exoeeda the dimension of K the group Oa(K) 
red.uo8a to th4l sec0 elemeDt whioh we denote by 0. By convention, 
0-l(K) will ai.o be 0. 

23B. It is clemable to introduce oertain identificatiOD& in the poupa 
O,.(K). H,two ~ ...UUplieea.-t and 4 oont.in the laiDe element. in 
different Older, we will identify ~ with .; if the orders differ by an even 
pennutation, and with the ( -1).;= -..;if they differ by an odd pennuta. 
tion. Theoretically, we are introducing the quotient group of Oa(K) with 
re>~pe(·t to the subgroup generated by all sums of the form ·~-s; and 
~+·~ reepeotively. From a praotioa.l point of view, however, it ia simpler 
to think of~ ancl4 Gr" and -4 aa different notatiou with the ume 
meaning. Aooordingly, we ahall not complicate matters by intlodue
ing new notatiOD&, but continue to denote the groupe by Oa(K). The 
elements of Oa(K), after the identification, are called R-dimensional 
ckainB. 

23C. We will now define the fundamental operation which coDBiBte if 
fonning the bouwltJry of a chain. It determines a homomorphic mapping; 
o of each O,.(K) into the pnoeding Oa-dK). For n=O the homomorphism 
must trivially transform all O.ohaina into 0. For R> 0 the homomorphism 
is completely determined if we preacribe 88'/ for all generatora of o.(K). 
We do this by setting 

• 
o(crocx1· ··a.)-~ (-l)k(cxo· · ·u.t-lcx.t+l· ··a.). 

t•O 

The boundary of an arbitrary chain is then 

B(I 21..:)-I 21M 

where in general the right hand Bide needs to be :rewritten in ite simplest 
fonn. 

It must be verified that the operator a is compatible with our identifica
tions, i.e. that identified chains have identified boundaries. For n;:a2 the 
verification is immediate, and these are the only climeosiona that ooour in 
this book. 

One finds by explicit computation that aas• .. 0 for every 'limplex. It 
follow that aa carriea the -..hole group Oa(K) into the zero element of 
Oa-a(K). 

JSD. A chain is called a cgcle if its boundary is zero. The n-climeDBional 
cycles form a subgroup Za(K} of Oa(K), and Za(K) is the kernel of the 
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homomorphism 8. The ~ of 0 11(K) UDder the same homomorphflm ia 
denoted by Ba-l(K); it consists of all (n-1)-dimensional boundariu. 
From the fact that 88=0 we see that every boundary is a cycle. Hence 
B,.(K) it~ n subgroup of Z11(K). 

The greatest interest is attached to the quotient group Z,.(K)/B11(K). 
It is called the homology group of dimension n,.and we denote it by H11(K). 
In most cases we do not use special symbols for the element!! of a homology 
group, but we write x- y to indicate that xis homologon:- to if· The reh~
tion is meaningful only if x andy are cycles of the same dimension, and it 
a.sserts the existence of a chain z such that :J:-y=8z. The dimenaioas are 
usually clear from the context, but they oan also be indicated by ·aaper. 
scripts. ' ' 

24. Abeliaa .... 

:UA. Before continuing we append a brief disouuion of Abelian groupe. 
Only very elementary properties will be needed. 

A set {uc} of elements of an Abelian group G is called a qlllem of geMrG

tor• if every element of G oan be represented in the form I :J:cUc where the 
:l:f are integers and only a finite number are+O. The elements in a set {we} 
are said to be liaearly ~~if a relation I :J:cVc=O implies :J:f-0 for 
all i. It is proved in elementary linear algebra that the number of elements 
in any linearly indepeDdent set is at most equal to the number of genera
tors. 

A set is a bt:NU if it ia at once a system of generators and linearly inde
pendent. Thus {uc} is a bMia if and only if every element of G has a unique 
representation in the fOIQl '• • I :J:cUc. All buea of G have the B&Dle number 
of elements. A group is .said to be fru if it· has a basis. 

The maximum number of linearly independent elements in any 
Abelian group G ia ita ...U r(G). For a free group the rank equals the 
number of basis elements. 

We denote the additive group of integers by Z. A free group of rank r is 
isomorphic to zr, the direct product of, groups z. The notation .z will 
refer to the subgroup of Z formed by all multiples of "· A finite cyclic 
group can thus be denoted by ZfnZ. 

MB. The following theorem is true for arbitrary free groups, but we 
prove it only for groups with a countable basis. 

Theorem. Ewry ll'llbgroKp of a fru. group v fru.. 
Proof. Let F be a subgroup of G, and suppose that G has the basis {uc}. 

Let Gk be the subgroup of G that is generated by u1, · · ·, "k• and set 
Fk= F n Gk. The quotient group Fk/Fk-l is isomorphic to the group 
formed by the coefficients of uk in the clements of Fk. It is therefore 
either 0 or an infinite cyclic group. In the latter case we choose an element 
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~eFt whose coset with respect to Ft-1 generates Ft/Ft-1: if the group 
is 0 we set '-'t ... O. The eleaenta tit generate F, for every element ofF is in 
an Ft. The nonzero tit are linearly independent, for a ~ation Zl'-'1 + · · · 
+zttlt•O implies Xtiit=O where fit ill the ooaet of t1t with reapect to 
Ft-I· If t1t.,&O it follows that za•O, and hence every :relation must be 
tri\·ial. We have shown that the nonzero tit form a basis of F. 

~-if. The order of an element tJ e G ia the leut poaitive intepr n mch 
that nu • O..,lf theN ia ao 111ch iDtepr, the order ia infinite, In a free 
group all elemeutl "0 un infinite order, but the oonvene is not trae. 
For instance, in the additive group of ..uou1 nnmben all nonzero 
elements have infinite order, but the group Ia .,. free llince any two 
rational numbers are linearly dependent. Bowwnr, the foiJowiDg ia tnec 

Theorem. If aa ..d~ grwp Acllcaftai14 ,.,_of,.,...,.,.., n4 if aU 
tacn&ZUO.....,. Clftl of~ onkr,liea 1M f'OflfiNfrec. 

Proof. Let J; be the leut number of elements by which the group can be 
generated. Let •1. · · ·, tit be a system of generators. If they are not 
ljnearly independent we consider all nontrivial relation:< .r1u 1 + · · · + 
XtUt•O which they •tiafy. Let A be the amallest absolute value of all 
nonzero ooefticicmts 21c which ooour in theee :relations. Moreover, assume 
that the generaton han been ohoeen 10 u to :make A u amallu poasible. 
By renumbering the generaton we can umme that there ia a :relation of 
the form iv1 +x~~~t+ • • • +zavt•O. For i•2, · · ·, J;, set 21c-acA+Jt with 
0 =:I y, <h. Write t11••1 +-....+ · • • +t~tvt. Then t11, ut, ···,tit ia a system 
of generators, &Dei then is a :relation Atl1 +f1t'l+ · · · +Jtvt-0. Thia 
violates tile ummpion 'IIDlela all the rc are 0. But then ~ -o, and 
hence t11 =oiO. It follow that tit. • • ·, t1,t is a ay11tem of generators, oontnry 
to the defiDition of J;. Hence •1• · · ·, t1,t must be a baaia. 

MD. In 'any Abeliau. group G the elements of fiDite order form a sub. 
group T, the lorrioa group of G. The quotient group GJT is without tor
sion, for if •• e T far.IOIDe "• then ,.. ... o for some m, and hence" e T. 

If G is generated bytJc, then GJT is generated by iic where iic is the ooaet 
of u,. If G ia fiDitely generated, soia GJT, and we oonclude by the preoediog 
theorem that GJT haa a baaia ii1, • • ·, iit. Chooee tic e iic. Every coset ii haa 
a unique representationii•x1ii1 + · · · +zaiit, and hence every element ofG 
has a unique representation v-x1t11 + · · · +xttlt+l with I e T. We have 
proved: 

Theorem. Any jiailely ~Abelian group G w Nomorp1Kc lo ca tar«:t 
product zr X T w'Mre r=r(G) CIM '1' ... lorrioa group of G. 

24E. A U!!eful tht•mt•m concerning ranks i11 the following: 
Theorem. IfF ia a 11ubgroup qf the Abelian group G,"fllen rtG)-= Y(F) + 

r(G/F). 
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Let {u.} and {iii} be linearly independent in F and G/ F respectively. 
The v1 are cosets ofF, and we choose elements "I e ii1. Then the system 
{u,, VJ} is linearly independent in G. In fact, ~ x,u, +::: .liJI'j = 0 implim~ 
~ YJ~'J=O. Hence YJ=O for allj, and the r-emainin~~: rela.liuu2, XfUc=O gives 
zc=O for all i. We conclude that r(G)~r(F)+r(GJF). 

For the opposite conoluaion we may &118ume that r(F) and r(GJI).are 
finite. We choose J'IUL'rim&l linearly independent aystema {u,} and {fs). If 
"1 e ii1 it ia easily aeen t.bat any zt e G aat.iafiea a relation ~-I~+ 
~ 111"1 with ~~0. Since the free group generated by the u, and "I baa 
rank r(F)+r(G/F) it follon that any larger number of element.-.
will be linearly dependent. The aame ia then true of the 001'1"eelppDdi 
elements Zk· We oonolude that r(G)~r(l')+r(G/F), and the theol'em ia 
proved. 

25. Polyhedrons 

ZSA. We ahall oall a 2-dimensional abstract complex K, or theoorre
aponding geometric complex K,, a polylwJ.TOR if it represents a triangulated 
surface or bordered aurfaoe, i.e., if the conditiona of Theorem 22E or the 
modified conditiona of 22B are satisfied. The name ia also attached to K, 
considered aa a topolqpoalapace, and in this aenae any aurfaoe or~ 
aurfaoe which permits a Wiangulation ia a polyhedron. For the moment, 
however, we prefer to thiDk of a polyhedron aa an abstract oomplex. If the 
complex ia finite we apealr. of a finite polyhedron. We shall also apeak of 
closed, bordered, and open polyhedrona. 

Our aim ia to determine the homology groups of a polyhedron. We 
remark at once that all groups O.(K), z.(K), B.(K) and H.(K) with 
n > 2 reduce to 0, ao that we need consider only the dimenaiona 0 ;=an~ 2. 

The rank of H.(K) ia oalled the Betti number of dimension n; it ia 
denoted by P• or p.(K). 

2SB. Every 0-dimenaional chain ia a cycle. Hence Zo=Oo and Ho• 
Oo/Bo. 

In a 0-dimenaional boundary ~~1&1, the algebraic sum of the ooefti. 
cients ia 0. This shows that no nonzero multiple zoao of a Bingle vertex 
can be homologous to 0. On the other hand, any two vertices are homo
logous to each other. For in view of the connectedneaa of K there exists a 
finite sequence of ordered 1-aimplicea (aoa1), (a1a2), · · ·, (a•-lU.) which 
ends with a prescribed "-· The aum of these simplices has the boundary 
a.-ao, and we deduce that a.-ao. 

It followa that Ho(K) iB an infinite cyclic group. Ita rank iB thttB Po= 1. 

25C. There are no 2-dimensiona.l boundaries other than 0. Hence 
B2=0 and H2= Z2. 
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In order that a ohafn;!•A be a oyole it is ft'idently neer ery that any 
two 2-:Wnplicee with a oommon 1-aimplex have ooeftioienta which are 
•·•t hP1 .. qual or opposite, depending on the orientatione. faa a oonsequenoe 
ul condition (El) in Theorem 22E or ita analogue for bordered polyhedrons, 
together with tlbe ~of K, it is readily eeen that one can pus 
from &117 2-lim.plex to IDOlller tluough a finite ~ of acijaoent 
2-Bimplto.. 'l'hi. ~that all ooeliaiente muat have the llllle ablelute 
value 1~1· If]{ is iDIDlte ~ followa that tbe oommon ftlue muat be uro, 
and 0 ill the ODlJ' ~ "l''le llllle Ia true if K hall a bolder, for the 
coefficient of a. 2-aimplu wbioh contains a border 1-aimplu muat be uro. 
In all these ~ Btl'tllluoea to 0, and .Pt•O. 

There rema.ina the -• whioh K Npft18111lta a o1oeed nrfaoe. If~ 
ell:iata a nonzero-ayoie·:E-Ao we let *c••cl*cl with c,- ± 1. Since all the 

.. lzcl are equal we ........ t.bM IcA Ia a oyole. IliJA is any other cycle 
;-we oa.n make the OOIIloient of-f, •Y• uro by mbtnoting c1y1(.le:o8f) • 
. -This muat m8.ke aJ1l>otber ooeftloilllte ..-o u ...U, and we find that 

IrA is a multiple ofl;c.-f. Bttiii:C H1 t. ..,_ 0 ar,. iftj&tia ¥lie ,._,, 
10 t1u1t P•-o ar ,..1. 

25D. When K, 1a a· o1oeed aurCaoe we want to llhow that .Pt-1 if atld 
fmly if K, t. oriewla6le. J'ftl' from being obvioua, this~ a oanfal 
proof. 

If p2 •I we can ohooee tbe orientatione 10 that I.f is a oyole. Let 
(C~C~Ul«t.) be a 2-aimplex ID this orientation. We :reoell that the oorreapcmd
ing A, ill a triangle. It oan therefore be mapped by an affine traneformation 
f onto a triangle in the plane, for instance .eo that cro, «1, «1 oorreepond to 
0, 1, i. This mapping determinea an orientation of A,. It Ia conceivable 
that the orientation would depend on the pll'tioular order of the verticee. 
However, the affine transformation which eft'eota a cyclic permutation of 
0, 1, i can be written uplicitly aa (z, y)-(1-z-y, z) and is readily eeen 
to be seue-preaerving. Therefore, we obtain a defiDite orientation of the 
interior of each 2-eimplex. 

The ,,_. S(cro) of a vertex is the union of all geometric limplicee which 
contain CliO· The interiora of all stan form an open covering of K,, and we 
will show that this ooveriDg permits a oompatible orientation. 

It is easy to show that IntS(cro) is homeomorphic with a disk. Hence 
every 11ta.r is orientable, and the orientation of an A 11 c B(ao) detennines an 
orientation of the star. It must be shown that different A 11 determmc the 
II&IDe orientation, and for that purpoae it is auflioient to ooosider two 
adjacent trianglee A,. A~ in S(«o). If the oommon eide is (floCI!) the 
orientatione moat be of the form A= (CIIOIIl«t), .A.' • (CI!O«<C¥1), and we 
denote the oorreeponding affine mappings by f, I'. A topological mapping 
i of .A., u A; into the plane can be oonatruoted by eettiDg A•/ on A, and 
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h =a of' on A; where a is given as z-- iz. The orientaticma de8Ded by 
h and f' agree in A~, for a is aenae-preaerving. It follows that the orien •. 
tions of S(ao) defined by J and I' are the same. 

We have now obtamecl,orientations of all stars. Moreover, two open 
stars are either disjoint 011 have a oonnected interaection which oontains 
the interior of an A1• We know that tile orientations agree on A,. Hence 
K, is an orientable .surfa4ae. 

Converaely, auppoee that K1 is orientable. Then we can ch001e the affine 
mapping J of A, 10 ~t it agrees with the orientation of K,. This deter
mines an order (1Xof11cxt) of .the vertices. If an adjacent A~ were ordered by 
(aocz1cza) we could map A1uA~ by h-J on A1 and h=a' of' on A~ 
where a' is the mapping ........ But a' is sense-reversing, so that J' would 
not agree with h and henoe not with the orientation of K 1• It follows that 
A; is ordered by (1Xof18a1), and the common side (y1) cancels from the 
boundary. Thus !~ is a oyole, and .Pt =-1 .. 

The same reasoning applies to the case of a finite bordered complex. It 
is found that K, is orientable if and only if the 2-simplices can be.oriented 
so that the boundary of !sf consists of only border simplices. 

26. Tbe ~aioul homolOSY pup 

26A. We have aeen thM'the groupe Ho(K) and Ha(K) of a polyhedron 
are very simple and can be determined at a glance. We turn now to the 
group Hl(K). To begin with we determine its torsion group, denoted by 
T1(K). 

Theonm. The lorrion group T1(K) of a polylwlrrm redw.u to 0, e:r:cafll 
when K i8 nonorieftlabk Cl1ld doBed, in which case it i8 a cyclic group of 
order 2. 

Let y be a 1-dimenai.oDal cycle, and suppose that my ... 0, i.e., my=
!.x,a~. for some integer t~~,&O. If af and .tJ are adjacent one sees that .x, 
must differ from z, or -z, by a multiple of m, and because of the con
nectedness the same must be true for arbitrary i and j. If K is infinite 
each .xc must be divisible by m, and it follows that y""' 0. If K is bordered 
the same conclusion can be drawn, for the coefficient of an af wh'ch 
contains a border 1-simplu must be a multiple of m. Finally, if K is 
closed and orientable we can assume that !a~ is a cycle. We have then 
my= !(xi-.x1)8af, and the same argument shows that Y""' 0. 

If K ill closed and nonorientable we choOBe arbitrary orienta tiona of the 
a~ and note that the coefficients in !oa: are 0 or ± 2. Write 2z= !8af. 
Then 2z,., 0, but z cannot be homologous to 0, for from z = !.x,&f would 
follow that !(2-X, -1 )8af • 0, contrary to the fact that there are no 2-
dimensional cycles other than 0. Consequently, z is of order 2. 

Consider again the homology my= !.x,&f. We have x1ax1 (mod m) or 
:rc= -x1 (mod m) for any i, j, and hence we can write my=.x1~·~af+ 
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mito&f rib .. 1111::1:: 1. At 1eut 01111 GOeftioiellt of I•~ w ± 2. Therefore 
'2z1 is divisible by "'· and we w't~sat tr~o. If tr-I~ tU<-. are 
either all even or all odd. If they are enn wept r-0, IIDil if thef-an odd 
we find y-z. Hence z is the oalyelaaent of &lite order. 

26B. Wt &88UJDe now that.K illaite. ~Ol(K) hu a finite number 
of basis el~enta .tt. It follow b7 'l.'lleonm MD that the subgroup Z1~K~ 
is free, and by Theorem 24B that it hu finite rank. Hence H1(K)• 
Z1(K)/B1(K) is finitely generated, IIDd we oonclude by Theorem 24D that 
H1(K) is isomorphic to Z7h x 2'1(K), wlun .Pl ia the Betti number of 

. dimension 1. T~ with the pnoediDg nau1t we have thua: 
Theorem. Tie fir-' Aolllolow l"ottff Hl(K) of• foMie ~ u • 1M 

group of rani .Plo _,e .. K U cloMJ CIIICI tiOIIOt"ieellc. Ia lie .,.,. 
.caBt H1(K) ulie __,,protltld of•IM l"ottff oft'Gftii.P1tlflll• crdicf"ottff 
·oforilu2. 

The discuaaion of the infinite oaae ia deferred to 30. 

26C. For the finite oaae we give an explicit formula for .P1· J'or thia 
purpose we let tto. •1• til denote the number of 0., 1- IIDd 2-aimplioe. inK. 

In the fi1'llt place, B1(K) ia generated by all &f. They are linearly inde
pendent, es:oept in the - of a oloeecl orientable K, in which cue they 
satisfy the relation Ia.f-0. Hence B1(K) ia a fne group of rank tis or 
nz-1. 

Secondly, 01(K) ia mapped by a onto Bo(K), and the kernel of the 
homomorphism ia Zt(K). Hence 01/Z1 ia iaomorphio to Bo, and by 
Theorem 24B we obtain r(Ol)•r(Zl)+r(Bo). But 01 ia fne with rank •1• 
and because of the oonneotedneaa Bo ia free with rank ao-1. We find that 
r(Z1)=n1-ao+l. 

From Zt/B1=H1 we get P.1•r(Hl)•r(Zl)-r(Bl)= -ao+•1-tat+1 
or -no+•1-n1+2. The number p•-ao+•1-Rt ia oalled the Bvlcr 
cllaracteriaeic of K. 

Thf!'orem. The 1-dimen.rional Belli aumber of a finite polyhedron i4 either 
p+ 1 or p+2 where p denolu the Euler chararleristic. The sPr.ond Jlt(lq i8 
a.fftrned ia 1M caH of a clo8ed orientable BUrfaa. 

Note that the cha.racteriatio can therefore never be leea than -2. 

1:1. Beladve hom ..... 

J7 A. A complex L is called a BUbcomplez of K if every aimples: of L is 
allo a aimplex of K. In particular, Lis then contained inK. It is possible, 
however, that a more than 0-dimenaional aimplex of K ia contained in L, 
aa a set of vertioea, without being a aimplex of L. 

The group o.(L) ia a subgroup of O.(K), and ita elements are aaid to 
lie in L. The quotient group Oa(K}/Oa(L} ia more conveniently denoted aa 
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Cn(K/L). Its elements are relative chainB modulo L, obtained by identi
fying any two chains on K whose difference lies in L. 

If x lies in L, its boundary ox also lies in L. This makes it poaaible to 
define a on O,.(K/L) by letting the coset of x be mapped on the coset of 
ox. The kernel Z,.(K/L) of this homomorphism is the group of relative 
cyclu, and its image B,.-l(K/L) consists of relative boundaries. The rela
tive hmnology group is H,.(K/L)=Z,.(K/L)fB,.(K/L). 

Thus, a chain on K repre11811.ts a relative oycle if ita boundary lies in L, 
and x is homologous to 0 mod L if there exists an 11 on K such that the 
difference x-()y lies in L. 

27B. Our purpose in introducing the relative homology groups is to 
study, in greater detail, the homologies on a bordered polyhedron. We 
assume that K is a finite bordered polyhedron with q contours, and we 
take L to be its border B, regarded as a !-dimensional subcomplex. We 
are going to determine the groups H,.(KJB) for n=O, 1, 2. 

The cases n = 0 and n == 2 are quickly disposed of. Every vertex of K can 
he joirwd by a poly~onal line to a vertex on the border. Hence every 
0-chaiu ts homologous to a multiple of a border vertex, and wt• sec at on<'e 
that H 0(K/B) reduces to 0. 

The <'lt>ments of the ~up H2(K/B)=Z2(K/B) are the :!-c:h&ii\S whost• 
boundary lies on the hordt•r. The re1tsoning in 2/iC and t hP n·mark at the 
end of :!rd> show that H2(KjB) is 0 if K ill nonorientable, and an infinite 
cyclic gmup if K is orientable. 

27C. In order to determine the group HI(K/B) we need to investigate 
the absolute homology ·group H 1(K) more closely. The elements of 
Z1(B), i.e., the cycles on B, are referred to as border cyclu. In H 1(K) we 
distinguish an important 111bgroup, denoted by H 1B(K), which conaista 
of all homology classes that contain a border cycle. The cycles whose 
homology classes lie in H1B(K) will be called dividing cyclu. A dividing 
cycle is thus'one which is homologous to a border cycle. 

The border cycles form a free group with q basis elements 14. one for 
each contour. H the surface is orientable we can and will choose the 14 so 
that ~b,=~osf; in the nonorientable case there is no preferred direction 
ofthe contours. In the orientable case ~b,-0, but except for multiples of 
this homology relation there are no other homologies between the b,. If 
K is nonorientable the 14 are homoloiPcally independent. 

It follows that H1B(K) is a free group of rank q-1 or q, depending on 
the orientability. In the orientable case we can choose the homology 
classes of bz, · · • , b9 as baiia elements, and this system can be extended 
to a basis of H 1 (K). In. the nonorientable case • .we must separate the 
torsion group which consists of 0 and the homology c~ of a certain cycle 
zo. but the result is similar. .. 
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Theorem. La K be a ftnile border:td poly"/wtlron,. If K i8 orientable there 
exist cycles Zt, • • ·, z.. nc:A tAat t.t"-'?l'cycle on K MJti.tjiu a unique homology 
relation of t1ae form ~ 

z- a:aba + · · · +a:,b1 +1tzt + · · · +,_.... 

If K is nonorientable, the corruponding re~ion i8 

z-:z:tbt + · · · +a:,b1 +Cozo+ltzt + · · · +t..z. 
with te•O or 1. TAt. cyt:le z i8 tiifttling if au~ if aU t1ae It are 0. 

On oompuing the ranks with the known value of PI (26C) we obtain 
m=p-q+2 iu the orientable case and m=p-q+l in the nonorientable 
case. 

Obltl'Ve that we can regard the zc as generators of the quotient group 
H-(K)/!ltB(K). This quotient poup is called the 1wmology group modulo 
dividiftg cyclu. It coDBiata of ooseta of absolute cycles and should not be 
confl18ed with Bt(K/B). 

27D. We proceed to the study of Ht(K/B)=Zt(K/B)JB1(K/B). The 
,.,,.,!11·nts of Zt(K/ B) are cosets a:+Ct(B) with 8:~: e Co( B), where Co( B) 
~nd Ct(B) denote the groups of o. and !-dimensional border chains. Let 
us c\teose a fixed vertex sf on each b,, and chains c, with 8ci=sf-,Y. 
UI1·cn x with 8a: e Co( B) we let y- be the sum of the coefficients of 8a: at 
the vertices that lie on~. It ia clear that 8:~:-~A ia the boundary of a 
chain • on B. Because ~c=O we conclude that a:-raet- · · · -y,c1 -u ia 
an absolute cycle z, and we find that a:+Ct(B) can be rep1'81181lted in the 
form z+yaOI+ · · • +rtc.+Ct(B). This rep1'81181ltation is unique, except 
for border oyolea that oan be added to z. Indeed, if z+raet+ · · · +y,c1 e 
C1(B), then 11aC4-if>+ · · · +11,(.:-af) is the boundary of a border chain. 
In such a. boundary the ooeflicienta at vertices on be must add up to 0. 
from which it follows that 11c-O. 

A coset a:+Ot(B) be.10nga to Bt(K/B) if there exists a :!-dimt·n<Innal 
chain v such that s-BweOl(B). We have thus s+Ct(B)=c'l•+f'J(B), 
and by the uniq118De18 of the zep1'81181ltation z+r~aet+ · · · +y,c1 +Ct(B) it 
follows that allt~c are 0 while z difFers from 8t1 by a border cycle. The latter 
condition meana that z is a dividing cycle. 

From theae considerations we conclude that H 1(K/B) ia isomorphic· 
with the direct mm of H1(K)JH1B(K) and a free group with q-1 genera
tors. By virtue of Theorem 27C the result can be expressed a8 follows: 

Theorem. On a finite orienlt.lbk K etJU?I relatiw cycle. z 1/tJli.tjiu a unique 
relative 1tomoZogy relation of t1ae form · 

' 
z- ltzl + · · · +'..Z• +ysca + · · · + Y.Ct (mod B). 

In the~ caaatermtezewillto=;=Oor 1 must betulded. 
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We Bf'f! that H 1(K) and Hl(KfB) ue iaomorphio ia tll.e orient&ble ease, 
but not. in the nonorientable caae. It ia more aigniftcant that the quotient 
group H1(K)/H1B(K) can always be identified with the subgroup of 
H1(KjB) that consists of the relatin homology classP>~ of absolute 
cycle~~. 

28. Sahdiviaiou 

28A. It is time to introduce the very simple idea of a aubdiviaioa .or 
refinement of a tri&Dplation. The proceaa of aubdmaion ocmaista in repeat
ing a single step, referred to aa ~ nbcUNicm. Ita geometric 
nature is illustrated in Fig. 1. · 

•. •• 

Fm. 1 

Fonnally, the pl'OCIII8 01m be described aa follows. Let a be a 1-aimplex 
in a polyhedron K. We write o-(111111) and aaaume first that a belongs to 

two 2-limplices ~1- (llllllfll), ~~- (11111-.). We introduce a new 0-aimplex 
11 and replace o, A1, ~. by four 1-aimplices (11111), (11111), (11111), (11114) and 
four 2-aimplices (11111Cit), (CIJCIICIIs), (11111114), (1111-.). All other simplices remain 
untouched. If a belongs to only one 2-aimplex the corresponding simpler 
process is defined in a llimilar manner. 

The complex K' obtaiued by this construction is said to result from K 
by elementary aubdiviaion, applied to a. It is obvious that K' is again a 
polyhedron, and that the geometric complexes K, and K~ are homeo
morphic. In fact, we can even effect the homeomorphism by means of a 
piecewise affine mapping which is uniquely detennined if we let 11 corre
spond to the midpoint of (111111). 

The process of elementary subdivision can be applied simultaneously 
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to any finite or iD6Dite aamber of limplioea.a, provided that no two of 
these 1-simplioee beloDa to tbe ume 2-aimpa. Any moh aimultaueoua 
applif':\tion of elementary subdivisions is said to constitute a simple 

1-'llt<~lly, we can apply a finite number of simple subdiviaiona in success
wH. Tht> resulting polyhedron K' is called a II'UbditJision of K. It is again 
obvious that K; ia homeomorphic to K, by means of a piecewise atliDe 
mapping. Ia this way, a t;rianplation of a ll1llfaoe I or 7 (220), topther 

·with a homeomorphio mapping ot K,, beoomee a triaagulation by means of 
x;. We call it a reft,..,..,., oftbe original triangulation. 

28B. A alightly more general notion is that of equtmlml polyhedrons. 
We say that K1 and Ka are equivalent if it is poaaible to pass from one 
to the other by way of a aequenoe Kl"=Kl, K•,· · ·, K•=K2 in which 
either KHl is a subdivision of K', or Kf is a subdivision of Kt+I. E11uiva
lent polyhedrons have homeomorphic geometrio oomplexes. Furthermore, 
they agree in tbe following properties: 

Theorem. Equtmlml polylwlrofr.s laaw Uornorplaic 1tomology group8. T'My 
have the same c:Aan:ltlcr of orief~~Gbility, tM .... number of cmalolu'8, au, 
if finite, the 6CifM ~. 

Proof is needed only for the oaae that K' is a simple subdivision of K. 
The group C1(K) oan be mapped isomorphioally into Ct(K') by letting 
a= (a1a2) be carried into (u1u)+(crcxs). One verifies that cyoles oorreapond 
to cycles and boundaries to boundaries. Henoe Zt(K) and B 1(K) can be 
thought of as subgroupa of Z1(K') and B1(K') respectively. Further 
explicit verification of tbe moat elementary kind shows that Zt(K) n 
B1(K') = Bt(K). For this reason two oycles on K are homologous in K' if 
and only iftbey are homologous inK. Finally, every cyole on K' is homo
logous (with respect to K 4) to a oyole on K. In faot, a cycle must have 
equally many 1-simplioee beginning and ending at u. On the other hand, 
a chain of the type (u1u)+ (crcxa) can be replaoed by (u1us) in the sense of 
homology. 

These considerations show that there is an isomorphic oorreapondenoe 
between ll1(K) and Ht(K'). 

28C. The verification of the assertions with respect to orientability and 
num}l('r of contours are trivial. The isomorphism of the 2-dimensional 
homology groups is a conRequence, by virtue of :!:)C. 

The invarianoe of the characteristic follows if we make use of the •·e,;ult 
in 260, but tbe'direct verification is equally easy. If an elementary sub

. division ia applied to an inner !-simplex we find that no, n1, na are 
inoreaaed by 1, 3 and 2 respectively. In the case of a border 1-simplex 
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the increments are 1, J_., 1. In both cases p ... -ao+nl-"1 remains 
invariant. 

280. We apeak of a~ ...W.tMion if each 2-simplex is divided as 
indicated in Fig. 2. It is ~bvioua how to oouatruct the barycentric sub
division by repeated simple subdivisions. The new vertices that are 
introduced on each 1· and 2-simplex are called baryce'lltef'a. The process of 
pa.aaing to the barycentric IIUbdivision of a complex has the advantage that 
it can be repeated indefinitely in exactly the same way. 

Fla.2 

H K, is a polyhedron we denote by K' the complex obtained from K by 
barycentric subdivision, and by x; the corresponding geometric complex. 
There exists a unique piecewise affine mapping- of x; onto K, which 
canies ench vertex into the barycenter (center o{ gravity) of the corres
ponding 0-, 1- or 2-simplex on K,. We shall identify x; with ita image 
under this mapping. The identification makes it possible to regard the 
simplices of x; as aubaeiB of K~. 

We recall the notion of star that was introduced in 25D. The star B(a) 
of a vertex a is the union of all geometric simplices which contain a. The 
interior of B(a), denoted by So( a), is referred to as the open star of a. H 
a is a V<'rt~x of the polyht>dron K 11 we form its star B'(a) on K~; this is the 
lJnTJr' nlric· star of" II j., r•asily sf'Pil that l'a<'h S'(a) is homeomorphic with 
a ciiN·tl cli~k. a JHOfl<'rt,\' that iR not necessarily shared by S(a). Moreover, 
two or· three barycentric stars intersect if and only if their vertices belong 
to a common simplex. 

28E. The process of barycentric subdivision can be iterated. We denote 
the iterated subdivisions by K<•l and the corresponding geometric com
plexes by K~">. The same rule as before permits us to regard the simplices 
of K~"> as subsets of K,. The following theorem shows that the barycentric 
subdivisions can be repeated until the simplices are arbitrarily small: 
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Th~ at ... ,. 01*' CDfMf'ift{/ of G fini14 fK'l111w.drcna K, by 8d8 Y, 
the bGryoluric.~ CGa be repetJietl ufllil ewry .ttJr oa K}•) u coa
tained in a Y. , 

Since K, is imbedded in a Euolidea.n apaoe there is a natural concept of 
length on K,. It is eaaily aeen that the diameters of the stars tend to sero 
under repeated barycentric subdivisions. On the other hand, a familiar 
compactnela argument shows the existence of a number 8 > 0 su~h that 
every set of diameter < 8 is contained in a Y. It is thus sufficient to 
continue until the diametera of all stars lie under this bound. 

29. &hauatioaa 

29A. In order to study an infinite polyhedron K it is neoeaaary to 
consider approximations of K by finite suboomplexes. The approximating 
subcomplexes are required to satisfy certain special conditions. We show 
in this section that these requirements can be met, if not forK, then at 
least for a suitable subdivision of K. It would not be difficult to treat the 
most gt>neral ease, but for reasons of brevity we prefer to assume that 
K is opt·n. 

Consider in K a finite suboomplex P, which is itself a polyhedron. The 
complt•nH•nt of P with respect to K becomeA a complex if the border 
simplict>s of Pare addud. For convenit•m·t•, "he" VIlle ~p~•k of the CoMple
ment K- P we shall always mean this complex, rather than the set
theoretical difference. The connected components of K- P are bordered 
polyhedrons which may be finite or infinite; their contours are identical 
with the contoura of P. We shall call P a ca110nical BUbcompla: if it is a 
polyhedron, if all components of K- P are infinite, and if each component 
of K- P has a single contour. 

A sequence of subcomplexes P1, Pa, · · ·, P •• · · · is an ui&Guion of K 
if the following conditions are fulfilled: (1) each P. is a polyhedron, 
(2) P. is a subcomplex of P•+l• (3) the border simplices of P•+l are 
DOt in P., (4) every simplex in K belongs to a P •. We speak of a 
ca110nical ui&Gustioa if all the P • are canonical. 

Our aim is to prove: 
Theorem. Every open polyhulron lia8 a 8Uhdivi8ion which permits a 

ca110nical ~ioa. 

29B. The proof requires several steps. Let A be a finite suhcomph•x 
of the given polyhedron K. As before, A' and K' denote the baryl'l'l•trie 
subdivisions of A and K. We show first that K' has a subcomplex P which 
is a polyhedron and contains A'. 

We may assume, without 1088 of generality, that A is connected. We 
take P to be the union of the barycentric stara (28D) of the vertices of A. 
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Pis a subcomplex of K', and it evidently contains .A'. The conneotedneu 
of A implies that P is connected. It remains to show that P is a poly
hedron. 

Let a be a vertex of P. According to the definition of barycentric star a 
is either a vertex of K, the barycenter of a 1-aimplex of K, or the bary
center of a 2-simplex of K. In the first case a is in A, and it is surrounded 
by 1- and 2-simplices of K' which all belong to P. In the second case a 
belongs to four 2-aimplices of K'. Since the 2-aimplices that lie in the same 
barycentric star are either all in P or all not in P, the 2-aimplicea of P 
that ('Ontain a will form either a sequence of two or a cycle of four adjacent 
ones. In the third case a belongs to six 2-aimplices of K', and of these six 
either one, two, or three pairs of adjacent ones will lie in P. In any event, 
the 2-simplices of P that contain a form a connected sequence or a full 
cycle. We have proved that Pis a polyhedron. 

29C. We show nt-xt that there exists an iterated barycentric subdivision 
K<n> wltlc:ltl c:ont•inS a c«n•niral polyhedron that in tum contains A <•). 
For tJtiJ p~trpose. ~.siclcraiJ n ••cl-.11 petrltedrons which are su bcomplt>xes 
of Kl•J a.wl contai.._ ,411J). The previous reasoning has shown that this set 
of polyhedrons is not empty. Among all polyhedrons in the set, let P be 
one with the minimum number of contours. We claim that Pis canonical. 

For simplicity, if Pis a subcomplex of K<•), we write K for KC•) and .A 
for A<n>. Then Pis a subcomplex of K. It is clear that all components of 
K- P are infinite. Indeed, a finite component could be added to P, and 
we would obtain a polyhedron with fewer contours. 

Suppose now that two contours b1 and bs of P belong to the same 
complementary oomponent Q. Choose vertices on b1, ba and join them by a 
simple polygon t1 whose aides are 1-simplicea in Q. It is permissible to 
assume that none of these 1-aimplices lies on the border of Q; indeed, we 
can follow t1 to the last vertex on b1, and from there to the first vertex on 
another contour, which, if it isnotba, can be used in place ofb,s. We :regard 
the union L=t~U b1 u bs as a 1-dimenaional complex. The total border 
of P is denoted by B. 

Repeat the construction in 29B with K' in the place of K, P'u L' in 
the place of A. The resulting polyhedron, a subcomplex of K', will be 
denoted hy P0 • We will show that Po has fewer contours than P. 

A look at Fig. 3 is more instructive than a detailed proof. The figure 
suggests a way to associate with L, and with each of the other contours, a 
cyclically ordered sequence of 1-simplices, the outt'r peri~neter in tht> 
figure. WP need to show that all these 1-simplice::..,. tlistt.,ct. Assume 
that, in the figure, a1 =a2• The centers a1. az of the corresponding bary
centric 11tars belong to B' u L'. Because the barycentric stars have a 
common side, (alas) is a l...UOplex on K'. Then one of the end points, aay 
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CIJ.o does not belong to K, by the construction of K'. Hence 0:1 is the bary
oenter of a 1-aim.ple:.:: on B u L, and we see that 0:1, o:a are neigh horing 
vertioea on L' (or on the same contour). This would mean that the common 
side a1 =tJt of the atam has an end point on B" u L•, contrary to the 
construction of the perimeter. 

WP eonclude that Po has indeed fewer contours than P, and ainoe this 
is impossible P must be canonical. 

29D. RetamiDg to the original notation we let K be an arbitrary open 
polyhedron. It Ia JM*ible to tlDd a eequenoe of triplee {.A,, ,.,, P,} with the 
following~: 

(a) A, ia a finite OODDeOted aubcomple:.: of K, 
(b) n, is a llODDeptive integer, 
(c) P, il a canonical polyhedron on K<••l, 
(d) Ai"•l c P,, 
(e) P, c A~~~· 
(f) the border of Pc+l il not in P,. 
Indeed, we eua begin by choosing A1 as a single vertex. As soon as A, 

h4 beea fCMlM we can determine n, and P1 by the method described in 
UC. Next, let ,A,+I comprise all 2-aimplioea of K whose barycentric 
subdivision of order nc contains at least one vertex of P,. It il obvious that 
(e) il fulfUled. A8 fot (f), the lltatement needa further clarification. What 
we meen il that in a oommon aubdiviaion the border llimplloea of Pc+1 are 
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not in P 1• The eonstruc-tior_l shows that thfl vertices of Pc are completely 
HU~WtciM hy Jh11p1k'e,s JIJ AtH• •f'ICf htnat by simplices in PHI· We 
coN:tu•• tiJct all (.Ondit"-S ~re. satisfied. 

29E. If the numbers nc were bounded we could pass to a common 
barycentric subdivision of all the Pc. and the subdivided polyhedrons 
"ould constitute a canonical exhaustion. 

In the general case of unbounded nc we may as well &BBume that nc < "c+t• 
Under this condition we can consider ~·•+1-•.> as a subcomplex of Pi+l" 
Construct the complement Pi+ 1- ~·•+1-•,1 which by definition includes 
the subdivided border of Pc; for i-0 the complement is replaced by Pt. 
The subdivisions of adjacent complements do not agree on the common 
borders. An easy adjustment takes care of this difficulty. Consider all 
2-simplices of PHt which have at least one aide on the border of PHt· Join 
the barycenter to the three vertices of the 2-aimplex, and in addition to all 
new vertices on the aide& that lie on the border. When this construction 
it! carried out for all i we obtain a subdivision of the original K, and the 
Pc become canonical suboomplexea which define a canonical exhaustion. 
The proof of Theorem 29A is now complete. 

30. Homologies on open polyhedrons 

30A. We have not yet determined the homology group H,(kl of IJI 
infinitl' pQiylteclro.t. This will now he done, althou)!h ftiJtd' 1.he Slil!ht 
Jet;tliftio~t'thllt K isoritlf.tabJeand opt·n. TbeJt~ ~toffers practically 
no added interest. 

The rl'sult will be that Bt(K) is a free group with a countable basis. If 
this were all we wanted to show the proof could be made very short. It is 
essential, however, that we introduce a particularly simple homology basis. 

It has already been observed that the homology groups do not change 
if we pass to a subdivision. On evoking Theorem 29A we can therefore 
&BBume from the start that K poBBell8eB a canonical exhaustion {P.}. 

30B. With respect to a given canonical exhaustion we agree on a set of 
useful notations. Let the contours of Pt be denoted by be, i= 1, · · · ,q. At 
the same time the be will be generators of the cycles that lie on the various 
contours; moreover, they ahall be positively directed with respect to the 
orientation of Pt which in turn is induced by a fixed orientation of K. 
The orientation makes it poaaible to regard Pt as a 2-dimensional chain, 
and the notation is such that oPt=}; be. 

Consider the complement Ps- P1, always in the sense that the border 
is included in the complement. Because the exhaustion is canonical there 
will be exactly q components, and we denote by Qc the component which 
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has the contour be in common with P1. The remaining contouJ"S of Q1 

will he denoted by bet• 1 ;Sj:ltqc, and we ahoolle the notation so that 
c'C.!t = 2. be1-bc. Next, the complement Pa-Pa consiats of components 

j 

Q11 where Qc and Qq have the common contour bet· 
When we continue in this way we obtain a symbol be, ... ," for each 

contour of P., with the aubaoript i. running from 1 to a number II•'"''L.- 1• 

The components of P•+J-P• have matching names Q,, ... ,". We agree 
further that 8Q,1 .•• ,"=~bc1 ••• ,J-be1 ••• , •• :For the sake of conformity, Q 

' will be another name for P1o and b will be 0. 

30C. Let z be a 1-dimensional cycle on K, and suppoee that z lies in 
P n· It is clear that 1 has a decomposition 1 .. z' + I lllf1 ••• ,,._ 1 where z' is 

in P•-l and lllf,···•·-• belonga to Qc1 ••• ,"_ 1• In this decomposition, which 
ordinarily is not uniqqe, z' and lllf1 ••• 1._1 are chaina, but not neceBB&ri.ly 

cycles. However, by the condition &=0 it follows that &,1 ••• ,"_1 lies at 

once on the border of Qc,···•·-• and on the border of its complement 

in P,.. Hence &,1 ••• c._1 1iea on be,···•·-•· and since it is a boundary the sum 
of its coefficients is 0. It follo'WB that &,1 ••• ,"_ 1 is the boundary of a chain 

on 6t1 ••• ,._,, AJtcl W8 conclude easily that -all the zc1 ... c._ 1 can be chosen 

as ctcles. 
Aeeording to Theorem 27C it is possible to introduce a homology basis 

on Q,1 .•• ,._1 which consists of the border cycle b,1 ••• , __ 1, the border 

cycles be,···•. with S.>1, and a finite number of cycles which we denote 
by zc. .. ·c,._,, 1. The latter form a relative homology baaia. 

We are now able to prove: 
1'laeanm. .A 1tomology baN for tAe opea orienltJble pol1Jlwlron K t. 

forJIIIJIJ h1J tAe COMbined .,.,._ of all C1Jdu be. .. ·•· tDitA S. > 1 and all C1JCI.eB 
z,, ... , •• ,. 

We must show that each cycle is homologous to a linear com hination of 
the oyolea mentioned in the theorem. This is manifestly so for c·_y des in 
P1, and we &BBume that the uaertion has been proved for cycles in Pn-l· 
If z is in P. we Ulle the representation Z•l' +I lllf, ... ,._,. Each lllf,···•·-• 
is homologous to a combination of be1 ••• c._1, cycles bc1 ••. ,. with S.> 1, 

and cyoles lllf,···•·-••1· Of these, be, ... ,._, may not be of the desired type, 
namely if S.-1"'"1. Howevek', be,···•·-• can always be incorporated in z', 
and ainoe z' h,.. a representation of the desired kind we have proved the 
assertion for cyolea in P •• and COilllequently for all cycles. 

It remains to verify that the cycles are linearly independent in the BenBe 
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of homology. Suppoae that a•rtain linear oombmation, which we denote 
by z, is homologous to 0 on K. Then z is also homologoue to 0 on some P,.. 
We set z ... ay and write z•z'+Izt1 ... c._1,y=y' + IYc1 ... c._1 where z',y' 
are in P,._ 1 and z,, ... , __ ,, y,, ... c._1 in Qc1 ... c._1 ; the z,1 ... c._1 are 

chosen as (·ycles. We see as on the similar previous occasion that 
Zic. ·•·-•- oy,, .. . , __ , must li-e on b,1 ... c._1• This is a homology r«>lation on 
Q1, . .• , __ , between elements of the homology basis. It can l•e satildied 

only KO that zt,-· '·-• iK a multiple of b,, .. , __ ,, and ..:im·t· tlll'H' ar·£1 uo 
2-dimcm•ional cycles it follows in addition that 111, .. . ,._1 = 0. Conae

quently, z lies in P,.-1 and is homologous to 0 on P•-1· Sinoe we oould 
have aKSumed that " is the smallest index for which z.-0 on P,., we 
conclude that z must be 0, and we have proved the linear independence. 

30D. A cycle z on K is caJ1ed a tlitMiflf cycle if, for any finite suboomplex 
L of K, z is homologous to a cycle outside of L (compare 27C). Another 
suggestive terminology is to say that a dividing cycle is /wmologotuJ lo 0 
motlulo 1M itlea bou111ltJty. It is clear that the homology classes of the 
dividing cycles form a subgroup of H 1(K) which in analogy with the finite 
case will be denoted by HJ/l(K). The quotient group H1(K)/HJ/l(K) is the 
homology group modulo dividing cycles. It can also be called the relative 
homology group with respect to the ideal boundary. 

Theorem. The cydu bc1 ... ._, S.> I, tktermin.e a baBiB for HJ/l(K), aflll 

the cyclea z,, ... ,., 1 are ~ of a Aomology baBiB motlulo tlitlitliflf cydu. 
In o~Mr wortlB, eacA cycle z MINjiu a unique Aomology nlatiotl 

z .- I ~1"'' bel ... c +I lc, .. ·' • 1zc, .. ·f • I .. >1 • • .. • 

tolaere the .tums are fi•w, cated .1 is a tlivitUJif cycle if antl 0t1ly if all 1,1 •• ·•·· 1 
are 0. 

' 
Every be, ... ,. is homologoaa to the sum of all bc1 ... '•'•+~ for variable 

ia+l· Each b,, ... , •• 1 is in turn homologous to a sum of contours in the next 

generation, and so on. It follows that be1 ... c. is a dividing cycle. Conversely, 
suppose that z is a dividing cycle. We know that z lies in a P,. and is 
homologous to a cycle z' in the complement of P,.. We set z .. z' +8y+8y' 
where y is in P,. and y' in the complement. It follows that z- 8y lies on the 
border of P,.. Thus z is homologous to a linear combination of contours 
b1, ... , •• Those with S.==l can be replaced by contours of the preceding 

generation, and ultimately z will be expressed in terms of the basis 
elements, without use of the z,1 ... , •• I· This proves our theorem. 

It can happen that all cycles are dividing cycles. Then there are no 
basis elements of the form z,1 ... c •• l• and the }JOiyhedron K is said to be 
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pliJ.Mr. It caa allo happen that then are no dividiog oyclee other than 
those which an homolCJIOt» to 0~ In that oue all the P. have a single 
contour. 

Finally, we meDtioD that every ~equenoe of the form bc1, be,.., • • ·, 
b1, ... 1 •• • • • is said to determine a bou1&dt.lrg ~· To say that 
HtfJ(K)=O is equivalent to ~~aying that there is only one boundary 
component. This property is evidently independent of the choice of 
exhau><t ion. 

~ 11. lateneed.. theory 

31A. We have to debe the ,,.,..,..._ atllll6er 111: x 11 of two oyolee :t:,1J 
in a way which fOI'IDaUsee the intuitiVe idea of the number of oro.inga of 
two oriented polyeoaa. The eomewhat rounc:labout method that must be 
used has ita origiD in the difticultiee that occur when the cycles have 
common sides. 

Let K he an orientable polyhedron, and consider ita barycentric sub-• 

FIG.4 

division K'. We denote by fie the oriented 1-simplicee of K. In the sub
division K' they are replaoed by chains a, ... a;+a;. Similarly, we let 
b, = b; + bi denote the chain on K' which leads from the baryoenter of the 
2·simplex on the left of fie to the baryoente"r of the one on the right, left 
and right being determined by a fixed orientation of K. If fie is a border 
simplex there is no corresponding b1, but there is a bi or a b~, depending on 
the orientation. 

A chain z on K' is oalled a K-chain if it can be expreesed in the form 
:e• I ~~:A. and a chain 1J* in K' is said to be a K*·cbain if it is of the form 
y* • I yfbc. Note carefully that all chains under consideration are chains 
on K'; we are merely attaching the name of K-chain or K*-ohain to chains 
on K' whose coefficienta satisfy certain special conditions. As shown in 
Fig. 4 we may think of K* as a "polyhedron" whose facee are barycentric 
~tai'M. It is called the dual of K. 

We h<>gin by setting a,xbc=l and a1 xbr;=O ftKi'/j. Th" inttr'liection 
number of an arbitrary K-chain and an arbitrary K*-chain can then ue 
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defined by distributivity. W:ath the previous notations we obtain z x y• • 
! Z(yc. The intersection number is thus determined by a bilinear form. It 
depends on the orientation of K, but not on the orientations of the 
1-simplicee CJc. 

31B. The interaeotion number is of special interest when z and ,. are 
cycles, for then it depends on1y on the homology classee. The notation is 
intended to imply that z is a K-cycle and,. a K•-cycle. Moreover, all 
homologies are with respect to K'. 

Lemma, T'M imer~ Mlflllw z x y• of two cyclu tlou ftOI claat~ge~Dlaea 
z au y• can repltu;etl by K- IIIIIICI K•-cyclu w/a.Wl an /a.omologolu lo z au y• 
rupeonwly. 

We need only show thata:-0 or y•-o implies zxy•-o. Aa far Mz ia 
concerned it is sufficient to eonsider II&- 8sf. The condition 8sf X y•-0 baa 
a simple interpretation. It means that y• contains equally many be which 
begin and end at the b&ryoenter of sf, and it is fulfilled because y* is a 
cycle. The same reasoning applies to y•, except that sJ is replaced by a 
barycentric star. 

31C. T'M interBtdion numbers remt:~in unclaangul if we pDJI8 lo G B'Ub
diviBWn of K. To see this, it is sufficient to investigate the effect of an 
elementary subdivision. With the notations of Fig. 1, 28A, let" be the 
simplex (cztczz). Then b leads from the b&rycenter of (IXIX4) to that of (C1C11), 
and it is homologous to a chain which passes in tum through the b&ry
centers of (IXCZ4), (czcz2«4), (CICia), (CICizcza), (CICia). This chain has intersection I 
with a=(cztcz)+(czczz), and we conclude that no change takes place. 

31D. It follows by the considerations in 28B, or by a simple direct 
proof, that any homology claas on K' contains a K-cycle. Let us prove, 
moreover. that every K-cycle is homologous to a K•-cycle. To see this, 
let x he a given K-cycle. We can write x=!Ac where Ac is the part of x 
that falls within S(czc); the sum is finite. Because 8x=0 we obtain 
8A1=- ! 8A,, and it becomes evident that aA,lies on the border of 

... j 

S(czl)· From this we conclude that A1 is homologous to a chain B1 on the 
border of S(a1). We find the representation x-! B1 where the sum on the 
ri)!ht iR a K*-cyl'le. 

J n vieW ef leldlll~ 'JI81his feSalt p('rmits us to extend the definition 
of tlw Intersection .. l.ltnber l(X .Y -to"~ pair of cycles on K'. In particular, 
it becom('~ pm;si ble to compare x x y and y x x. In this respect we prove: 

Lemma. The intersection number iB slcew-symmetric: xxy= -yxz. 
We may assume that x andy are K-cycles. In order to prove the skew 

:-l)'lllm('try it is sufficient to show that all K-cycles satisfy x x z=O for then 
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O=(z+y)x (z+y)=-sxy+yxz. lnotherworda, if ziahomologous to the 
K*-cycle z* we an merely nquired to show that z x x• -' 00 For this 
purpose we an free to ohooee ~ arbitrarily within its homology ('lass. 
Our method will be to fut a epeaifio ~and then determine~ x ~ by explicit 
computation. 

We recall the notatiooa a, •ac+ a(, b, .. b; + b; introduced in 31A. When 
we compute z x z* it will be convenient to represent z u a linear com
bination of the a. and z* u a linear combination of the bi and b;. The 
result will be correct if we introduce the conventional values a, x b;
a, x bi=!; all other intenection numbers are eet equal to 0. 

We use the same repreeentation z=!.A.c, ~-!Be with .A.c-Bc aa 
above, but this time the Be will be ohoeen in a specific JIUIDDel', It will be 
sufficient to show that zx Bc•O for alli. 

In order to avoid double indioea we let ex repreeent any ex,. The 1-
simplices of K that contain ex will be denoted by a1, • • ·, a.. and we assume 
that this ia the positive cyclic or linear order induced by the orientation of 
K 0 We may aasume, without losa of generality, that o: ia the initial point of 
all the a,. The corresponding .A. ia of the form .A. =t1aJ. + · · · H,.a~ with 
t1+oo•+t,.=0. On setting u1 =t1+···+t, we get .A.=u1(aJ.-aj) 
+Us(ai-al)+ · · · +u,._ 1(a~_ 1 -a~). But a;-a(+ 1 ia homologous to b(+ 
6(+1• Therefore we can chooae B•ut(bJ. +bt)+"t(bi+bi)+ · · · 
+u,._ 1(b~+l +b:)o In forming zx B the only nonzero contributions come 
from the terma tcac in z. We obtain 

z x B = !t1ut + itt(ut + 1&2) + · · · + it,.(u•-t + u,.) 
= illi + i(u~-u~)+ 0

• 
0 +-!(tt~ -~~~--~) 

=iu!=O. 

The theorem follows. 

31E. According to Lemma 31B a cycle z which ia homologous to 0 is 
such that z x y=O for all cycles y. The same ia true if :e ia homologous to a 
border cycle, for a border cycle has trivially the intersection 0 with every 
K*-cycle. Finally, if K ia open the same conclusion can be drawn for a 
cycle z which ia homologous to 0 modulo the ideal boundary, for z can be 
replaced by a cycle which doea not meet a given y*. 

We 11how now that the converse ia also true: 
Lemma. If a cyck :e i8 6UCla ~hat :eX y=O for aU cyclu y, then z...,. 0 if K 

is cloRedo x-0 modulo the border if K wji:nitt. and bortlerell, :e-o modulo the 
ulml boundary if K i8 open. 

We suppose first that K ia finite. Set z=! tea., and let fJJ denoh· the 
barycenter of •j. For each j there exists a K*-chain yf with O,f =fJ;-fJ1• 

Although yf ia not unique, the intersection number :exyf is complt•tpJy 
determined, for the difference of two yf that correspond to the same j is a 
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cycle and has thus the inteneotion 0 with z. We set .,1.-z x yf and consider 
the boundary u-~ "'~where the aJ are coherently oriented by the II&IDtl 

orientation that waa uaed to define the relationship between tic and 6, 
(see 31A). Let tic be an interior 1-simplu on K, and auppose that 
ob,=fl11-fl1• The coefticient of a, in u is then .,,-.,,. But "'?+b,-11: is 
a cycle, and on forming the intersection with :t: we obtain :t: x (1/*+b,-yf) 
="'r+tc-"'t=O, or tc="'t-"11· Thus tic has the same coefticient in u aa in 
x. We conclude that x-u lies on the border, and since u is a boundary 
we have proved the lemma for finite K. 

If K is infinite we must ehoose u aa a finite partial sum of~ "'P'J. Since 
the partial sum can be made to include any given finite set of 2-simplioes 
it follows readily by the same reasoning that x is homologous to a cycle 
that lies outside of any finite subcomplu, and hence x-0 modulo the ideal 
hnundnry. 

31F. If a cycle x is homologous to a multiple m:t:', m > 1, then it is clear 
that all intersection numbers x x 11 are divisible by m. Again, the converse 
is true, and we state it aa folloWJr: 

Lemma. If a cyck :t: tl fttll /wmologOUIJ to a genuim multiple of anoll&er 
cycle modulo thP border or the ideal boundary, then there ~ a cyck y 
with ;r x !f•l. 

All ft\ttQtc:tiet\ ftlllfiRI5~)(} foi'IIJ ._ ......... and are thus the multiplet~ 
of an intq:trlrl· Jfm .... o wt have already seen that z is homologous to 0 
modulo the border in the case of a finite polyhedron, and modulo the ideal 
boundary in the case of an open polyhedron. IT m ~ 1 we can repeat the 
proof in 3IE, with the difference that all coefticients are reduced to their 
remainders modulo m. In the finite case it followS that x is homologous 
modulo the border to a cycle whose ooefticients are divisible by m. This 
contradicts the hypothesis, unless m -1. Hence there exists a cycle y 
with xxy=l. 

In the infinite oaae a more detailed reasoning is needed. Suppose that :t: 
is contained in a finite subcomplex K 0 of K. The complement of Ko has a 
finite number of components, and we choose a fixed barycenter fll. in each 
component. We must again choose chains 111 with Yf=fl1-fl1• If fl; is 
contained in Ko no other condition is imposed, and it follows that 
u1=:t: x Y1 is determined modulo m, where m haa the same meaning aa 
above. The chains Y;! will also be arbitrary, but for a fl; that is contained 

in the component of fl;. we specify that yf shall be the sum of yf.. and a 

chain whirh lit-s outside of Ko and haa the boundary fls-flJ.· This has the 

effect. 'th•t '111 is constant in each component. The same reasoning as in 
31E will then show that x is homologous to a cycle of the form m:r' + z 

where x' is a fixed cycle in K 0 , and z can be chosen to lie outside of any 
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finite subcomplax. In ot.Ja. WOida. z,.,mz' modulo the ideal boaudary, 
and by hypothelda tm. impU.•-1. We oonclade again that there eziata 
a cycle y with zxr•l. 

31G. We use the notion of inteneot.ion number to int:oduce what will 
be called a catlmlicallwmDlogr baN. A finite or infinite sequence of oyoles, 
labelled in pairs by A,, B,, Ia said to be canonical if A, x A1"" B1 x B1 ... o, 
A1 x B;=l and A,x B1-o for iJ~:j. The elements of a canonical sequence 
are always linearly independent in the sense of abaolute or relative 
homology, for from a relation~ (x,A,+y,BI)-0 we obtain, by forming the 
intersection with A1 and B1, Y1=0 and x1=0 forallj A C:llnorticQI sequence 
which is also a basis is called a canonical homology basis. 

We treat closed polyhedrcmS, finite bordered polyhedrons, and open 
polyhedrons simultaneously. Aooordingly, homologies will mean either 
abaolute homologies or homologies relatively to the border or the ideal 
boundary. The case of infinite bordered polyhedrons is left aside, but it 
could easily be treated in the same manner. 

'l'lleonm. Ewry orietiiGbl& cZo.d polylwlrtm 1la.t a catlmlical llmnoWgy 
baN, and ewry orietiiGbl& Ji:n.IU. bordered or open polyMtlron. 1la.t a canonical 
howtology baN motlulo 1M bortUr or 1M itkal bouftdary. 

We treat first the finite case. Assume, by way of induction, that we have 
found a canonical sequence A1, B1, ···,At, Bt; the initial step k=O is 
mcluded in the general reasoning. Denote by H1 the abaolute homology 
group or the homology group modulo the border, as the case may be, and 
let G be the subgroup of H1 which is generated by the homology classes of 
Ai, B1, ···,A~. B~. The nonzero elements of H1/G are of infinite order. 
In fact, suppose that mz-z1A1+Y1B1+···+z~A~+y~Bt. Then rt= 
m(zxBd, y,= -m(zxAI), and since the elements of H1 are of infinite 
order it follows that z e 0. Furthermore, H1/0 is finitely generated. 
Theorem 24C permits us to conclude that it has a basis {is}; the bars 
indicate cosets of 0. 

If' H1-G we have found a canonical basis. In the contrary case we 
t 

choose an element Z1 of the coset £1, and construct A~+l = Zl-L (z1 x Bc)A1 
i•l 

i 
+ L (z1 x AI)B,. It is found that At+l has intersection 0 with A 1o B1, · · ·, 

·-· Ail B~. Moreover, A~+l cannot be homologous to a genuine multiple of 
a oyole. Indeed, A~+1-my would imply Z1=my=m(a1%1+ · · · +¥r). 
and hence ma1-I, m=- ±I. By Lemma 31F we can find y1 so that 

A~+1XY1•l. On Betting B~•=r•-L(YlX Bc)A,+ L(YlXAc)B, we 

' ' obtain a new canonical sequence A1, B1, · · ·, At+l. B~+l· 
Th<' process breaks off in a finite number of steps, and determines a 
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canonical basis A1. B1. ···,A,, B,. The number pis known as the genus 
of the polyhedron. For a closed polyhedron we conclude that the 1-
dimentiona.l Betti number is 2p, and hence necessarily even. For a poly
lll'di'On \\lth 'I c·outo111-: tltt· B..tti number is "2p+q-l, and it is connected 
"nh tl11· f-',J!n c·l..,IQeteristic tl11·oul!h r -- :~p+q-"2 

B.\ •se of ·r hc·~>r ''"' ;;, ol r 1 iw fi1ut•· l'a~e immediately leadt~ to a proof for 
thl' mtinlt•· ~'·•~t· Indeed, the generator:> z,1 ... , •• i of the relative homology 

group ol (/; 1 '• can be replaced by canonically intersecting generators 

.I,, '·· 1• R1, • '·· 1. Since the generators in different Q11 ... ,. cannot 
mtcrsect the combined system of all these generators is canonical. 

We emphasize that the canonical basis {A1, Bl} obtained in this manner 
has two special properties: (1) there is a finite subsequence A1, B1, · · ·, 
A.t<nlo B.t(n) which is a canonical basis of P,., (2) the cycles A.t, B.t with 
k > k(n) lie outside of P,.. 

32. Infinite cycles 

32A. For the study of open polyhedrons it is indispensable to introduce 
infinite chains. It presents nu difficulty to consider formal sums c= L: x.s~">, 
n = 0, I, 2, with integral coefficients that are not subject to the earlier 
condition that only a finite number be different from 0. It it~ clear how to 
add such chains, and since there are only a finite number of simplices that 
''""'a in '' ~~ Yl'll 0- or 1-sirnplcx it is also possible to form the boundary oc. 
\\' l' ,.,h.d I '"·' that c I>< a rt:fntrre cycle if and only if oc= 0. A1•cording to thiR 
terminulo)!y the group of relative cycles contains the suhgnnq• 11f l')'Cil',., 

(or finitP 1',\'rles). 
Then· an· two kmd~ 0!( h19mology. 'Ve Hay that two l'elQttve C..JdtS 

Zt and l!~ft rrmkly Jwmulu'.f"ll-' If the thfli.·n·IIl't' z,-z~ I~ tilt' boundary of 
a finite or mfinite chain, and they are strongly lwmologous if z1 -z2 is the 
h .. undarv of a finite chain. Since the latter condition requires z1-z2 to be 
finite, strong homology is too restrictive to be useful. The group formed by 
the weak homology classes is called the weak homology group. 

We consider only orientable open polyhedrons. Simple considerations 
which are quite similar to the ones in 25C show that the 2-dimensional 
weak homology group is an infinite cyclic group. Because it is possible to 
construct an infinite polygon with a single end point the 0-dimensional 
weak homology group reduces to 0. Thus only the !-dimensional case is 
of interest. 

32B. We shall define the intersection number x x y of two relative 
cycles only if at least one is a finite cycle. For definitene~:~s, we agree that 
x i~ alwayR finite. The meaning of the intersection number is clear if x 
belongs to K and y to the dual K*. One verifies that it depends only on 
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the homology claaa of :.t: and the weak homology cl&88 of 11· The definition 
can therefore be extended, euotly as in 31B, to the cue where :.t: and 11 
are both on K, or on a subdivision of K. The relation of skew symmetry, 
x x 11- -11 x :.t:, has meaning only if :.t: and 1i are both finite. 

32C. Weak homology iB related to the notion of dividing cycle through 
the following proposition: 
~ A finite cycle u toeakl11 Aonaologoua to 0 if t~nd tmly if it iB 

divitlitlg. 
If 11 iB weakly homologoua to 0 we have :.t: x 11=0 for all finite ,.y,·lps x. 

For finite 11 we conclude by Lemma 31E that 11 iB a dividing cycle. 
To prove the converse we use a canonical exha.uation {P11} and the 

notationa bc1 ••• , •• Qc1 .•. f. introduced in 30B. We recall that bc1 ••• ,. iB the 
only common contour ofQc1 ••• , __ 1 and Qc1···•.· 

If 11 iB a dividing cycle we know by Theorem 30D that 11 iB homologous 
to a finite linear combination of cycles bc1 •• • 1 •• But bc1 •• • 1• iB the boundary 
of the infinite chain 

- I Q,l···•.J.+l·· ·I.+, 

where the sum iB over all permiaaible subscripts that begin with i 1 · • · i,.. 
Hence bee .1• iB weakly homologous to 0, and the theorem is proved. 

32D. The following lemma will be needed: 
Lemma. If tJ rdatiw cycle .z Aa.9 uro interleditm with tJU oontours of tJ 

ji 11 ite polyhedron P c K, thm z can be written aB the sum of tJ cycle tm P tJM 
41tf-klitlf!cycle on K- P. 

We may regard z as a relative cycle on the barycentric subdivision K', 
and as such it iB weakly homologous to a relative cycle z* on the dual K*. 
We set z*=zf+zf where .zf lies on P' (the barycentric subdivision of P) 
and .Z: on K'- P'. The fact that .z• has zero intersection with the contours 
of p implies that the ooefticients of azr which correspond to vertices on a 
contour have the 8UID 0. It follows that azt iB the boundary of a 1-
dimenaional chain e on the border of P'. We obtain a representation 
z*=(.zf-c)+(.zf+c) by a cycle on P' and a relative cycle on K'-P'. 
But zf-c iB homologous to a K-cycle z. on P, and .zf+c iB weakly homo~ 
logous to a relative K-oycle .za on K-P. We have z-z1+z2 on K', and 
because all three cycles belong to K this weak homology n·lation is also 
true on K. Hence .z.,...z1+za+8G where tJ iB a 2-dimenaional chain on K. 
On setting tJ=tJ1 +t~a where 111 iB the part on P we find that z=(Zt +&t)+ 
(z2 + 81Ja). This representation "satisfies the requirements. 

32E. It iB often poaaible to form infinite sums of chains. Indeed, if a 
sequence {ec} of 1-dimenaional finite or infinite chains has the property 
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that each 1-simplex baa a nouero ooeftioieD.t in at most finitely many c:c. 
then it is clear how to inte!prat an equation c=Ic:c. We aay, when this 
equation is meaningful, that.o ill represented aa a conwrge71t nt~~. 

Theorem. A relatiw CJCk .--a~ I zc a.t a con~ eum 
of finite cyclu i.f aftd onlg i/z 1aiJ8 i.ftlu6tdiorl number 0 witA all finite 
dividing cydu. 

The nl'c('s;:ity is almost trivial. Indeed, if z= I zc and b is any finite 
cycle we ohtain b x z= ~ (b x z,), where only a finite numberoftermsb x z1 
can be different from 0. If b is dividing all b x zc vanish, and we find that 
oxz=O. 

To prnv<' the Rufficiency we use again a <"anonieal exbtqstiof\ {P..J and 
the notations b,, ... , •• Q,, ... , •. If we assume that z has zero intersection 
with all dividing cycles it follows by Lemma 32D that there e:a:ista a 
decomposition z=z,1 ••• ,. +1/cs···C.. where z,1 ... c. is a cycle on Qc1 ••• ,. and 
g11 •• ·«. a relative cycle on K .... Q,. .. ·«.· 

We form I Zc,···«. where .the sum is over all subscripts for which 
Qc, ... c. is defined; this inoludel the empty subscript which, by convention, 
corresponds to Q-P1. The ¥erence z-I z,1 ... c.liea in the complement 
of each Qc1 ... , •• and is tbenfore a sum of multiples of the contours 

be, ... , •. We obtain a re~tation of z as a sum of cycles z,, ... ._ and 
multiples of be, ... ,. which is obviously convergent. 

32F. The preceding theonm shows that a relative cycle z is determiDed 
up to a convergent sum of finite oyoles by ita intenection numbers with all 
dividing cycles, and hence by the intenection numbers be, .. ·«. x z, i.,. > 1, 
for a given canonical emaution {P.}. We show now that these inter
section numbers can be chosen arbiirarily. 

Consider a vertex on bc1 ... c •• ;.. > 1. It can be joined by a polygon in 
Qc1 ... c. to a vertex on be, ... f,.l• This vertex can in turn be joined to a 
vertex on be, ... ,.u by a polygon in Q11 ••• ,.1, and 80 on. In the opposite 
direction we can pass from the vertex on be, ... c. through Qc1 ... c._1 to a 

vertex on be, ... c._,l, then through Qc, .. ·«._,1 to a vertex on be, ... c._,u, 
etc. The sum of the polygons between consecutive vertices is a relative 
cycle which we denote by c:c, ... 1 •• Ita direction can be fixed 80 that 

be, ... ,.xc,, ... c.=1. Then be, ... f.l···lxcc, ... c.-1, be, ... , __ ,I ... Ixcc, ... c.=-
-1, and all other intersection numbers b1, ... 1.xc,, ... ,. are 0. 

With arbitrary integers t.,.:.c. we form 
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The sum.a.t ob'rioualy·-:mverpnt, Uld bc1 ••••• x z-tc1 •••••• i,. > 1. The most 
general relative oycde''with theae inteneotion numbers is of the form z+y 
where y is a OOil't'ellpllt 8lllll of finite oycles. 

32G. If we are inter.ted merely in weak homology a convergent sum 
of finite oyc1es Olill of :eoane be expl'elled through the oanonioal generators 
Ac, B, introduced in 810. The theorem that we obtain is an analog of 
'l'h!'orPrn 27D. 

Theorem. The weak 1wrtwlogy cla8Bu are represented, in a unique manner, 
b!t inj11ite linear combinations of eAe cyclu Ac, Be and eAe relatiwe cyclu 
Cj1 ... c •• i 11 >1. 

Becauae we are allowing infinite sums the generating elements do not 
form a basis in the conventional sense. 

§5. SINGULAR HOMOLOGY 

The limplicial homology theory has two weaknel888. In the first place, 
it applies only to polyhedrous, and thus to surfaces which permit a, 
triangulation. Seoondly, it is far from evident that two triangulations of 
the same aurface have isomorphic homology groups. On th1· other h.mu, it 
has the great advantage that the homology groups can be computed 
explicitly. 

In tbia aection we introdu~ the notion of aingular homology. It is in 
some waya more elementary than aimplicial homology, and applies with 
equal fMility to any aurfaoe or bordered surface. For this reaaon we shall 
make a :Point of uaing aiDguiar homology whenever pollible. It is difficult, 
however, to gain detail~ inf~ation about the aingular homology group, 
except in the presence of a triangulation. For polyhedrons it is shown that 
the singular and aimplicial homology groups are isomorphic. Since the 
singular homology groups are defined in an invariant way with respect to 
homeomorphism• it is an automatic consequence that two triangulations 
of the same or topologioally equivalent surfaces have isomorphic homology 
groups. 

33. De&aiticm. ancl relation to the fundamental pup 

33A. In what folloWI F will denote a aurface or a bordered surface. 
The earlier practice of uaing a apecial notation J' for a bordered surface is 
temporarily abandoned. 

In 7A an arc on F was defined as a continuous mappingf:t-j(t) of the 
closed unit interval O:iit:ii 1 into F. In the present connection an arc will 
be called a ringular 1-ritnpla. Note that clliferent parametrizations of the 
same arc are regarded as clliferent aingu1ar 1-simplioes. 
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By analogy, a singult;w 2~ will be defined as a continuous mapping 
of a fixed geometric 2-Bimplex into F. For definiteness, we let the basic 
2-simplex ll. be defined as the aet of all (I, u) with 0;;; u ;:iii t ;:iii I. A singular 
2-simplex is thus defined by a mapping f:(t, u')-f(t, u) of ll. into F. 
Finally, a singular 0-simpla: is just a point on F. To guard against mis
understandings, we emphasize that the singular 2-simplex must not be 
confused with the image /(ll.). 

We use the generic notation a" for singular n-simplices. A singular 
n-chain is a formal sum I •P'l with a finite number of nonzero integral 
coefficients. In other words, the group C,.(F) of singular n-chaina is 
defined as the free Abelian group generated by the singular n-Bimplices 
on F. The notations C,.(F) and C,.(K) are unlikely to cause confusion 
since F refers to a aurface and K to a complex. 

33B. The next step is to define the boundary of a singular simplex. 
The boundary of a singular 1-simplex, defined by J, is the 0-chain 
/(1)-/(0). The definition is extended to 1-chaina by setting o(I z~t>= 
I z1 oaf, and it becomes clear what is meant by a singular 1-cycle. Clearly, 
the notion of singular 1-cycle is a direct generalization of the notion of 
closed curve. 

The boundary of a 2-simplex a2, given by the mapping/ of ll., is defined 
as follows. Let e1 denote the mapping t-(t, 0), ea the mapping t-(1, 1-t), 
and e8 the mapping t-(1-t, 1-t). Let a:, i= 1, 2, 3, be the 1-simplices 
defined by the mappings foe,. With these notations we set a~= al-ai+ al. 
The operation a is extended to arbitrary 2-chaina by linearity. Simple 
verification shows that oaa2=0, and hence that every boundary is a 
cycle. 

The groups Z1(F) and B1(F) of singular cycleR and boundaries are now 
well defined, and we can introduce the singular homology group H 1(F)= 
Z1(F)/B1(F). The 0- and 2-dimensional singular homology groups are of 
no interest to us and will not be considered. 

33C. Contrary to the procedure in 23B, a singular chain -a•, n=O, 1, 2, 
is never identified with a singular simplex. In this way we avoid all 
difficulties that would arise whenever - a• would be identified with a•. 
Actually, no identifications are needed as long as we are interested only 
in homologies. 

It is important. howPver, to point out certain standard homologies which 
art> us<>d all the limP. In thP fin;t place, lt·t al be a point-arc, defined by a 
f'OHHtnnt f \\'1• •h·nnt•· hy rr2 the siHgul,,r ~-simplex that is defin<>d h,\' 
means of thP Kauw con~tant. Applying the definition of boundary we find 
that i•a2=a1-al+al=at, and hence every point-arc is homologous to 0. 
Heeondly, let y and y-1 be opposite arcs, defined by t-f(t) and t-/(1-t). 
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We cq~ the J.limplex giftll lJar (1, •~(1). Ita boundary iR seen to 
bey-J(l)+y-1, when/(1) ia a point..arc. Hence y+y-lNO, 

The la.A N1ation ehow that if al ia defined by a mapping f of t., then 
au~ is obained, within homology, by restricting J to tlll'l p(l~itively 
oriented llidea of 6., each aide beiag referred to the unit interval by means 
of a linear mapping. This interpretation should be thought of as under
lying the notion of singular homology. 

33D. It ia evident from the definition that the aingula.r homology group 
is a topological inva.ria.nt. This fact ia further emphaeized by proving the 
following connection between the fundamental group and the aingula.r 
homology group. 

Theoreaa. TIN ,.,.,..,_,. Aonto11Jw group Bt(F) u ~ic toiiA liN 
quotient group 1/ICl) of liN fv;ntl4fMflllll group I(F) toiiA rupee~ lo il4 
comm'lltator 811bgroup (aee 19D). 

We repreaent I aa I o with a fixed origin. Each closed curve from 0 
can be considered as a singular 1-simpla which is a cycle. Homotop 
curves determine homologousl-simplioes; this fact needs verification, but 
the verification is quite automatic and will be omitted. A simila.r verification 
shows that~ corresponds to a !-simplex which is homologous to a+/l 
Therefore, the correspondence defines a homomorphic mapping of !F o 
into H1(F). 

The kernel of the homomorphism contains the commutator subgroup, 
for ~a-l{J-1 corresponds to a+/l+a-l+fl-1 which we know is homo
logous to 0. To prove, converaely, that the kernel is contained in the 
commutator subgroup, let y be a closed curve from 0, and suppose that 
y-O when regarded as a singular cycle. We ~et y=2:x,8u7 and 
write ouf=au-a12 +a18 where the av ar(• 1-"uuplil'P~ Tlw ~l4tion 
r-I :.:i(cxn -cxca+cxcs) mut be a formal identity. Hence all terms in 
the sum must cancel except for a single remaining term Glr• which is 
identical with ,. 

To continue, set IJa&J= •c12- •cs1; For each •cJJ:, let 'WJ: be an arc which 
joins 0 to •qJ:, and suppose that we choose identical arcs for coinciding 
points. The arc /lc;= "'iilaOJ"'iil is a closed curve from the origin. Moreover, 
one proves without difficulty that /JJii1/l" is homotop to 1. We consider 
now the product ll(fluflii1/l")s,, where the order of the factors is im
material. On one hand it is homotop to 1. On the other hand, if we let the 
faotora flc1 commute they must cancel against each other in exactly the 
same way aa the terms in I zc(cxct-aca+ cxca). It follows that the commu
tator subgroup contains flr•="'rd')"'';;~. Here .,,11 and "1r12 are identical 
closed curves from 0, and we conclude that y is itself in the commutator 
subgroup. We have thus pro,·ed thut the kernel is identical with .~II)_ 

It remains to prove that the image is all of H1(F). Let z-I x,uf be a 
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singular cycle. We replace af by {3, = 'ln + al- '1,2, where 'lu and '1i2 are 
arcs from 0 to the initial and terminal points of a;,. These arcs are to be 
chosen so that they depend only on the end point. Since z is a cycle, it 
follows that x= L x.p,. Each p, may be regarded as a closed curve from 0, 
and we see that xis the image of llfFo•. 

34. Simplicial approximation 

34A. We suppose now that F permits a triangulation. In other words, 
we take F to be a geometric polyhedron K,, and prove: 

Theorem. The singular 1wmology group H1(K1 ) is isomorphic witAH1(K). 
Each oriented !-simplex on K can be considered as a singular !-simplex 

arising from a linear mapping of the unit interval on the corresponding 
geometric !-simplex. Cycles correspond to cycles, and a simplex boundary 
os2 becomes, within homology, a singular boundary 8a2, where a2 is 
dl.'fined hy an affine mapping of A. We obtain in this way a homomorphic 
mapping i of H1(K) into H1(K1 ). 

To ohtain a mapping in the opposite direction we are going to use the 

.. ·. 

/~ 
4 a 

I lot 

nol'thod of .mnpllcial approximation. Suppose first that al is a closed curve. 
W(' can divide al in subarcs which are so small that each is contained in 
t lw opt·n ~tar So( a) of a vertex a e K (see 28D). The result of the subdivision 
is expressed by a homology a1-a~+ ···+a!, and we suppose that ai 
lies in So( a,). Since So(ac) and So(ac+l) intersect, their centers are either 
identical or they are the end points of a !-simplex (acae+l). We assign to 
a 1 the cycle h(al) formed by all (acac+l) with ac~"C+l· If we agree that 
(acac+l)=O if ac=ac+1 we can write h(al)=(aoal)+(alaz)+ .. · 
+(an-la11) with a11 =ao. We call h(al) a simplicial approximation of al. 

The construction is not unique, but we can show that the homology 
class of h(al) is completely determined. The first ambiguity lies in the 
choice of a1• It is sufficient to consider the replacement of one a, by 
another vertex ai. Since 80("'_ 1), S0(a,) and S0(ai) intersect, ai-l' a, and 
ai must belong to a common 2-simplex, and the same is true of ai+l' a,, "i· 
The nondegenerate case is shown in Fig. 5, and we see at once that 
(a,_ 1a;)+(a,a,+ 1)-(a1 _ 1ai)+(aia,+ 1). In the case of coinciding vertices 
the verdieatJon HI even simpler. 

The second source of ambiguity is in the choice of suLt!ivi~ion. Two 
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subdivisions can be supllimpoeed, aad for tbia reuon it is aufticient to 
consider the out· of a subaro at beiDg divided in two. The amaller aroa are 
both contained in8o(Gif), and we can ohooae identically the I&ID811implioial 
approximation aa befcn. It followa that any two subdivisions yield 
homologous llimplioial approzimations. 

~· 16)1; The construction can be generalized to an arbitrary singular cycle 
;s• I z,of We subdivide each arc at and approximate it in the manner 
'that.llas just been deacribed. The only precaution that we must take is 
that a fixed vertex shall be assigned to each end point, the same for all 
arcs that Legin or end at that point. WhPn this iH clntw thP Hintplic:ial 
approximation will be a cycle h(z), and the homology cla~s of /r(ac) is 
uniquely determined. 

We must prove that z- r impliee A(z)- A(r). For the proof we need only 
show that A(Bal)-0. This is obvious if aa is contained in a star. In the 
general case we apply repeated barycentric subdivisions to b., until the 
image of each subsimplex is contained in a star. If we examine one 
elementary subdivision at a time it becomes evident that there is a 
natural way to attach a singular simplex of to each 2-dimenaional sub
simplex of b.. Moreover, explicit verification in the case of an elementary 
subdivision shows that I 8af will represent a subdivision of aal. It follows 
that h(Bal)-0 as asserted. 

34C. We have found that A may be interpreted as a homomorphic 
mapping of Hl(K,) into Hl(K). Trivial considerations show that a cycle 
on K may be regarded aa ita own llimplicial approximation. In uthcr 
words, h o i is the identity. In order to conclude that i o h is also the identit~· 
we mu~:~t show that gl is homologous to h(al) when the latter is rt>ganh-d 
as a singular cycle. 

The case of a clOIIed curve al is sufficiently general to illustrate the 
reasoning. We can draw straight line segments from the initial point of 
the suLarc at to the vertices "i-I and "i• as shown in Fig. 6. It is possible 

Flo. 6 
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to define a. singular 2-simplex whose boundary consists of at and the line 
segments from a1 to its end points, taken with proper orientations and 
signs. In fact, if a! is defined by t-J,(t), t e [0, 1], we map fl. by setting 
J(t, 0)=/t(t),/(1, l)=a, and decla.ring that the mapping shall be linear on 
every straight line through the vertex (1, 1). On the other hand, the 
triangle whose \"Crt ill'" are at a;_ 1 , at and the initial point of a! can also 
1,.. re!!.ml<·d as a ~ill!!lllar simpl<'x obtained hy an affine mapping of .:1 
On fomung the l,ouuduries the auxiliary line segments drop out, and we 
find that "t- h(al ). Thus h is indeed the inverse of i, and we have proved 
that ll1(K11 ) and H1(K) are isomorphic . 

. \s a corollary, topologioa.lly equivalent polyhedrons have isomorphic 
homology groups. We have actually proved a little more, for we have shown 
that a given homeomorphism determines, by the method of simplicial 
approximation, a definite isomorphic correspondence between the two 
homology groups. 

35. Relative aiDgu1ar homology 

3SA. We discuss the topics connected with relative singular homology 
only for the. case of an open orienta.ble surface F. The definitions are 
similar to the ones for open polyhedrons, except that finite subcomplexes 
are replaced by compact seta. 

Accordingly, a singular cycle is said to be a dividing cycle, or homo
logous to 0 modulo the ideal boundary, if it is homologous to a aingular 
•·yc-le that lies outside of any given compact set. The group formed by the 
homology classes of dividing singular cycles is denoted by HI{l(F). IfF is 
an open polyhedron with triangulation K it is shown thnt /ft{J(F) i
isomorphic with HtfJ(K). 

I<'initc Jl"lyhcdi'Onfl ;ue n·plttecd b.v rl'gulnr regions {see laG). \V1• sa~ 
that l' hat~ an exhaustion if every compaet Ket i11 contained in a regular 
region. If 1!' is countable this property can be used to construct an ex
hausting sequence of regular regions. However, there is no need to use 
such sequences. It followa from the existence of an exhaustion that the 
union of any two regular regions is contained in a third. It is this property 
that is needed in practically &II applications. We express it by saying that 
the regular regions form a directed 8d under inclusion. 

A regular region is oa.lled carumical if each component of the comple
ment has a single contour. We speak of a canonical exhaustion in the 
corresponding sense. 

3SB. We assume now that F is a polyhedron. This means that F has a 
triangulation by means of a complex K. It will be shown in 46H that it is 
p088ible to choose K so that a given regular region on F is triangulated by 
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a subcomplex of K. This aubcomplex.ia then automatically a finite bordered 
polyhedron, and since we asaume F tO be orientable it is also orientable. 

This result will be" anticipated and used for proving: ~ 
Theorem. A.n open orWniGbk polylt«lron F lieu tlae following ~: 
(a) The poftliwly orienl«l bnndaf71 of a rtfi'Ular region, considered tJ8 a 

singular cycle, ulwmoZogov.a lo 0. 
(b) l!' lieu a canonical ulaauion. 
(c) If a i8 a canonical region on F, tlaen a lingul~Jr cycle on a is hamo

logOU8 lo 0 modulo tlae ideal bnndaf71 if au only if ., i8 IIIYmologOU8 to a 
finite liMtJr oombination oftlae contour• of a, COMidered tJ8 lingul~Jr cycles. 

Essentially, point (a) has been taken for granted. Point (b) follow:< uy 
the fact that a canonical polyhedron is a canonical region. As for (c), if 
we ch0011e K 80 that Q is a canonical polyhedron it is immediate, uy the 
equivalence of singular and simplicial homology, that each contour of a 
is dividing in the sense of singular homology. Suppose now that a singular 
cycle y in a is homologoua to a singular cycle ,. that lies outaide of a large 
polyhedron. We replaoe y andy' by their simplicial approximaticmil in a 
sufficiently fine subdivision. These approximations are simplicially homo
logous, and it follows that, is homologous to a cycle on the boundary of n. 

§6. COMP ACI'IFICATJON 

In the Alexandroff oompactification (4:F) a single point represents the 
whole ideal boundary. On the other hand, for a bordered surface we 
obtained a realization of the ideal boundary which associates a continuum 
of point" with each eontour (13C). For many purposes an intermediate 
~pro.ch i:< the most adequate. In this section we introduce a realization 
of the ld1•al boundary which in the case of a bordered surface represents 
all contours as separate single points. The ideal points will thus generalize 
the notion of contour. 

36. BcNUary eompoaenta 

36A. We say that a surface F is imbedded in a topological space M if 
there is given a topological mapping of F into .M. We may, and this is 
frequently convenient, identify F with its topological image, 80 that F 
appeara as a subset of M with the induced topology. The imbedding is 
called a corapadijiealton if (1) .M is compact, (2) F (or its imnl-(1') i~ dense 
in M, that is, 'F=.M, (3) F is an open subset of M. We snail regard 
fJ = M-F as a ~tion of the ideal boundary. The points of fJ are called 
ideal boundary points of -F. 

Two oompactifioations .M and .M', both containing F, are equivalent 
if there exists a topological mapping of .M onto .M' which reduces to the 
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identity on F. Equivalent oompactifications can be conaidered as identical, 
and all uniqueness should be interpreted in this sense. 

36B. There a.re, of coune, many different compactifications, and the 
choice of a eompa.ctification depends on the use that will be made of it. 
Aa alrea.dy indicated, we wiah to construct a compa.ctification that serves 
to generalize the notion of contour. With a suitable formulation of the 
desired properties it turns out that there ia one and only one compactifica
tion which meets the requirements. 

To tiimplify the formulation we introduce the following auxiliar:v 
definition : 

Definition. A set f3 c M is said to be ~ng on 111 if e11ery region 
U c .M remains connected ctfter remo11al of all point8 in G" /1 

We &tate the basic existence and uniqueness theort'm: 
Theorem. There exists a unique compactification M with the folJowing 

propnlies: 
(Bl) M is a loct.all11 ~ Ha'IIMlorJI spau. 
(B2) f3 is tolall11 ~. 
(B3) f3 is nonsepc~ralit~g on M. 

The proof will be based on an explicit construction of the set f3 and a 
topology on M = F u {3. The points of f3 a.re called bov:rulo.ey componml8. 
In case F ia an open geometric polyhedron K 1 it will be shown that the 
boundary components of K1. can be identified with the boundary com
ponents of K, the latter being defined as in 30D. 

36C. For convenience we agree to denote by Q, with or without sub
scripta, any region on F which ia not relatively compact on F, but has a 
compact boundary. Thus, whenever we speak of a set Q we shall always 
mean a region with these characteristic properties. Note that Q ia never 
void. 

We choose a formal definition which identifies each boundary com
ponent with a set of su'beeta of F: 

De&aitioa. A bovndaey comp<J'M?It is a nonvoid coUWion q of 8d8 Q 
whicA satisfiu tlaue CO'IIdi&M: 

(Cl) If Qo e q affll Q -:J Qo, then Q e q. 
(C2) If Q1, Qa e q there e:risll a Qa c Q1 n Qa which belongs to q. 
(C3) The ifttersection of all clo.nt.res Q, Q e q, is empty. 

It ia an easy consequence of (C2) and (03) that there exists a Q e q 
which fails to meet any given compact set. Indeed, for each point of the 
given set there exists, by (03), a Q e q which does not meet a certain 
neighborhood of that point. The compact set can be covered by a finite 
number of these neighborhoods, and ia hence disjoint from a finite inter
section Q1 n · · · n QN of seta in q. By (C2) this intersection contains 
a.Qeq. 
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36D. Let II be the set of all boundary components of F. For a given 
Q we ~ by II(Q) the set of all 9 e II such that Q e 9; in other words, 
the statement& 9 e II(Q) and Q e 9 shall be equivalent. We remark that 
Q1 n Qa-0 implies II(Ql) n II(Qa)=O. Indeed q e /J(Ql) n /J(Q2) would mean 
that~. Qa e 9, and bec&uae of (C2) the seta Ql and Qz could not be disjoint. 

To extend the topology of F we agree that all seta Q u /J(Q) shall be 
open. More precisely, we introduce a basis for the open seta on M which 
consists of all open subaeta of F and all seta of the form Q u /J(Q). It 
must be verified tbat the intersection of any two such seta is a union of 
sets in· the basis. The only case that is not completely trivial occurs 
for n point qefJ(QI)nfJ(Qz). By (C2) there exists a QacQ1nQ2 such 
that q ~ fJ(Qa), and (Cl) implies that /J(Qa) c /J(Ql) nfJ(Q2)· Thus 
teQaV /1((/a) c [Q1 u /J((b)] n [Qz u /J(Qz)] which is precisely what we need 
to know. 

Let us show that .M is a Hausdorff space. For Pl· pz e F the existence 
of disjoint neighborhoods is clear bec&uae F is a Hausdorff space, and for 
p e F, 9 e II disjoint neighborhoods exist because of (C3). Suppose now 
that fl, qz are distinct boundary components. There exists, for instance, 
a Q1 e 91 that does not belong to 92· We can find a Qa e 92 that does not 
meet the boundary of Q1. Since Q1 is connected, either Qa c Q1 or Q1 n Qz 
=0. The first alternative would imply Q1 e 92• by (Cl), which is contrary 
to the &BBumption. Hence Q1, Q1 are disjoint, and the same is true of 
Q1 u II(Q.) and Qa U II(Qa). Also, M is locally connected, for Pac·h 
Q u fJ(Q), being contained between the connected set Q and itH eloslll'{', 

is itself connected. 
F is open on M, by definition, and F = M, for every open set on M 

contains points of F. We prove next that /J(Q), besides being relatively 
open with respect to 11. is also closed. Assume that qo is not in II(Q) and 
determine a Qo e qo which does not meet the boundary of Q. It follows by 
the aame reasoning as above that Q and Q0 are disjoint, and hence that 
Q0 u II(Qo) does not meet II(Q). Consequently, /J(Q) is closed. We can now 
conclude that II is totally disconnected. In fact, if q1 and qz are distinct 
pointe of II there exists a II(Q) which contains q1 but not q2• A component 
of fJ that contains q1 and qz would have to meet the relative boundary 
with respect to fJ of II(Q). But fJ(Q) has an empty relative boundary. 
Hence fJ is totally disconnected. 

To prove (B3), let 0 be any region on M, and suppose that On F= 
0 1 u 0 1 is a decomposition into open seta. For each q e 0 n fJ there exists 
a Q e q which is contained in G. But every Q c 0 is contained in 01 or 01. 

The union of 0 1 and all sets Q u fJ(Q) such that Q c 01 is open, and so is 
the union of Oa and all Q u fJ(Q), Q c Oz. The two unions would constitute 
a decomposition of 0 into open seta. Hence either 0 1 or 02 is void, and 
0 n F is connected. 
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37. The CODlpaebHllll proof 
37A. It remains to show that M is compact. In the most general case 

the proof uses the uncountable version of the axiom of choice. For this 
reason we give a separate and perhaps more perspicuous proof in the 
case that F is an open geometric polyhedron K,. At the same time this 
separate treatment serves the purpose of showing that the two notions of 
boundary component that we have introduced are essentially identical 
(see the remark at the end of 36B). 

We recall thatK (the underlying complex of K,), or at least asuffioiently 
fine barycentric subdivision of K, has a canonical exhaustion {P.}. We 
assume that K itself can be so exhausted. We use again the notations 
1111 ••• 1• for the contours of P., and we let R,1 ••• ,. be the component of 
K- P. with the contour b,1 ••• ,. (in other words, R,1 ••• 1• contains Q1, ••• 1.). 

For simplicity we agree, in this connection, that R,1 ••• ,. will actually stand 
for the geometric polyhedron (R,1 ••• ,.),. Also, we shall write F forK,. 

Suppose that M is covered by open sets 0 •. If M were not compact 
there would exist a component R,, which does not have a finite su bcovering. 
Next we could find an Rc1c. c Rc1 with the same property, and so on, until 

we obtain a sequence Rc1 :J Rc1t1 :J • • • ::> Rc1 •.• f. :J · • • of components that 
have no finite subcovering. This sequence defines a boundary component 
(in the sense of Definition 36C), namely the collection q of all sets Q which 
contain an R1, ••• 1• from the sequence. Indeed, conditions (Cl)-(C3) are 

all easily seen to be satisfied. By assumption, q lies in an o., and this Oa 
contains a Q e q. There is an R11 ••• 1• c Q, and this R11 ••• 1• would have a 
subcovering which consists of a single set, contrary to the cOnstruction. 
The contradiction proves that M is compact. 

In the course of the reasoning we have llo88ociated a q with every 
sequence R11 ::> R11c. :J • • • ::> Rc1 ••• ,. ::> • • •• Conversely, if q is given there 
exists, first of all, a Q1 e q which does not meet P 1. Because Q1 is con
nected it must be contained in an R,1, and it follows by (Cl) that R11 e q. 

Next there exists a Q2 e q which does not meet P2. Because Q2 must 
meet Q1 it is necessarily contained in anRc1"', and we find as before that 
R 1110 E q. In thi11 way we obtain an infinite nested sequence of components 

R11 ••• 1• e q. For an arbitrary Q e q it happens for a certain n that Rc1 ••• 1• 

does not meet the boundary of Q. This is possible only so that R,, ... c. c Q. 
We have shown that the correspondence between boundary components 
q and nested sequences {R11 ... 1.} is one to one. But the nested sequences 
are nothing eiRe than thE' boundary components according to our earlier 
definition (:lOIJ), and II<' have thu~:~ ~>huwn that the two definitions arf' 
NJUiv.dt·nt. 
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In view of t.JUa. equivalence Defiuiticm 360 may seem like a luxmy. It 
should not be forgotten, however, that it ia the equivalence of the two 
definitions which ahowa at a glance that the definiticm py aequencea ia 
independent of the triaogulaticm, and that Definition 36C does not even 
require the existence of a tri&Dgulation. 

37B. We ahall now give the general proof. It may be omitted by r<'nders 
who are not mtereated in atreme generality. 

A family of seta ia aaid to be lott.Jlly orduttl, by inclusion, if for every 
two sets in the family one ia contained in the other. We shall use Zom'• 
lemma, in the following form: 

If a family of _,. coniGin.t tiN union of tiN Ht. in any lolt.Jlly ortlert4 
8Ubfamily, tiNn it coniGin.t a mamnal_,, i.e., one t1uJt u nol properly con
tained in any ot'Mr _,in tiN family. 

Let <1>0 be a collection of closed aete on M with the finite intersection 
property, that ia, any finite number of sets in clio have a common point. 
Consider the family of all collections ell of closed sets which contain 410 

and retain the finite intersection property. This family satisfies the hypo
theeia of Zorn's lemma, for if we chooae a· finite number of closed sets 
from the union of the collections <1> in a totally ordered subfamily, then, 
by the total ordering, theae sets are already contained in a single ell, and 
hence thtly have a common point. The lemma ia applicable, and we 
conclude that there exists a collection cll1 which cannot be enlarged without 
violating the finite interaection property. If we prove that all sets in 411 

have a common point, then the same ia true of clio, and it follows by 
Theorem 4B that M is compact. 

If one of the sets Co e cllt ia known to be compact there ia nothing left 
to provP. for then the sets Con C, C e cllt, have the finite interaection 
property and would have a common point. We may therefore assume 
that no "<'t C e cl11 is a c·ompact 1mbsct of F \\"c· n•marlc fnrthPt' that J.v 
the maximality of <1>1 the intersection of any finite numl>t•r of >~ch; 111 •1'1 
must belong to <1>1, and that a closed set which intersects all C e <1>1 must 
itself be a member of <1>1. 

Let us define q as the collection of aD Q such that Q u fJ(Q) contains a 
C ecll1• If we can prove that q is a boundary component, then it ia a 
common point of all C. Indeed, if q were not inC' e cll1 there would exist 
a neighborhood Q u fJ(Q) which does not meet C' and hence cannot 
contain any C e CJ)l· 

Condition (Cl) is trivially fulfilled. In order to prove (02), suppose that 
Ot, Ca e CJ)l and Ct c Q1 u fJ(Qt), C2 c Qz u fJ(Qz). The boundary of Q1 n Qz 
with respect to F ia a compact set. It can therefore be enclosed in a regular 
~ubregion Q of F. The complement F-Q has only a finite number of 
components. Those that are compact may be added ton. We can therefore 
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suppose that the components of J'-0, denoted by Q}, • • ·, Q~. are DOt 
relatively compact on F. It is clear that {J = u {J(Q' ). Indeed, if q0 e p, 
there exists a Qo e qo whioh does not meet the boundary of n. It follows 
that Q0 is contained in a Q(, and hence that Q' e q0, or q0 e {J(QC). 

Suppose that Q; does 7!!>t belong to q. Then, by the definition of q, 
M-[QiufJ(Qm meets all Ce4>1 and is therefore, by an earlier remark, 
contained in 4>1. If this were true for i=1, · · ·, n the intersection of all 
the sets M -[Q;ufJ(Qm. i.e., the set M- uQ;- u {J(Qn=F- uQ;-n. 
would also be in 4>1. But Q is a compact set on F, and we have aasumed 
that there are no such seta in F. Hence there is a Q; e q. Because Qi is 
connected and does not meet the boundary of Q1 n Qz it is either con
tained in or disjoint from Q1 n Qa. The latter is impossible, for then 
a set 0' c Q; u {J(Q() could not meet 0 1 n 01• Hence Q( c Q1 n Q1, and we 
have proved (C2). 

The same reasoning showa that condition (('3) is satisfied. Indeed, we 
can choose n so that it contains a point given in advance, and we have 
constructed a Q( e q whose closure does not meet n. In other words, the 
intersl.'ction of all closures iJ for Q e q is empty. 

We have proved that M is compact. The compactneaa implies, in 
particular, that {J is not empty. 

Remark. Boundary components for open surfaces were introduced by 
B. Kerekjart6 [1] and studied in greater detail by S. Stoilow (14]. Our 
treatment is more in line with that of H. Freudenthal [1] who showed, 
in the countable case, that boundary components can be defined for any 
locally compact and locally connected Hausdorff space. 

37C. Tht· uniquenes-s qssertion in Theorem 36B is an essen! ial 
featun· of the theory of uoundary components. To prove it, let Alo 
he another compactification of F which satisfies (B1)-(B3): We have 
to con:<truct a topological mapping of Mo onto M which is the identity 
Oil F. . 

In the following we use bars to indicate closure with respect to M 0• 

Similarly, the boundary of a set will always be the boundary on M 0• 

We write Po=Mo-F. 
Lemma. Every point qo e Po is contained in an arbitrarily small region V 

whoBe bou:noory lies in F. 
Let U be any open neighborhood of qo. Because Po is totally dis

connected it is poaaible, by Theorem 4G and Lemma 4G, to separate 
qo from Po n (Mo- U). In other words, there exists a decomposition 
Po=A u B where A and B are closed, disjoint, and such that qo e A, 
{Jon (Mo- U) c B. The seta A and Bu (Mo- U) can be enclosed in dis
joint open sets vl and Vz respectively. We have qo E vl cu. The points 
of A are interior points of V 1 anti the points of B are exterior points. 
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Hence Vt has no boand&ry points on /Jo. The component of V1 that 
contains to ia a region V with the desired propertiee. 

For a. given tJo,let V run through all regions with theee,propertiee, and 
set Q= V n F. We o1aim that the seta Q define a boundary component 
q of F. Firat, Q ia a region, by condition (B3). Second, the relative boundary 
of Q with respect to F ia compact. Indeed, the relative boundary ia 
(VnF)-V•(l'-V)nF-V-V,'the boundary of V, a compact set. 
Third, the relative oloeure iJ n F= V n F ia not compact, for then it 
would be closed on .M0, and V, in spite of being connected, would have a 
nontrivial decomposition V- ( V n F) u ( V n fJo) into closed seta. These 
facta ju11tify the notation Q. 

To Vt'rify (Cl), at!IIUme that Qo- Von F and Q:>Qo. Set v .... Qu 
( Q u fJo). l<"rom Q r V c: Q we conclude that V ia connected and V = Q. 
It is ev1d.ent that V l'ontains qo. To }li'O\'C that V is opcn nnrl has iiR 

boundary in F we must show that every point q1 E Q n fJu lu•>~ a "v&"" 
borhood in v. Let vl be an open connected neighborhood of 91 that does 
not meet the relative boundary of Q in F. Because V 1 n F ia connected 
and contains points of Q we have necessarily V 1 n F c Q. Since F ia 
dense in V1 it follows that V1 cQ. Hence V1 =(V1nF)u(V1nfJo)c 
Qu(QnfJo)=V, which ia what we wanted to show. Finally, VnF= 
QnF-Q so thatQ eq. 

Conditions (02) and (03) are immediate conaequencee of the lemma. 

31D. Define a mapping J of Mo into M by /(p) =p for p e F, /( qo) =q 
for q0 e fJo. The mapping ia one to one, for distinct points q0, q0 have 
disjoint neighborhoods V', v·. It takee open seta into open sets, for if 
(i= V n F, thenf(V)=QufJ(Q). It ia also continuous, for every neighbor
hood of q=f(qo) contains a QufJ(Q), and we can repeat the reasonin~ in 
370 (the proof of (Cl)) to show that qo has a neighborhood V which 
corresponds to Q. 

Because J(M o) is at once open and closed it must coincide with J/. \\' e 
have proved thatfia a topological mapping of .Mo onto .M, and the unifjUC· 
neBB proofis complete. All part& of Theorem 36B have now been established. 

38. Partitioaa oC the ideU ltoandary 

38A. In the applications we shall frequently find cause to consider 
partitions of the ideal boundary. Such partitions have a natural relation 
to the contoura of regular subregions. 

For each regular subregion 0 of the open surface F we consider the 
finite set whose elements are the components of F-0, all noncompact. 
Let P denote a partition of thia set into mutually disjoint su beets. We can 
also regard P as a partition of the set of contours of 0, but with thia 
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interpretation it must be postulated that all contours of a complementary 
C"omprmE>nt helon~~: to the same part. 

ThC' idrnlity partition I consists of a single part, and the canoniccll 
pmtition, denoted by Q, is obtained by letting each component of F-0 be 
a part by itself. 

38B. Suppose now that there is given a whole system { P} of partitions 
P= P(O), one for each regular region 0. We shall aay that the system ia 
roMislellt if, whE-never n c 0'. the following is true: any two components 
of F-!l' \\hiC'h btle"f1:0 tlu• ~;arnE' part in P(O') are contained in com
pon!'nt,..of 1<'-Q -.rhlc.l\ belot~g to the Kame part in P(!l). 

Anotlwr way of dl·scribing the same relationship is as follows: the 
partition P(O) induces, in a natural way, a partition of the set of com
ponents of }'-0'; it is required that P(O') is a refinement of the induced 
partition. 

The Aystems {I} and {Q} of identity partitions and canonical partitions 
are evidently consistent. 

38C. We show that a consistent system {P} induces a partition P, or 
P(F), of the ideal boundary {J, co_naidered as a set of boundary components. 
We define it in the following way: 

Given a boundary component q and a regular region there is a unique 
component R= R(q, 0) of F-0 such that, in the terminology of 36D, 
q e {J(R). We agree that q1, qa will belong to the same part in the partition 
P(F) if and only if, for every 0, R(qt. 0) and R(q8, 0) belong to the same 
part in P(O). 

It must be verified that the relation is transitive. This is trivial, 
howev!'r. for if R(q1, 0), R(qt, 0) belong to the same part and R(qz, 0), 
R(qs. H) lu•long to the Rame part, then R(q1, 0) and R(qs, 0) belong to 
the satnt' par·t in P(il). 

Note that {Q} induces the canonical partition Q in which C\'t'l'.)' part is 
a single boundary <'Onl]lOnE>nt.. 

38D. ThE> induced partit-ion of fJ is nut arbitrary. On the contrary, it is 
found to satisfy a rather strong condition of regularity. 

In ordl'r to describe this condition we identify points of fJ that belong 
to the same part; we denote by ij the part that contains q. The resulting 
space, suitably denoted by {JJP, has an induced topology (see 2F). We 
recall that a set E c {Jf P is open if and only if the union of all sets ij e JG 
is open on {J. 

We contend that {JJP is a totally disconnected Hausdorff spaoe. A 
partition which satisfies this condition will be called a regular partition. 

To prove that P is regular, consider q1 :#:qz and choose q1 e ij1, qz e ija. 
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There exists an 0 such that R1= R(q1, 0) and Ra = R(qa, 0) belong to 
different parts in P(O). Let R1, Rs be the parts that contain R1, Rs 
respectively. We fonn the seta U1=U p(R), ReR1, and Us=U P(R), 
R e R2• Then U1 and Us are open and closed subsets which are disjoint 
and contain q1 and qz. Moreover, the definition of P implies that they are 
unions of seta q. Therefore U1/P and Us/Pare disjoint open and closed 
neighborhoods ofq1, qs. It follows that PIP is a Hausdorff space, and that 
the component of q1 does not contain qs. In other words, each component 
reduces to a point, and the space is totally disconnected. 

38E. We prove conversely that every regular partition of pis induced 
by a consistent system of partitions. To summarize: 

Theorem. Every C0'118i81ent 81J81em {P} of partitions ind'UUIJ a rPyular 
partition of p, and every requJ,ar partition of P iB ind'IU:ell by 8'UCh a system. 

Given a regular partition P of P we let M(P) denote the space obtllli"td 
from M = F u p by identifying points of p which belong to the Slum· part. 
For each regular region 0 we consider the components of M(P)-Q and 
dl.'fine P(Q) by lettin~ two components of F-0 belong to the same part 
if and only if they are contained in the same component of M(P)-0. The 
partitions P(O) are consistent, for if Q c 0', then each component of 
M(P)-0' is contained in a component of M(P)-0. 

It remains to show that the system {P(O)} induces P. Suppose first 
that fl and qs are in the same part with respect to P, that is to say, 
i11=qs. We set R1=R(q1, 0), Rs=R(qz, 0). Then q, E P(R,), qz E: {J(Rz), 
and we see that q1 belongs to the closure of R1 as well as the closure of 
Rz with respect to the topology of M(P). Hence R1 and Rz are in the same 
component of M(P)-0, and we have shown that q~o q2 belong to the 
same part in the partition induced by {P(O)}. 

Suppose now that q1-:Fqs. Because PIP is totally d.is~nnected we can 
find open and closed disjoint neighborhoods of q1, q2 (see 4G). These 
m•ighhorhoods are of the form U1/P, Uz/P where U1, U2 are disjoint 
optrt qnd dosed unions of seta q. Because U 1. U 2 are open they are unions 
of Sfts /J(f)). Because they are compact they are finite unions of such setR: 
UI={J(f.b)U · · · up(Q,.), U2=P(Qm+l) u · · · u{J(Qm+p). 

Choose 0 so large that it contains the boundaries of Q1, · · . , Qm+p· 
Then, for each component R of F-0 and each Qc, either RcQ1 or 
RnQc=O. It follows that p(B)c U1, p(R)c Uz, or p(R)cp-Ul-U2. 
Let R1, R2 be the seta of components R with P(R) c U1, P(R) c Us 
respectively. We have U1=UP(R), ReR1, and U2=UP(R), ReR2• 

Our contfontion that q1, q2 belong to different parts in the partition 
induced by {P(O)} will be proved if we show R1 e R1 and Rz e Rz cannot · 
be contained in the same component of M(P)-0. 

For this purpose set sl' .. u (R u p(R)), R e .Rl. This IS an t>Jit'll and 
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closed set on M -0, and 81 n/3= U1 is a union of sets lj. Therefore the 
corresponding set on M(P) -n, obtained by identification, is also open and 
closed, and hence a union of components. It contains R1 and does not 
meet R2 . Hence R1 and Ra cannot be contained in the same component, 
and our proof is complete. 

§7. THE CLASSIFICATION OF POLYHEDRONS 
The classification theory depends on deeper combinatorial considerations 

than those which occur in homology theory. This is evidenced by the fact 
that homology theory can be formulated just as easily in any number of 
dimensions, while not even the 3-dimensional analogue of the classification 
theor:v i~ known. 

Th · rntrodul"twn of models makes the theory of surfacet~ mut'h more 
eont'rdl', and it is the oP!y known way to determine tht> lundam<·ntal 
group in an explicit manner. 

39. Cell complrxr~ 

39A. Our immediate aim is to obtain a complete classification of all 
topologu:ally different finite polyhedrons. The method, briefly described, 
will be as follows: We imbed the complexes of finite polyhedrons in a 
larger class of objects, called ceU complexu. In this larger class we define 
an equivalence relation, similar to the one introduced in 28. This new 
equivalence relation, when restricted to polyhedrons, will actually be 
identical with our earlier notion of equivalence, but it will not be necessary 
to prove this identity as long as we can show that the new equivalence 
will possess the fundamental property that equivalent geometric poly
hedrons 11.re homeomorphic. The next step is to exhibit a complete array 
of model polyhedrons, one from each equivalence class. It turns out that 
the models are topologically different. As a consequence two finite poly
hedrons are homeomorphic if and only if they are equivalent (in the new 
sense), and we are led to a complete solution of the topological classifi
cation problem. 

39B. Our definition of a cell complex is purely abstract. As indicated 
above, certain cell complexes will later be identified with polyhedrons, 
and will thus receive a geometric interpretation. This interpretation 
forms the motivation for the terminology and is of course tacitly present 
from the start. 

A cell complex K consists of two finite sets of elements a and A, referred 
to as the sides andjaces of K. Each element a and A has an inverse a-1, A-1, 
which is again a side or face, and these inversions are supposed to be 
involutory mappings in the sense that (a-1)-1=a, (A-1)-1=A. It is 
assumed that a~a-1 and A~A-1. 
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To each faoe A there is asaigned a cyclioally ordered 11et a1aa· ··a. of 
sides, the "boundary" of A, in such a way that the inverse cycle 
a; 1 ..• a; l"i 1 is aaaigned to A - 1• The notation is misleading for typo
graphical :reuona: a1 is meant to be the aucoeasor of a., and there is no 
diatinpilhed first element. If "> 1 the cycle a.· · ·111 is different from 
IJ1 ...... 

In addition to these basic aaaumptions we assume that K satillfies the 
following special oonditiona: 

(Bl) Each side t1 OOOUl'll either once or twice as an element of a 
boundary. 

(B2) K is conneoted. , 
Condition (Bl) is to be interpreted in the 8eDIJe that a can appear twice 

in the same boundary, but then it does not appear in any other boundary. 
The conncctedneRK means that K is not the union of two disjoint non
empty :;ystems which satisfy all other requirements. 

Hy w.1y of clarifying the definition we agree that K is not allowed to 
be empty. However, K may consist of a single pair A, A-1 with empty 
boundaries. 

39~ The notion of t1Crla can be described in terms of aides and faces. 
A suooeeaor of a is a side which appears immediately after a in a boundary. 
If a appears in two places it baa two succeaaors, and we call them a pair 
of suooeasora even if they should happen to be identical. 

A oyclioally ordered set a-(a1,11a, ···,a.) is called an iamr vertu if 
a, has t1f_l1 and a;:..\ as ita pairs of aucceaaors. If the same condition holds 
for 1 < i < "· while a1 and •• have only the successors a2 1 and a;;~ 1 """pect
ively, then a, regarded as a linearly ordered set, is called a border t•ertex. 
In the definition of vertices we make no distinction between (a1, ···,a.) 
and (a., · · ·, al). 

With the~e conventiona every aide belongs to exactly one vertex. In 
fact, etarting from an arbitrary t1 we find its neighbors in a vertex by 
taking the inverses of its eucceaaors. This can be continued in both 
directions until the cycle closes, or until we hit aides with only one suc
cessor. Using a geometric language it is convenient to say that each aide 
leads to a vertex, its terminal point. 

There il a natural way in which any finite polyhedron can be regarded 
as a cell complex. Conversely, a cell complex can be regarded as a poly
hedron if the following conditions are fulfilled: 

(Cl) If tJ, b are distinct and lead to the same vertex, then a-1, b-l 
lead to distinct vertices. 

(C2) The boundary of each face has the form abc. 
(CS) Different faces have different boundaries. 

It il a conaequence of (Cl) that a and •-1 cannot lead to the same 
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vertex. J<'urthermore, the sides a, b, c in (C2) lead to different vertioes 
ancl are hence distinct. In fact, since abc is a boundary a and b-1 determine 
the same vertex, and by the preceding remark b cannot belong to that 
vertex. 

39D. By the use of cell complexes an elementary subdivision of a 
polyhedron (28A) can be decomposed in even simpler steps. For this 
purpose, we define two elemeDtary operations on cell complexes: 

Pl. The first operation oonaists in replacing a pair of sides a, a-l by 
be and c-1b-1 in all boundaries. 

P2. In the second operation we replace a face A with the boundary 
a1 • • • apap+ 1 • • ·a. by two faoes A', A • with the boundaries a 1 • • • aptl and 
d-1ap+1 • ··a.. The corresponding decomposition is applied to A-1, 

With the help of these operations we define the notions of refi~ 
and equivalent cell compla:u exactly as in 28. 

39E. Since every polyherhon can be regarded as a cell complex, we 
have, at least formally, introduced two different equivalence relations 
between polyhedrons. On comparing the operation of elementary sub
division with the operations PI and P2 it is evident that two polyhedrons 
which are equivalent as polyhedrons, i.e., by the definition in 28, are also 
equivalent as cell complexes. To prove the opposite conclusion by a 
combinatorial argument is discouragingly complicated. Fortunately, as 
remarked in 39A, it is sufficient to establish the weaker result that poly
hedrons which are equivalent as cell complexes are a fortiori topologically 
equivalent. 

For this purpose we asaooiate a topological space K with every cell 
complex K. Provided that no face A has an empty boundary, the con
struction is as follows: For each pair A, A-1 we choose one face, say A, 
and represent it as a closed circular disk. If the boundary of A is a1a2· ··a. 
we divide the corresponding circumference into n arcs. These arcs, 
described in positive direction with respect to the disk, are Danled 
a1, tit• · · · , a,. and the opposite arcs a1 1, a; 1 , • • • , a;; 1. Whenever, in the 
complete system, two arcs have the same name, they will be mapped 
onto each other in such a way that arc lengths are proportional to each 
other, and so that initial and terminal points correspond. The space /{ 
is obtainPci hy identifying points that are mapped on each other. The end 
points of the arcs a must of course be identified in a transitive manner. 

With thiK definition of K it is easy to verify that equivalent cell com
plexes K1, K2 lead to homeomorphic spaces K1, K2. Moreover, if K is a 
polJ:hedron, i.e., if (Cl)-(C3) are satisfied, then K is homeomorphic to K,. 

To make the definition complete we must still consider the case where 
K baa n fact' A with empty boundary. It follows by (B2) that A and A-1 
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are the only faces. Application of P2 permits us to replace A by A', A • 
with tJle boandariee tl and d,-1 ~vely. The corresponding topo
logical- apace will be the double of a disk. Hence, if we want ll to be 
topolop.lly invariant UDder P2 we must chooee If. as a ~here. 

Our a•erticm was: 
If t'IJIO fJOl111tMI.rou K1, K1 are tqVitlelleRI a.t cell compluu, 111m (Kt), iB 

topologictJll1J tql'iMZallo (K1)1• 

The proof ia immediate, for (Kt), is homeomorphic to .K1, (K2), is 
homeomorphie to Jl1, and Jl1, llt are topologically equivalent hy reason 
of the equivalence. 

39F~'':We wish to ahow that every cell complex has a refinement which 
is a. ~hedron. This will permit ua to conclude, without further proof, 
that eVfii:Y ll is a aurface. 

Fio.7 

The construction requires several steps. We may assume that no A has 
an empty boundary, for we have eeen in 39E that every cell complex has 
a refinenwnt with this property. The first step consists in applying PI to 
all sides. If a is rt'plaet'd by be, a new vertex (h, r-1) is introdu<'ed. It 
follows that band b-I lead to different vertiecs, and the sa11w i~ t nH· .,f 
c and c-1. . 

For the second step, suppose that A has the boundary a1a2 • ·-a •. It 
is known that nS;;2, for otherwise tJ1 and tJ1 1 would lead to the same 
vertex. Application of P2 replaces the boundary by a1d and d,-ltJe· ··a.. 
We use PI to replaced by d1d; 1• The boundaries can then be written 
as tl; 1a 1d1 and di 11Js · · · a.da. and by repeated application of P2 the latter 
boundary can be decomposed into d1 1aeflt, a; 1aads, · · ·, tl;~ 1a.d,.. When 
this transformation is applied to all faces, the resulting cell complex 
satisfies (C2) and (C3) but not necessarily (Cl). It is important to notice 
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that the result accomplished by the second step remains in foroe. In fact, 
for a given A all the tlc form a Bingle vertex (d1, tlz. · · ·, fl.). 

As a third step we conaider a boundary GttJtGa and use PI to replace 
it by btc1btcabaca. By three applications of P2 this boundary can be 
decomposed into c1bpfl1, yatl,, y 1fls and tli1tl;1tl;1. It is an easy matter 
to verify that the cell complex obtained by this final step is a polyhedron. 

The process which we have described is unique up to isomorphisms. 
Ita application in the case of a square is illUBtrated in Fig. 7. Note that 
the construction produces a triangulation even if the aides of the square 
were originally identified in the manner of a torus. 

With every cell complex K we have aaaociated a polyhedron K. which 
will be called tM .Smplici~JZ ftlbtlifliBion of K. The construction shows that 
K is equivalent to x •. and K homeomorphic with (K.),. 

40. Canoaieal fonDB 

.&GA. We have already deriv.ed, in 28B, three neoeaaary conditions for 
the equivalence of polyhedrons. It was shown that two equivalent poly
hedrons must agree in orientability, numbt-r of contours, and Euler 
characteristic. These conditions can be reformulated in terms of oell 
complexes. 

We hegin with the most basic distinction which is that between the 
orienta.hle and nonorientable case. The faces of a cell complex K are 
divided into pairs A, A-1. A choice of notation whereby one out of each 
pair of inverse faces is denoted by A, the other by A-1, constitutes an 
orientation of K. The orientation is coMrmt if each side IJ appears at moat 
once in the boundaries of the faces A. In other words, if IJ appears twice 
in the whole system of boundaries, then it appears in the boundaries of a 
face A 1 and of a. fact' Ai 1• 

A cPII eomplt>x K is called ori('ntahlt• if it has a coherent orientation. 
One vPrilk:-; at one(' that any refinement of an orientable K is orientabJe. 
Convers('ly, if the refinement is orientable, so is K. We conclude that the 
cell complexes in an equivalence class are either all orientable or all 
nonorientable. For polyhedrons, the new definition of orientability 
eoincides with the old . 

.OB. The contours of a oell complex are formed by the sides that appear 
in only one boundary. An individual contour is a cyclically ordered set 
(at. · · ·, a,.) of such sides, with the property that "' and at".l1 lead to 
the same vertex. When we count the number of contours we do not 
distinguish between (111, · • ·, G,.) and (11; 1, • • ·, a1 1 ). 

It is clear that neither PI nor P2 changes the number of contours. There
fore, equivalent cell complexes have the same number of contours. 
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40C. The Euler cbancteristio of a cell complex is found by counting 
the vertioea, the pain of aides a, s-1, and the pairs of faoea .A., .A.-1, In 
terms of these numben ,.., n1, As the oharaoteriatic is p• -ao+•1-"'· 

The operation PI inareuee the number of aides by on' and introduoea 
one new vertex while As remains unchanged. Similarly, P2 inareuee 
n1 and ,.. by one and leaves 710 unchanged. Hence equivalent cell 
complexes have equal Euler oharaoteriatioa: 

There is an important exception. If K coDSista of a pa.ir .A., .A. -1 with 
empty boundariea, the application of P2 producee boundaries tl, tl-1 and 
hence a vertex (tl, tl-1), In order to remove the discrepancy we must 
agree that the original ayatem K po888lll88 an empty vertex. 

40D. The ela.asification of cell complexes will be achieved by showing 
that each cell complex is equivalent to one and only one canonical cell 
complex. The canonical cell complexes are completely deaoribed through 
the following explicit requirements: 

Each <·anonical <·I'll complex contains a single pair of faces A, A-J, and 
the boundary of A is of the form (I) or (II) Ji,tt·d l)(•lo\\ 

(I) a1b1a; 1b1 1 • • ·a,Pp~~-; 1b; 1c11a1c; 1 • • ·c~,c; 1 (pSi:O, q 5;:;0). 
(II) a1a1 • • ·ap~~-1.cth1c; 1 • • ·c~;;; 1 (pSi: 1, q~O). 

40E. The canonical cell complexes are all inequivalent. In the first 
place, the systems of type (I) are orientable, and the systems of type (II) 
are nonorientable. This is obvious since there are only two orientations 
to choose from. 

There are q border vertioee, defined by the linear aequencee (h,, c1, hj 1). 

Since A, and hj 1 lead to the same vertex, it follows that (lac) is a contour 
all by itself, and there are q contours. We conclude that two canonical 
complexes cannot be equivalent unless they have the same q. 

In order to compute the oharaoteriatioa we note that the system (I) has 
one inner vertex, namely (a11,b1,a1,b1 1, •• • ,a;1, b,, a,, b;1,c;I, ... , c;- 1). 

The total number ofverticee is thus q+l, the number ofsides is 2p+2q, 
and there is only one face. This gives p= -(q+ 1)+2(p+q)-l =2p+q- 2. 

In thesyatem (II) the inner vertex is (a; I, a1, • • ·, a; 1, a,., c; I, · · ·. r; '), 
and we find that p= -(q+l)+(p+2q)-l=p+q-2. 

Since equivalent canonical cell complexes have the same p and q, they 
must also have the same p. We have shown that equivalent canonical 
complexes must be identical up to isomorphism. 

It is to be observed that the computation of p agrees with our special 
convention in the case p=q-0. In fact, we postulate the existence of an 
empty vertex. and obtain p=- -2, in accordance with the formula 
p-2p+q-2. 
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.n. Reduetion to eanonical fol'lll8 

.&lA. The inverse operations of PI and P2 will be denoted as (PI)-1 
and (P2)-1, They are appijcable under circumstances that are easy to 
recognize. Clearly, (PI)-1 can be applied to a pair of sides b, c provided 
that (b, r-1) is a vertex, and the operation eliminates this vertex. 
Similarly, (P2)-l can be used to eliminate a side tl provided that there are 
two faces A1 and A 2 which are neither identical nor inverse to each other, 
and whose boundaries contain tl and d,-1 respectively. 

We will now introduce a series of systematic reductions by which a 
given cell complex can be brought to one of the canonical forms. 

41B. rrwrP1lflfion. Huppo><e that one of the boundaries has the form 
afl I(J), \\her·t·'thtsym\,ol (I) stands fiw an unS}Jecified sequence oft~ide11, 
a :.oqru·ru·•· that •·orlld t'H'II he empty. By use of P'.l the boundary can be 
replat•ed hy nd nud d,-la-1(1). (PI)-1 allows us to write atl=c, and c can 
he eliminnted by (P2)-1. The net result is that GtJ-1 can be omitted. 

41C. Vertex reduction. We suppose that all cancellations have been 
carried out. If the remaining system has no sides it must be of type (I) 
with p=q=O, and we have reached our goal. In the opposite case there 
remains a side, and therefore at least one vertex. 

Consider an inner vertex ex= (bt, · · ·, b,.), and assume, for instance, 
that b} 1 does not lead to ex. Then m ~ 2, for otherwise one of the boundaries 
would contain b1b}1. We locate the succession b1bi 1 and use P2 to intro
duce a boundaryoftheformb1b;1c. Since b2 is different from b1, bf 1, c, c- 1 

it is possible to eliminate bz by (P2)-1. The effect is to shorten ex. In fact, c 
leads to the same vertex as b}1, and c-1 leads to the same vertex as b; 1• 

Hence, if bi 1 does not belong to ex, nothing is added to ex and b2 is dropped; 
if b;1 does belong to ex, c-1 is added and b2, b;1 are both dropped. 

This can be repeated until ex consists of b1 alone, and then b1 can be 
cancelled, causing ex to disappear. The eliminating process can be applied 
to any mrwr vertex, provid('d that it is not formed by pairs of sides which 
arc inverse to each other. On the other hand, if the b, in aa(h1, · • ·, /,,.) 

are inverRe in pairs, then every b, has elements b1 and bk for suceessor·t~, 
a\nd it. follow!! easily hy tlw connectt>rlnesR of K that f( is1he o"ly vcrtcx. 
The rcu111·tion can thus ht· l"ontinucu until lhere•re no inner vertices, or 
until a single inner vertex remains. 

In thc presence of a border we prefer to leave one inner vertex, even 
though it could be eliminated. If there is no inner vertex from the begin
ning, one can be introduced by application ofP2 and Pl. Let the remaining 
inner vertex be czo. There must exist a border vertex fJ= (h, c1, · · ·, c,., k) 
such that a ct1 leads to Clio• for otherwise the system would not be con
nected. The same method as above permits us to eliminate Ci+l and CI-t. 
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until the remaining vertex has the form (h. r ,. /.-) If 1.:-1 h I it t·- •·Hm 
possible to eliminate c,, and the remaining vertex (h, k) can be rcmuvcd 
by (PI)-1. We can thus continue until we come to a vertex of the form 
(h, c, A.-1) with c-1leacling to cro. ' 

Any remaining vertex can be reduced in the same way without inter
fering with the reductions that have already been carried out. This is 
easily seen if we observe that a vertex (h, c, A.-1) entails the presence of a 
suooeaaion cAc-1 in the boundaries. Such a succession, which we call a 
loop, remains unaffected by any operation which does not involve A. or c. 
Because c, A. and A.-1 lead to the vertex that has already been reduced, 
while c-1 leads to cro. we aee that A. and c are not involved in any further 
reductions. We conclude that the whole process leads to a cell complex 
with one inner vertex and border vertices of the form (A.,, c,, h,- 1 ). 

41D. Orou-cap&. The resulting system may consist of several pairs of 
faoes A, A-1. It can always be reduced to a single pair by applying 
(P2)-1 as many times as possible. This does not introduce any new vcrti<'es, 
and the loops are not affected. 

Suppose that the boundary of the remaining A contains two idt•ntical 
sides; we indicate this by writing the boundary in the form a(l)a(2). It 
can be replaced by a(l)b, b-1a(2), and if a is eliminated we obtain the 
boundary bb(2)-1(I). The succession bb is called a crou-cap. When the 
process is repeated the cross-caps and loops that are already present will 
not be destroyed. We can therefore continue until all pairs of identical 
sides appear as cross-caps. 

We note the formal rule a(l)a(2)-aa(2)-1(l) (read: equivalent to), or 
aa(l)(2)- a(2)a(I)-1. 

41E. Handlu. A second formal rule is obtained if we consider a 
boundary of the form o(l)(2)a-1(3). We break it into a(l)b, b-1(2)a-1(3) 
and eliminate a. The result is a boundary b-1(2)(l)b(3), and we can write 
o(l)(2)a-1(3)-a(2)(I)a-1(3). 

We apply this rule repeatedly to a boundary a(l)b(2)a-1(3)b-1(4) and 
find that it is equivalent to ab(2)(l)n-1(3)frl(4)-aba-1(3)(2)(l)b-1(4)
da-lb•\(4)(3)(2)( 1 ). The succession aba-lb-1 is called a ha'llllle. Repetition 
cloes 1101 destroy the handles, cross-caps, and loops which are already 
present. 

As a further simplification we show that a handle and a cross-cap can 
be replaced by three cross-caps. This follows by the first rule, for we obtain 
aa(I)bc:b-1c-1(2)- ab-1c-1(2)ac-1b-1(I)-1- b-lb-1a-1(I)c-1(2)ac-1- c-1c-1 
(l)-labb(2)a- ~(l)ccbb(2). · 

41F. When these reductions have been carried out, we claim that the 
remaining boundary is completely decomposed in loops and cross-caps• 
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•>I handi(•H. Clearly, we must show that there does not remain any pair 
r, c-1 which is not part of a loop or handle. If such a pair exists we can 
write the boundary of A in the form c(l)c-1(2), where no side in (1) is 
equal or inverse to a side in (2). 

We note that the result of the vertex reduction is still in force, for the 
subsequent reductions did not make use of Pl or its inverse. Since c and 
c-1 are not part of a loop, they must both lead to the inner vertex ao. On 
the other hand, it is clear from our assumption that both successors of c 
are in (1), and that both successors of care in (l) and that each successor 
of a side in (1) is either itself in (1), or else identical with c-1. It follows 
that c-1 is not in the vertex determined by c, and we have reached a 
contradiction. 

41G. In order to arrive at the canonical forms we must still show that 
t lu• loop-< <·an IH" plaeed in succession. This is easily accomplished, for by 
our ,,.,.,.,,d lormal rul<' we obtain chc-1(l)dkd-1(2)-rhr··ldkd-1(2)(1). 
Thus >Ill~· two loops ean be brought next to each other "1t he> lit hr .. aktllt! 
up pr<'vrou.- successions. 

Our proof ts HO\\ t'Oil!J•I••i<'. and \\'f' have shown that Pvr>ry CE'II <'lllllpl•:... 
h l'<jlll\ .dt•Jlt to Ulll' ,lfHI IIIli.\ <>Ill' (',li!Oill• aJ l'Olllpll'\. 

42. Topological classification 

42A. We know now that any polyhedron K is equivalent, as a cell 
complex, to a canonical cell complex. If two polyhedrons K and K' are 
equivalent to the same canonical cell complex, then Kg and K~ are 
homeomorphic (39E). We have indicated in (39A) that this sufficient 
condition for topological equivalence is also necessary. 

To prove the necessity it is sufficient to show that the simplicial sub
divisions (see 39F) of the different canonical cell complexes determine 
topologically different geometric polyhedrons. But this is an immediate 
consequence of the fact tl:::.t the canonical forms differ either in orienta.
bility, in number of contours, or in Euler characteristic. Indeed, homeo
morphic surfaces must have the same character of orientability, and the 
~arne number of contours. In addition, they must have isomorphic 
homology groups, and we have shown that the homology group determineR 
the Euler characteristic. 

We have thus obtained a complete proof of the fundamental theorem in 
classification theory: 

Theorem. Two triangulated compact surfaces or bordered surfaces are 
topologically equivalent if and only if they agree in character of orientability, 
number of contours, and Euler characteristic. 

42B. An important consequence of this is that we can construct simple 
model surfaces corresponding to the canonical forms. Consider, for instance, 
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a oircular disk in which we make p circular holes. The double of thi" n•gion 
is a closed orientable surface, and in various simple ways we can cotJ.Struct 
an explicit triangulation whose charaoteriatio turns out to be 2p- 2. Hence 
it represents a surface of type (I) with q-0 and the given p. It is visualized 
aa a sphere with p handles. Removal of q disks tranaforma it into a surface 
of the same type with arbitrary q. 

Starting from a disk with p circular holes another closed aurfaoe can 
be oonatruoted by identification of diametrically opposite points on each 
contour (but no doubling). The resulting surface is nonorientable, and it 
baa a triangulation with the charaoteriatic p- 2. Therefore, it is a model of 
type (II) with q-0 and given p. A general surface of type (II) can again 
be obtained by removing q disks. The term crOBB-cap refers to a concrete 
way of realizing the identification of opposite points. 

43. Det-m.tioa of the fundamental pup 

43A. Even more important than the cla~:~sification is the fact that we 
can flO\\ compute, explicitly, the fundamental group of a finite polyhedron. 
F'or this purpose we are going to rely once more on the technique of 
simplicial approlrim.ation which was introduced in 34A to determine the 
singular homology group of K 1• 

We begin by defining, in combinatorial terms, the fundamental 
group of a cell complex. A polygcm on a cell complex K is a aucoeaaion 
a 1aa· ··a. of aides with the property that a, and a,-.11 determine the 
same vertex. The initial point is the vertex determined by a1t, and ter
minal point is the vertex determined by a.. The polygon is closed if they 
coincide. ' 

The product of tJt • • ·a. and lJstl" • ·e~ta+p is defined only if the terminal 
point of the first polygon coincides with the initial point of the xecond; 
it is taken to be the polygon tJt • • '"-+P· 

We define two elementary deformations of polygons. The deformation 
Dl oonaists in omitting a sucoeaaion of the form oo-1, and D2 consists in 
omitting the boundary of a face. Two polygons are said to be homotop if 
ooe can be reduced to the other by means of a finite number of deformations 
Dl, D2 and their inverse operations. The closed polygons from a fixed 
vertex ao fall into homotopy claaaea, and multiplication of polygons in
duces a multiplication of these claaaea. With this law of composition the 
homotopy claaaea form a group ,-(K), the fundamental group of K. The 
unit element is the homotopy claas of the empty polygon. 

It is readily shown that I'(K) does not depend, as an abstract group, 
on the choice of the vertex CXO· Furthermore, it does not change under the 
operations PI and P2. Hence equivalent cell complexes have isomorphic 
fundamental groupe. 
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43B. We can determine the fundamental group of an arhit.mry cell 
complex hy considering thn corresponding canonical ~ystl·m In the cas(• 
q= () th(•n• is only one VPrh•x, and all polygCln>< are closed. l<'or a system of 
type (I) the fundamental group is generated by a1, bt, · · ·, a 21 , b21, and 
the ~enerat.ors are connected by the relation a1b1a1 1b1 1 • • -a21b21a; 1b;1 =-l. 
The special case p = 0 ia included, for then the only polygon ia the empty 
polygon, and the fundamental group reduces to its unit element. Similarly, 
the fundamental group of a canonical cell complex of type (II) ia generated 
by a1, • • ·, a21, subject to the relation a1a1· · ·apa21= I. 

If q~ 1 we take ao to be the inner vertex. It ia easy to see that the 
closed polygons are products of a,, b, and e,-c,h,.c,- 1• These generators 
satisfy relations a1b1ai" 1bi" 1 · · · a21b,.a; 1b; 1e1 · · · e, = 1 or a1a1 • • • a,.a21e1 

· · · e1 = 1. With the aid of these relations e. oan be eJI\pressed in terms of 
the other generators. Thus the fundamental group is a free group with 
2p+q-1 generators in the orientable case and p+q-1 generators in the 
nonorientable case. 

43C. If K is a polyhedron we show that .f&"(K) ia isomorphic to .f&"(K,), 
the fundamental group of the aurface or bordered surface K ,. First of all, 
the vertex ao may be identified with a point 0 on K,, and we represent 
.f&"(K1 ) as .f&"0(K1 ) with respect to 0 as origin. Each closed polygon from 
ao can be considered as a closed curve from 0. We find that homotop 
polygons determine homotop curves. Therefot-e, the correspondence 
defines a homomorphic mapping of .f&"(K) into .f&"(K,). 

Suppose now that y ia a closed curve from 0. Exactly as in 34A we 
determine a simplicial approximation of y, but this time the approximation 
is interpreted as a polygon rather than as a cycle. First, y is divided into 
subarcs, y=')'tY2" • ·y", such that each yc ia contained in a star S(ac). The 
centers ac and "'Hl are either identical, or the initial and terminal points 
of a side ac; in the case of identical centers we set ac= I. We make sure 
to choose a1 and "'" equal to the given vertex ao, and construct the polygon 
a1a2 • • • ata-1 as simplicial approximation of y. It is not unique, but a very 
simple argument shows that its homotopy class is uniquely determined. 

We must show that homotop curves have homotop simplicial approxi
mations. This requires a slightly more detailed argument than in 34B 
where only homology was involved. Suppose that y' and y• can be de
formed into each other by means of the mapping (t, u)-+f(t, u). We can 
divide the unit square into rectangles [tc, te+l] x [uJ, UJ+J] such that the 
image of each rectangle under the mapping f is contained in a star. As a 
consequ~>ncP, it is possible to choose identical simplicial approximations 
of the curves t-+j(t, UJ) and t-+f(t, UJ+l)· It follows that any two simplicial 
approximations of y' and y• are homotop, as asserted. 

By flimplicial approximation we can thus define a homomorphic 
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mappin~ of :F(Kg) into I"(K). We mu11t show that it is inverse to the 
homomorphism in the opposite direction which we obtained by inter
prd ing each polygon as a closed curve. If the polygon P gives rise to the 
curve '"• it is quite clear that P is in turn a simplicial approximation of.,., 
Conversely, it must be ahown that a closed curve y=)'I'Yll' · ·y11 is homotop 
to its simplicial approximation P==a1as· • ·a.-1 when the latter is con
sidered as a curve. This becomes clear when we note that the intersection 
of the stan B(ac) and B(ac+I) is simply connected. As a first step we join 
ac to the initial point of yc by a line segment ac in B(a,). Then y is homotop 
to (ylaf1) (171YII7s1) •. ·(a,.y,.). Here auoa~11 can be deformed intoai within 
S(al) nB(ac+I), and it follows that y is homotop toP. ' 

We have now proved that the fundamental groups of K ami Kq are ' 
isomorphic, and we are thus in a position to compute the luwlamt>utal 
group of any compact polyhedron. 

43D. On examination of the different fundamental groups, enumerated 
under 43B, we find that the fundamental group is trivial in two casea, 
namely for canonical complexes of type (I) withp=O, q=Oandp=O, q ... I. 
This means that the only simply connected finite polyhedrons are the 
sphere and the cloNil tlwJ:. 

It is also of interest to determine all finite polyhedrons whose funda
mental group is Abelian. In addition to the casea already considered this 
happens for a torw, type (I), p = 1, q = 0, for an annuZua, (1), p = 0, q = 2, 
the projeditJ£ plane, (II), p= 1, q=O, and the MObius band, (II), p= 1, 
q•l. 

43E. Having determined the fundamental group of a finite polyhedron 
we can automatically write down the homology group by application of 
Theorems 33D and 34A. All that is needed is to make the fundamental 
group Abelian and write it additively. The same generators will now satisfy 
the relation e1 + · · · +e1 =0 in the orientable case and 2a1 + · · · +2a11 +e1 

+ · · · +e1 =0 in the nonorientable case. If q>O these relations serve to 
eliminate e1 , and the homology group is thus a free Abelian group with 
2p+q-1 generators in case (I) and p+q-1 generators in case (II). If 
q=O tlw homology J!roup is still a free Abelian ~oup in case (I), now with 
'!.p gcw·mton;, but iu <·a>~e (II) the relation :!(q 1 + · · +a 1,) = 0 ~how~ that 
there exists an element of order 2. l:iincc there is no ot ht•J' n·la t 11 >II the 
homology group is the direct product of a group of order 2 and a free 
Abelian group with p -1 generators. All this merely reconfirms our earlier 
results which were obtained without use of the claasification theory. In 
particular, for orientable polyhedrons the number p coincides with the 
genus, as defined in 31G. 

With the help of the canonical cell complexes we can even construct a 
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homology basis in an explicit way. We know that a finite polyhedron K, 
is homeomorphic to the geometric complex that corresponds to the sim
plical subdivision of some oaDODical oell complex. H we use this triangula
tion there is an obvious way. of &IIIIOCiating definite cycles with !Jf, b, a.nd 
l!f (or, preferably, with the oontoura ~). These cycles form a concrete 
homology basis. What is more, in the orientable case we can introduce the 
dual subdivision, and find by easy considerations that either 
a1, b1, ···,a,, bp or b1, a1, · · ·, b,, a, constitute a canonical basis (31G). 

44. Topolopal properties of open polyhedroDS 

.UA. No complete claaaiflcation of open polyhedrons is known, but we 
can obtain partial resulte which throw light on the situation. We make 
use of canonical exhaustions aa introduced in 29. Our first aim is to prove: 

Theorem. TM. Jundamt:nJoJ, group of an open polyh«lron i8 a fru gt"'*fl. 

Given an open polyhedron K we were able to construct, for a suitable 
subdivision, an exhaustion P,. with the property that the complementary 
components of P,. in P11+1 have each a single contour in common with 
P,.. The contours of P,. were named b,1 ... ,. and the complementary 
components in P,.+l had matching names Q,1 ... 1 •• The proof in 430 is 

valid for infinite as well aa for finite polyhedrons. Thus we need only 
determine the group .F(K) formed by the homotopy classes of closed 
polygons from a fixed vertex. 

For t.hc dt>termination of .F(K) we can replace K by an equivalent 
infinitc ct•ll complex, and we choose this cell complex in a definite way. 
We replace P1 by a cell complex which has an inner vertex ao and a single 
vertex cxc on each contour b,. Similarly, we let Qc have the vertex cxc on 
b, and a single vertex a11 on each b11, and so on. 

The vertex cx0 is chosen aa initial point of the polygons. Our method 
will be to determine .F(P,.+l) when .F(P11) is given, and this passage can 
he accompliHhed hy acldin~ one Q,1 ... c. at a time. Therefore, the passage 

from 1'1 t .. P 1 l·Q1 is <·nmpktPly typical. 
For tl1<' PltfPO"'\' .,f COWiparing .¥(PI) and :F(P1 u Ql) we can tl•m

porarily <'house a 1 as origin. The group .F(P1) is free, and its generaton; 
will hc denoted by g1, · · ·, Yr· The group .F(Q1) is likewise free, and we 
can choose its generators A1, · · · , h, so that A1 = bt. Since cx1 is the only 
vertex on b1 it is clear that any closed polygon on P1 u Q1 which begins 
at a 1 can be decomposed into a product of closed polygons which lie 
alternately in P1 and in Q1. Each polygon on P1 is homotop to a product 
of generators g,, and each polygon on Q1 can be expressed as a product of 
the A1. Since A1 belongs also to P1 it follows that .F(P1 u Q1) is generated 
by 91• · · ·, 9ro As, · · ·, h,. 

We contend that these generators are independent. Any relation that 
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they ~ could be wrltt.en in the form .PIIQIIII· • • flaft::= I where e&ch 
tJc is apuot ef ,.._flo •··iii lllld _.._ ia a pNduot.af faMcn 
Aa. · · ·.l,. A defOI'mation Dl or D2 (43A) brought to bear on1Jlfl' · ·Nt 
can be thought of u aotiDg on an individual faotor,lllld-the aame is true 
of the invene operationa, except that facton At may be introduoed in the 
q,. The cmly way in which aft can disappear is therefore that it be reducible 
to a power of A1. But this is impouible Iince At. • • ·, A, an independent. 
The relation must hence be of the form Pl ::=: 1, and Iince the fc an inde
pendent this muat be the identity relation. We have proved that 
~(P1 U Ql) is the free group generated by flo · • •, fro At, · • •, A,. 

If we return to the origin cro the generators an replaoed by polygons of 
the form c,#ht• CtAfi1• It is clea.r that the construction can be repeated 
indefinitely, and we find that .oh JJ"(P11) is a free group. 

A cloeed polygon on K is homotop to 1 if and only if it is homotop to 1 
on some P11• Therefore the generators remain independent on K, and in 
their totality they generate JJ"(K), which is consequently a free group. 

~ We denote by pe1 ••• ,,. the characteriatiic, by fJ«a···•· the gen1111, 
and by q1, •.• ,,. the number of outer contours ofQ,, ...•• ; the outer contours 

are tho,.,e different from be,···•·· For a consistent notation we agreE" a~ain 

that Q with an empty index is another name for P1, while p, p and q ar-e 
the characteristic, gen1111 and number of contours of Q. Finally, we denote 
the corresponding numbers for P. by p., p., q11• 

It is clear, first of all, that 

fs+l =:I fC1 • ··t,. 

where the subaoripta an subject to the condition i.=aq~ ... ,__1• Next, 

the cha.raoteriatice an additive, eo that 

P.+l .. I ,.1 ... ,_. 
•oS• 

We consider only the orient&ble cue and have th1111 p=2p+q-2 and 

Ph ... c.=2Pc1 ... c.+f11 ... 1• -1 for m>O. When these values are substi
tuted in the formula for ~•+1 the term -1 occurs once for each Q,, .. 1.,, 

0 < m =a a. The total number of these terms is 

I fc, ... ,_. 
•<• 

Therefore we obtain 

and hence 

2P.+l +ii .. +l-2=2 I p,, ..... + I q,, ..... -2, 
•::li• 

,_+1_ I p,, ... ,_. 
•oS• 
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We see that p. is nondecraaaing. The limit pas A-+00 is called the genus 
of K, while q =lim q. is the number of boundary components. The number 
of generators of the fundamental group '(K) is obtained by following the 
construction in 44-A. The number of generators in Qc,--·1. is 1+pe1 ••• , •• 

but one is dropped each time a component is adjoined. The total number 
is therefore 1 + lim P,.=2p+q-l. This is also the number of generators 
of the homology group H1(K), a result that could also have been derived 
from Thcm·pm 30C. Finally, by Theorem 30D the group H1{J(K) has q-1 
generators, and the quotient group Hl(K)/HlfJ(K) has 2p generators. 

44C. The results mentioned in the last paragraph are of special interest 
if p or q is finite; otherwise, they show merely that the groups in question 
have a countable infinity of generators. We focus our attention on the 
case where p is finite, and prove: 

Theorem. A n nritnlahft op8J. polyhedron K 11 of finite genWJ p iB lwmwmor
pltir to •n opt,. &IIQsf!!t~{ a cfo.w·d Jlfiyhfdro" of genu..~ p. 

If p is li"nite 1here exa:-.ts an 1n ~mch that Pn = p for n ~ m. This mean:-. 
that cvt•ry (il,·· ·I. with n ~m is of genus zero. We begin by representing 
( /',.), as n closed polyhedron of genus p from which a finite number of 
elnscd diRks have been removed, one for each contour (42B). From each 
Ul><k we remove the requisite number of smaller disks, in such a way that 
(Q11 ••• ,.)11 can be mapped topologically on the remainder. The mappings 

can be fitted together so that the two mapa of the common contour 
bc1 ••• ,. agree with each other. This process can be repeated indefinitely 

and leads to a mapping of the desired nature. 
Corollary. A planar polylwlrrm iB 'lwmeumorphic to a plane region. 
This is the case f.i=O of the theorem. We obtain a mapping into the 

extended plane, and if the polyhedron is not a sphere we can assume that 
the point at infinity does not belong to the image. 

"D. If p and q are both finite the situation is even simpler. For all 
sufficiently large n there are exactly q complements Qc1 ••• ,.. each of 

genus () and with two contours. From each disk only one smaller disk 
m·cds to lw removed, and in the limit we find that we have removed q 
closed disks or points. We conclude that the open polyhedron ean ht· 
mapped on the interior of an orientable polyhedron of g~>nus p with ij 
contours, or, if we prPfPr, on a cloRed polyhedron of gt•nu" /' which has 
hl'en pundured at ij points. 

In particular, a simply connected open polyhedron is homeomorphic to 
an open di11k, for the fundamental group is trivial only if f.i=O, q= 1. 
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§8. EXISTENCE OF TRIANGULATIONS 
In this section We:' prove that evf'ry countahle surface permits a tri

angulation. The combinatorial theory which ha>~ het•r1 dt·\ .. Iop<·d for 
polyhedrons baa thus a very wide range of applicability. 

The existence proof is in two 'Parts. Firat, we prove that a llUJ'faoe can 
be triangulated if there exiata an open covering with certain desirable 
properties. In the second part such a covering ia constructed. This dis
position of the reasoning is motivated by the fact that the existence of a 
covering with the desired properties is often known from the start, aa for 
instance in the theory of Riemann surfaces. 

The proofs in this section make eaaential use of the Jordan curve 
theorem, which is taken for granted. It may seem slightly inconsistent 
that we have not included a proof of the Jordan curve theorem in a 
presentation that is otherwise self-contained. The reason is of course that 
a proof would cast no light on the questions with which we are primarily 
concerned. 

.&5. Coftliap of &aile charaeter 

45A. We know that every surface F baa an open covering by ,J"rdan 
regions. In what follows the cloBed Jordan regions will be denott>d J,y ./, 
their boundaries by y. The covering is said to be of fi:n.ite character if the 
following is true: 

(AI) Each J meets at moat a finite number of others. 
(A2) The intersection of any two boundaries y consists of at most a 

finite number of points or area. 
It is an immediate consequence of (AI) together with the connectedneils 

ofF that a covering of finite character consists of a countable number of 
regions J. They can consequently be ordered in a sequence {J11}. The 
boundary of J,. is denoted by y11• 

If y11 is not contained in J. it intersects the interior of Jm along a 
finite number of Cf'O&I-ctiU. Precisely, a croaa-cut of Jm is the interior of 
an arc in Jm whose end points, and only the end points, lie on the boundary. 
Naturally, the set of croaa-cuts that lie on y11 can be empty. 

458. For the proof that follows we art' going to need the Jorda1t curve 
Llleor~m. in the sharp form due to Schoenflies: 

If y iS a Jordan curve in tM. plane tM.re exists a topological mapping of 
tM. plane onto itself whicla transforms y into a circle. 

It follows that y divides the extended plane in two Jordan regions with 
common boundary. The Jordan-Schoenfliea theorem baa the following 
corollary: 

A Cf'O&I-cut of a Jordan region tliflidu it ifllo two Jordan regions, antl 1M. 
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boundary of each subregion consists of the cr088-cul ana cme of the bountlary 
arcs betu>een its endpoints. 

For the proof we denote the region by ll, the 01'01111-0Ut by a, and the 
two boundary area by Yl• 'YI· Let ll1, lis be the Jordan regions in the plane 
which are bounded by y: 'J a and 'YI u a respectively. Since ll1 has 
boundary points in /l, while ll has no boundary points in ll1, it follows by a 
connectedness argument that ll1 c ll, and the same applies to liz. Since 
ll1 and liz have different boundaries, and none baa a boundary point in 
the other, it is seen in the same way that ll1 and /lz are disjoint. In order 
to see that these are the only complementary regions of a we identify all 
boundary points of ll. Then 4 becomes a sphere, and a together with the 
boundary becomes a Jordan curve. It follows that a divides ll into two 
regions only, and they m118t be identical with ll1 and ll11. 

o&SC. We are now ready to prove: 
Theenaa. A surjaa w a "Aedron. if it fJOUU3U an open cowring by 

Jordan re.gions whicA w of flnitt. cAa~r. 
l<'rom tlu• cov.,i..g {J.,} we discard all thoee J,. which are contained in a 

J.,., m¥n. The rt'maining J will still form a covering, for otherwi11e a 

point would be contained in an infinite nested sequence J.,,c.J,.,_cJ-.c 
···,in clear violat.ion of property (AI). The new covering wiD aeain ~ 
dt>not.t'd 1\S {J.,}. 

It is possible that y,. c J.,. for some m¥n. Since J,. is not contained in 
J.,., the Jordan region which,,. encloses in J.,. must be complementary 
to J ,.. Wht>n this is so, the surface F is a sphere, and a trivial triangulation 
can be found. This case will now be left aside. 

A fixed J,. is intersected by each y,. along a finite number of CI'OIIIJ..outs. 
We begin by considering the cross-outs on y1, if any. The first cross-cut 
divides J.,. into two Jordan regions. One of these subregions is divided 
in the same way by the 11e00nd cross-cut, and so on. We find that Yl 

divides J,. into a finite number of Jordan regions. Each of these either 
does not meet ys, or is in tum divided by 'YI into a finite number of Jordan 
regions. When continued, the process ends in a finite number of steps, for 
J.,. meets only finitely many y,.. 

We denote by J"" the cloeed subregions of J,. obtained by this con
struction. Any two regions J,., and J •I are either identical or have disjoint 
interiors, for neither has a boundary point which lies in the interior of the 
other. 

At the same time we consider the arcs ,.., into which ,.. is divided by 
the points on a Y• or the end points of arcs that are common to ,.. and 
y,.. Again, ,.., and Y•l are either identical or have at most end points in 
common. It is evident from the construction that the boundary of each 
J,., is a union of area Y•l· , 
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45D. In order to conatruot a triaogulatioa we introduce a complex K 
whose vertioea are the end poiD.te of the ana ,_.. and, in addition, an 
interior point of ..oh,.; and each J•l· The interior point of J 111 can be 
joined to the vertioea on the boundary of that cloled region by J.-an 
arcs which have only the initial point in common. They divide Jl\f into 
triangular oloaed regiona. We have thus a natural way of defining the 
}. and 2-simplioes of K, and at the same time a set u(B) is associated with 
each simplex. The conditiona (Cl)-(04) enumerated in 22C are all fulfilled 
in a trivial manner. 

We have proved that a triaogulation exiata. By a previous result 
(Theorem 22D) F is homeomorphic with K 1 and is thus a polyhedron. 

46. Tbe uiateace proof 

46A. Every polyhedron has a countable basis for the open sets. There
fore, a nrfaoe F cannot be a polyhedron unless it is countable. We are 
going to ahow that thia neoeaaary condition is also sufficient. 

Theonm. .A n.rface iB ca JIOlrAcdron if cand only if it 1uu ca countable baN 
for the opm«<B. 

According to Theorem ~ we need only prove that a countable surface 
hu~ " c.avering of finite character. 

468. As a preliminary step we prove the following lemma: 
L .. mma. On a countable 111M'face F it iB poBBible to find two finite or infinite 

sequatUB {V11} cand {W11} of Jordan region,B with theBe propertiu: 
(Bl) V.c W11, 

(:U) uv.-.r. 
(BS) No point belongs to infinitely many lV 11• 

There exiata a basis in the form of a sequence {Uc} of Jordan regions 
(see 8E). Each Uc is a countable union of Jordan regions Ufl with Uc1 c Uc. 
Similarly, U11 is a union of Jordan regiona u,,_ with Oc1t c Uc1· We 
rearrange the U~~t in a sequence {V11}, and if V11 =Uc1t we set W11 =Ufl· 
Then every open set 0 is a union of sets V 11 with V 11 c W n C W n cO. 

A finite or infinite sequence of integers ntis determined by the following 
condition: n1 is 1 and "*• i> 1, is the least integer for which 

V1u···uV. cV1U···uY •. 1-1 • • 

Such an nt will always exist, for V 1 u · · · u V 111_ 1 is compact and the V 11 

form an open covering. It is greater than n.t-1. except if V 1 u · · · u V 111_ 1 

=F. In fact, nt:iint-1 would mean that 

V1u·,··uf. cV1U···uY. cV1u···uf •. t-1 1-1 :t-1 

Henoe V 1 u · · · u V 111_ 1 would be open and oloaed, and consequently 
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equal to F. This can and will happen only if F is compact, and then 

VI ....• Vn,_, and w1 ... ·, w.A-1 are finite sequences with the deaired 
properties. 

In the noncompact case we set Gt• V1 u · · · u v ••. The defining 
property implies Gt-1 c Gt. Each Ot is compact, and the union of all Gt 
is P. Write Ht=Ut+I-Gt c Gt+2-GI<+ The Ret Gt+2-7llt 1 1s upen and 
can therefore be represented as a union of sets V • c W • c Gt+s- Gt-1· 
Since Ht is compact it is covered by a finite number of these sets. We 
denote the sets in this finite oovering by V tl. and the correapondiDg W n 

by w.,. 
If i:=;l:-3 the set l'c1 oannot meet a set ~"••· for Wc1CGe+sCGt-1 

while Wt1 n Gt-1 =0. Henoa every l'c1 meets only a tinite number of 
w.,. The double aequenoee {Vtl} and {Wtl}, suitably rearranged, aatisfy 
the requirements of the lemma. 

46C. We shall need the following fact about Jordan area: 
(C) Let y be a JordDA arc wlao.9e iAterior poifiiB lie iA a plaM regioft G. 

TheA either y dou ftOt tlit1itl& G, or it tlividu G ir&to two subregiof&B. lA the 
latter case every iftterior poiAt of y is aA accusible boundary poim of each 
subregion. 

This proposition is closely related to the Jordan curve theorem, and will 
not be proved. 

460. A set r of Jordan arcs on a surf&oe F ia said to be tliscrde if every 
point on F has a neighborhood which meets only a finite number of arcs in 
r. We remark that the interaection of the area in r with a region G c F will 
also form a discrete set on G (observe that a Bingley e r may have several 
subarcs in G). The easy proof is left to the reader. 

Lemma. Let r be a discrete set of JordaA arcs y OAF, and suppose t1uJt the 
points P1• P• are fiOt OR aAy y. TheA P1• PI caR be joirtetl by a JordaA (lf'C a 
with only a finite number of points OA u y, y e r. 

Our first observation is that the lemma has local character. Indeed, we 
can find points P1 = qo, q1, • • · , q. = P• such that qt-1 and qt lie in a para· 
metric disk .dt. If qt-1 and qt can be joined with .dt in the sense of the 
lemma, then it is also possible to join P1 and P2· 

Accordingly, we replace F by a plane region G. Let ao be any arcinG 
that joins Pl to P2· Because of the diacreteneaa only finitely many y1, · · · , 
Yn e r meet ao. We denote the remaining arcs by y' and replace G by the 
component of G- U y' that contains a0• It becomes clear that it is sufficient 
to prove the lemma for finite sets r. 

Induction with respect to the number of arcs proves impractical. In
stead we shall asaume that r = r1 u ... u r. where the area in r. are 
mutually diAjoint. Let pn be the assertion of the lemma for all r of this 
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form (with 8oite or iD8Dite rt),.llld.Jft P:. be tbe IIIYD8 aaaertion under the 
added iiBamption that rx oonflaiM. moet ,. ... 

The rea80DiDg will go aa followa: pe ill trivial, and 11 is the ume aa p.-1. 
We shall show that pa-l and P:.-1 imply P:,. Thus pa-l implies P:, for 
e)\ ..0. ud P. follows by the ume reduction to the finite case aa above. 
We llDftcl- that P• is true for all n, and the lemma will be proved. 

Assume p.-1 and P:.-1· If )'1 e r1 does not separate Pl and pz, apply 
P:.-1 to the COIDpoDIIlt of G-yx that contains P1• PI· Conclude that P:, 
holds. 

SuPJX* uxt that )'1 di'rides G into G1, Ga with Pl e G1, PIe Ga.l!'or any 
y e r, let .\ • )'1 n, and denote the relative boundary of.\ with relpCICt to 
')1'1 by a. The 111te 3 are nowhere deaae on ')1'1. azul aince any compact subset 
of )'1 meet. only .6Ditely many 8, 10 is their 'Dilion. Hence we can choose 
q e Yl not on any 8. By (C) it ill poaaible to join P1 to f by a Jordan arc a1 · 

with <71-{g} c G1. By the choice off there exists a subarc u~ near q that 
meets no y. By P'".-1 ite eadpoint in G1 can be joined to Pl by a J • ~~·cia n arc 
a' in the I8D88 of the theorem, and a Jozdan aro from P1 to f can be extrac
ted from a' u a;. The ocmstruotion can be repeated for Ga. and we obtain 
an arc from Pl to PI· This proves P:,, and hence the lemma. 

Remarle: If Q is a Jordan region the lemma will obviously remain true 
for points Pl• PI on the boundary of G. 

FIG. 8 

46E. Consider the sequences { V 11} and { W 11} introduced by Lemma 46B. 
We will show that there exisi cloeed Jordan regions J., such that 
V • c J• c W •• whoee boundaries Y• have only a finite number of common 
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points. They will then form a covering of finite character. 
We take J 1 = V' 1 and assume that J 1, · • • , J tt-l have been constructed. 

Wf' shall find J 71 so that y,. intersects Yl u · · · u Ytt-1 at a finite number 
of point:-~. For the construction we represent W 11 homeomorphically as 
a closed disk whose center corresponds to a point of V 71 • It is a conse
quence of the Jordan curve theorem that a Jordan curve has an empty 
interior. For this reason it is possible to find two points PI. p 2 in W 71 on 
distinct radii, which do not lie on Yl u · · · u Yn-l· In addition they can 
be chosen so close to the circumference that the radial segments be
tween PI. P2 and the boundary circle do not intersect V' ,.. These seg
ments, extended from the circle toward the center to the first intersection 
with V' ,., will be denoted by 8I, 82 (see Fig. 8). 

We apply the cross-cut theorem twice, first to the cross-cut formed 
by St. 82 and one of the boundary arcs of V,. between PI. p2, then to the 
second boundary arc. It follows that 8t and 8 2 divide W,.- V',. into two 
,Jordan regions ilt. n2 whose boundaries are as indicated by the figure. 
We apply Lemma 46C, or rather its extension in 46D, to join PI and P2 

by cross-cuts 171, 172 of ilt, il2 which meet YI u · · · u Yn-1 in a finite 
number of points. The cross-cuts combine to a Jordan curve y,. which 
hounds a closed .Jordan region J 71 C W 11 • 

It remains to prove that V,. c J ,.. Since J,. has no boundary pomts in 
V 11 , either V 11 c J,. or else V,. lies in the complement of J ,.. In the latter 
case we see that the whole boundary of Q 1 would belong to the outside 
region determined by y,., with the exception of Pt. P2 that lie on its 
boundary. Thus ilt would have no boundary points in the interior ofJ,., 
and this would imply Q1 nJ,.=O, contrary to the fact that 17t belongs at 
once tu l.lt and tu J ,.. It follows that V 11 c J ,., and the proof of Theorem 
46A is eomplete. 

46F. Obvious modifications of the proof make it applicable to bordered 
surfaces. IfF is a bordered surface we construct its double P. For P we 
construct a covering of finite character with the additional property that 
f'arh Yn int.f'rsect!< thf' hordt>r Bin a finite number of points. This can be 
dofle by includi~tg \he con-tours in tho system I' t.o which Lemma 46D is 
o,pp1ied 

final\y, the prouf of Theorem 4;,(' needs a slight modification whtch 
consists in subdividing each Jm not only by cross-cuts on the curve y,., 
hut also by all cross-cuts on B. 

46G. The full strength of Lemma 46D permits us to show that any two 
triangulations of a surface or bordered surface are equivalent. 

Let two triangulations ofF with the complexes KI, K 2 be given. The 
Jordan arcs which correspond to their !-simplices form a discrete set. 
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Therefori we caa ~· ot a..,. ~ whoae 1-aimplicea inter
sect th* of K,, Ka- ·a finite number ofpomw. Oblerft that Lemma 
46D mun'be ued M, onoe to oonttruot a ecwering offbdte oh&raoter, 
and a seooiid. time in tM proof of Theorem 4410 when we subdivide the 
regions J .,. If K ill the new complex it ill a simple matter to show that 
K, K1 on one side and K, Kt on the other have common refinements. 
It follows that K1 and Kt are equivalent. 

Note the OODDeotion with the two definit.ioD8 of equivalence that were 
compared with each other in 39. The :reault that we have just proved, 
together with the it&liaized at&tement in 39E, ahowa that two finite 
polyhedronl are aimultaDeoualy equivalent u polyhedroD8 and u oell 
complexes. Becauae & ·combinatorial proof would be quite involved we 
did not, in 3~2. make uae of the identity of these two notions of equiva
lence. 

-&611.. Let 0 be a regular region on F. Ita contours form a diacrete set of 
Jordan area. We can therefore find a triangulation whose 1-aimplicea 
intenect the boundary of n only in • finite number of pointe. On pauing 
to a suitable subdivision we obtain a aimultaneoua triangulation of F 
and 0; more precisely, n ia triangulated by & auboomplex of the complex 
K which triangulates F. The existence of a complex K with this property 
was needed in 35B. 



CHAPTER II 

Riemann Surfaces 

Tn currt>nt. terminology Riemann BUrfacu are the domains of moat 
general type which can be used to replace the complex plane in the theory 
of 1malytio functions of one oomplex variable. This is in strict accordance 
with the spirit of Riemann's own work, for Riemann was the first to 
recognize that plane regiona are not sufficiently general to give a complete 
picture of the ideas that dominate function theory, even when restricted 
to a single variable. 

The prt>S(>nt drapitr i!!) of a preparatory nature, being devoted mainly 
to dalinitivns Qrld bUic proPefties. T n §I we pay special attention to the 
~loaaf Riemann Sllrfctce$ This is followed in §2 by a discussion of 
soQI8 el..nerrt.ry aspects of function theory on Riemann surfaces, in
cluding some properties of subharmonic functions. The latter are used in 
§3 to conf!truct the solution of Dirichlet's problem by Perron's method. 

§1. DEFINITIONS AND CONSTRUCI'IONS 

We choose a definition of Riemann surface which emphasizes that we 
are dealing with manifolds that po88eB8 a certain structure. This approach 
makes it possible to use more general structures for comparison. 

We are also stressing the methods of effective construction. These 
methods play an important role in the more advanced theory, for instance 
for the classification of Riemann surfaces (Ch. IV). 

I. Couformal structure 

IA. The notion of Riemann BUr/act. can be defined in many different 
ways. It is possible to base the theory on conformal mappings, or one may 
wish to single out the class of analytic functions, or, alternatively, the, 
cl~ of "-rmonlc {unctions. All such definitions are essentially equivalent' 
and tlw cholaa is a matter of taste. 

The approach through conformal mappings is perhaps the most natural 
because it doeR juRfiiCt> to the seometric aspects Of the theory. 

lB. In w\lat follows lV' will denote a connected Hausdorff space. We 
impose very strong conditions which will imply that W is a surface. The 

ue 
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conditions take tbe form of relatiooa between certa.in local homeo
morphisms. They will be divided into three eeta of poetulatee: the ftrst 
set deli nea a family ell of loctJl laomeomorpAi.m&B, the second defines a 
•ruc:ture claa 'f'", and the third describes the connection between ell and 'f'". 

As far as ell is concerned the postulates are as follows: 
(Bl) Each he <ll ill a topological mappin~ of an open set V c W onto 

an open set in the complex plane. 
(B2) H he ell has domain V, then the restriction of h to any open 

set V' c V is also in ell. 
(B3) Let h be a topological mapping of an open set V c W onto an 

open set in the complex plane, and suppose that V is covered by open 
subsets V'. If the restriction of h to each V' is in ell, then the same shall be 
true of h with domain V. 

(:M) The domains of all he ell form a covering of W. 
Condition (B3) is the most restrictive. It means that the mappings in 

cl> are defined by local properties alone. 

lC. Let W o be the complex plane. A family 'f'" of local homeomorphisms 
with domain and range on W o is c&Iled a stn.dure claa if the following is 
true: 

(Cl) The identity mapping belongs to 'f'". 
(C2) If g e 'f'", then the inverse mapping g-1 is also in 'f'". 
(C3) If g1, gz e 'I", then the composite mapping g1 o gz is in 'I", pro

vided that it is defined. 
We recall that the composite mapping is defined if the range of g2 is 

contained in the domain of 91· 
A trivial example is the class 00 of all homeomorphisms with open 

domain and range. More restrictive is the class 0" of homeomorphisma g 
such that g and g-1 have continuous partial derivatives up to the order /e. 
The most important example for our purposes is the class of directly 
conformal mappings. Other examples are the class {)«l of homeomorphisms 
with continuous partial derivatives of all orders, and the class Cw of 
homeomorphisms that are analytic in the real sense. 

ID. We return to the case of an arbitrary W and introduce a connection 
between t1> and a structure class 'f'". We shall say that ell defines a Btrudure 
of clas& 'Y if it satisfies these conditiooa: 

(Dl) If~. h2 e ell have the same domain V, then h1 o hj1 e '1". 
(D2. If he t1> and g e 'Y, then go he t1> provided that it is defined. 

Observe that (Dl) is meaningful for any two mappings whose domains 
o~r\ap. for by ( B2) we can consider the restrictions to the common part. 
Simtlarly, (D2) has a meaning as soon as the domain of g overlaps the range 
of h. 
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To abbreviate, we speak frequently of the structure «!» rather than the 
stracture dafinoo by th(• family tl>. 

IE. "''he structu~ d.!.-s which is formed by all directly conformal 
mappings will be denoted by A. A structure of class A will also be called 
a. conformal structure. We are now ready to formulate the definition of a 
Riemann surface. 

Definition. A Riemann Bflf'/tsee i8 a contleded HaVMlorff space W logetw 
with a conformoJ. structure tkji:Mtl by a family «!» of local ~i.tm.t 
on W. 

The correct notation for a Riemann surface ia ( W, «!»), but it is frequently 
abbreviated to W. It is ol-.r from (Bl) and (B4) that W, as a topological 
space, is a surface. :Moreover, since all mappings of the form A1 o A; 1 are 
sense-preserving, it is an orientable surface. 

The class A of directly conformal mappings can be replaced by the 
structure class A of directly or indirectly conformal mappings. A space 
with a structure of class A may be referred to as a Riemann surftsee toiiAota 
orientation. The theory of such surfaces differs only in obvious ways from 
the theory of ordinary Riemann surfaces and we shall refer to them only 
occasionally. 

IF. A sti"Ucture tl> of a J~:iven class 'Y is completely determined by a 
sufficiently inclusive subset of«!». We call a set B a basis for a ltn&tture of 
class 'Y if it satisfies the following requirements: 

(Fl) Ea('h h E R is o. topological mapping of an open ,set V C W onto 
an open sat in the complex plnne. 

(F2) The composite mappings h1 o hi 1 with h1, Az e B are of class 'Y 
in tht>ir domain of definition. 

(F3) The domains of all A e B form a covering of W. 
If B aatisfies these conditions we obtain a structure «!» of class 'Y by 

including all topological mappings A' with open domain and range which 
are such that A' o A-1 e 'Y for all A e B. (B2) and (B3) are trivially fulfilled, 
and it follows from (F2) that B c «!». Next, h o A'-1 e 'Y by virtue of (02), 
and if A', A• e «!» we find by (C3) that h' o A•-1 =(A' o h-1) o (A• o h-1 )-1 e 'Y 
locally, and therefore in ita whole domain. Finally, (D2) is likewise an 
immediate consequence of (C3), for (go A') o A-1=g o (h' o h-1) e 'Y. We 
conclude that«!» is a structure of class 'Y. Conversely, it is the only such 
structure which contains B. 

Suppose that 'Y 1 c 'Y 1 are two structure classes, one contained in the 
other. Then any structure of class 'Y1 is a basis for a structure of class 'Y1• 

In this sense any structure determines a structure class (JO, which is just 
the topological structure, and a conformal structure determines a structure 
of arbitrary class Cl:. 
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IG. For the complex plane, or any subregion of the complex plane, the 
identity mapping by itself can be considered aa a baais for a structure of 
any class, and in particular for a conformal structure. UnleBB the contrary 
is mentioned we shall always have this conformal structure of the plane 
in mind. 

Ia the oue of the sphere we use a baaiB conaiating of two mappings, the 
~identity mapping defined on the finite plane, and the mapping z.,..f.Jz 
defined for z"O and extended to the point at infinity by co-+0. It is d1•nr 
that these mappings determine a conformal structure, and the sphere with 
this structure is called the Riemann Bplw.re. 

We remark that any subregion of a Riemann surface becomes a Riemann 
surface by retaining only those mappings in ell whose domain iB contained 
in the subregion. Whenever we consider a subregion it will be endowed 
with this induced structure. 

2. A.aalytic mappiags 

2A. We wish to defiDe analytic mapping& from one Riemann surface to 
another. We begin by considering the case of an analyticfv;rldifm which is 
a mapping from a Riemann surface to the complex plane. We need only 
conaider open connected domains, and it is thus no restriction to a.ssume 
that. the domain is the whole surface. 

De&aitioa. A compkz-t1Glued Jufldifm f iB mid lo be analytic on t1ae Rie
mann surface (W, <I>) if and rmly iff o h-1 is analytic on h( V), in the classical 
Hnfe, for ellery hE II> with domain V. 

It iss.flicient to aRSume that/ o 1-1 is analytic for the mappings h that 
ootong to a baaiB B. In fact, for arbitrary h' E <I> with domain v· we have 
f o A'-1=(/ o A-1) o (hoh'-t), the latter function being defined and analytic 
on h'(f n V'). Since the domains V form an open covering it. follows that. 
f o 1'-t iB analytic on all of h'( V'). 

ZB. In the case of two Riemann surfaces the corresponding definition 
ia M follows: 

De8ailioD. A c:on.tinUOUB mapping I of one Riemann mrface ( W 1. <!>1) 
iftlo aftOIMr Riemann mrfau ( W s, ells) iB calkd analytic if every function 
hs of o Ai' 1 with 11 e ell~t laz e ells iB analytic in its domain of dqi .,itiora. 
If At. As are defined in Yt, Ya respectively, the compol!ite fuflciion 

As ofo ~-1 is defined on A1(V1 nf- 1(YsH· The continuity off guarantees 
that this domain is open. It is again eaay to see that it is sufficient to 
consider mappings At. A:~ that belong to baaes of ellt, ella respectively. This 
remark makes it clear that the two definitions agree when W 1 is the 
complex plane, ,for then we may take As to be the identity mapping. 

JC. Iff is one to one we apeak of a conformal f114pping. In this case the 
range of each mapping As of o A; 1 is open, and the inve1'118 A1 o J-1 o A; 1 
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is analytic. Thusf(Y1 nJ-l(V1))= f(Yl) n V1 is open, and since the V2 : 

fonn a covering,/( V 1) is open. Hence f is a homeomorphism, and J-1 is 
analytic. 

Two Riemann surfacee which can be mapped confonnally onto each 
other are said to be conformaUy ~itJtllmt. One of the central problema in 
the theory of ltit'mann surfaces is to detennine explicit conditions for 
confomml equivalence. 

2D. Although our main concern is with Riemnn11 Sllr('ac.es it is in
dispem:able that we consider more general structures. In particular, it is 
necessary to define differentiable functions and differentiable mappings. 

In I C a structure class was defined as a family of local homeomorphiama. 
We must now consider extended structure cl&llea which oontain other 
functions as well. An extended structure class 'Y is still required to contain 
a subclass fonned by a family of local homeomorphisms that satisfy 
(Cl )-(C3). In addition, 'Y may contain functions g that have no inverse, 
or whose inverse is not in 'F. These functions shall have open domains, 
and the basic conditions (B2), (B3) remain in force. Moreover, we require 
that they satisfy (C3), i.e. 'Y shall be closed under composition. 

It is clear that each cl&ll 011: has a natural extension of this sort, 
namely to the class of all complex functions whose real and imaginary 
parts have continuous partial derivatives up to order /c. Similarly, the 
extension of the class .A. of directly conformal mappings consists of all 
analytic functions. We retain the names 011: and .A. for the extended 
classes. 

2E. A structure~ of cl-.. 'Y will still be defined in tenns of the homeo
morphisms of class 'Y, that is to say by homeomorphisms g with g and 
g-1 e 'F. It is only when we define mappings of class 'Y from one surface 
to another that the extended class is needed. 

Defioitioa. Su']YP08e that the structures of (W1, ~t) and (W2, ~2) are of 
class 'Yt, 'Y2 rupectively toitla 'Yt c 'Y, '1'2 c 'Y. A contin'UOU8 mapping of 
W 1 into W 2 is said to be of clau 'Y wit/a respect to tlaue structures if and only 
if A2 o I o Ai1 e 'Y for aU A1 e Cll1, A. e Cll2• 

Because of the condition 'Y 1 u 'I' 2 c 'Y it is sufficient to verify that 
A2 of o Ai 1 e 'I' when A1, As are taken from bases of Clll' Cll1 respectively. 
Also, the condition remains valid for the structures of class 'Y which are 
detennined by Cll1, Cll1 as bases. In other words, we would not have lost 
any generality by requiring that 'l't='Y2='Y. However, we wish to 
emphasize that it makes sense to apeak of functions of class 011: on a Rie
mann surface, but it makes no sense to speak of analytic functions on a 
surface of class 011:. 

In the case of a one to one mapping we can no longer guarantee that 
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J-1 ia of the same clue. Therefore, we apeak of a homeomorphism of clasa 
'I' only when it ia known that J and J-1 are both of clasa '1'. 

3. Bordered Riemann IJ1ll'f'acea 

3A. The notion of bordered surface was introduced in Ch. I, 13B. It baa 
a rather obvious analogue for Riemann surfaces which will play an impor
tant role. Since nothing esaentially new is added we shall point very briefly 
t<ath@ modifications in the previous definitions that become necesaary. 
1'~ connected Hausdorff space will now be denoted by W. In the 

definition of a family of local homeomorphisms we require that the range 
of ea.cb A e ell ia a relatively open subset of the closed upper half-plane. 
A structure clasa 'I" is now a family of local homeomorphisms defined on 
the clOied half-plane. In the case of the claasea Oil this means that oertain 
derivativee are one-sided. A function g e A is one which baa an analytic 
extension to an open aubaet of the plane. 

With these changes a structure ell of clasa 'I" on W' can be defined exactly 
as before. Clearly, if JV carries a structure of this type it is a bordered 
surface, provided that the border B is not empty. If the structure is 
conformal, W' is called a bordered Riemann BUrface. The inter« rl is them 
a Riemann surface with the induced conformal structure. 

It ia worth pointing out that the intrinsic characterization of border 
points (see Ch. I, 130) is a much simpler matter in the presence of a 
conformal structure. In fact, let g be an analytic homeomorphism whose 
domain Y is contained in the open half-plane and whose range lies in the 
closed half-plane. Since g is not a constant, the hypothesis 1m g(z) ~ 0 
implies 1m g(z) > 0 in Y by virtue of the maximum principle for harmonic 
functions. In other words, g( Y) cannot meet the real axis, and we find 
quite trivially that the border points are uniquely characterized by having 
all their parametric images on the real axis. 

Since W is orientable, the border B has a positive direction (Ch. I, 13E). 

3B. We recall also the notions of 1-dimensional submanifold and regular 
imbedding that were introduced in Ch. I, 13. These terms were used with a 
purely topological meaning, but when applied to surfaces (W, ell) of a 
given structure clasa 'I" they should be appropriately reinterpreted. The 
details are very simple, and only brief indications are needed. 

A subset I' of W is said to be a 1-dimensionalsubmanifold of (W, ell) if 
every p e r baa an open neighborhood V which is mapped by a homeo
morphism A e ell onto lz I < I, in such a way that V n r corresponds to 
the real diameter. In the case of a conformal structure r is also called an 
analytir .~ubmanifold, and ita components are analytic cun~M. 

The definition of a rt>gularly imbedded subregion can be I .. rased exactly 
as before. We recall that n is regularly imbedded 1f n.Cnd itsel(tenor 
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havl' a C'ommon boundary which is a 1-dimensional submanifold. A 
regularly imbedded subregion of a Riemann surface iR thus hound!'d by 
analytic curves. 

AR before, WI' URI' thl' name regular region for any resulor\y imhcddl•d 
region with compact. cloRure whos!' complement. baR no compact com
ponents. 

3C. If ( W 1, ~1) and (JV •• ~a) are two bordered Riemann surfaces with 
homeomorphic borden B1, Ba there is frequently reason to weld them 
together to a single Riemann surface by identifying the borden. Identi
fied points must oorreapond to each other under a homeomorphism cp which 
maps B1 onto Ba. In order that the welding be possible two conditions 
must be fulfilled: (1) the homeomorphism must be analytic, (2) it muat be 
direction reverri71g. 

To make these conditions explicit, let .PI e B1 and .Pa = cp(pl) e Ba be 
corresponding border points. We ch0011e mappings A1 e ~1.As e ~~ whoee 
domains Y 1, Y 2 contain p 1, p 2 respectively. The function w = 1az o cp o lai" 1, 

restricted to the part of A1( Y 1 n· Bl) where it is defined, is a real function 
of a real variable. 

Our first condition requires w to be analytic in the real sense at z1 = 
A1(p1). This means that w has a complex analytic extension to a diak A1 
about z1. Observe that the condition is obviously independent of the 
choice of A1 and At. The same condition shall hold for w-1, and hence 
w'(z1) ,&0. 

The second condition is expreeaed by the inequality w'(zl) < 0. It is 
again independent of the choice of A1, las, for if they are replaced by i1, lea 
we have lea o cp o lci1= (lcz o 1&;1) ow o (A1 o i11), and the analytic functions 
lc2 o A; 1, A1 o lci1 have positive derivatives as seen by the fact that they 
take reals into reals and preserve the sign of the imaginary part. If &1 is 
sufficiently small it follows from our condition that w maps &1 onto a 
symmetric region A2 in such a way that the lower half of &1 corresponds 
to the upper half of &a. 

3D. We can now proceed to define the welding. First of all, we form the 
topological sum of W 1o I' 1 and identify corresponding border points 
p1 and p 2 =cp(pl). It is easy to see that this leads to a connected Hausdorff 
space W. Next, we define a basis for a conformal structure on W. This 
basis will contain all' mappings A1 e ~1. ha e ~~ with domains Y 1 c W 1. 
V 2 c WI· In addition, we must have mappings wh011e domains contain the 
identified boundary points. We consider an identified pair p 1, .Pa and 
determine w, &1, A11 as above; upper and lower halves will be denoted by 
&{, t::..i-, and we suppose that ~t c Ta1( Y1), i-1, 2. Take Y to be the union 
of hi 1 (~t) and 112 1(&2" ). In the first of these sets we ch00118A=A1, in the 
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second we define A by A(.p)-=fii-1(At(p)). TheM definitions agree on the 
border, for there w-1 o k2 =1a1 o cp-1, Moreover, Ia is a topological mapping 
of V onto .::\1. 

The condition for a conformal basis is trivially satisfied if one of the 
OVerlapping domains is contained in W1 or W2. If Ia and 1: are defined in 
overlapping· neighborhoods of two border points we see that Ia o J:-1 is 
analytic off the real a.D, and ainoe it is continuou and real on the real 
axis it follows by the reflection principle that it is also analytic on the 
real aD. Therefore we have defined a ba.sia which leads to a conformal 
structure on W. Obeerve that IV1 and W'1 are analytically imbedded in 
W and have the induoed structure. 

The welding can also take plaoe along open subeeta of the borders. 
H the complete borden are not used the resulting surface is a bordered 
Riemann surfaoe. 

SB. The welding prooeBB can be used to form the double of a. tJordete<l 
Riemann surface. We note first that every Riemann surface (W, Cl>), 
bordered or not, has a conjugate surface ( W, Cl>*), obtained by replacing 
each Ia eel> by Ia* :p-+-7i(p). The new structure is conformal, for At o kf-1 

has the explicit expression z-+-~1( -i), where 9'tz=la1 o Az 1, and this 
is manifestly a directly conformal mapping. 

In the oaee of a bordered Riemann surface (IV, Cl>) we weld it to (IV, Cl>*) 
by meane of the identity mapping of the border. In the neighborhood of a 
border point"' may be taken to be of the form Ia* o A-1, whence "'(z)- -z 
= -21 for real s. The correspondence is thus analytic and direction rever
sing, 10 that the welding is indeed possible . 

.&. Rieman IRirfaees as eovering mrf'aeee 

4.A. A nonconstant analytic mapping J of a Riemann surface ( W 1. Cl>l) 
into another Riemann surface (Wz, Cl>z) defines Wt as a covering surface 
(Wit/) of Wz. To see this, let q1 and qa=/(ql) be corresponding points, 
and choose mappings At e Cl>1,Az e Cl>a defined in neighborhoods of q1. qz. 
The function cp=laz o J o 111 is analytic. If the derivative cp'(11(q1)) is ¢0, 
then cp is a homeomorphism in a neighborhood of At(qt), and hence J is a 
local homeomorphism. In the general case cp' has at most an isolated 
zero at h1(q1). Therefore we can find a neighborhood V1 of q1 with the 
property that V1-q1 is a smooth covering surface of Wa under the 
mapping f. Moreovm·. we can chooRe V 1 so small that /(q) ¢ /(qt) for 
q e V1-q1; this permits us to regard I' 1-91 CL5 IJ.SIWIO~ coVen·~ siArfaa
of Wa-qz. By comparison with Definition 20B, Ch. I, we concludtl that 
(W1,/) is indeed a covering surface of Wz. 

G. The revene situation is more interesting. We prove in this respect: 
Theorem. 8'111/)1)0M t!IIJl (Wt./) i8 a ~ng nrface of Wz, and t1IIJl Wa 
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has a txmformal Blrudtwe 4»1• '1'/&m Uaere u:iBt8 a vnique txm/ormal Blf'Vdure 
<I> 1 on W 1 which maku fan t.ltltJlytic mapping of ( W 1. 4»1) into ( W •• '~»s). 

The structure 4»1 is said to be induced by the structure '~»z. If an induced 
structure exists ita mapping~> ,.,_ must be such that fJ = kz of o A; 1 is analytic 
for all kz e 4»2• Let us theJ:efore denote by '~»1 the family of all homeo
morphisms k1 with this property. The existence and uniqueness of the 
induced structure will both . be proved if we show that '~»1 satisfies con
ditions (Bl)-(B4) in IB, and (Dl)-(D2) in ID, the latter with respect to 
the structure claaa A of direotly conformal mappings. 

Conditions (Bl)-(B3) are trivially fulfilled. To prove (B4), let q1 be an 
arbitrary point on W 1· Set q1-/(q1), and choose a mapping kt e '~»1 whose 
domain contains q1; we may aaaume that 1/,s(qt)""' 0. As we showed inCh. I, 
20E, there exists a homeomorphism k1, defined in a neighborhood of q1, 
which satisfies an equation kt(/(p1))=kt(.Pl)11 ; n is the multiplicity of the 
branch point at q1• The equation may be written in the form kz of o k} 1 "" fJ 
where fJ(Z1) = z1. If A:a is another mapping in 4»1 we obtain A:z of o k} 1 = 
(k1 o k; 1) o fJ• and since A:z o k; 1 e A the composed function is analytic 
whenever it is defined. In other words, we have shown that k1 e '~»1. and 
hence that the domains of mappings in '~»1 form a covering of W 1. 

As for (Dl), suppose that kt. A:t E '~»t have the same domain v1. and 
write kz of o ~- 1 = fJ• kz of o A:}1 = t/1; we assume that the domain of 
kz E '~»z contains f(Vl). If I is topological in v1 we obtain kl 0 k}1 = 
(fJ- 1 o kz o /) o (/- 1 o k; 1 o t/J)=fJ- 1 o t/J, and this is an analytic function. 
If/is not known to be topological the same conclusion holds for a neighbor
hood of any point in A:1(Vl) which does not correspond to a branch point. 
ConsequPntly k1 o ki 1 is analytic in k1( V1), except for isolated singularities • 
.But because h1 o ki 1 is known to be continuous these singularities are 
removable. We have verified that condition (Dl) is fulfilled. 

Finally, if g is complex analytic and kt e '~»1 it is almost trivial that 
g 0 kl e4»1, for hz ofo (g 0 ~)-1 =(hz ofo k} 1) og- 1, and the function on 
the right is obtained by composing two analytic functions. Thus (D2) is 
also astisfied, and wt> ha.vt> proved that 4»1 is a conformal structure. The 
faet that f becomes en ottalytic mapping from (W,, 1!>1) to (W2, cl>2) is an 
imuwdi~te conseql.l«M~ of.tht• dt•finition of <!1 1• 

«:. In the preceding theorem we have supposed that c1>2 is given, and the 
problem was to find cl>1. One can also ask whether there exists a cl>2 which 
induces a given cl>1. In this respect there is an almost obvious, but very 
important, necesasry condition. Suppose that (Wt,/), regarded as a 
covering surface of W z, has a cover transformation fJ, that is to say a 
mapping of w1 onto itself which satisfies/ 0 fJ=f. Consider a point q1 E w1 

which is not a branch point. There exists a neighborhood V of q1 which is 
mapped topologically by f. Then fJ( V) is a neighborhood of f{J(q1) which is 
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also mapped topologioally. If /1./1 denote tbe reatrictiooa of/ to Y and 
cp( Y) respectively, we can write fP-/; 1 o /1 in Y. Granted the ui8tenee of 
4>2 it would follow that ., is at least looally obtained by composition of 
two analytic mappiDgs, and would therefore be analytic! In other words, 
it is necessary that CZ,1 be compatible with fP in the sense that fP is analytic 
with respect to the structure CZ,l· 

The next theonm describes a situation in which this neoesaary con
dition is also BUftioient: 

Theorem. lA '6 be 11 group of OM to OM ccmformal fiiCIP1Ji"11" fP of 11 

Riemann surJGU ( W 1o CZ,l) onto itulf. We mppose t1uJt t1ae followi1UJ condition 
is satiafiul: 

(C) Given cany t1DO compad 8el8 A, B c W 1 tlaere care at mort ca finite 
number of fll4ppi1UJB fP e '6 8UCA t1u&t fP(A) mull B. 

Then it v poMible to jirul 11 RiefiiiJnn mrfGU ( W •• CZ,s) Grul a catltllyeic 
mappi114 f of (W1, CZ,l) onto (Ws, CZ,s) whicl& v .n&eA t1u&t the group of cover 
transjoT'flllllionl of (Wt,J) v e:reodly '6. 

The c071Mrudion ia unique up to conformal fiiCIP1Ji1UJB of (Wz, CZ,I)· 
In st1mdard terminology, condition (C) means that '6 is properly 

dvcontinuous. 

4-D. Before proving the theorem \\8 disctlSS a fd.miliar application. 
Let "'1· "'2 be complex numbers whose ratio w1/wz is notu·eal. In "the 
complex plane the transformations z-+z+nt"'l +ntf.lls with integral n1, nz 
form a group of conformal self-mappings. It is elementary to show that 
condition (C) is fulfilled. If the self-mappings are to become cover trana
formatiooa, the underlying surface must have one point for each claas 
of points that correspond to each other under the mappings. We have 
thus to identify points which are equivalent in this aenae. The resulting 
surface is a torus, and the theorem aaaerta that this torus baa a unique 
conformal structure which induces the conformal structure of the plane. 

4E. The example auggeata the method of construction. Let W 2 be the 
topological apace obtained by identifying all points on W 1 which corre
spond to each other under a mapping fP e '6. We denote by f the mapping 
which carriea each .Pl e W1 into ita equivalence claas, and we recall that 
a aet on W 1 is open if and only if ita inverse image is open (Ch. I, 2F). It 
follows that f is continuous and carries open aeta into open sets .. The 
precise proof of the latter property is aa follows: Let 0 be an opt•n set on 
W 1· Then all images fP(O) are open, and hence f-1U(O)] = u fP (0) i>< O}Jl'n; 
this meaoa, by definition, that f(O) is open. 

We have to prove that Ws is a Hausdorff apace. Consider two points 
11, be W1 withf(ca)~f(b). By (C) there are only a finite number of images 
fP(ca) in a compact neighborhood of b, and for this reason we can find a 
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compact neighborhood B of b which does not contain any 91(a). Similarly, 
only a finite number of fi(B) meet a given compact neighborhood of a, 
and therefore there exists a compact neighborhood A of a which does not 
meet any 91(B). The images of A are then disjoint from the images of B, 
for if 'P!(A) meets CJII(B), then 9'11(CJ11(B)) would meet A. This proves that 
/(A) andf(B) are disjoint. On the other hand,f(A) andf(B) are neighbor
hoods of f(a) and /(b) respectively. Indeed, we can find an open set 0 
such that a e Oc A. This implieaf(a) ef(O) cf(A), and sincef(O) ia open 
/(A) is a nt'ighborhood. We conclude that Wa is a Hausdorff space. 

•F- We prove next that W1 is a surface, and simultaneously that 
( W 1o /) is a covering surface of W z. A conformal mapping which ia not 
the identity has isolated fixed points, and it follows from (0) that there 
are only a finite number of 91 e !I with a given fixed point. Let 911, · • ·, rp. 
be the mappings with the fixed point f1; they form a subgroup of !1. Jl'or a 
given compact neighborhood A of q1 there are only a finite number of 
rp(A) which meet A. If011y of these rp is Ruch thatrp(a)#awe can replace A 
hy a ~maHer nei8hhor·h()(l(} A' for whrch rp(A') n A' =0. In a finite number 
of 11teps we can thus construct an open neighborhood U 1 which intersects 
rp( l! 1) only is rp is one of the mappings fit, · · ·, rp.; we may also assume 
that U1 does not contain any fixed points other than q1• The set V1= 
rp1 ( U 1) n · · · n cp.(U 1) is mapped onto itself by 911, · · · , rp., and V 1 n 91( V 1) 
= 0 for all other 91 e !1. Every .P1 # f1 in V 1 has thus exactly " equivalent 
points in v 1· 

We can choose U1 arbitrarily small. Jl'or this reason we can assume 
the existence of a mapping A1 e $1 which ia defined on V 1, and we may 

• 
normalize the mapping so that A1(ql)=O. The product IT A1(cpc(pl)) has 

i•l 

the same value at equivalent points in V 1· Therefore it represents a 
function on Vs=/<V1), that ia to say there exists a function ha on V1 

• 
such that Aa(/(pl))= IT Al(cpc(pl)) for all .P1 E v1. The function 

i-1 

• 
g=A,. ofoA;:1= IT (11 o .,, o Ai1) ia analytic in A1(V1) and has & zero of 

i=l 

order n at. the origin, for each factor is analytic with a simple zero. 
Because g has a zero of order n we can find a disk A1 c h1( V 1 ), centered 

at the origin, which is so small that g takes no value more than n times 
in At. Without changinl! the notation we restrict U1so thot it is contained 
in h1 1(A1). Then V1cU1 i>~ also contained in h1 1(A1), and the functions 
h2 and g remain unchanged except for being restricted to smaller domains. 
The restriction has the effect that ha will now be one to one. In fact, 
for any P2#/(q1) in Va there are a distinct points pu, · · ·, P1• e V1 with 
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j(pu) = Pto By the identity g o it• At o J it follows that the equation 
g(z)•Az(.Pt) baa the root. il(pu), • • ·, il(.Pt•), all distinct and in 61. 
Since there can be no other roots it follows that the pu, and hence pa, are 
completely determined by the value h2(p2). The special value 0 is to.ken 
only for .Pt-=/(ql). We conclude that hz is one to one. 

To prove that ha is a homeomorphism we investigate the direct and 
invene images of open seta. Let Os be an open subset of Ya=/(Vl). 
Beeauae the raage of/includes V1 we have/(J-1(0.))•0.. The identity 
go it•At •Jyielda'At(01)= Aa[J(J-1(01))]-g[hl(J-l(Oa))]. ButJ-1, ht and 
g transform open seta into open seta. Hence ha(01), and in particular 
hz(Ya), an open. Similarly, let Oi be an open subset of hs(V1). Then 
h21(Qi)•Aj"1[g(g- 1(0i))]•/(i;1(g- 1(Qi))] ia open. We have shown that 
h2 maps V 1 topologicaJly on an open set in the plane. Hence W 1 ia a 
surface. 

4G. To continue the proof, we replace V 1 by the connected component 
whirh contains q1• Let it be Vi. and denote ita image by Y2=1<Vi>· 
Since (~.g) ia a covering surface of the plane, we see that (V~. go h1) 

=(Vi, As o /) ia a covering surface of ita projection As(Vi), and hence 
(Vi, f) ia a covering surface of v;. This local result implies that (W1 ,J) is 
a covering surface of W •· The branch points occur at points with 11 > I, 
that ia to say at the fixed points of transformations 91 e fl other than 
the identity. 

The mappings hz form a basis for a conformal structure ella on W z, and 
I is analytic from (W1, 4111) to (Wa, Cllz). It is clear that every 91 e fl 
satiafiea J o 91-1 and ia thus a cover transformation. Conversely, suppose 
that p ia a cover transformation, i.e. a homeomorphism which satisfies 
J o .f.= f. At any given point q1 this condition implies that tf.(q1)=91(q1) 
for some cp e fl. If q1, and hence cp(qt), ia not a branch point, I is a local 
homeomorphism near cp(ql), and from J o rfi =I o 91 we are able to conclude 
that ~.Pd•fi(.Pd in a neighborhood of q1. When the branch points are 
removed W1 remains connected, and we find in the familiar way that 
.f.-cp everywhere. In other words, every cover transformation belongs 
to 'I. 

I!'or the uniqueness proof we assume that/' maps ( W 1. Cllt) in a similar 
manner onto a Riemann surface (Wi. Cllz). Since equivalent points have 
, ... inciding images there exists a one to one mapping g of W11 onto Wi 
"hieh Ratisfies go I= f'. If 0' c Wi ia open, g-1(0')= J[J'-1(0')] is open. 
ll•mcc g is continuous, and the same reasoning applies to g-1, showing 
that g is a homeomorphism. It ia clear that g is analytic at any point 
which ia not the projection of a branch point. Because of ita topological 
character it ia then analytic everywhere, and it ia consequently a con
formal mapping. This ooncludee the proof. 
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4-H. As a further application of Theorem 4C we consider the case of a 
Purhltian group. The group r§ is now a group of linear tr&D8formations 
\\hich map the unit disk lzl <1 on itself; we &IISume exprellllly that the 
a roup is properly discontinuous. The surface w 1 is the unit disk, and the 
theorem asserts that we obtain a Riemann surface W z when equivalent 
points are identified. If '6 contains no elliptic transformations there are 
no fixed points inside the unit circle, and hence W 1 will be a regular 
covering surface of W2• Moreover, since W1 is Binlply connected it will 
be the universal covering surface of W z, and we see that '6 can be identified 
with the fundamental group of W z. 

It will later be shown tb~t with few exceptions the universal covering 
surface of a Riemann surface can alwaya be represented as the unit disk, 
in which case the fundamental group appears as a Fuchsian group without 
fixed points. From this point of view the theory of Riemann surfaces 
and the theory of Fuchldan groups are thus almost equivalent. Some 
formal advantages can be gained from this equivalence, but it is usually 
prt>ferahle to study the Riemann surface by more direct methods. 

5. .1\letrie Blnleture8 

SA. In classical differential geometry one considers surface::; in three 
dimensional R~ '' ith a given equation F(zt, z2, xa)-0. It is "lightly 
more sent• r-aJ to aSSUIIIB ibaf- the t'quat.ion i:- given in parametr-ic form: 
x1=xi(u, t•), i=l, 2, 3. In this case the surface is usually thought of as a 
ptint st·t. which is covered by parametric regions. The latter are in homeo
morphic correspondence with open sets in the plane, and the parametric 
equations are the explicit expressions for these homeomorphisms. 

The geometry of the surface is determined by the fundamental form 

a (a~ a~ )z dsl = ~ -du+-dv , ,_1 au av 
which is invariant under a change of the parameters. In particular, the 
angle between two curves ia calculated by means of the fundamental 
form. This makes it possible to speak of conformal mappings, and we 
must show that this geometric notion of conformality can be used to 
introduce a conformal structure in the sense of our earlier definitions. 

SB. We can take a more general point of view and &IISume that there is 
given an abstract surface W which is endowed with a Riemannian mdric, 
determined by a fundamental form 

dsl = E dz'l. + 2F tlzdy+ G dyz. 

This form is supposed to be positive definite, and invariant under trans
formations of the parameters, now denoted by z, y. 
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'l'he invarianoe condition needs perhaps a few words of explanation. 
It ia ueumed, fint of all, that W oarriee a structure II» of class 01. 'J'o every 
mapping Ia e II» with domain V correspond three real1valued functions 
E, F, Gin A(V), satisfying the conditions E>O, EG-FI>O. If lt. h1 have 
overlapping domains we denote the mapping At o Ta-l as (x, y)-•(J·1, y1), 

and the functions associated with At by Et, Ft. Gt. These functions, or 
more precisely the composite functions Et oAt o A-1 etc., shall be related 
to E, F, G by identities which are most conveniently expressed in the 
form 

E1 fl:4+2F1 tk1dth +01 dyf = E tlr+2F dmy+G dy 

with the accepted meaning of this equation. 
Since we are interested only in angles we can go one HtP.p further and 

replaoe the above relation by one of the form 

E1 ~+2F1 tk1d111 +01 dyf = p(E tlr+2F dmy+G dy) 

where p is an arbitrary positive factor. This means that only the ratio 
E : F: G is determined, while the scale remains arbitrary. Since questions 
of conformality are independent of the scale we say in these circumstances 
that (W, ~) carries a t'nnformal mdric. 

5C. An iaothemu.tl parameter system is a mapping A e II» whose &880-

cief:ed eoeffici<"nhl E, F, G satisfy E=G, F=O. If h1 and h2 are both 
isothermal, then it is well known from elementary differential geometry 
that~ o 7att is directly or indirectly conformal. Conversely, if g is con
formal, then go Ia is isothermal together with A. We assume henceforth 
that~ is an oriented structure. Then all mappings~ o A;1 are directly 
conformal, and in order to conclude that the subset IZ»o c II» formed by all 
isothermal parameter systems defines a conformal structure on W, we 
need merely show that every point is in the domain of an isothermal 
parameter system. When this is so, the conformal structure IZ»o is said tOI 
be induced by the given conformal metric. 

SD. The remaining existence proof cannot be carried out without 
additional regularity &BSUmptions. We shall consider only the classical 
case of an analytic conformal metric, that is to say we suppose that II» 
belcmp to the structure claas a- (see 10), and that the given ratios 
E:F:G are analytic in the real sense. 

Theonm. EWf71 aw.&lytic conformal metric on an orimtable wrface induces 
a conformal Btructure. 

Suppose that q lies in the domain of A e II». The problem is to find an 
isothermal mapping Ao whose domain includes q. If we denote Ao o A-1 
as (z, y)-+«o the condition reads 

lcllroll = p(E tlzi+2F dmy+G dyl), 
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whence 

~~:12 = pE, Re{::':;} = pF, ~r = pG. 

We set 0: 0 =A 0:0 and eliminate p. Then IAI•=EJG, Re .\ = FJG, and 
ux <'Y 

consequently 
F-iv'EG-F2 

A... G • 

except perhaps for the sign pf the square root. But the Jacobian of the 

mapping turns out to be ~~~1m A. Since it must be poaitive, we 

conclude that we have made the oorreot choice of lign. 
We have now to integrr.t.e the p&rtial difterenti&l equation 

8zo 8zo 
& =A a,• 

\\here A is a known analytic function. The claaaioal method is to consider 
the aaaooiated ordinary dimnnti&l equation 

tly • 
d.i = -A(z,y). 

We &Illume for limplioity that 1(1)•(0, 0). Then A can be utended by 
power aeries development to a complex neighborhood of the origin, and 
the aaaooiated equation hM a unique complex solution 11- Y(z, 'I) with 
initial value 'I for z-0, provided that lzl and I'll are sufficiently small. 
It is known that Y will be analytic in both va.iiables. Since Y(O, '1)-"J, 
the partial derivatiw 8Yf8'1 is 1 for z-=0. Hence we can solve for '7• 
obtaining 'I=H(z, y) with analytic H. The identity 

Y(z, H(z, y)) .. y 

holds in a complex neighborhood of (0, 0). On differentiating with respect 
to z and y we obtain 

-l+ Y,H, = 0 
Y,H, = 1, 

and hence H,=lH,. This remains true when z, 11 are restricted to real 
values, and our problem ia aolved by taking zo==H(z,, y). The mapping is 
a local homeomorphism, for H,= 1 at the origin, and the Jacobian is 

-IH,I•Iml. 
We have proved the existence of an isothermal mapping whose domain 

contains an arbitrary point q. The other conditions for a conformal 
structure are trivially satisfied. 

Remark. The claslical problem was solved already by Gauss. The best 
result, due to L. Lichtenstein [1] and A. Kom [3], is that the problem 
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has a solution whene'Vel' .\ •t.Udle. a H6lder condition of the form 
l.\(x, y)-.\(z1,yl)j ;i..ll(fz-z1l•+ lr-r1l•), cx>O. For relatively simple 
proof.'! the reader is referred to 8. Ch~ [1) and L. Ahlfora [23]. 

SE. \'ury often the given metric has singularities, and it may never
theless he possible to find a corresponding conformal structure. For 
inst.ance the following important theorem is almost trivial: 
n-e.. Ew.'71 orialclble polylwlr<m can be endowed toil.\ tJ conforrnlil. 

&trucftwe. 
We Jet the polyhedron be repreeented as a geometric complex K1• On 

each filiqJe we introduce the conformal structure which is determined 
by a ..... preeerring congruence mapping A into the plane. For adjacent 
trianglee theM mappings can be choeeD 10 that they agree on the common 
side. Oonaider now a vertex u, and auppoee that the sum of the angles at , 
" is 27l'fll, It is clear that we can find congruence mappings A of the triangles 
in the star S(cx) in such a way that Al/• defines a topological rnappmg of 
the wllole open star. The mapping ...,.11. is directly conformal for z;-60. 
By virtue of the fact that no two open atara contain a common vertex 
it followa that the mappings form a buia for a conformal structure. 

§2. EI.EMENTARY THEORY OF FUNC110NS ON RIEMANN 
SURFACES 

On Riemann surfaces it is possible to consider the categories of analytic 
functions, harmonic functions, and aubharmonic functions. In a way, 
analytic functions are in the center of interest, and we obtain harmonic 
functions by forming the real and imaginary parts of analytic functions. 
However, a harmonic function does not neceaaarily have a aingle-valued 
conjugate. In view of our deliberate restriction to aingle-valued functions 
the theory of harmonic functions is thus more general. Subharmonic 
functions are used as an important tool for the study of harmonic func
tions. 

Most theorems in classical function theory have obvious analogues on 
Riemann surfaces, but there are a few significant dift'erenoea which have 
to be pointed out. This concerns above all the integration formulas which 
are used in potential-theoretic reasonings. The general diacuaaion of 
integrals is postponed, but for immediate purposes a preliminary treat
ment of the Dirichlet integral is included in this section. 

An important side result is that every Riemann surface is countable. 

6. llannonic functions 

6A. It is time that we simplify our notations. For a given Riemann 
surface (W, $) we consider a mapping A e $ with domain Y. A point 
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p e V is uniquely determined by the corresponding parameter value 
z=A(p). Different z determine different p e V, and this gives us the right 
to speak of z as a localii'Cit"iable. It is also permissible to think of the complex 
value z as a name for the corresponding point p, and with a slight "abus 
de langage '' we can even speak of the point z e W. If used with caution 
this practice simplifiea the formal part of many reasonings and servee to 
emphasize the similarity between function theory on Riemann surfaces 
and in plane regions. 

There would be little gain if it were always necessary to specify the 
mapping A. However, all intrinsic properties of the Riemann surface must 
be independent of the choice of 1&. In other words, if expressed in terms of 
a local variable z they must be invariam under directly conformal map
pings. We shall be careful to use the notation z for a point on W only 
when this inva.riance condition is fulfilled. 

We have already defined an analytic function Jon Was one which 
makes J o 1& -1 analytic as a. function of the local variable z. This definition 
is manifestly invariant under conformal mappings. True to our convention 
we shall therefore use the notation z-/(z). With the slightly ambiguous 
simplification that is customary in function theory we shall even allow 
ourselves to speak of the analytic function /(z). 

68. We introduce the class of harmonic functions on Riemann surfaces: 
Definition. A real-valU«lfundion u em a Riemann S'Urface (W, ~)is said 

to be harmonic if for every A e ~ tAt composite function u o A-1 is harmonic 
em tAt range 1&( V). 

Because of the conformal inva.riance a. harmonic function can be 
denoted hy u(z). The real and imaginary parts of an analytic function are 
harmonic, and the imaginary part is called a conjugate harmonic function 
of the real part. It is convenient to denote a conjugate harmonic function 
of u, if one exists, by u•. The conjugate is determined up to an additive 
constant. An arbitrary harmonic u has a. conjugate in a neighborhood of 
each point, but in general these local conjugates cannot be pieced together 
to a conjugate on W. However, if W is simply connected it follows by the 
monodromy theor~m that a conjugate exists. 

6C. ,A.I'IIIytic: .flCl h•rmot~ic: fyndions on Riemann surfaces have the 
s1~mt> loco.l pmpertieK as in the plane. Therefore, all theorems in classical 
function theory which have a purely local character remain valid. A 
typical example is the maximum principle for analytic and harmonic 
functions. Such theorems will not be listed, but will be used freely when 
the need arises. 

Theorems which concern the convergence of sequences are not completely 
local. Frequently the proof depends on a counta.bility argument, for 
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instaaae: in the theory of normal families. In such casee the theorems 
rema.idinlid for Riemann surfaces with a countable basis. It will be ahown 
(in 12) that thla ia no restriction, but for the preeent these theorems cannot 
be ueed incliscriminately. • 

6D. A function is analytic or harmonic on a bordered Riemann surface 
W only if it has an analytic or harmonic extension to an open set on the 
double lt (Ch. I, 13H and Ch. ll, 3E). To prove that thla is the caae it is 
frequeDtly neoesaary to appeal to the ~ prif~Cipk. 

Suppoae that vis harmonic in the interior W, continuous on W, and 
zero on the whole border B. Then v can be continued to the double by 
requiring that it takes opposite values at symmetric pointe: v(p*)= 
-u(p). Indeed, the extension is harmonic on W*, and by the clasaic&l 
form of the reflection principle the extended function is also harmonic at 
each point of B. In particular, the hypotheses are thus sufficient to con
clude that vis harmonic on IV. 

In the same circumstances, if v has a conjugate harmonic function v* 
on W, then we can extend the definition ofv* toW* by setting u*(p•)= 
u*(p). If we represent a neighborhood of a border point by a plane disk 
the clat!Bic&l reflection principle ahows that v* baa a continuous extension 
to B and gives riMe to a function which is harmonic on the whole double 
W. Hence J = u + iu* iK analytic on Jlr, and its extension satisfies the 
symmetry relation /(J#)=-](p). 

6E. There is no invariant meaning attached to the derivative f'(z) of 
an analytic function. In fact, suppose that z1 is another local variable 
which is related to z by z1 =91(z). In terms of z1 the function/ is expreaaed 
by / 1(z1), where /(z) =/1(9'(z)). We obtain J'(z)=/i<9'(z))9''(z)=/j(z1) dz1fdz. 
It is convenient to express this relationahip by writing, formally,f'(z) rlz= 
JJ.(z1)dz1, and we say that f has an invariantly defined differmtial df= 
f(z) dz. 

Differentials will be studied extensively inCh. V. At present we make 
merely some preliminary remarks. We note that an arbitrary function g 

of claaa 01 baa a differential dg =: d.z+ ~ dy where the coefficients are 

now covariant. This means that two representations adx+bdy and 
a1 d.z1 +b1 dy1 of the same differential are connected by the relations 

&1 ay1 &1 ay1 
a=a1 & +b1 (}:;e • b=-a1 ()y +bt ()y • 

The conjugate differential of dg is defined aa dg* = -: dx + ~ dy. 

It baa invariant meaning; because of the Cauchy-Riemann differential 
equations, but in general it ia not the differential of a function. However, 
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if u is harmonic and baa a oonjugate harmonic function u•, then n•• 
d(u•), and the notation is fne from ambiguity. Even if u• is defined ODI:y 
locally we can uae both interpretations of the symbol du•. 

Whenever u is harmonic we refer ton and du• as harmonic diff~. 

The linear combination du+i iu•==(!: -i !;)uis anafUJlylicdiffutNiGl, 

although it need not be the differential of an analytic function. 

6F. A covariant differential ad:J:+bdy has more than formal meaniDg 
when used as integrand in a line integral. An arc ~(') in the plane is 
said to be piecewise differentiable if the parameter interval can be divided 
into a finite number of subintervals with the property that z(t) is of clasa 
01 in each. This notion is invariant, and we can thus speak of piecewise 
differentiable arcs on a Riemann surface. Let y be such an arc, and 
assume first that it is contained in the domain of a local variable z. Then 

J ad:J:+bdy 
, 

can he evaluated nR a line integral in the z-plane, and its value is indepen
dent of 1he choice of local v•riable. An arbitrary piecewise differentiable 
arc can he divided into subarcs with this property, and we can define the 
integral as the sum of the integrals over the subarea. It is clear that the 
result is independent of the subdivision. 

In the future, whenever we consider a line integral it will be tacitly 
understood that the path of integration is piecewise differentiable. The 
value of the integral does not depend on the parametrization, and in the 
case of a closed path it does not depend on the choice of initial point. 

7. The Dirichlet iDtepal 
7A. Suppose that u is real and of class (]1 on a plane region W. The 

integral 

Dw(u)-= JJ[(::r +(:;)1 amy 
w 

is known as the .Diriclald if~Ugral of u over the region W. Its value is 
finite or + ex>, and it is 0 if and only if u is a constant. 

An essential property of the Dirichlet integral is its invariance with 
re11pect to conformal mappings. More precisely, if tp is a conformal mapping 
of W onto W 1. and if u=u1 o tp, then Dw(u)=Dw1(ul)· 

If u, v E 01 and .Dw(u), Dw(v) are both finite, then we can al~:~o consider 
the mixed Dirichlet integral 

JJ [au av au av] 
Dw(u, v) = OX ox+ oy iJy d:rdy. 

w 
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It ia likowiae invariant, aa aeen by the identity -'.Dw(u, v)-.D,.(u+w)
.Dw(•-•). The important inequality .D.,.(•, w)l =t .D,.(u).D,.(11) is COD· 
stantly uaed. It followa from the fact that .D,.(u +hi)- .Dw(u) + 2t.Dw(u, v) 
+t2Dw(v) ia a positive quadratic form. 

78. We must extend this definition to the case where W is a Riemann 
surface. If the integral is restricted to a domain whieh iH r>ontain«•d in a 
parametric region, then a unique value can be assigned I.Jy virtue of the 
conformal invari&noe. It would be uatural to treat the general case by 
dividing the surface into Bmall subregions. Clearly, this requires aomething 
in the nature of a triangulation with sufficiently Bmooth aides. If W is 
known to have a countable baais, this plan can be carried out, but the 
details require careful attention. Fortunately, there is a much better way. 

We remark first that the conformal invariance applies more generally 
to integrals of the form 

JJ[(::r +(:)1,aly 
"' 

where g is any continuous function on W. Therefore, even if W is a 
Riemann aurfaoe, this integral can be defined as aoon as g is identically 
zero outside of a parametric region V. Suppose now that it is possiiJle to 

write g- z g, where each g, is identically zero outside of a parametric 

' region V1• Then it is natural to set 

at least if the convergence is asaured. In particular, we can define the 

Diriolilet integral by meana of nonnegative functions ec with z ec -1 . 
• Funot.icma with this property -are said to constitute a partition of unity. 

The definition will be independent of the partition of unity that is used, 
for if {eJ lll1d {ej} are two partitions, we have clearly 

7C. We prove the existence of a partition of unity for the case where 
JV is a closed surface or the interior of a compact bordered surface. It is
important for later applications that we can choose thee, to be for instance 
of class 02. 

For a Riemann surface {W, $)the notion of parametric tliB/e is redefined 
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as follows: V i5 o. partaltric disk if thtore t'XiAtoll a mapping k E (f) with 
domaja V', such that 'V c-'v'' 1md h( V) is the disk jz I < 1. For a. bordered 
Hit•nmnn B~trftce 8 ,.,.rwetrk h.df di~k is defined in the corresponding 
manner. It i,; clear that a. compact Riemann surface or bordered surface 
haH a fin itt• covering by parametric disks or half-disks Yc with oorreapond
irJ8 mappings he. 

On the disk lzl < 1 we define g by g(z)-(1-lziZ)B. If the definition is 
extended to the whole oompla plaDe by setting g(z)=O for lzl iii:; 1, it is 
ea~~ily verified that g is or--ca. (}1. The function gc which is equal fo'· 
go kc on Yc and vanishea identically outside of Yc is of cl&BB (}I on W. A 
partition of unity is obtained by setting 

ec(p) • 9c(p)(t 91(p))-1, 

and this partition can be used to define the Dirichlet integrals Dw(u) and 
Dw(u, v) for functions u, v that are harmonic on JV. 

The definition of Dw(u) and Dw(u, v) for arbitrary open W will be 
given in 13. 

a. Green'• f01'111111a 

8A. L«l 'Wohethe upper half-plane y~O, and let Bo denote the x-axis, 
traced in th<> positive direction. 'rhe formula~~ 

JJ:: dxdy = 0 
Wo 

are trivial for functions u of cl&BB 01 which vanish identically in a neigh

borhood of infinity. Replace u by " : in the first formula and by " = in 

the second, where u is now of class (}I and v e 01 vanishes outside of a 
compact set. On adding the formulas we obtain 

a. (au 811 +au 011) thtly+U.vau thtly = -Jv au dz ox ox ayay oy 
0 0 B, 

where au is the Laplacian. For harmonic u we have thus 

Dw1(u, v) = J t1 du•. 
B, 

If JV0 is replaced by the whole plane we find in the same way that the 
mixed Dirichlet integral is zero. If" is known to vanish for I• Iii:; 1 the 
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integral can be restricted to the unit disk or half-disk, and in the latter 
case B0 can ,be replaced bY, the real diameter. 

88. Suppoee now that " and t1 are given on a compact bordered Rie
mann IIUI'faoe W with border B; " ia again suppoaed to be harmonic while 
v is an arbitrary function ofolaaa C'l. We Wle a partition of unity {ed· &lld 
obtain 

Dw(u, e,v) =- J ~v du*, 
H 

where the integral on the right can be thought of aa a line integral ex
tended over the positively oriented border. 

The mixed Dirichlet integral ia bilinear. Therefore, the sum of all 
Dw(-. e,t~) ia Dw(•, w), and we find 

Dw(•, w) = I" du*. 
B 

This relation will be referred to aa Grun'B formula. Naturally, it is also 
valid for a olOBed Riemann surface W, and in that case the mixed Dirichlet 
integral ia zero. 

Obllerve that only" need be harmonic. It is also useful to note the fact 
that t .. e formula remains valid if u is defined only locally. 

8C. lf &I and w are both harmonic and globally defined we obtain, by the 
symmetry of the Dirichlet integral, 

I·•·-···- o. 
B 

The s~ case •-=1 yielda 

I dv* = 0. 
B 

These particular CODBeqUences of Green's formula are usecl vety fre
quently. 

When integrating over a given arc it ia often convenient to replace a 

conjugate differential clu* by the expre~~~ion : ciB, where the derivative ia 

in the direction of the 'right normal. With this notation the first formula 
reads 
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9. B.uaaek'• prineiple 

9A. The classical principle of Harnack states that a monotone sequea.ce 
of Jv.flllo.k fqnctiofta converges to a harmonic limit function unleu it 
divt,.s ever.rwh•~ The proof uses only local consideratiolll and can 
thus be applied to harmonic functions on a Riemann surface. 

We shall need a more general result which we formulate as foll6-.s: 
Theorem. Srcppo$8 illct 4 J••dl!l f( fl/ -~functions Dlt 4 Riemcm" 

surfau.. Jr Btltisfies the following COII&it-.: 
(A) fo tf'ff u1, ua e tfl then u:iBtB a • e tfl with uS;; max (u1, ua) on W. 

"Tlm. lit fuwion 
U(z) = sup u(z) .... 

is either harmonic or COMtafllly equal to + oo. 
It is obvious that the claaaioal Harnack principle is a special case. 

9B. For the proof, consider an arbitrary point ao e W. There exista a 
sequence of functions u11 e II' with 

lim u.(ao) = U(ao). 

Setii1 = u1 and choose, byinduction,U. e Iff such thatii11 ii:max (U., U.-d· 
Then it is also true that 

lim U.(ao) == U(ao), 

and the functions U. form a nondecreasing sequence. By the original form 
of Harnack's principle, 

Uo(z) - lim U.(z) 

is either harmonic or identioally + oo. It satisfies Uo(ao)= U(ao). 
We repeat the construction for another point z0. This time, starting 

from a sequence of functio11" u~ e Iff with 

lim u~(z(,) = U(z0) _ ... 
we determine ii~ e Iff according to the condition ii~ !l:; max (u~, u,., ii~_ 1 ). 
The corresponding limit function U(,=lim u~ will then satisfy U0ii:; U0 

as well as U0(z0) = U 0(z0) and U0(z(,) = U(z0). 
If U 0 and U0 are finite we conclude that U 0 - U0 has a maximum equal 

to 0 at z0, and by the maximum principle this implies U 0 = U0. In par
ticular, U(z(,)= U0(z(,), and since z0 is arbitrary we have proved that U is 
identical with the harmonic fuqction U O· 

If U0= + oo we have U(,(&o)= +<X>, and consequently U(z(,)= U0(z(,)= 
too. In this case U is identically equal to + oo. 
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10. ~ faaelioD8 

lOA. We recall that a real-valued function vis said to be .ndJI&Gmaonic 
' in a plane region W if it •tiafkw the following requirements: 

(AI) 11 il upper &tmicontinuoua ( =u.s.c.) in W, i.e., v(z) ~ lim v(z'). 
t!-+• 

(A2) For ~"J function u which is harmonic in a region W' c W, 
11te cil/feF~J~a~P-« is either constant or fails to have a ~mum in W' . 

. \n u.s.o. function is conventionally allowed to take the value - oo, but 
not the value + co. It baa a finite maximum on any compact 11et on which 
it is DOt identioally -co. We note that a function is u.s.c. if and only if it 
can be npreaented aa the limit of a nonincreaaing ~~equenoe of continuous 
funoticll.. 

We •Y that 11 is ftJ'*"Mmaonic if -v is aubharmonic. A harmonic 
function is simultaneously subharmonic and superharmonic. The converse 
of this statement is true, but requires proof. 

lOB. The definition of subharmonioity is of local dtar-.c:twr. "' other 
words, if a function is subharmonic in a neighborhood of every paint on 
W, then it is subharmonio on W. 

The aubharmonio character is invariant under conformal mapping. 
If cp mape W conformally onto W 1 this statement means that v = v1 o cp 
is subbarmonic together with "1· 

The definition given under lOA can be applied without change to 
functiona on an arbitrary Riemann surface W. The two properties that we 
have jut mentioned show that a function is subharmonic on W if and only 
if it is .ubbarmonic when expressed in terms of a local variable. 

lOC. If t11 and VI are both subharmonic, then v=max (v1, vs) is also 
subharmonic. Condition (AI) is practically obvious. To prove (A2), let u 
be harmonic in W', and suppose that v-u has a maximum at zoe W'. 
We assume that v(zo)=vl(ZO). Then 

vl(z)-u(z) :t v(z)-u(z) :t v(zo)-u(zo) = vl(ZO)-u(zo) 

for z E w·, showing that til- u has a maximum. Hence "1-u is constant, 
and the above inequalities show that v-u is likewille constant. 

Naturally, the result can be extended to the maximum of any finite 
number of subharmonic functions. As for an infinite family, the same 
would hold, except that we can no longer prove that the supremum is 
u.s.c. 

IOD. In order to derive further propertie11 of suuharmonic functions 
we U118 the Poisson integral. Let v be defined and continuous on the 
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circumference of a disk A; with radius p and center zo. The Pc».on 
integral of v with respect to this disk is defined as 

. .. 
(1) 1 Jp1 -lz-zol1 

P.(z) • 2tr IC-zll v(C) d0 
0 

where'= zo + ~-9. It repreaenta a harmonic function in a with the property 

(2) lim P.(z) = ti(C). 
r+c 

The definition can be extended to u.s.c. v, for instance by interpreting 
(I) as a Lebesgue integral. The same purpoee is achieved, more directly, 
by setting P.(z)= inf Pw(z) where w ranges over all continuous majorants 
of v. For u.s.c. v, (2) is rep1aaed by 

(3) Iiiii P.(z) :ii v(C). 
-c 

Hence the function which ia defined as P • in ll. and as v on the boundary 
is u.s.c. in the closed disk. Observe that P. is either harmonic or identi. 
cally - oo in 6., as seen by applying Theorem 9A to the functions P •. 

lOE. In order to emphasize the elementary nature of the Poisson 
integral we prove the formula 

(4) P•,+•~ = P.,+P., 
without use of the Lebesgue integral. The relation is evident for continuouR 
t11, v:a. In the case of u.s.c. functions, suppose that w1, W! are continuouR 
majoranta of "1·"•· Then P•,+t~w:iiPw,+w1=P.1 +P~, and we obtain 
P•,+•,:ii P., + P.,. For the opposite inequality, Jet 111 be a continuous 
majorant of v1 +t~:a. We find that 

lim (P., + P.,) ;$ vt(C)+t~:a(C) ;::iii w(C) = lim Pw, 
r-+C a-+f 

and the maximum principle permits us to conclude that P.1 +Pt~wsP ... 
Hence P.,+Pt~w:iiP.,+••• and (4) is proved. 

lOF. We remark that v:iiO implies P.:ao, and that the strict inequality 
P • < 0 holds everywhere in ll. unless v is identically zero on the boundary. 
In fact, if there is a single value v(C) < 0, then (3) shows that P. cannot be 
identically zero, and hy the maximum principle P. cannot vanish any
whert>. 

lOG. R.ttqrnin!o( to 1M ~h4ory of su bharmonic functions we prove: 
Theorem. An u.s.c. function v is BUbharmonic in a plane region W if and 

011ly if 

(il) v(z) ;S P.(z) 

in all disks ll. with 3 c W. 
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Suppose first that fIt aubharmODio, and consider a continuouR mnjorant 
w on the boundary of A. Then, by the aemicontinuity, 

lim w(z) ~ w(C) ~ w(t) -= lim P.(z) 
....c ....c 

for each t on the boundary of A. Since w- P. cannot have a maximum 
without being ocmstant, it follows by the usual compactneea argument that 
v:i,iP111 in A, and hence that w~P •• 

Convenely, if (5) ia satisfied, let v be harmonic in W' c W. Suppoee that 
v-u has a maximum at zoe W'. Since (5) implies v-v~P•-• it means 
no loss of generality to take ••0, and we may even 888Ume that the 
maximum of" at zo ia zero. For a BUftloiently amall disk, centered at zo, we 
have thesu(t)~O and 0-t~(ZO)~P.(zo)~O. But we remarked in IOF that 
Pv(zo)•O impliel w(t)-0 on the whole oiroumference. It follows that 
v = 0 in a.aeighborhood of zo, and by the connectedneea of W' we conclude 
that v (or t7-v) ia constant in W'. This ia what we set out to prove. 

lOR. For continuous functions condition (5) leads to the familiar mean 
value property .. 

t~(zo) ~ ;,. J t~(zo+pe'8) de, 
0 

and if the Riemann integral ia replaced by the Lebesgue integral the 
inequality holds for arbitrary subharmonic V· If" e (JI it ia an easy con
Kelii•Jtce that vir 111bha.rmonic if and only if ll.v;;:; 0. 

A f•ftCti~Mt wJp'"dt t.5 at once subhlnnonlc trtd I'IPerharrnen~ is con
tinuous and satisfies 

lw 

v(zo) ... iw J v(zo+ pe18) d9. 
0 

Therefore, such a function ia harmonic. 
If Theorem lOG is combined with (4) it ia seen that the sum of two 

subharmonio functions ia subbarmonio. 
These results are of a local character. Therefore they hold not only in a 

plane region, but on an arbitrary Riemann surface. 

101. Let" be subharmonio on a Riemann surface W, and consider a. 
parametric disk fl.. We denote by P. the Poiason integral of v in fl. which 
is formed by means of a specific conformal mapping of fl. onto a. circular 
disk. 

Theonm. TM.fv'lldion vo whiM iB equal toP. in fl. and equal tot.' on the 
compkmenl of fl. iB ftdMarmmaic on W. 

We have already shown (IOD) that v0 is u.s.c. To prove (A2), let " he 
harmonic in W' c W. Suppoee that Vo-U has a maximum at z0 £- II''. If 
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zo e ll., then v0 - u is constant in a component of W' n ll.. Either this com· 
ponent is identical with W', or else ll. has a boundary point in W', and 
since v0-u is u.s.c. the mu:imum is attained at that boundary point. If 
zo belongs to the exterior of ll. the same reasoning applies, and we find 
that we need only consider the case of a zo which lies on the boundary of 
ll.. We have then 

v(z)-u(z) :Iii 110(1)-u(z) :Iii v(zo)-u(zo) 

for all z e W'. Thus v-u baa a mu:imum in W' and must be constant. 
The double inequality shows that vo-u is likewise constant, and we have 
proved (A2). 

§3. THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM AND APPLICA110NS 

We need the solution of Dirichlet's problem for comparatively simple 
regions as a basic tool. In the case of a circular disk the solution is given 
explicitly by Poisson's integral, and we are required to pass from a single 
disk to a finite union of disks. This can be accomplished by the alternating 
method, but not without tedious attention to detail. We prefer to solve 
the problem in a more general setting by a method which requires very 
little detailed analysi:o~. 

H. The Dirichlet problem 

llA. In the following G denotes a rdaliwly compact subregion of a 
Riemann surface W. Its boundary, which is supposed to be nonvoid, is 
denoted by r. The Dirichlet problem deals with the construction of 
harmonic functions in G with given values on r. 

Quite precisely, there is given a continuous real-valued function/ on r. 
We are required to construct a continuous function u on G = G u r which 
coincides with Jon r and is harmonic in G. 

It follows immediately from the mu:imum principle that such a 
function, if it exists, is neoeeaarily uniquely determined. 

liB. Very simple examples show that the Dirichlet problem does not 
always have a solution. For instance, let G be the punctured disk 0 < I• I < 1, 
and choose /(0) = 0, /(C)= 1 for I C I = 1. A solution u to this Dirichlet prob
lem would be bounded, and hence the singularity at the origin would be 
removable. But then the fact that u(O)=O while u tends to 1 when z tends 
to the circumference would violate the maximum principle. It follows that 
no solution exists. 

UC. We are going to attack the Dirichlet problem by a method which 
was introduced by 0. Perron [ 1 ]. It is a remarkably simple and direct method. 
When analyzed, it is found to depend on eB&entially the sarrJQ ,..,.. ... ta 
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as mos~.,olaeaioal methods, with the difference that these arguments 
appear iD their pUIWt form. 

One of the advantagea of Perron's method ia that it 888CJCiatea a function 
u which ia either harmooio or completely degenerate with any function J, 
continuous or not, and regardleaa of whether the Dirichlet problem has a 
solution. The function u ia obtained by a univenal coDBtruction, and the 
Dirichltlt problem ia replaoed by a atudy of the boundary behaviour of u. 

liD. We 4f.•O\t 1J1 r(/) the clasa of all Sllbhll'IIIOitiC fuaetioM 11 in Q 
which satisfy the condition 

lim. v(z)· :ii /(C) 
-c 

for all C e r. Except for beJug real, the function I ia not subject to any 
restrictiona; in particular, it may take the values +co and -co. 

Theorem. 'l'u fundiml. u, ikji:Mtl by 

u(z) = sup v(z), 
••.YI/) 

is either l&armot~ic, ide111ict.&lly + co, or ide111ict.&lly - co in G. 
The clasa T(/) ia never empty, but it may contain only the function 

v = - co. In that caae u ia identically - co. 
Conaider a parametric d.iak 1:!. with cloaure in G. For any v e T(/) we 

form the corresponding function vo which ia equal toP-. in 1:!. and equal to 
t> out!;ide of 1:!. (of. 101). We conclude by Theorem 101 that v0 e T(j), and 
by Theorem lOG that tl~f1o. It followa that u(z)=aup tlo(z) in!:!.. 

The functiona flO are either harmonic or identically - co in !1. If they 
are not all infinite, we OODBider the olasa of all thoae which are harmonic 
in !1. This olasa aatiafiea condition (A) of Theorem 9A. Indeed, suppose 
that v0, tfo are formed from t1', tl'eT(J). Then t1 = max (t1', tl') belongs to 
r(j), and the corresponding flo ia a common majorant of v0 and v0. We 
conclude that u=aup vo ia either harmonic or identically +co in!:!.. 

We have shown that u ia either harmonic, identically + co, or identically 
- oo in each parametric d.iak. Beoauae of the oonnectedneaa one of these 
alternatives must hold throughout G, and the theorem ia proved. 

liE. It remains to consider the boundary behavior of u. We shall be 
content to study the caae where J ia bounded, Ill :!! M. 

A function fJ in G will be called a baf"rier at Co e r if it satisfies these 
conditions: 

(El) fJ ia aubharmonio in G, 
(EI) lim fJ(z) - 0, 

-c. 
(R3) lim fJ(z) < 0 for all '"'Co. 'E r . ...... , . 

. \ bO\Iwtd&ry point Co will be called regular if and only if there exists a 
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barrier at Co. Consider a Deighborhood V of Co and a barrier fJ. The barrier 
is strictly negative, and because of (E3) it has a negative upper boaad 
- m outside of V. The function fJv ... max (fJ/m, -1) is a new barrier with 
t.he additional property thatfJv= -1 outside of V. We callfJv a normalized 
ltemer witlt mpect1e v: 

It. i>< dear that the normalized bUtiertJv can '-uM aR a barrier for any 
region G' with G' n V ~ G--o V, provided that it is defined as -1 at all 
points of 0' outside of V. It follows that the existence of a barrier is a local 
property which depends only on the geometric nature of G in the im
mediate vicinity of Co. 

llF. We are now ready to prove the following central theorem: 
Tbeonm. At a regular poifll Co tM.JunctiMI u, ifllrotl~ in liD, MJtUjieB 

(6) lim /(C) :li lim u(z) :li lim u(z) :li lim /(C), 
c:+t ;:;c; -'- ,_"' 

protJitUil Uaat J i8 bountlctl. 
Set A== lim /(C), and determine a closed neighborhood V of Co in which 

'-'-
/(C)<A+~. ~>0. For any veT(/) the function 

fP- v-A+(M-A)fJv 

is subharmonic and has the property 

lim fP(Z)< ~ 
-c 

for all c E r, whether in or outside of v. In fact, for c E r we ha\1' 

lim V(z) ;:;;;J(C) <A+ fnnd lim fJv(z) ~0. For C not in V we half• ffift v(I),S.lf 
and, .,.... V is closed.li• /1l'(z) = -I. WI" c:oncludt> that 'P(a, <tin G, 
and ~o~im·e this is true for all v ~ '1"(/) we obtain 

u(z) :li A-(M-A)fJv(z)+~. 

Letting z tend to Co we find 

lim u(z);:i!A+~. 
-'-

This proves the last part of (6). 
We consider now the function 

1/1 = (B+M)fJv+B-~ 
where B=lim/(C) and/(C)> B-~ in V, a clORed neighborhood of Co. It is 

~ 
subharmonic and satisfies 
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fiiii ~(z) ... -M-E</(C) 
-c 

Ul 

for any C outside of V. It follows that r/1 ET(/), and hence u(z)ii:;rfi(z). On 
lrtting z tend to Co we obtain 

lim u(z) ii: B-E 
;:;t 

and the first part of (6) ia proved. 

llG. AB a corollary of Theorem llF we find that the Dirichlet problem 
with continuous boundary valueafhaa a unique solution for any region G 
with only regular points. Conversely, if the Dirichlet problem has a solu
tion for arbitrary continuous J, then every boundary point ia regular. 
Indeed, it ia possible to find a continuous J which ia zero at Co and strictly 
negative at all other boundary points. The solution of Dirichlet's problem 
for thia function is evidently a barrier at Co. 

llH. Explicit n80811al'Y and sufficient conditions for the regularit.y of a 
boundary point are known, but they cannot be expreaaed in a form that 
would make them immediately useful. For many applications the following 
elementaty reeult ia sufficiently general. 

The---. Tlte poifd Co u tJ rt.g'llltw botcndtJry poim of G wltemwr I'M 
compouat of 1M botcndtJry r wAicA conltJiu Co dou 1101 reduce to a poim. 

We have already remarked that regularity ia a local property. For thia 
..,_ it iJ sufficient to consider the case of a plane region G which we 
~td ~ Cl subset of the Riemann sphere. By assumption, Co belongs to a 
~•P.e.tt E of the complement of G which contains a point C1 .,_ Co. An 
auxiliary linear transformation permits us to choose Co= oo, C1 =0. 
~mce the complement of B ia simply connected we can define a single

valued bnnch of •-a+iT•log zinG. It mapa G onto a region G' whole 
inteneotion with any line a-ao oonaiata of segments with a total length 
~ 2.,, For a fixed a0 we denote the end points of such a segment by •(, ~ 
with lnui > Im •c· For a ii: ao we define 

The function 

•'-• "'•<•> ... arg ~ 0 ~ "" ~ "· rc-• 

«(•) - _!. 2 Glf(•) 
,. ' 

i!! harmonic and satisfies the double inequality 

2 ,. 
--arc tan -- ~ «(•) :ii 0. ,. a-ao 
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It is equal to -1 on the segments (1j, 'i>· Hence a becomes subharmonio 
in G' if defined as -1 for a< ao. 

Although a(log z) is subharmonic, negative, and has the limit 0 for 
z-oo. it is not yet known to be a barrier, for it could happen that a tends 
to 0 at a finite boundary point. Let {a11} be a sequence of real numbers, 
tending to + oo. If ao is replaced by a11 in the definition of a, the resulting 
fqndiotl ia de..olacl hy a,.. w., consider the function f3 defined by 

ao 

{3(z) = ~ 2-•a,.(log z). 
•-o 

Tht> lfri'q et•~~ llltifo""IJ ita G. Therffore, P i~:~ s~abllarMoaic '"d 
tndtto 0 for z--+-oo. In a neighborhood of a finite beltftq,y point the 
functionR a,. will be identically -1 from a certain n on. It follows that the 
upper limit of pis strictly neptive, and we have shown that p ia a barrier. 

llL We have restricted our treatment of the Dirichlet problem to the 
case of a relatively compact region G on a Riemann surface W. However, 
the method can be used under more general circumstances. In fact, 
suppose that we imbed G in a compact Hausdorff space, for instance by 
Alexandroff compactification of W (Ch. I, 4C). Then G has a compact 
boundary r with respect to the enlarged space, and r is endowed with & 

Hausdorff topology. A close examination of our proofs reveals that these 
are the only properties of r that have been used. 

As a typical application we prove the followiDg: 
Theorem. Ld G be IM ~ of a cloBtd fJMtl"'dric tlilk UJitla ruptd 

to an arbitrary Rieman• nrfGU W. TM.IIaere eM.. a RORCOR8ItJRI laannonic 
Junction. on G. 

If W is nonoompact we replace it by ita Alexandroff compactification. 
Then r will consist of a, the boundary of the disk, and a single point p, 
the ideal boundary of W. We choose for J any continuous nonconstant 
function of a and letJ(/3) be an arbitrary finite number. Perron's method 
yields a harmonic function u on G which tends to/({) as z-{ ea. Because 
of this property u is not constant. 

12. Existeaee of a countaltle hasis 

12A. It has already been mentioned (see 6C) that every Riemann surface 
is countable. We are now in a position to give a very short proof of this 
fact. The proof is based on Theorem 111 together with the following 
lemma: 

LeiiiiiiL TM u:illeJ~U of a RORCOR.9IaRI laarmo71.ic JundiOR u OR a Rieman• 
BUrface W impliu tlaat W Au a countable baBil. 

The shortest proof runs as follows: u has a single-valued conjugate 
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haraaoaio function u.• on the univenal covering aurfaoe W ao of W. The 
aoalyt.io function J- u. + iu.• definea W ao aa a covering aurface of the plane. 
We proved in Ch. I, 21D, that every covering aurface ~fa countable 
lllUface ia itaelf ooantable. Therefore W ao ia countable, and the same ia 
true of ita projection W. 

:uB. There ia ali alternative proof which ia more elementary in that it 
doea not make uae of ooveriDg lllUfacea and their propertiea. If " ia a 
nonconstant harmonic function we can introduce a metric on W with the 
distanc~ function 

d(z1, zs) = inf J ldu+idu*l, 
,. 

where the infimum ia with reapeot to all pieoewiae differentiable area 
from 111 to Ill· It must be verified that any two diatinct pointa have a 
positive diatanoe, but thia ia evident by local conaiderations. 

The aet U(zo, p) of all pointa • with tl(z, zo)<p ia open. We denote by 
p(zo) the leaat upper bound of all p for which U(zo, p) ia relatively compact. 
It ia > 0, and if p(zo) • CX) for a Bingle zo there ia nothing to prove, for then 
W ia the union of the seta U(zo, n) and can thua be covered by a -.qence 
of compact seta. We may therefore aaeume that p(z) is "fiftite. lt is (Oft

tinuous aa a function of 11, for it satisfies the obvious ine44141llhJ 
lp(zl)- p(lll) I :i tl(111, zt). 

We ohooee a fixed point zoe Wand denote by G. the set of all pointa z 
which can be reached from zo by means of a chain zo, 111,· • ·, a.==• with 
d(ZC-1. zc) ;:i ip(zc-1}. It ia clear that G. ia closed and contained in the .. 
interior of o.+l· Because of the latter property, u o. ia an open set. 

••I 
The complement of U G. ia likewise open. To see thia, let C be a point 

in the complement, and consider the aet U(C, iP(C)), which ia a neighbor
hood of C. Suppose that thia neighborhood contains a point z. e G •. Then 
d(C, ••><lP<C> and p(z•>'=P(C)-d(C, z.)>IPCC). These inequalities imply 
d(C, ••> < ip(z.), and henoe C would belong. to G•+l• contrary to the 
&~&umption. We have thus proved the existence of a neighborhood of C 
which ia contained in the complement of U G •• In other worda, the com
plement ia open. .. 

It, followa that W = U G., and the lemma will be proved as soon as we 
I 

ahow that each G. ia compact. It is trivial that G1 ia compact. Let us 
therefore suppose that G•-1 ia known to be compact. It has an open 
covering hy seta U(z, lp(z)), z e G•-1· We select a finite subcovering by 
the sets ll(zc, lp(zc)). 
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Consider a point t e G •• There exists a t11-1 e G•-1 with tl(t, ttt-d:S 
iP!C•-1), and a zc with tl<ttt-1• zc) < lp(zc). These inequalities imply 

p(t .. -1) :S tl(C .. -1. zc) + p(zc) < ip(zc) 
and 

tl(C, zc) ;;;; tl(t, C .. -l}+tl(t .. -1. zc) < iP(t.-d+lp(zc) < lp(zc). 

Therefore, G .. is completely covered by the sets U(zc, lp(zc)). Each of 
these sets is contained in a compact Ret, and it follows that a. is compact. 
The lemma is proved. 

12C. The proof of the main theorem is now quite trivial. We remark 
that the theorem is due to T. Rad6 [3] who proved it by an entirely 
different method. 

Theorem. Ewry Rimlann tJUrfoa laa8 a coutllclbk baBiB. 
We remove a parametric disk. By Theorem 111 there exists a non

constant harmonic function on the complement. Hence the complement 
has a countable basis, and the same is then true of the original surface. 

12D. This is a convenient connection to discuss exhaustions of Riemann 
surfaces. Since we know now that a Riemann surface is countable we can 
conclude by Theorem 46A, Ch. I that it is a polyhedron. It is worth 
pointing out that the proof can be made a little simpler than in the 
general case. Indeed, since all parametric disks have analytic boundaries, 
a covering by parametric disks is automatically of finite character (Ch. I, 
45A). Therefore, the proofs in Ch. I, 46 can be dispensed with. Even so, 
the Jordan curve theorem is not completely eliminated, for it was used 
also in Ch. I, 45. 

As a result of the triangulability there exists a canonical exhaustion 
in the combinatorial sense (Ch. I, 29), and hence a countable exhaustion 
by regions P .. which are regular in the topological sense (Ch. I, 13G). 

This approach is unsatisfactory on two accounts: first, it depends on 
the cumbersome apparatus of triangulation, and second, it yields onl:y an 
cxhau~o~tion hy topologically regular regions, rather than by regions which 
an• regular with re11pect to the conformal structure (3B). The proof that 
fullows below is more elementary and leads to a stronger result. 

Theorem. On every open Riemann BUrjoa W there exist8 a sequence of 

"" 
reguJar IIUbregions W .. 8UCA lhat W • c W •+l and W = U W ... 

1 

The fil'llt part of the proof is identical with an argument used in Ch. I, 
46B, l, .. t WI! rtr~at it for Che Cttnveni~nce of the reader. Let there be given 
~ countolt\t eov.,iflr: &.j pafat~~etri~ lllisks V.,. Take n1 = l and defin!' nt, 
n!cqr.;'vtl)t. 4S the Slll-'l•st iltlfler with 1ht property thllt 

~\ u ... u r .. 1 _ 1 c v1 u ... u v .. ~. 
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Such an integer ailta beoaue • .t on the left hand aide is compact, 
and na>nt-1 beoa1188 W ia open. We aet Ga- V1 u · · · u V.1• Then Oa is 

• 
compact, 0~: c Gtt.1. and U Ga- W. 

1 

Denote the bouDdary of V, by flc. Because the fJc are analytic, and may 
be supposed diltinct, /l1. • • · , /lr.1 inteneot only at a finite number of 
points. Let flfl be the aubaroa of flc between oonaeoutive points of inter
section; we introduce an additional pair of points on any fJc that remains 
undivided. With respect to a V •• "'" i, m ~,..,the interior of any arc flc1 is 
contained either in v. or in ita exterior. It follows easily that the total 
boundary r1: of Ga oonaiata of finitely many area flcl, and perhaps a finite 
number of isolated points. We modify Ga by including the isolated 
boundary points; for the sake of simplicity we refrain from changing the 
notation. 

The set Gt+l-Ot is bounded by ra u rt+l• and no component of the 
boundary reduces to a point. We can there(ore solve the Diriclllet problem 
with the boundary values 0 on ra and 1 on rk+lt separately for each 
component of Ga+l-Oa. The solution va will be completed by setting 
•1: = 0 on G~:. For any constant 'II:• 0 <"'I:< 1, the set W a on which va <"'I: ... 
ia open, and Oa c Wac Gt+l· It follows that W'a c Wa+l and y Wa= W. 

We contend that each component of Wa is regularly imbedded, pro
vided that the numbers "'t are suitably chO&en. Let n be a component of 
Gt+l-Gt which haa part of ita boundary on ra and part on ra+l. so that 

· t tat' n.Th ti &ua .&ua Oh · · t · u~: 111 no cons n Jft u. e equa on J.:r: -• ly = aa mvanan meanmg 

and ia f"\filled •nly 41- isolated point11. W c cart ther.Cote dtoosc -,.. ~o that 
the level curves Vt ="'I: do not paaa through any of these points. Let z0 be 
a point on the level curve Vt=''lt• choose a conjugate function vf in a 
neighborhood of;, and set /(z)- -i(u~:-"'t>+vf. Then /(z) is analytic 
with/'(t.o)'f'O. There is hence a neighborhood V of zo in which/(z) is one 
to one and such that Im /(z) = 0 if and only if z e V n r~:. By the definition 
in 3B this means that W a ia regularly imbedded. 

The Wa are not necessarily connected. It is clear, however, that we get 
an exhaustion by regularly imbedded regions if we replace Wa by the 
component that contains V 1, and an exhaustion by regular regions if we 
include the compact components of W- W~:. 

Corolluy. Ew.ry compad 6d A c W iB contai7Wl in a ngvlar region. 
In fact, the w. form an open covering of A, and the corollary is an 

immediate consequence of the compactness of A. We wish to point out, 
however, that the corollary can be easily proved without using the 
countability. To do so, we enclose A in a relatively compact region G1 
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formed by a finite number of parametric diaka, and next we encloee D1 . 
in a similar region 01• The same construction as above yields a regular ~ 
region W 1 such that G1 c W 1 c o •. 

13. Calnwpnce iD Dirichlet nonn 

13A. We recan that the Dirichlet integral .Dw(u) of a function u e 01 waa 
defined in 7 only under the condition that W is closed or bordered and 
compact. It is now clear how to remove thia restriction, for using the 
exhaustion in Theorem 12D we can evident])' set 

Dw(u) - lim Dw.(u). _ .. 
It is necessary to verify that the limit iR independent of the sequence 
{W.}. The verification offers no diftloulty, but the very need for a verifica
tion shows that this approach is eomewhat artificial. A better method 
will IN sJwn llelow. 

138. Consider an open Riemann surface W, and Jet n be a generic 
notation for a regular subregion of W (see 3B). Very often there is given 
a numerically valued set function F(O), defined for all such regions fl. -
We wish to define the limit of F(fl) as fl tends to W. This can be done 
without recourse to Theorem 12D if we make uae of the notion of diru:WI 
LiMit. 

By de411lition. '*W sa7 tl\llt 
lim F(O) =a 
n-w 

if and only if there exists, to every c > 0, a compact aet A with the property 
that IF(O)-al<c for all 0 which contain A. The limit, if it exists, is 
uniquely determined. For suppose that a and a' are two limits. Given c, 
we determine corresponding sets A, A'. By the Corollary in 12D there 
exists an n which contains AuA'. It satisfies IF(fl)-al<c and 
IF(O)-a'l<c. The resulting inequality la-a'l<2c proves that a-a'. 
For the existence of a limit it is necessary and sufficient that Cauchy's 
condition is fulfilled: to any c > 0 there exists a compact set A such that 
I F(O)- F(O') I < c whenever A c 0 n 0'. 

Obvious modifications are needed to define infinite limits and the 
notions of limu inferior and limu .uperior. 

If F is increasing, that is to say if F(O) ~ F(O') for 0 c 0', the existence 
of a finite or infinite limit is assured. In fact, the limit is then equal to 
sup F(O), as seen by completely trivial considerations. In particular, we 
are now able to define the Dirichlet integral by 

Dw(u) = lim Dn(u). 
n-w 
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13C. ¥t G be an arbitrary nbrelion of W, and auppoae that a har
monic ~n uo. cle6necl in G, is U8igned to every aufticiently large n. 
The notion of unif'orm convergence haa an obvioua intfqntation, and 
if uo(z) converges unif'ormly to tl(z) on every compact aubeet of G, then 
u(z) is harmonic in G. 

We shall have to deduoe the exiatenoe of a limit function when it is 
known that the Dirichlet integrals Da(ua-•o·) tend to zero as 0 and 
n· approach w. The theorem can be formulated .. follows: 

Theonm. 8uppo68 dal Da(uo-uo·)-0 u 0 atad 0' letadlo W. Plea 
1 hn·e uiMI a Aamaonic Jundim& u in G willa lAue 1'f'01Mrliu: 

(Cl) Da(•o-u)-tO 
(CZ) Da(uo)-Da(u) 
(CS) uo(z)-uo(zo)-u(z). . 

1• (C3), zo w a• ~ fiOittl in G,fl-1. iA -.tw, atad 1M ccm~ 
it wiform on ewrr c:on~pac:l..,_, of G. 

liD. For the proof, let fl. be a parametric disk in G, repreaented by 

izl < l. Ifv is harmonic in fl., then/(z)-: -i =is analytic. Sinoe the real 

and imaginary parte or /(z)l are harmonic we have 
,. .. 

/(z)l "" - 1- ffJ(z+re«8)1 r tlr 49 .,,1 
00 

with p= 1-jzj. It follows that 

IJ(z)j• :iii ,.-1 (l-jzj)-1 JJ lflltlz dr .. ,.-1 (1-jzj)-1 D4 (v). 
4 

For lzl :iii l. say, we have thus 

1/(z) 1 :iii (4'11-1 D4(v))t, 

and if lz1j, I•• I :iii l we find .. 
(7) jv(zl)-v(&~)l :iii J lflldal :iii (k-1D4 (v))t . .. 

For a given fl. we denote by fl.' the concentric m.t that corresponds to 
I• I< l· A given compact set A c G can be covered by a finite number of 
A;. A point in each A; can be joined to zo by an arc in G, and this arc can 
apin be covered by a finite number of disks fl.'. In this way we get a 
oonnected covering by disks ll.i, • · ·, ll.,N,andonapplyiDg (7) to v-uo-110 • 

we obtain 

luo(z)-uo·(z)-uo(zo)+uo·Czo>l :iii N(4.-1 Da(uo-uo·))t 

for all zeA. We conclude that uo(z)-uo(zo) converges unif'ormly to a 
limit function u(z) which is evidently harmonic. 



CHAPTER Ill 

Harmonic Functions on Riemann 
Surfaces 

The solution of Dirichlet's problem does not yet yield the c1aaaioal 
existence theorema for harmonic functions with given singularities. 
Although Perron's method could be extended to somewhat more general 
situations, it remains essentially a technique for local problema. Especi&lly 
in the case of open Riemann surfaces it becomes mandatory to introduce 
new ways of constructing harmonic functions. 

The problem of constru(,-ting harmonic functions with given singularities 
on a closed Riemann surface was first solved by H. A. Schwarz who used 
an iteration process which he called the alternating method. The initial" 
method applies only to compact surfaces. We develop in this chapter a 
method of greater scope aDd ftexibility. It depends on the use of a whole 
class of linear operators w!Poh we call normal operators. They are equally 
well adapted to isolated aingularitiell as to prescribed modes of behavior 
fle61" tho ideal boundary. In this way we gain a simple and unified approach 
to a wide variety of existence theorema. 

The theory centers around the notion of a principal funetion. 
In §1 the method is developed in full generality; tht> .llcct ion Clllminai;cs 

with Theorem :JA, the main existence th«))'em. The naxt atq ia to adapt 
the method to more specific problems. In this task, which occupies §~2 
and 3, attention is drawn to a number of important extremal problems. 
The m08t general of these results is Theorem 9E. In §4 we specialize 
further to the case of planar surfaces, and §5 deals with the so-called 
capacity functions. 

§1. NORMAL OPERATORS 

In this section we formulate and prove the main existence theorem in 
very general terms. The result is illustrated by applications to the classical 
case of harmonic functions with prescribed singularities on compact 
'surfaces and relatively compact subregions of open surface~~. 

148 
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1. Linear .... of humoaie faaetioaa 

IA. The harmonic funotiou on a Riemann surface form a litNar 8fKIU 
or vedor 'fKIU· In other words, jf Ut and 111 are harmonic, ao ia every 
linear combination CtUl +ctUt with conatant real ooefticienta. 

This simple fact ia of utmost importance for the whole atudy of Riemann 
surfacea. It indicates that linear methods must find fruitful applicationa 
in the theory, and that the concepts of litNar 8UbBpace and liMar operator 
will play a central role. 

lB. The apace of all harmonic funotiona on a Riemann surface W will 
be denoted by H(W). A linear subspace Ho(W) ia any subeet with thE' 
property that Ute Ho(W), ut e Ho(W) imply c1u1 +caut e Ho(W). 

Numerous examples of linear subapaoea can be given. For inatancc the 
bounded harmonic functiona on W form a line&r subspace which we ahall 
designate by HB( W). The conatant funotiona form a very trivial subspace 
which we denote by 0, and the apace that contains only the conatant 0 ia 
itself denoted by 0. 

Let W' be an open subset of W. There ia an obvious way in which 
H(W) can be identified with a linear subspace of H(W'). 

IC. If a function u ia defined and harmonic outside of a compact set on 
an open Riemann surt'aoe W we will aay that it belongs to H(fl) where fl 
staada for the ideal boundary of W (eee Ch. I, 13A). It ia understood that 
the compact aet may depeDd on the function u. Nevertheless, H(fl) ia a 
linear apace with respect to the obvious definition of vector aum and 
scalar multiple. The relation of a function v to dift'erent subspaoea of H(fl) 
will servE' to describe the behavior of v in a neighborhood of the ideal 
houndnry. 

lD. Let. H be a linear space of harmonic functiona, and let H0 be a 
lmear t!Ubspaee of H. Algebraically, His an Abelian group with operators, 
and Ho ia a subgroup of H. A ooaet 8 of H 0 ia formed by all elements of 
the form •+• where • is a fixed element of Hand u runa through all 
elements of Ho. 

8 ia an aJJi:n.e 8ubBpace. By this we mean that c1v1 + Czt11 e 8 whenever 
tJt,tltE8andcl +cz= 1. The equation Ct(•+•l)+ea(•+ut)=•+(clul +eaut) 
shows that 8 has this property. 

Conversely, any aftine subspace 8 is a ooaet of a subgroup. We choose 
anarbitrary•e8. Then theditrerenoeav-3," e 8form alinearsubl!pace H0, 

for c(v-•)=Ctl+ (l-c)3-• and (vt-•)+(va-•)= i(2Vt-B) + !(:!1.'~- ·S) -4'. 

It is clear that 8 ia the ooaet of H0 which contains a. 

IE. Conaider the space H(fl) defined in IC. Let 8 be an affine subspace 
of H(fl), and denote the corresponding linear subspace by Ho. We shall 
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find it an important problem to determine the intersection 8 n H(W), 
which is evidently affine. We are particularly interested in finding ooa
ditions under which the intersection is nonvoid and reduces to a COllet of 
the linear subspace 0 of all constants. When this is so there e:riste •a 
function in 8 which has a harmonic extension p to all of W, and this 
function is unique except for additive constants. 

In more explicit formulation, we are given a function 11 e H({J) and a 
linear subspace H 0 c H({J). We wish to construct a function p which is 
harmonic on all of Wand such that p-11 e Ho. Conditions will be formu
lated. which guarantee the existence and essential uniqm.•m•H<~ of such It 

function. 
It is a natural interpretation to say that p has a prescribt:d '('hnvior 

nenr the. ideal boundo.t·y in the sense determined PY thQ.. sub$posa.>ello. 
Briefly, p has the buhnvior s modulo Ho. 

2. Linear operaton 

2A. To illustrate the general problem raised in IE we consider first a 
classical application, the determination of harmonic functions with given 
singularities on a cloeed Riemann surface W o. It follows from the mazi
mum principle that H(Wo) coincides with 0, the space of constants. This 
explains why singularitie8 must be introduced in order to yield a signifi
cant problem. 

Let E be a finite point aet on Wo, and set W = Wo-E. The problem of 
finding a function on W o with given singularities at the points of II is 
more accurately formulated as a problem which requires the construction 
of a function on W with a prescribed behavior near the ideal boundary. 
Accordingly, we introduce the class H({J) of functions which are defined 
and harmonic on W outside of a compact subset. A function in H({J) is 
thus harmonic in a punctured neighborhood of each point z, e E. A linear 
subspace H o is formed by those functions which can be continued to the 
full neighborhoods, in other words the functions with removable singu
larities. 

In terms of a local variable the most general harmonic function with 
an isolated singularity at z, ean be written in the form 

... ... 
Re 2 a~) (z-z1)11 +Re 2 IJ(;) (z-z1)-•+cW lag lz-z;l 

n•O t1•l 

where the two infinite series are supposed to converge, the first for 
sufficiently small lz-~cl and the second for all z¢zc; the coefficients 
a~>, b~l are complex and em is real. A singularity function 11 e H({J) is 
given by the singular parts 

... 
Re 2 b~) (z-z,)-•+c(i) log lz-z,l, 

••1 
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and dae OOI'I'e8pODdiDg OOIIet 8 ~ of all faactiODB with thele aiDplar 
partiL The inteneotion H( W) n 8 ia the clall of all funotiODB which are 
harJDODic on W o exoept for iaolated ainplaritiee with the given singular 
para at the pointe It· We will ~ve that such functions exist if and only if 
2:c(C)•O. It ia trivial that any two functions in H(W)n8 differ by a 

i 

constant. 

2B. We return to the general problem with the purpoee of impoeing 
suitable reetriotioaa on the subspace Ho. In order to achieve uniqueneea 
we mullt make sure that H(W)nH0 contains only the oonst&Dte. In the 
a~ve t-xample this was a consequence of the maximum principle. It ia 
natutal \()introduce a restriction which in the general case permits use of 
~.s~~~rue reasoning. 

Let W' c W be complementary to a compact set, and denote the 
boundary of W' by ex. We require that any u e Ho which ia deined on the 
closure of W' takes ita maximum on ex. In other words, since -• ia aJao in 
Ho. we postulate the double inequality 

min u :iii u(z) :iii max u 
• • 

for all z e W'. When this ia so we say, briefly, that the functions in H 0 

saUafy the maximum principle. i 

Under this condition it ia readily seen that any function in H(W) n Ho 
haa a maximum on W. It must coaaequently reduce to a constant. 

2C. The next condition requires Ho to be sufticiently inclusive. Specifi
cally, we want the boundary value problem to be solvable. We coaaider 
again a set W' with a compact complement and the boundary ex. If I ia 
any continuous function on ex we require that there exist a u e Ho, defined 
in W', with a continuous extension to W' which equals I on ex. It follows 
from the makimum principle that u ia uniquely determined. 

We remark that the solvability of the boundary value problem and the 
maximum principle need to be postulated only for a single fixed region 
W'. In all applioatioaa, however, these properties will atay in force for 
arbitrary regions W' with compact complement, and we can profit from 
this fact to choose, without lou of jenerality, a W' that ia regularly 
imbedd,d. An uaumption to this effect will. be embodied in the hypctheeee 
of Theorem 3A. 

m. By the corollary to Theorem 12D, Ch. II it ia pouible to enclose 
the complement of W' in a regular region G with positively oriented boun
dary {J(G). For a harmonic function u in W' the integral 

Jau• 
is called the jl'll:l: over {J(G). 

/1(0) 
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Suppose that G ia replMed by another region G1 with the same prop
erties and the boundary fJ(Gl). There exists a third region Gs which 
contains G u 01• We apply Green's formula (Cb. II, SC) to G1-G and 
G2-G1, regarded as bordered surfaces, and obtain 

I clu* = I tlu* = I tlu*. 
II(U) 11({11 ) ll(t/1) 

The flux ia thus independent of G and may be thought of as a quantity 
attached to the function • and the ideal boundary p. Accordingly, we 
agree to write the flux u a IYJDbolic integral over p. 

We introduce the crucial assumption that the ftux vanillhes, 

(1) I tlu• = o. 
II 

for all functions u e H0• The reason for this strong restriction ia primarily 
its effectiveness for the eltiatence proof. But one can also present the 
heuristic argument that a nonvaniahing flux indicates the presence of a 
source or sink. Therefore, if we want the functions u e H0 to be regular 
at the boundary in some reasonable sense, it is natural to require that the 
ftux vanishes. 

Condition (1) implies that aU functions 11 in a coRet S of Ho have the 
same flux 

(2) I"*· 
II 

On the other hand, a function in H(W) has of course the ftux zero. Hence 
H ( W) n S is void unless the common value of the integrals (2) ia zero. 
We see that if (1) is fulfilled, a necessary condition for the existence of a 
harmonic function on W with the singularity 11 modulo Ho is that. the 
flux of 11 vanishes. Subject to the earlier assumptions concerning H 0 we 
intend to show that this condition ia also 1mfficient. 

2E. The hypotheses which we have introduced can be assembled and 
reformulated in a more condensed notation. According to 20 there exists 
a function " e H 0 with given boundary values on a, and by 2B it ia uniquely 
determined. We may therefore write u=LJ, where L ia a functional 
whose domain of definition consists of all continuous real-valued functions 
on a. The basic assumption ia that LJ is continuous on W• and harmonic 
in W'. In addition, L has the foHowing propertie~~: 

(El) LJ = f on a, 
(E2) L(c1b +csfi) = c1Lb +r2Ljz, 
(E3) Ll =I, 
(E4) Lj~()iff~O. 
(ES) fg(dLf)* ~ 0. 
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An cpmtor which aat.iafiel (ElHEii) will be called a ~ operat,or. 
The - condition Btatee that If eolvea the boundary nlue problem. 
The seoond property abowa that L ia a linear operator. Conditions (E3) 
and (lU) are equivalent with the validity of the :matimum principle. 
Indeed, they are obvious COD118Quenoes of the maximum principle, and: 
if they are fulfilled we aee at onoe that m~J~M impliPs m ;'i. Lf~ Jf. 
Finally, (Eli) is a restatement of the hypothesis introduced in 2D. 

If v iB any funotion defined on a aet containing u we use the notation 
Lv to indicate the reeult of operati~Js with L on the restriction of 11 to u. 
With this interpretation the operator Lis idempotent: Llf-=Lf. 

2F. We have coDIIidered the linear operator L 88 determined by the 
subspace H 0• Convenely, we can start from a given operator L. The 
corresponding aubapaoe Ho is then formed by all functions u, harmonic 
in W' and continuous in JV•, which satisfy the condition u=Lu. If L 
satisfies (ElHEli) it ia evident that Ho baa the deaired properties, and L 
is the linear operator aaaociated with Ho. 

In tams of the operator L the problem of finding a harmonic function 
with a given behavior 8 modulo Ho amounts to constructing a harmonic 
function p on W which aatiafies the nonhomogeneous linear equation 

p-8 = L{p-8). 

2G. Several examples of normal operators will be considered. We show 
here that the cJaaaical problem introduced in 2A leada to a normal 
operator. 

As before, E is a finite set on the closed surface W 0, and W is the open 
Riemann surfaoe Wo-E. We choose W' 88 a union of disjoint punctured 
parametric disks about the points of E. The subspace Ho ia the olaas of 
harmonic function~< in W' with removable singularities at E. For these 
functions the maximum principle holds, CJIId we ~td"t"e houd.ty 
value problem has a solution. Finally, condition (E5) is sat.i~<fit:d l>ccmu!e 
each component of {J (more precisely, {J(O)) is contained in a simply 
conoeoted subregion of W o so that the conjugate periods of any function 
in Ho must vanish. Hence the corresponding operator L is indeed a 
normal operator. 

For a singularity function 8 with the logarithmic terms cCO log lz-z,l 
we find 

J d,s• = -2., 4 c(C) 

II ' 

by Green's formula and the usual method of excluding the singularities 
by small circles. The vanishing of the flux is thus equivalent to the 
vanishing of ~c(C). 
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If we anticipatf the aiatence theorem we can COD8equently conclude 
that the problem of flndiDI a harmonic function with a finite number•of 
preeoribed singolaritiee hM a solution if and only if the aum of the 
ooefficienta of the logarithmic terms v&niahea. 

3. Tile ..... edateDee theonm 

3A. In this section we bring forth the proof of the existence theorem 
that baa already been fonabadowed: 

Theorem. Ld W be n OJJM Riernaaa IW'face, tl1ld L G 7IOmiCil operalor 
in tlae .,.. of 2E, M,fi.w WI& ruped 1o G Aqtlll.wly imbetlt.W OJJM Bet 
W' c W with compad ~-

Given B,Mf"WWIftic ia W' GM continuou.t oa W', G MCUBGry GM BUJfi.cWAt 
cmaditioa t1aGt tlaere u:i8e G Atwmonic fUfll:tirm p oa W whicll BGtiB.fiu 

(3) p-• - L(p-s) 

in W' iB t1aGt 

(4) I•· .. o 
fJ 

wlaere f3 repre8UIJB tlae itletJl bou11tlGry. 
Tlae functioa p iB uniquely tleternrinetl up to Gn additiw coUclftt, GM p is 

coUclftt if GM only if.- LB. 
The neoeasity and uniquelle88 have already been proved, and the final 

remark is a trivial COJl8eCIUence of the unicity. Indeed, if .... L8 then 
p=O is a solution of (3), and if p=O is a solution, then (3) implies s=LB. 

ThE' exilteac:eof p under tondition (4) J"Cma.ins to be proved. 

38. We begin with the proof of a simple lemma: 
Lemma. Ld A be a compact Bet on G Riemann BUrface W. Tlaere eM8 a 

po8itive constant k< 1, tlependifl{l only oa A GM W, such tlaGt 

max..clul ~ J: BUJIWiul 

for Gllfu'lldioas u w.\ic.\ Gre Atmnonic Oft W GM ROt of coUclnt rip on A. 
If BUJIWiul =0 or co there is nothing to prove. In all other oases u can 

be normalized by the condition BUJIW lul-l. If the lemma were not true 
we could find a sequence of normalized harmonic functions u. for, which 
maz..c lu.l tends to 1. Since W is known to have a countable basis it would 
be possible to select a aubeequence which converges to a harmonic limit 
function u, and this function would attain either ita maximum 1 or its 
minimum -1 on A. Hence it would be constantly 1 or -1. But this is 
not possible, for by usumption min..clu.l ~O~max..clu•l• and this prop
erty must be shared by the limit function. The contradiction proves the 
lemma. 
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In tJailhm the proof118e1 the ooant&bility ol W. Ho'W'eftl', A can be 
enclosed iDa relatively oompaot repm W1 c W. The lemma can then be 
proved for wl and follow. trivi&lly for w ainoe BUPWll•l ~BUPWI•I· 

3C. We recall the not&tiooa used in 2D. 0 ia a regular region which 
contaiall the complement of W'. It hu the boundary /l(O), and On W' 
is boUDded by 11 and /l(G). We have oriented fl(O) positively with respeut 
to G, and henoe with ~ to O.n W'. Sinoe W' ia regularly imbedded 
we can also 'orient 11, and we elect to let 11 denote the negatively oriented 
boundary of W'. The complete positively oriented boundary of 0 n W' ia 
thus {J(G)-11. 

LJ represents a harmonic function in W' with the boundary values/ on 
a Similnrly, if tp iR continuous on fl(O) we denote by Krp the unique hiu
monic function in(} with the boundary value11~ on {3(U). 

To solve equation (3) it ia sufficient to find functions J on a and tp on 
p(G) which satisfy · 

(5) rp-• - L(/-•) on fl(O), 
1- Krp on 11. 

In fact, if these oonditiona are fulfilled we can set p=Krp in 0, 
p•LJ+•-IA in W'. The two defiuitiona ooinoide in On W', for 
Kfl•f•LJ+•-lA on 11, and LJ+•-lA-rp•Krp on fl(O). Furthermore, 
from p-••L(J-•) on IV' it followa that L(p-•)•LI(/-•)•L(/-•)== 
p-•· In other words, pia a solution to our problem. 

It ia clear that the ayatem (6) ia equivalent to the Bingle equation 

(6) rp-LKrp = •-lA on fl(O). 

We aet •-lA= .. and note that (6) hu a formal solution represented by 
the Neumum aeries 

(7) 

where (LK)• is the nth iterate of LK. We muat ahow that the aeries 
converges and that tp aatisfiea (6). 

3D. In order to make uae of Lemma 3B we ahow that the funotiona 
K•o and K(LK)••o are not of oonatant sign on 11. 

Let Cll be the harmonic function in G n W' which hu the boundary 
values 0 on 11 and 1 on /l(G). It follows from the reflexion principle that w 
is atill harmonic on 11 and /l(O). If t1 ia any function which is likewise 
harmonic on the closure of 0 n W' we obtain by Green's formula 

I " t~w•-CIIW~ ... I" t~w•- Cll dt~•. 
II(Q) -- • 
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In case v has vanishing flux tbia reduoea to 

(!:I) I" t~w• = I" dw•. 
II({/) Cl 

We apply (8) to v==KBo-•o· It has vanishing flux, for •o=•-IA and 
the flux of • vanishes by &881llllption. Sinoe v is identically zero on fl(G) 
it remains harmonic on fl(G). The same applies to •o on ac, and we see that 
v is harmonic on the closure of G n W'. By (8) we ob~ 

J (IC.!o-11)) dw*- J (Kso-so) dw* = 0, 
a ll!0 

and thuH 

J K•o tlw* ... I •o tlw* - 0. 
• • 

Let us now choose v==K(LK)••o-(LK)••o with n>O. Again, v vanishes 
on fl(G), and (LK)•~~o=K(LK)•-••o on ac. This is sufficient to conclude 
that v is harmonic on the closure of G n W'. Since the flux vanishes we 
obtain by (8) 

IK(LK)••otlw*- I<LK)•~~otlw* = JK(LK)•-•sotlw*. 
• • • 

Together with the previous result we have thus 

I K(LK)••o tlw* -= 0 

• 
for all nSl:;O. 

This suffices to conclude that K(LK)••o changes sign on ac, unless it is 
constant~ zero. In fact, any local conjugate w* is increMing in the 

positive direction of ac. Henoe v ~ 0 on ac would imply J v dw* ~ 0, and 
u 

v;:£0 would give tht> oppoa1tc inequality. Moreover, Si~w* co.nnot ht> 
constant on any open arc, the inequalities would be strict unless t1 is 
identically zero. The desired conclusion follows on taking v=K(LK)•Bo. 

3E. We are now ready for the convergence proof. Lemma 3B is applic
able toG, the set ac, and the function K(LK)•-••o· It yields 

max IK(LK)•-••ol :iii ~max I(LK)•-••ol· 
• IJ((J) 

On the other hand the maximum principle, which we have postulated for 
the operator L, leads to the inequality 

max I(LK)••ol :5 max IK(LK)•-••ol· 
11((1) • 
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Theee estimates imply 

max I(LK)••ol :il r max l•ol. 
ll(Q) ll(Q) 

and we find that Neumann's aeries 

... 
'P == ~ (LK)••o 

•-o 
converges uniformly on fJ(O). 

By use of the m).ximum principle together with uniform conve.-gence 
we obtain 

... 
LKtp - ! (LK)••o = tp-.to. 

•-I 
and this is the relation that waa needed to complete the proof of Theorem 
3A. 

Ret~~t~r~. The notion of normal operator waa introduoed by L. ~ario in 
[4, ll, 20). Theee papers contain proofs of Theorems 3A and 9E. 

"' En....,.. olaanaal opentan 
.&A. The generality o£ our approach would be pointleaa iC we did not 

exhibit other examples of normal operators than the relatively trivial 
one which waa used to construct harmonic functions with given singu
larities on closed Riemann 1111lfacea. 

We begin with a general remark which shows how different principles 
o£ construction can be combined with each other. As before, W is an 
arbitrary Riemann surfaoe, and W' c W is a regularly imbedded set with 
compact complement A and boundary ex. In general, W' is not connected. 
We can therefore consider repreeentations W'=U W4 aa finite unions o£ 
diM~oint open seta. Each W( conaiata of a finite number of components of 
\V. 1\1\<l its boundary a, is formed by certain components of a. 

i''or' any function f on a we let /c denote its restriction to ac. Suppose 
that a normal operator Ll'l is defined for each w;. Then we can define a 
linear operator Lon W' by setting Lf= Llf>j, in w;. It is trivial that L 
satisfies conditions (ElHEli) in 2E. We say that Lis the direct sum of 
the operators LC«I. 

This construction baa the advantage that we can solve problems of a 
mixed type by chooaing the LCI) according to different principles. On the 
other hand, we must be well aware that a normal operator L cannot 
always be decomposed into normal components Lffl. In £act, the nor
mality of LC«I; defined as the restriction of L to W(, requires that the ' 
flux of Lfvaniahea when restricted to W(, while the normality of L requires 
merely that the sum o£ the fluxes is zero. 
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.&B. As a fint example we construct the Green's function of a relatively 
compact subregion of a Riemann surface. The subregion ia denoted by W, 
and we &Blume that W ia contained in a larger Riemann surface W O· 

By hypotheaia, W ahall be relatively ~~pact and regular for the Dirichlet 
problem. The Green's function of W ia ciaDecl aa the harmonic function 
on W with aingularity -log lz-CI at a point C e W which vaniahea 
continuously on the boundary ~ of W (in this connection ~ meana merely 
the point set theoretical boundary of W). Ita uniqueneaa ia evident. 

Naturally, our problem conoerna the punctured surface w-e. We 
surround C with two conoeDtric parametric diab contained in W, and we 
let WJ. denote the punctured amaller disk while Wi will be the comple
ment of the closed larger diak. We take W' to be the union Wi u lVI, 
and we d<'fine L by mt>anR of ita components Ltl) and L<B>. Here Ltl) ia 
tho operator &880ciated with the cl&88 of harmonic functions with a 
removable singularity at C. For the construction of L<B> some preliminary 
considerations are ne<'ded . 

.C. The region W2 ia regular for the Dirichlet problem. We can there
fore construct a harmonic function Ul which baa given boundary values 
I on a 2 (the circumference of the larger disk) and vanishes on ~ (the 
boundary of W). It ia clear that Ul depends linearly on I. 

If I ia positive, the flux of Ul ia negative. This would be obvious if W 
were regularly imbedded 10 that the flux could be determined by inte
gration along ~· In the general oaae we must make use of the harmonic 
function"' which ia 0 on fill and 1 on~· If p, denotes the level curve w•t 
for 0<1< 1, positively oriented with respect to w<l, the flux of"' ia 

,.. ... I""'·· -. 
We have m>O, for the--looal-oonjup¥ Ot'l.iDereaaea along..P,. 

By Green's formula the value of 

J Ultlw•-w(rlUI)• ,, 
ia independent of e. Thus 

I Ultlw•-• I (rlUI)• ,, ,, 
ia a constant which we can determine by letting t tend to I. We obtain in 
this way 

(9) I Ulrlw• = (t-l)mt 

-. 
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where mt denotes the ftux of Uf. If /~0, 10 ia Uf, and (9) shows that 
m1 ~ 0 as asserted. Moreover, m,-0 if and only iff ia identically zero. 

4D. We define the operator LCI) by the equation 

(10) 

L<2> il linear, LCI)1-(1-•)+t~~-1, /~0 implies LCIIJ~O, and the flux 
of L<'l)fJa zero. Henoe L~ ia a DOI'DI6l operator. 

WeapplyTheorem3Awith•--log lz-CI~and• .. - ~ • in W&. 
This function has the total flu zero. Henoe there uiata a harmonic 
function p which is auoh that p +log lz- C I is regal&r at C and 

p-8 = LC21 (p-8) 

in w;. Hince 8 and £<2> (p-8) have constant boundary values on fJ it 
follows that p is constant on {J. If this constant is subtracted from p we 
obtain the Green's function g(z, C). 

4& It is clear that the above construction can be generalized to the 
case of arbitrary preiiCI'ibed aingularities at a finite number of pointe. 
We are thus able to construct a harmonic function in W which vanishea 
on fJ and posaes1111 a finite number of iaolated lingularities with given 
singular parte. 

In all problems with iaolated singularities the operator LCll is auto. ' 
matioally given, and m the applications of Theorem 3A we need pay 
attention only to L(l), Aooordingly, we can drop the superscript and 
revert to the notation L. The aingularity function 8 is given near the 
singular pointe, and iJear the boundary we can ohooae • arbitrarily, 
provided we take care that the total flux vanishea. W"lthout formulating 
any explicit theorem we can IIUIDID&l'.ize our reaulte by stating that the 
singularity problem baa been eft"ectively solved for any DOI'DI6l operator L 
on any surface. It remains to study the dift'erent types of normal operaton. 

§2. PRINai'AL OPERATORS 

The conditions (El )-(EG) which a normal operator hu to •tiafy are 
not very restrictive, and there is thus a rioh variety of problems to which 
the preoeding method would apply. It must·be recognized, however, that 
all theee problems are not fundamental, and for this reason we want to 
diltinguish a subclass of normal operators, called principal operators, 
which enter naturally in aome problems of conformal mapping and are 
therefore worthy of a more detailed study. 
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It turns out that the principal operators have interesting extremal 
properties which in tum ca.n be used to shed light on the Riemann surfaces 
on whil'h the operators are defined. 

5. Optnton oa eompa:t repODS 
SA. We shall define two principal operators, Lo and L~o of which~ 

first is unique, while there remains a certain amount of freedom in the 
definition of the second. 

As far as Lo is concerned it is essential that we limit ourselves, in this 
preliminary discussion, to a surface W which· is given as the interior of a 
compact bordered Riemann surface W. We choose a regularly imbedded 
boundary neighborhood W' c W with compact complement and boundary 
a. For a given continuous/ on a we construct Lo/ as the harmonic function 
in W' which has the boundary values f on a and whose normal derivative 
vanishes on the border fl-fl(W). The existence and uniqueness are 
practically trivial, for it suffices to pass to the double and solve the 
Dirichlet problem with boundary values f on a as well as on its reflec
tion a*. 

It is clear that Lois a normal operator. It serves to construct a har
monic function with given isolated singularities whose normal derivative 
on the border vanishes. It is necessary to assume that the coefficients of 
the logarithmic terms have zero sum. 

In this form the use of Lo is not essential, for we could obtain the same 
result just by considering the singularities on the double W. The usefulness 
lies on one side in the possibility of combining Lo with other operators, 
and on the other side in the fact that the definition of Lo can later be 
extended to open surfaces. 

58. The second principal operator, L1, is nothing but the operator LOll 
which was used in 4D to construct the Green's function. We have seen 
that it ca.n be defined as soon as W is regular for the Dirichlet problem, 
but since we are going to push the generality much further it is sufficient 
at this stage to consider the compact bordered case. According to our 
definition L1/ is constant on fl, and the constant is adjusted so that the 
ftux vanishes. 

This definition can be generalized. We consider an arbitrary partition 
P of the contours of W. In other words, we assume that fl-U /31 
where tlw {11 arc disjoint unions of contours. In terms of cycles, the same 
relationship is expressed by /l= ~ flc. It is then possible to define a normal 
operator (P)L1 with the property that (P)LI/ is constant and has a 
vanishing ftux separately along each flc. 

The existence of the function (P)LI/ is proved by means of Theorem 3A, 
applied to W'. First, we construct disjoint neighborhoods W0 of a and 
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w; of Pi with boundaries «o u Cll and "i u Pi respectively. We define L to 
be the operator whoee oomponenta in W0 and Wi are the principal opera
tors Lt for thoee regicma acrting on funotiona on cro and arc. In W0 we ohooee 
the lliDgularity function 1 to be any harmonic function with the boundary 
valu•J on"· Let "'o be the harmonic function in W0 which ia 0 on" and 
1 on cro. By subtracting a suitable multiple of "'O we can adjust the 
definition of • 10 that ita ftux along " vanishes. To oomplete, we set 
8=0 in all W(. Then the total ilux of • is zero, and we can solve the. 
equationp-s-L(p-8). It is clear that p has the boundary values/ on" 
except for an added oonatant. We subtract this constant and de11ote the 
resulting function by (P)LI/. 

(P)LI/has a constant value ec on each p,, and the ftux along fJc vanishes. 
To prove that (P)Lt ia a normal operator we must show thatfii:;O implies 
c, ~ 0. This can be done by induction on the number of parts /Jc. 

For a fixed Pc we conatruct, by the same method as above, an auxiliary 
harmonic function"'' which ia 0 on "• 1 on p,, conatant on each p,.,./Jc, 
and such that ita ftux along each p1.,. fJc vanishes. Application of Green's 
formula yields 

c, J ~~wr .. J!awt. 
ll• • 

The induction hypothesis permits us to conclude that we> 0. Therefore, 
wr increases along "· We conclude that j~o implies c,~o. and that 
c,= 1 if/-1. Hence (P)L1 is a normal operator. 

We call (P)L1 the second principal operator for the partition P. If P 
is the identity partition (Ch. I, 38A) it reduces to L1• As soon as the 
partition is agreed upon and no confusion can arise we shall feel free to 
simplify the notation and write L1 for (P)L1. 

6. Extremal harmoaie funetiona on eompaet regiona 

6A. In order to pass from compact bordered surfaces to open Riemann 
~urfacc& lt is nece11sary to study the compact case in greater detail. In 
particl.llelr, we need ~ better knowledge of the Dirit·hlet. integral, especially 
in its relation to the ~xtremal properties of Certaln tlat!IIOfltC:. f•ll<tio•t 
These properties are interesting in themselves, and they retain their 
validity in the noncompact case. The purpose of this section is therefore 
twofold: to pave the way for the study of open surfaces, and to detect 
extremal properties which can later be formulated with full generality. 

In this discusRion W will be a compact bordered surface with more than 
one contour. The contours are divided into two disjoint nonempty sets 
ex and p, called the inner and outer border. It ia convenient to orient the 
inner contours negatively and the outer contours positively with respect 
to W, in such a manner that the complete positively directed border of 
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W is represented by the ayole fJ- a. For the orientation of the reader we 
remark that W takea the place of the subregion W' COD8idered i!rJ 5, 
fJ ooneaponds to the border, and a represents the relative boundary of W'. 

6B. In this section the Dirichlet integral .D,.(u) will be denoted by 
D(u). Suppose that u is harmonic on JV. Then ita Dirichlet integral is 
expressed by 

(11) D(u) - I" o•- I" du•. 
II • 

We separate the two integrals, and write 

..t(u) - I" o•, B(u) - I" o•. 
• II 

The ooneaponding bilinear functionala are denoted by 

..t(u, t1) - I u dtl•, B(u, v) = I u tlv•. 
• II 

Green's formula, app1ied to two harmonic functiona u and "• can then 
be expressed aa 

(12) A(u, v)-A(v, u) = B(u, v)-B(v, u):-

AU the results that we are going to derive in this subaection are oonae
quencea of the identity (12), together with the inequality D(u) i: 0 and the 
quadratic character of ..t(u) and B(u). 

6C. In the following u will be a fixed harmonic function on W which 
satisfies the condition B(u)=O. We are going to compare u with the 
harmonic functions " in W which satisfy either the condition B(v, tt) = 0 
or B(u, v)=O. 

Accordingly, for a given u we denote by Ho(u) the clau of all harmonic 
v with B(v, u.)=O, and by Ht(u) the clau with B(u, v)-0. The condition 
B(u.) = 0 implies that u e Ho(u) n B1(u). 

For v e H 0(u) we obtain 

B(t1-u) = B(v)-B(u, v), 
and (12) reduces to 

B(u, v) ... ..t(u, v)-A(v, u). 
Hence 

B(t1-u)- B(v)-A{u, v)+A(v, u), 

and when the identity 

A(t1-u) .. .A(t1)-A(t1, u)-..t(u, t1)+A(u) 
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is subtcM*ed we o~;'lt7 (11), 

(13) D(•_..) - D("'+2A(t1, v)-.A(v). 

For •EBl(u) a pa.rallef,.....,;"' leads to the relation' 

(14) D(t1-u) • D(v)+2A(u,,t1)-.A(u). 

6D. The relatiou (13) and (14) are the key to the conaideratiou that 
follow. Their content beoomee much more intuitive if they are interpreted 
as extremal propertiee of the funotion u. 

To arrive at thia intwpreta.tion we need only obeerve that D(•-•) ia 
alway. nonneptive, aad that it ia equal to zero if aad only if •-• ill 
conat.&Dt. It followa that 

D(•)+lA(tl, u) ii: ..t(u) 

D(•)+lA(u, t1) ii: ..t(u) 

rt·.-pectivcly, with equality for v=u. We can therefore express (13) and 
(14) as follows: 

Theorem. ..t llarmonic Ju'ffdWA u tDiiA B(u) = 0 minimiu& the functional 
D(v)+2A(v, u) in Ute clGu Ho(u);CIM IAeftmt:liortaZ D(t~)+2A(u, t1) in Ute 
clGu Hl(U). 

The clMaUoa frum Ute mi'"""- u in eac:A CCI68 gttleft bg D(t1-u). The 
tlt.llue of Ute minimum u ..t(u). 

6E. We ahall aay that two harmonic functions uo aad •1 with 
B(uo)•B(ul)•Oare~ifB(ul,UO)=O.Animportantgeneralization 

of Theorem 6D ia obtained by considering linear combinatiou•u=Auo+ 
h1 wherelaaadiarerealcoutanta. We obaerve that •u e Ho(uo) n H1(ul) 
for all A, i. 

Let " be any function in Ho(UO) n Hl(ul). The aame computation as in 
6C leads to 

B(•-•~~:) - B(t~)....:JaB(uo, •)-iB(v, ul)+B(u~~:) = 

B(v) -A(..t(uo, v)- ..t(t1, uo))- i(..t(11, ul)-A(u1, t1)) + B(uu). 

We subtract 

A(v-u~~:) ... A(ti)-A(A(uo, •)+..t(tl, uo))-i(..t(ul, •)+..t(tl, ul))+A(uu) 

and obtain the relation 

(US), D(•-•~~:) = D(t~)+2.Y(t1, uo)+2iA(ul, •)+D(u~~:). 

With the same interpretation as above we can state 
Tbeonm. If uo Gfld •1 tn tiMOCiaWlfu'tldioM, Ute lifWJr combination 

•~~:•Auo+ h1 minimizu Ute fundiontJI 

.Mu(•) • D(•)+2U.(v, uo)+2iA(ul, v) 
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in the cltua Ho(uo) n Bt(ul), and the deviation from the minimum iB 
D(v-uu). 

The first part of Theorem 6D is a special case, corresponding to 
(h. k)=(l, 0) or (0, I). However, 6D is stronger, for in that theorem the 
minimum refers to a larger cl&88. 

6F. If considered in its full generality, Theorem 6E does not solve a 
genuine minimum problem, for the functional and the class of competing 
functions both depend on uo and "1· However, all applications that we 
are going to make refer to the special case where all functions are required 
to have the same boundary values on a. With this restriction the theorem 
E"Xpr<'sses a minimum prope~· that will be helpful in extending Lo and 
Lt to opt>n ~fiu:e.~ 

Ruppose thE"rt>fore that uo and u1 are equal on a, and denote their 
common reHtriction to a by f. If we choose Ia, k so that A+i= 1 it is also 
true that uu = f on a. Let us now restrict the competition to functions 
v c Jl0 (u11 ) n HI(ui) with the boundary valuesfon a. Then A(v, uo)=A(uo) 
does not depend on v, and A(ui. v)=A(v). The following corollary of 
Theorem 6E results: 

Theorem. If uo and UI are a8IIOCiated functiona with the same valw.11 f on 
a, and if h + k = l, then uu = kuo +hi minimiUB the funr.tirmfd 

B(v)+ (i-h)A(v) 

in the clau of aU v e Ho(uo) n Bt(ul) wkicla art equal to f on a. 

6G. It is clear that a common factor ink and i is of no importance. 
Therefore, the restriction k + i = 1 amounts merely to a normalization, 
except in the case h= -k. The excluded case leads to the following special 
result: 

Theorem. The function uo-ul minimiUB the ezpreasion D(v)-2A(ui. v) 
among all re l/0(uo) n HI(ui) u•hick vaniBla on a. 

7. AppHeation to the principal operators 

7A. WE' recall the definition of the principal OJWrat~ Lo and Ll 
inh·oduc~J in 6. W is apin ~ com_pac.t borclmd S'llfl.eE". and W'C W is 
regularly imbedded with the relative houndnry a. Fur a given f on a, 
L0f solves the boundary value problem in W' with a vanishing normal 
derivative on {J( W), and LI/ equals/ on a and is constant on {J( W), the 
constant being chosen so that the flux vanishes. 

We apply the results in 6 to the region W' with {J=f3(W) and uo=Lof, 
u1 =L1f. It is immediately verified that B(uo)=B(ul)=B(ui, uo)=O. In 
other words, uo and "I are associated harmonic functions (6E), and 
Theorems 6E-6G are applicable. The notion of associated functions was 
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introduced to underline the range of validity oftlwse theorems. Once we 
have verified that Lo/ and L,J .,atiafy all hypotheses the general concept 
of &SBOciated functions will no longer be needed. ~ 

The clasa Bo(uo) compriaee all harmonic functions on IV', and Bl(u1) 
consists of all harmonic functions with a vanishing flu:. Consequently, 
in Theorems 6D-6G the minimizing property will be with respect to 
functions v with vanishing flux. 

The application is automatic, except for a slight inconsistency in the 
aaeumption. We have introduced Lo/ and L1/ for arbitrary continuous/, 
and then uo, u1 are not lmown to be harmonic on 11 as required in 6. The 
difficulty is resolved by restricting the use of the operator to functions/ 
which have a harmonic extension to a neighborhood of 11, i.e. to functions 
which are analytic in the real sense. This does not impede the usefulness 
of the theory, for in the proof of the basic existence theorem (Theorem 3A) 
the o~ators were used only in this manner. 

7B. More generally, we can consider the operator (P)L1 which rorre
sponds to a partition P: /3= U p,. We recall that (P)LI/ is com;tnnt. and 
has zero flux along each p,. With uo .. LoJ, Ut = (P)LI/ we find that the 
conditions B(u1) = B(u1, uo) =0 are still satisfied. Thus uo and u1 continue 
to be &.lliiOCiated, but the claae Bo(UO) n B 1(ul) becomes, by definition, 
restricted to the functions v whose flux vanishes separately along each fJc. 

7C. In order to lead up to the e&&e of open B1ll'faces we must discuBB 
extremal properties in variable subregions. We shall now let W denote a 
fixed open 8Ul'face. 

We ch0011e also, onoe and for all, a regularly imbedded subregion 
W' c W with compact complement and relative boundary ~:~, negatively 
oriented with respect to W'. Finally, we let n be a generic notation for a 
regular subregion which contains the complement of W'; it will be 
recalled that a regular subregion is one which is regularly imbedded, 
relatively compact, and whose complement W- n has no compact 
cMW~PGMd'ta (Ch. II, :JB). The positively oriented boundary ofO is denoted 
by{J(!l). 

'\\e Opl•rator L0 , as applied to n n W' and acting on functions J on a, 
will be denoted by Lon. Similarly, if Pis a partition /3(0)= U fJc(O) of the 
border of n, we consider the corresponding principal operator (P)Lu1• 

The functions uoo=Loo/. UlQ=(P)Lio/ are &BBOciated, the claae 
Boo•Bo(uoo) consists of all harmonic functions in the closure of 
On W', and H1o=BI(U1o) is the subclaae of functions with zero flux 
along each fJc(O). Observe that Boo and B1o are independent of f. 

7D. If Oc 0' it is evident that Boo· c Boo; more precisely, Boo· can· 
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h<' identified with a subclaaa of B 00• It is eaaential that we make aaaump
tions which permit the same conclusion with respect to B 10· For this 
!"f'a.son the partitions P associated with different regions 0 must be related 
to each other in a suitable manner. 

We recall the results derived in Ch. I, 38. The ideal boundary f:l of W 
can be realized as a set of boundary components with a uniquely defined 
topology. A regular partition P of f:l is a partition f:l= U {:l,. into ·closed 
mutually exclusive subsets. It was found that P induces, for each regular 
region 0, a finite partition {:l(O) = U f:lc(O) into sets of contours. The 
induced partitions have the following special properties: 

(I) All contours of a component of the complement W -0 belong to 
the same part f:lc(O). 

(2) If 0 c Q', then all contours that are part of a given fli(Q') belong to 
!'mnponl'f\t.a of U'-Q who~~e contours on {:l(O) are all contained in the 
Hame PO.n ';(!.l). 

Conv<•nwly, when a family of partitions of all {:l(O) satisfies thPRe con
ditions, then the partitions are induced by a unique regular pcrtition 1' 
of the ideal boundary. The extreme cases are the canonical paritiott Q in 
which the f3i(U) a1·e idefttiall with tl)e OOdndarics of complementary 
components, and the identity partition I which leaves every {:l(O) un
divided. 

7E. For an open surface W the symbol P will denote a regular partition 
of the ideal boundary, and it is understood that we use the partition 
{:l(O) = U f:lc(O) induced by P for each regular rejpon Q. With this con
vention it is easy to show that 0 c 0' implies B 10' c B 10· In fact, let us 
consider a harmonic function that belongs to B1o·. Its flux along the 
parts fli(O') is zero. 

Consider the union of all components of 0'-0 whose boundary on 
{:l(O) is contained in f:lc(O). By condition (2) this set has a boundary on 
f:l(O') which is a union of seta f:ls(O'). Hence the flux vanishes over the 
part of the boundary on {:l(O'), and we conclude that the flux over f:lc(O) 
must also vanish. The given function is thus in B10· 

We summarize the results in the following statement: 
If all partitions are induud by a regular partition of the ideal bou.n.d4ry, 

then Q c Q' implies Boo· c Boo and B1o· c B1o-

8. .Eueuaioa to noaeompaet regions 

SA. We shall now consider a _fixed partition P of f:l, the ideal boundary 
of an open Riemann surface W. Accordingly, the notations Lto and u10 

will refer to this partition. Otherwise, we use exactly the same termin
ology as in 7. The reader is advised to review the notations introduced 
at the beginning of 70. 
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If Oc 0' we know that weo· E Boo aDd UlQ' & BIQ. Henoe formulas (13) 
and (l') are applicable, and we obtain 

Do(Uoo· -uoo) = Bo(tiGQ•)'+.A(weo)-.A(woo·) 
(16) 

Do(•I0·-•10) • Bo(ulQ•)+.A(ulO•)-.A(ulO)· 

Here .8a(UfO•):ii Bo•(UfO•)•O, s==O,l, and we conclude that 

.A(woo•) :ii .A(woo), A(uto•) ii: A(uto). 

Otlienri. atated,.A(-.1} decreuea and A(um) increaaes with increasing n. 
Bat it ia alao true that UlQ e BOQ. If we apply (13) it follows that 

Do(um-woo) ""A(uoo)-A(uto). 

Henoe .A(u10) :ii .A(-.o), and we oonolude that the limits 

Ao • lim .A(uoo) 
0-+11" 

At =- Jim A(uul) 

ex,i,..'tGl.d are finite. 
0-+W 

8B. From the existence of the limits Ao, At together with the equations 
(16) it follows that Do(UfO•-UfQ), s•O, 1, tends to zero as 0-+W and 
n c 0'.1!'or a fixed nit ia easy to infer, by uae of the triangle inequality, 
that 

without any :r.triotioDa as to the Nlatift poeiticma of 0' aDd n·. 
We an now l'elldy t.o apply Theorem 130 of Ch. n. Consider a compo

nent of Q n W', and re8eot it acroea ita boundary on a. For 0'-:) n the 
funotioa UfQ-UfQ• can be oontinued by symmetry to the double of 
n n W', which we denote by 0., and it ia true that 

· lim DA(UfO• -UUY) • 0. 
0',0"-+11" 

We apply the theorem to 0. with a fixed point zo on ex. Sinoe UfO• -tlfQ. 

vaniahee at zo we may oonclude that 

lim (UfO•(z)-UfQ(z)) 
0'-+11" 

exilte, uniformly oo. every compact aubeet of ~- Sinoe the reasoning can 
be applied to any 0 and any component it follows that 

u,(s) - lim UfQ•(z) 
0'-+Jt' . 

exists and ia harmonic throughout the ol081J1'8 of W'. :Moreover, u,-UfQ 
vaniehea on ex and can be extended by symmetry. 
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8C. We can write uc=Ltf, i=O, 1, where Lt ia a normal op .... The 
linearity of L, is evidE"nt. Furthermore, /~0 impleR Lmf?, 0 and hence 
L,f~O. To f=1 corresponds Lif=l. Finally, the flux of Lif can be 
evaluated along a:, and since the derivatives of L,of converge uniformly 
to thoKC of Lif the flux ia zero. 

Letting 0' tend to W in (18) we obtain 

Do(uo-UGO) ... Bo(uo)+A(UGO)-A(uo) 

Do(ul-•10) • Bo(•l)-A(u10)+A(ul). 

Since the Dirichlet integrala are nonnegative and Bo(•d ~ 0 we have the 
two consequenoea 

and 

(17) 

B(tli) .,. lim Bo(ud - 0 
o-w 

The operators Lo and L1 (or (P)Ll) are called principal operaton on 
the open surface W. 

ID. It ia now an easy matter to generalize the theorems in 6. We 
assume that t1 lies in all clauee H IO· Writing •»o =huon+ h1o we obtain 
by (15), 6E, 

Do(t1-uA.tO) == Do(t1)+2AA{t1, Uoo)+2iA(uio. t1)+Do(uA.tO)· 

By use of the triangle inequality we deduce from (17) that 

Do(uA.t-UA.tO)- 0, 

and this implies, again by the triangle inequality, 

Do(uuo)- D{uat). Do(t1-VA.tO)- D(t1-uA.t)· 

In the limit we have thus 

(18) D(t1-u») = D(t~)+2AA(t1, uo)+2A:A(ui, t~)+D(uat), 

which ia exactly the same relation as before. 
Since Bo(t1)=Do(t~)+A(t1) increases with n it is proper to use the 

definition B(t1) =lim Bo(t1)=D(t~)+A(t1) for arbitrary harmonic t1. Of 
o-w 

course, B(t1) ia finite if and only if D(v) is finite. 

BE. The class of functions t1 for which (18) ia valid must still be 
characterized in terms independent of the variable region. In case L1 

iR associated with the identity partition we need merely require that t1 
has a vanishing flux along each JI(O), and this ia so if and only if the flux 
along ex vanishes. The same property ia expressed by saying that t1 baa 
zero flux along the ideal boundary of W. 
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For e. general operator (P)L1 the flux of v must vanish along all IJc(O). 
In the extreme case of the canonical partition this condition has a very 
simple interpretation: the flux must be zero along all dividifl(l cyclu 
(Ch. I, 30D). This terminology can be carried over to an arbitrary parti
tion P. Acoordingly, we say that a. cycle ia dividing with reapeot to a. 
partition p if, for aufticiently large n, it ia homologous to a. linear com
bbaation of parte P,(O). 

Then ia no point in repea.tmg the lta.tementa of Theorems 6~. The 
p,_t letting for the theorema ia a.t onoe mon general, because of the 
es:teulon to open aurfa.oea, and more restricted, because of the special 
choice of t1o and u1. 

p. PIUNaPAL FUNCI'IONS 

We eontinue our inveatiption of extremal properties on open aurfa.oes 
with partioular attention to extremal functiona with given aingularities. 
Although there are, on open aurfa.oea, many harmonic functiona with the 
same singularities, they are nevertheleaa subject to aevere restrictiona, 
and we wish to express these restrictions in the form of inequalities. The 
extremal functiona are the ones for which the corresponding equality 
holds, and we shall show that they are uniquely determined. 

9. Faaetioaa with BiDplaritiee 
9A. Having defined the operators Lo and L1 for open surfaces we can 

apply Theorem 3A to eeta.blish the existence of harmonic functions, with 
prescribed singularities, which are of the form LoJ or Llf near the ideal 
boundary: 

Theorem. Let W bt an open Riemann aurfau.. .At a finite number of 
points C1 e W tlwe an giWR Bifi(/'Ularitiu of the form 

CIO 

(19) Re z b~, (z-C1)-•+c:Ul log lz-Cil 
•-1 

where tft• em are reGI Gild subject to the condition z cOO = 0. 
; 

Suppose t1&at the principal operators Lo and L 1 are dtiflnt!d f8ltSiiuelylo a 
W' wlwse compact complemem corttai"" all C1 in ita interior. Then there exist 
Junctions Po and Pl. laarmonic on W ucep4 for the Bifi(/'Ularitiu (19), 8'UC1& 

'""' LoPo - Po· L1P1 = Pl 

in W'. Tltut. Junctions are .unique and independent of W', save for an 
otltlilive con.tlant. 

The functions Po and Pl will be called the principal Juadions on W 
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with reepect to the pen liD&Gl&ritiel. The fact that they do not depend 
on W' can be verifted directly, but it ia al8o an immediate consequence 
of the extremal propertiea which we Me going to derive. 

98. We are going to apply 1he reaalt8 of 8 with Po and P• in the roles 
of t&o, ••· The linear combinatioo.pu-l.Po+ifJI baa the same singularities 
aa Po and Pl provided that 1+/&•1, and for the moment we consider only 
this cue. We ahall use p aa a pnerio notation for a function which has 
the given aingularitiea and which also belongs to the intersection of all 
cl&Bie8 H 10· The latter condition means that the conjugate periods of p 
vanish along all dividing cyc1ee relatively to the partition P (aee SE). 

The Dirichlet integral of J'-Pu over the whole surface W can be 
written .. 

D(.p-J'u) - Dw·(.P-J'u)+A(J'-2'»)· 

As a measure for the deviation from 2'» this ia more natural than the 
restricted Dirichlet integral Dw•(p-pu), and for this reuon we prefer to 
write (15), 6E, in the form 

(20) Mu(p)-Mu(pu)+.A(p-pu) = D(p-pu) 

with 
Mu(p) - B(p)-.A(p)+2U(p, Po)+ti.A(pJ, p). 

We transform Mu(p) by substituting 

Po = Pu+~(Po-J'd, PI .. Pu-l(fJO-pi). 

After brief computation we obtain 

Mu(p) - B(p)-.A(p)+21.A(p,f'u)+2i.A(pu,p) 
+W[.A(.p, Po-PJ)-A(po-.PI. p)]. 

'I'hc braeketed term h; independent of p, for by Green's formula 

A(P-Phk.Po-Pd = A(po-P•·P-Pu). 
Therefore, 

Jfu(p)-Mu(pu) = B(p)-B(pu)-A(p)-A(pu) 
+2AA(p, Pu)+2U(pu, p), 

and after simplification (20) becomes 

(21) B(p)-B(pu)+(A-~)[.A(p,pu)-A(pu,p)] = D(p-pu). 

Formula (21) can be interpzeted aa follows: 
Tbeorem. Tlae fu'ttdioR P» •Ri•i.zullae ~ 

B(p)+(A-~)[A(p,pu)-.A(pu,p)] 

antlllae ~/rorta IAe"""""""' B(pu) u ~by D(p-pu). 
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·11D•".A* 6Siipt 'l'lleolem 8B doel DOt 10* lib a uefal miDimUID 
pa.,.n,~ fori'tbe IOlutioa·.P» appean in the fu.natioaal that ia beiDg 
minimised. 'nail ill oaly appuent, however, u we llha1} j1a aee. By 
GNat's f'ormula the qaaatity 

' 
(22) 

doea DOt ob&ap if we move ex to the vicinity of the pointa C,. We may 
th1111 MI1IID8 that the lingalarity function •· given by (19), ia deftDed on 
tbe whole oomplement of W'. The expreaaion A(!', •)-A(•, ,p) baa then a 
meaniug, a.nd ita value cWffii'IJ from (22) by a quantity .A(J',•-.Paa)
A(•-.P»• p) which by a aew application of Green's formula ia seen to be 
iudepeadent of .P· 

We oonolude that .PM mjnjmizea the funotional 

(23) 

and may t.hus be regardffi as the solution of a genuine minimum problem. 
The deviation from the minimum is D(p-p,.k)· The minimizi"8 functiot~ 
is hence unique except for an additive constant. In particular, .Po and p 1 

are unique save for unimportant oonstanta. 

tD. The quantity A(!', •)-A(&, p) is a residue, a.nd can be evaluatA!d 
in terms of the ooeftioienta of • and p. If the "' are oirolea about w we find 
first that 

.A(!', •)-.A(&,,p) == A(!'-•, •)-.A(&, ,p-•) = ~ J<.P-•) U*-Ml(J'-•)*. 
J., 

Here (p-•)* is single-valued in a neighborhood of each (c so that we can 
write 

I<P -•) tl&• -Bd(p-•)•- I (p-8) tl&*+ (!'-•)• d& • ., ., 
l!'or a more oompactnotation we aetciP-fi.P+icip• and dB=tlB+i d.'J*. 

Then P-8 is single-valued and regular at the pointe C,, and we obtain 

A(p,•)-A(•,p) • ~Im J<P-8)d8-2.Be{~Rea(P-8)d8}· 
J ., J 

, To oompute the residues we auppoee that P-8 has the power aeries 
deftlopmenta .. 

P-8- ~tP.(z-t,)•. ·-· 
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The residue of (P-8) tl8 at CJ ia then 

where the N<"ries is known to converge. The convergence follows from 
estimates la~ll ~M1r1"• lb~"~l ~M1r; where it is possible to choose 
rz<rt. 

9E. In order to determine the value of the minimum it remains to 
compute B(plk) in terms of the coefficients. Let us fint note that 
A(pun)-A(pu) by uniform convergence, and that Dn(pun)-D(pu) by 
application of ( 17), Sf\ and the triangle inequality (or by Theorem 13C, 
Ch. Tl). It follo*sltlcd: BA!fW.Q)-,.R(pllk)· J<'or this reason we can just ns 
well as!Wn~ that-eawedeca\ang with n com1mct IJordcred Rurface. In that 
l~$ Wl' ho.vtt trivially 

B(pu) - hkB(po, Pt) = Ak[B(po, pl)- B(p1, Po)], 

and hy Green's formula the integrals on the right can be transferred 
from fJ to circles a1 about the CJ· The expression takes the form 

Ak[A(,po,pl-.Po)-A(pl-.Po. Po)], 

and as in 9D its value ia found to be 

2,..U Re {fRes (Po-Pl)dPo}· 

Let us now introduce the notation 

(24) 

and set Co, 0 1 for O(,po), O(pl) respectively. The functional (23) can be 
written as B(p)+(l&-k)O(p) while its value for pu becomes, according to' 
the above <'omputation, 

We collect the results in the following main statement: 
Theorem. Thefuru-.tioaph/c=hpo+kpt, h+k= 1, mfn(mizutlte ~prusion 

B(p) + (h -k)C(p) in tlte claa8 of all f~tnrtion• p wit It the aing«4vitie& ( 19) 
who&e conjugate perioda vanish over aU dividing cyclu aaBOCiated with the 
partition P. 

Explicitly, the formvla 

(25) B(p)+(h-k)O(p) = AtC'o-kiOl+D(p-pu) 

which is valid for Buch funclimi.B 8/tow that the minimum is At0o-kt01, 
au that the tletliationfrrma the minimum is measured by D(p-plk)· 
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For the orientation of the reader we recall t~ "Ole pr1f'Cipel fu~ctions 
Po and Pt are completely determined by the singularity and the partition 
P. The most important C&lle8 are the ones that oorreepond.. to the identity 
partition I and the canonical putitic:m Q. 

10. SpeeiU cues 

lOA. In the preceding section we proved an existence theorem of rather 
general character. Its significance is beet appreciated if we examine some 
special cases. In the first place, there is rarely any need to use the theorem 
with more than a finite number of non vanishing coefficients in the develop
menta of the singularity function •· What is more, the principal functions 
p0 and Pt depend linearly on the singularities. For this reason there are 
r<'ally only two oases that need to be considered: the oaae where only 
one b~1 is different from zero, and the oaae where two coefficients c<i> aro 
different from zero and oppoeite. 

It is clear that the nonzero coefticients ~or tfh can be normalized nt 
will. It must be kept in mind, however, that the first normalization 
depends esaentially on the choice of the local variable z at 'I· The linearity 
is with respect to real rather than complex numbers. With a given choice 
of the local variable the most general singularity with b~,. 0 is thus 
obtained as a linear combination of singularities with the coefficients 
1 and i respectively. An equivalent way of specifying the second singu
larity is to replace z by u while keeping the coefficient equal to 1. 

lOB. In the oaae of a simple pole we obtain the following statement: 
Theorem. Afll,()ft{l aU admimble fv:ftdiuM p wit!& a development 

p(z) = Re {-1- +ao+at (z- ')+ · · ·} ._, 
at II gitleft poifll ,, tltefv1tl:&m. Pill: minimizu B(p)-27r(A-k) Re 111. 

We use the phrase "admissible functions" to indicate the class of har
monic functions whose conjugate periods vanish over the dividing cycles 
with respect to the partition P. 

lOC. J.<'or a singularity consisting of two logarithmic poles we find: 
Theorem. Afll,()ft{l aU atlmUWJlefundiuM witA tile Bi7&(/'Ularitiu log 1•- '1l 

and -log lz-,11, 1M~ B(p)+(A-k)2w Re (t4,1>-a~l>) IJUIJiu il8 
minimum for p-pu. 

In order to prevent misundentandinga due to the notation, we empha
size that pu does' not have the same meaning in Theorems lOB and 100. 
Ambiguities of this kind aeem leaa objectionable than crowded symbols 
which contain references to all conditions subject to choice. 
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IOD. With regard to the parameters A, i our theorem haa its simplest 
interpretation when A==i- i· The aymbolio integral in the following state
ment ia of course to be interpreted as a limit of the corresponding integral 
over /3(0). 

Theorem. For tany 8i~y fu'lldi,(m B, the minimum of 

B(p) = I p d.p* 

-iB Cllla.inedfor p=}(Po+Pd. tand. tie miniMum tx.llue iB l(Oo-01). 
Sinoe B(po)=B(pl)=O, the minimum ia always :$!0. Henoe Oo:iii01. 

lOE. The cases (A, i)=(l, 0) and (0, 1) are interesting because of the 
vanishing of B(Po) and B(Jil). If we restrict p to functions with B(p).:;; 0 
we find that the functional O(p) ia minimized by Po and maximized by Pl· 

For the special functions • whi.oh were singled out in lOB and 100 we 
obtain th<• following result: 

Theorem. In tie cla88 of Gd.miBBibk functio'l&ll with B( p) ~ 0 and the 

singularities Re z~C or log lz-Cll Gnd -log lz-C2I reapt.cliftly, the 

maximum. {Jlul minim•m of Re a1 or Re (uijl1 -a~) n/8 attained for the 
principal functio'l&ll Po and PL which correspond to these singulGrities. 

lOF. In Theorem 9E and all ita corollaries we have assumed that A, k 
are normalized by A+ i -1. Without this normalization the theorems 
remain true provided that the competing functions pare required to have 
the singularity (A+I:)B. If A+i=-0 the function pu has no-singularity, 
but the results continue to hold. We shall write q=po-Pl. and the 
extremal property of q ia with respect to all regular harmonic functions u 
whose conjugate periods ":":miah along oertain cyolea. If u+iu* haa the 
Taylor coefficients G~ at~. the expression minimized by q ia D(u)+20(u) 
where O(u) is still determined by formula (24). The value of the minimum 
is 0 0 -0l=O(q). It should be noted that Re talf=u(CJ) and that the other 
coefficients G~l can be expre•ed through partial derivatives. 

The most important caaea ~covered in the following statement: 
Theorem. For rt.g'Ular Gdmi~Bibk fu~ tie ezpruaion D(u) + 

4w(u(Cl)-u(Cs)) Cllla.i'l&ll ita minimum wlfen u=q=po-Pt· Hen po, Pl are 
tie principal fu~ IDAicA corrupond. lo the 8ingula.rities log lz-Cd 
tand -log lz-Csl- BimilGrly, 

D(u)-4w (~) 
& •-c 

iB minimiud by thefunclion 9'""Po-Pl IDAicA corrupcmda lo tie 8ingula.rity 
1 

Re-· ·z-C 
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1• W cruuiAc mi"""'- N - D<(). tllltllie ~Jrvm lAc minimum 
i8 D(u-q). · 

The limpleet way to obtain the value of the minimup1 ia perhaps to 
apply the theorem to ••0. Sinoe the funotioaal ia then zero and must 
differ from the minimum by D(q) it follow that the minimum ia - D(t)• 
The lint part of the theorem oan hence be expre•ed through the identity 

(26) D(u)+41r(u(Cl)-u(ta)) - D(u-q)-D(q). 

For ••t we obtain, in partioalar, 

(27) D(q) • 2tr(q(Ca)-q(Cl)). 

Silbilarly, in the 8eOOIId -. 

... D(u)-"'(!:)._, - D(u-q)-D(q), 

and f'or •-f, 
(28) D(q) = 21r(8q) · OX,_, 

It mny well happen that q reduoee to a constant. If this ia ao, (26) 
shollle that u(Cl)=u(Ca) for all admissible functions with D(u)< oo. 
Convenely, if it ia Jmown that u(Cd-•(Ca) for allBUoh funotiona, then 
q(Cl) =t<Ca) and it f'ollowa by (2j1) that f ia CODStant. 

lOG. A oonvaient way of expreMiDg the lint half' of the preoediDg 
theorem ia in the following homogenous form: 

The-. Any tMIMiMble ~ic Juadin u MIINjia lAc i7WJ'U'lity 

4trl(u{tt)-u(ta))• :S D(u)D(q) 

with efWJlity onZr for u=aq+b, a and b con.Btants. 
If D(u)-0 or oo there la nothing to prove. If we apply (26) to ku with 

constant I we obtain 

J:ID(u)+4trJ:(u(Cl) -u(ta)) ii: - D(q). 

· The deaired result followa for 

i - - 211' • ""11; ""·~. (u) , 

§'. THE a.A&Il.OF PLANAR SURFACES 

, PNvioua reaultl are now epeoialized. to the aue of a planar aurfaoe. 
We obtain, above all, the fubdamental result that any open planar 
Riemann aurfaoe ia conformally equivalent· to a plane region. Through 
use of the principal functions we gain a very simple acoeaa to the canonical 
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slit mappings, and we can also study the mappings that correspond to 
linear combinations of the principal functions. 

ll. Slit mappings 

llA. We are now going to study the case of a planar open surface W. 
By definition, every cycle on W is dividing. For this reason it is natural to 
employ the canonical partition Q when applying the results of the pre
ceding section. Accordingly, in 11 and 12 we consider only harmonic 
functions p whose conjugate periods are all zero. This means that the 
analytic functions P-p+ip• are single-valued, and the theory that we 
are developing becomes a theory of analytic functions on planar 1111l'faoes. 

The functions p are suppoeed to have a given singularity •, and if p* 
is to be single-valued We mut require that • has likewise a single-valued 
conjugate function .. . In other words, we consider only singularities 
without logarithmic terms. We denote by Po, P1 the analytic functions 
which correspond to the principal functions po, PI· They are determined 
up to additive complex constants. 

For single-valued P=p+ip* it is possible to write 

Bo(p) = J pdp• = l J pdp*-p*dp = ~ J PtlP 
~0) ~0) ~0) 

and hence, symbolioally, 

(29) B(p) ... if PtlP . 

• 
This representation is very useful for formal computations. 

liB. We fix our attention on the simplest kind of singularity, a simple 
pole with given residue. We suppose that the pole lies at C. and we choose 
a local variable z in a neighborhood of C. Let the singularity be given by 

&= Re 818 ,..; the corresponding analytic functions have then the singularity z-, 
618 

,..· To indicate the dependence on e we shall use notations p8. PI' Pf. z-, 
and we reserve the simpler notations P, P 0, P 1 for the special case 9=0. 
Observe that these distinctions are introduced relatively to a fixed local 
variable. 

The constants in Po and P 1 can be chosen so that 

pg =- Po COB E>+iPl sine 

Pr = iP0 sin E>+P1 cos e. 
This is seen by noting, first of all, that the equated functions have the 
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same singularities. Secondly, if we restrict attention to the case of a 
compact bordered W, the function in the right member of the first 
6Ci.UI ~m has a real part whose normal derivative vanishes on the border. 
lu the second equation the real part is constant on each contour. Since 
these properties are cbaracteristic for P: and J1 respectively, the 
equa.tiona hold provided that the constants are properly adjusted. By 
routine reaaoning (aee liD) they remain valid for arbitrary W. 

As a partioular consequence of (30) we find that 11-iJ1-•II. Hence, 
if we intend to let e vary, it does not matter whether we study 11 or Pf. 

llC. We will now investigate the mapping of W into the extended' 
plane whioh is defined by the function 11. The following theort>m will be 
proved: 

Theonaa. T'M ~ bJ 11 u ou lo ou, au lAc imt.~p G of W i& a 
horizottltJl Mit rt!Jion. TAu """"" Utal ew111 compcma~~ of u.c c:ompkmetll 
of G i1 tJiiMr a poitll or a Aoriaotllalliu ~· Mor«1tJer, lAc artt.~ oflhc 
complemetll u zero. 

The proof is particularly simple if W is the interior of a compact 
bordered Riemann aurface W. In faot, for this caae we will show that the 
theorem follows immediately from the argument principle. 

We recall first that the argument principle oan be expreaaed in a form 
which does not exclude zeros and poles on the border. Suppose that f is 
meromorphio on W, and that it is neither identically zero nor identically 
infinite. Then the olaaaical relation 

(31) 1 J"'' 2m f = R(O)-R(OO) 

• 
holds, subject to the following interpretation: (I) if there are zeros or 
polee on the boundary, the integral is to be computed as a principal 
value; (2) interior zeros and poles are to be counted with their ordinary 
multiplicity, while zeros and poles on the border are counted with one 
half of their multiplicity. 

The imaginary part of 11 is oonataut on each contour /Jt. and the real 
part varies between a finite minimum and maximum. The image of /J1: is 
thus a horizontal line segment u~:. It is clear tt.-t Mty interiot poil\t of a~c 
corresponds to at least two points on fJ~:. 

Let w be any complex number. We apply (31) withf=Pf!-w. It is 

immediately recognized that J J =0 whether w lies on or outside of a~: . 
•• Hence the variation of the argument is zero, and we find that n(O) = 

ft( oo) == I. There are three ways in which this number of zeros can be 
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realized, namely, by one aimple zero in the interior, by two limple uroa 
on the border, or by one double zero on the border. 

We conclude, ftrat, that tire mapping of 'W by PI is one to one and that 
the complement of the imap G is the UDioD of the segment. aa. Next, if 
to is an interior point of Gt it must oorreapond to two simple zeroe OJl {3~:, 
and if to is an end point the oorreapondiDg point on flt must be a double 
zero. There can be no other seroa, and we find that the aa are mutually 
disjoint. We have thua proftd the theorem in our special caae, and in 
addition we have gained complete insight in the oorreepondenoe between 
the boundaries. 

liD. We pass to the general cue of an arbitrary planar W. It baa not 
yet been proved that 1'oo-+11o and PJ.0'""+1'1 where PcJo, P1o are the principal 
functions for a regular repm 0 that tends to w. The most instraotive 
proof is by application of Theorem 9E. 

Let the corresponding analytic functions Poo, P1o have the develop
ments 

1 
Poo - -+ao(z-C)+ · · · z-C 

1 
P10- :-;+bo(z-C)+ · · ·, z-" 

and choose 0' c 0". Then Bo•(PII0"):.:5i Bn-<Poo-)-0. We apply Theorem 
9E to 0' with (A, i)-=(1, 0) and P-Poo·· By formula (24) we have 
C(poo-)= -2tr Re ao· and Co-C(poo·)- -2tr Re an·. Hence, by (25), 

Do•(PIJO·-PoQ·) = Bo (Poo-)-2tr Re (an·-an·) :.:5i 2tr Re (an·-ao·). 

This shows that Re an decreases when 0 increases. The same reaaoning, 
with (1a, k) = (0, 1 ), shows that Re bo is increasing. On the other hand, 
formula (28), 10F, yields 

2trRe(ao-bo) = Do(poo-pm) ~ 0. 

Therefore Re an baa a finite limit for o-w' and as a result we find that 

Do•(Poo•-poo•)- 0 

when o·-w and 0' c 0". 
If n is fixed it is easy to infer, by use of the triangle inequality, that 

Do(PcJo•-1'00') - 0 

when 0', Sl" both tend to W, without additional conditions. We are thus 
in a situation to which Theorem 130, Ch. II, can be applied. It follows 
readily that Pow= lim P 0n exist!! and has the same singularity as the 

A-til' 
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approxi~ functioaa. The IIUDe NUOniDg llhow that P1w•lim P10 
_,_.._ .'< 

eAJJO .... 
It remaiDa to pl"'Ye that Pc•Pcw, t•O, 1, at least up jo a oomtant. 

We recall that Pc wu de8ned by the ocmdition LcPc•Pc· The conclusion 
will be reached if we show that Pcw•lim 1'cO l&tiafiee the II&Dle condition. 
By definition LcPcw•lim l.copcw where the operator Leo is applied to the 
values or,... on a 6secl boundary a. But IPcw-.Pcnl < E on a for suffi
ciently large a. It folloW~ that 1~-~1 < E, and hence that 
~Pcw=lim ~w-lim ~-lim.Pco-PcW· as Ulelted. 

Because the relations (30) haft been proved for compact regions we 
can infer the existence of .Pfw=lim~. The II&Dle reasoning as above 
shows thatPf==.Pfw, ; .. o, 1, and aa a consequence (30)holdsforarbitrary 
surfaces. 

Since the functions ~ are univalent it followa by easy generalization 
of the corresponding theorem in the plane that the limit function Pf, 
which cannot reduce to a constant, is likewise univalent. 

liE. We must atill prove that the image G is a horizontal slit region. 
For thia part of the proof we are going to make use of Riemann's mapping 
theorem for plane simply ocmneoted regions. · 

We obeerve that any univalent mapping P=p+ip* into the complex 
plane aatiafiee the condition B(.P):ijO. In fact, 

Bo(.P) ... i f P tlP 
11(0) 

represents the negative of the finite area enclosed by the image of fl(O). 
We can thus deduce from Theorem lOE that P: ma:ximizea Re aei8 in 
the class of all univalent mappings of the form 

e«e 
pe = z-C+a(z-C)+ .. ·. 

Suppose that G lies in the complex w-plane, and let E be any comple
mentary component which does n6t reduce to a point. Then the comple
ment Jl' of E can be mapped oonformally on a disk, and therefore on the 
complement of a horizontal line segment. The mapping function rp can 
be normalized eo that it has a development 

at co. 

b 
rp(w) ""' w+-+ · · · 

1D 

Since E' is the interior of a compact bordered surface, it is clear that 
rp is the principal function Po for E' which Of~nds to the singularity 
w at co. Because of the extremal property 0{ Po we infer that Re b!:; 0, 
with equality only if rp(w) =w, for w is a competing univalent mapping. 
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On the other hand, the function cp(pg(z)) is univalent and normalized on 
W. Hwe write 

e•• Pf-= z-C+ae(z-C)+ · · ·, 

the development of cp(pg) is of the form 

e•• 
cp(Pf)- z-C+(ae+be-c8 )(z-C)+ · · ·· 

Hence, by the extremal property of PI, 
Reaee'8 Si:: Re(aee1•+b), 

so that Reb:lO. We conclude that Reb-0, and it follows, as we have 
already pointed out, that cp(ID) =ID. But then Eisa horizontal line segment, 
and since the same reuoning can be applied to any complementary 
component which is not a point, the proof of Theorem llC is complete, 
except for the last statement. 

llF. We have already remarked that B(p);:i!O wheneverP=p+ip• ia 
univalent. More precisely, Bo(p)= -Eo(p), where Eo(p) is the area of 
the point set that is not covered by the image of n. As n-w, Eo(p) 
tends to E(p), the area of the complement of the whole image of W. It 
follows that B(p)= -E(p), and in particular E(po)= -B(po)=O. In other 
words, the total area of the slits is zero. 

For greater clarity we restate the extremal property enjoyed by PI. 
In ordt•r to simplify the normalization we write P(el =e'9 P 0 9 for the 
functiord:hCJtmaps W ong.sltrcgion with Rlits parallel to the direction 0. 
We co.-,_ £1e1 with funetions 

1 
P = -+a(z-C)+···. 

z-C 

The following results are obtained: 
Theorem. TM.fundiun, P(e) minimizu tlw.fundWnal B(p)- 21T Re (e-2f8a) 

in tM. cla88 of all Bifl{lle-walw.tl P, a11d it ma:rimizu tM. upruaion E(p)+ 
2w Re (e-IC&a) in t1w. cla88 of all univalent P. 

A weaker version of the second property is that P 1e1 maximizes 
Re (e-lt&a) in the class of univalent P. For special values of 9 we find that 
Po maximizes 2w Re a+E(p) and P1 minimizes 2w Re a-E(p), or, in the 
weaker version, that Po maximizes and P1 minimizes Rea. 

llG. We cannot leave this topic without pointing out that Theorem 
l.IC contains, as a very special corollary, the uniformization tl&eorem. A 
slit region, not the whole extended plane, is simply connected if and only 
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if its boundary Ja a llingle alit. H the alit baa more than one point its 
complement can be mapped on the interior of a disk, and· if the alit 
reduces to a point the region ia equivalent to the wholt\ plane. Therefore, 
any open simply connected Riemann surface ia conformally equivalent 
to a disk or to the plane. 

The universal covering surface of any surface is simply coDDeOted, and 
it is cloaed only in the caae of a sphere. When this observation ia com
bined with the preceding statement we obtain: 

Theonm ( Uniformimtifm 1/aeomn). Tlat. uniwraal eotJtring II'IM'fau of tJny 
Riema n.n nrfau is oonformally equiwlmt to a disk, to tlat. plane, or to tlat. 
sphere. 

The uniformization theorem was first proved, conclusively, by P. 
Koelw [I, 7] and H. Poin~ [5]. The existence of a slit mapping with 
the propertieH statecl in Theorem IIC i!l aiHO 411\te tO Koabe [:?11. 

12. '1\e funetiODS P., 

IZA. The extremal properties of the functions Pu=laP0 +1eP1 are 
known to us through Theorem lOB. However, they gain in interest if Pu 
ia univalent, for then the extremum is with respect to the claas of uni
valent mappings, and the minimum expression involves the geometric 
quantity represented by the area of the complement of the image region. 
In this respect we prove: 

Theore111o Every fundion Pu 1Dit1a la,le~O determines tJ one to one 
rrtap'Jilng of W onto tJ rtgion G in tlat. mended plane. If W is of finite con
'Mdivity, tiJd. compkmM&tary component of G iB eitlat.r tJ point or a convex 
set bounded by an analytic J ordtln curve. 

As before, we can normalize by the condition Ia + le = 1, but in the preKent 
situation it is essential that Ia and le are both nonnegative. 

l.2B. We begin by studying the simplest caae which is that of the 
function i(Po+PI); the passage to arbitrary A, le will be easy. We prove 
first the part of the theorem that refers to a surface W of finite con
nectivity. Since we have a horizontal slit mapping at our disposal it is 
then poRBible to regard W as the interior of a compact bordered surface. 
Indeed, a slit which does not reduce to a point has a neighborhood which 
can be mapped by an elementary function in such a way that the slit 
corresponds to a circle. Slits that reduce to points can be added to the 
surface and will correspond to points under all mappings. 

Consider a contour f3J of W. We know that Im Po and Re P 1 are 
constant on{31, and it follows thatRe [(Po+ P 1)el8] differs from Po cos 0 + 
iP1 sin 9=~ (see (30), liB) by a complex constant on each f3J· On the 
other hand, since ~ is a horizontal alit mapping, we may conclude that 
Re[(Po+PI)eC8] attains every value between its minimum and maximum 
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exactly twice on P1· This ia true for every 9. By definition, a cloeed curve 
is (Rtrictly) convex if it meeta every straight line at most twice (i.e. for, 
at most, two values of the parameter). The equation of any line in the 
w-plane can be written as Re (w e'&)=b, and we have just shown that 
the equation Re [(P0 +P1)eC8]•b has at most two solutions on PI· Hence 
the image of P1 under the mapping w==Po+Pl is a convex curve. We 
denote it by 'YI· 

12C. Let us fonn the derivatives P0 and Pi with respect to a local 
varial•le. Each .et'i\Ub'Ve ha:; two Rimple zeros on f1t· Furthermore, these 
zeros-Dfe distintt fotS!~pp• that P0=Pi =0 at a. point of {14• Because 
P0fP~ is purely imaginary, it is p088.ible to find 9 such that POJ?,.
-i tan 0 at that point. It would follow that the first two derivatives of 
Pg=P0 cos 9+iP1 sin 9 vanish simultaneously, contrary to the fact 
that P~ takes ita values at most with multiplicity two. 

As a first consequence we infer that 'YI is analytic. In fact, Po and P 1 
can be continued across PI• and a ~ingular point on 'Y1 would be character-

ized by d~o + cl~1 =0, where • denotes local arc length. But since clPo and 

clP1 are real and imaginary, respectively, it would follow that .PQ=Pi =0, 
and we have just seen that this is impossible. 

Secondly, we consider the analytic function F=:~~=Pif.PQ. It has no 

zeros or poles at interior pointe of W, and it is equal to 1 at C. There are 
two simple poles on each fll, and ReF-0 on the contours, except for the 
poles. We can show, moreover, that every purely imaginary value i'l is 
taken at least twice on each contour. For if we aet 7J=Cot e,.then F=t7J 
nt the points where the real part of J1 = P 0 cos 9 + iP 1 sin 9 is a maxi
mum or minimum. 

We apply the argument principle to F-i'l· If the curve parameter is 

denoted by t we know that (F-i'l)-1 a: is real on {J, the border of lV. 

Hen<'c F- i.., haS aa many zerOR as poles, provided that the ones on the 
boundary are counted with half their multiplicities. We have already 
accounted for as many zeros on the boundary as the~:e are poles. Con
sequently, there are no zeros in the interior of W. This means that F:i-i'l 
in W for arbitrary real '1; in other words, Re F:;. 0 in W. Since Re F( C) .. } 
it follows that Re F>O throughout W. This implies that Im F decreases 
in the positive direction of p. It represents the slope of the image curvee 
'YI• and we infer that the curves 'YI are traced in the direction of decreaa
ing slope. Let w1, wa be the utmost left and utmost right point on 'YI 
respectively. As we trace 'YI in the positive direction from w1 to 1111 the 
elope must go from + co to - co. 
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Im. The inside and outside of a oonvex curve y can be defined without 
appealing to the Jordan curve theorem. Indeed, we say that a point w 
lies outside of y if there ezists a half-line,' begUming at w, which does not 
meet y. A point that is neither on y nor outside of y is said 'to be inside of y. 
Draw a line L through two inside points w', w•. These points divide L 
into a finite aegment • and two disjoint half.Jinee L', L•. By the definition 
of inside point L' and L• meet yin points tDJ., wa respectively. Because y 
is a convex curve w1, wa are the only points in which L intersects y. We 
conclude that the segment • does not meet y. 

An outside point w haa the winding number n{y, w)==O, because it can 
be joined to co without 01'0II8ing y (Ch. I, 10E). Consider now an inside 
point w, and draw a line L through w. Both halves of L, divided at w, 
must meet y, each at one point. The area of y between these points cannot 
lie in the same half-plane determined by L, for then a half-line from w in 
the other half-plane would mise y, and w would be an outside puiut. In 
this situation one finds, by explicit computation, that n(y, w) is dther 
1 or -1. But we have just found that any two inside points can be joined 
without crossing y. Therefore n{y, w) haa the same value, 1 or -1, for all 
inside points. It follows further that the whole line segment between two 
inside points consists of inside points; in other words, the inside is a convex 
aet. An easy modification of the reasoning shows that the inside together 
with y is also a convex set. The inside and the outside are both connected, 
and since they are characterized by the values of the winding number they 
must be unions of complementary components of y. It follows that y 
divides the plane into two regions, the inside and the outside. We leave 
it to the reader to show that y is the common boundary of both regions. 

In the case of the curves 'YI we can determine the winding number 
with respect to inside points unambiguously. Consider again the points 
tD!, wa at the extreme left and extreme right. Let L be the directed line 
that passes first through w1 and then through w2. As we trace Yl in the 
IVsitive direction from w1 to w2 the slope starts with the value +co. It 
"(ot10'1s that the arc lies to the left of L. For a point wo between w1 and 
Wfl_thc argument of w-wo must decrease by .,., and we see that the 
winding number is -1. 

J.JE. The univalent nature of the mapping Po+ P1 follows by another 
application of the argument principle. Let w be an arbitrary complex 
value, and suppose that w lies inside of m and on m' curves Yl· The change 
of the argument of Po+P1-w along the boundary is then -m-m'/2 
times 2w. If w is taken n times in W and n' times on the boundary, it 
follows that n+n'/2-1=- -m-m'/2. It is necessary to have n'~m', and 
m' ... o implies n' -o. This leaves only three possibiliti<'s: (I) n = 1, 
n'-m•m'•O, (2) n-•'-m'•O,.m•l, (3) n•m=O, n'=m' =I. 
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This enumeration showa clearly that the curves 'YI are disjoint and 
mutually exterior to each other. The mapping is one to one, and the 
complement of the image G consists of the closed convex regions enclosed 
by the curves 'YI· 

Exactly the same :reasoning can be applied to any linear combination 
APo+kP1 with nonnegative A, k, for the images of the contours f3s are 
then obtained by applying an affine transformation to the curves 'YI· 

Finally, we can pass to arbitrary W by means of the relation Pu= 
lim (APoo+kPul)· It followa at once that Puis univalent. 

12F. Let us recall the extremal property of Pu. We have denoted byE 
the are .. of the complement of G, and by a the coefficient in the develop
ment P•lf(z- ') +a(z- ')+ · · ·. By Theorem lOB (and 9E) we obtain: 

Theorem. For h+k= 1, h, k£:0, thefu11dion Pu maximize.~ the qua11tity 
E+21f(h-k) Rea in the class of aU ftOmltlliz«l univalent m•JSPiiiJS· In 
particula.r, the cnmplemenlary area E is a maximum for "tile ftll,clinn 

i(Po+ PI), in which case Esi [a(Po)-a(Pl)]. 

In tl¥R statement a(Po) and a(Pl) are the coefficients of z-C in the 
developments of Po and P1 respectively. We shall see in a moment that 
the difference a(Po)-a(Pl), known aa the '2'CJn, is always real and non
negative. In the theorem we have already used this information when 
writing down the expreeaion for the maximal complementary area. 

12G. The functions Pu with A, k of opposite sign are relatively un
interesting, except for the case A== -k which leads to multiples of the 
singularity free function Q-Po-Pl. We know by Theorem lOF that Q 
minimizes the quantity D(U)-4'11" Re a(U) in the class of all analytic 
functions on W; here U =u+iu*, and we write D( U) for D(u). 

In order to see that a(Q) il necesaarily real and ~ 0 we compare Q with 
Qele. It is evident that D(Qe'•)=D(Q) anda(Qef8)=ef8a(Q). Consequently, 
the minimum property of Q yields Re a(Q) ~ Re[a(Q)ef8] for all 9, and this 
is possible only if a(Q) is real and nonnegative. 

The value of the minimum can be read off from Theorem 9E and is 
found to be -211"CJ(Q). In other words, we have D(Q)-47ra(Q)== -211"CJ(Q), 
or D(Q)=211"CJ(Q). On comparison with Theorem 12F we see that 
D(Po-Pl) is exactly equal to E(Po+Pl), the complementary area 
associated with Po+P1. 

We collect all this information in a theorem: 
Theorem. PM fu11dion Q==Po-Pl minimizes the expression D(U)-

4'11" Re a(U) in the class of aU analytic fufldions U on W. MoreotJU, a(Q) is 
nonnegatiw and 211"CJ(Q)-D(Q)=E, wlaere E denotes the complementary 
area CJ880Ciated with the 'f~UJ1.JP~ng Po+P1. 
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The minimizing property i8 upru.tl flwoutlt. 1M inequality 

D(U)-4trRea(U) ii: -D(Q) 

4trlla(U)I1 ~ D(U)D(Q). 

186 

The latter inequality follows on applying the first to cU with c= 
2ml(U)/D(U) . 

.BemarJ:: The functions Po+P1 and Po-P1 were introduced and their 
extremal properties studied by H. Gnmaky [1]. It was M. Schiffer [2] who 
diaooveled that Po+P1 is univalent and that the boundary curves are 
con'Yd. 

13. Exponential mappings 

13A. We continue the study of planar surfaces and direct our attention 
Tll>!N~ of two logarithmic singularities with opposite residues. Because 
of the similarity with the preceding case our exposition will be very brief. 

We oonsider two distinct pointe C1. C1 on W, and we are interested in 
harmonic functions f' with the aingularities log lz-C1I and -log lz-C•~· 
In addition, we require that p belongs to the claaa of harmonic functions . 
asiOCliated with the canonical partition Q. This means that f' ahall have 
the flux zero along any cycle which aeparates C1 and C1 from the ideal 
boundary of W. More precisely, the ftU% ahall be zero along any cycle y 
which is homologous on W- C1- Ca to a cycle that lies outside of an 
arbitrarily given compact aubeet of W. Since W is planar it ea111tlen he 
concluded that the flux along an arbitrary cycle is a multiphl of .2.tf. It 
follows that we can define a single-valued function F=efl+fP• which is 
analytic except for a simple pole at Ca and whose only zero is at Cl· 

We suppose that Fo and F1 co:nespond in this way to the principal 
functions f'o and .1'1· They are determined up to a multiplicative constant. 
We choose to normalize all F so that F'(C1)-=1 with respect to a fixed 
local variable at C1. Then the development at C1 is of the form 

p..,_c_+··· z-c. 
where the residue c=c(F) is of course independent of the local variable 
at C•· 

13B. If W has finite connectivity it is very easy to show that F o 
maps W on a region bounded by a finite number of radial slits, and that 
F 1 maps it on a region whose complement consists of concentric oiroular 
arcs. In both cases the mapping is one to one. 

In order to make the corresponding conclusion for arbitrary W we must 
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first determine the extremal properties of Fo and F1. The integral B(p) 
can be written as 

flog 11'1 darg 1', 
• • 

and if F is univalent it repreeents the negative of the logarithmic area of 
the complement of the image region J'(W). If that logarithmic area is 
denoted by E1o1(F) we find: 

Tbeonm. In IAe cltw of all tiOP'tiiCiliud unitJWJlerlt F ,llae radial slit fllllpping 
Fo ,.,.,.mizu 2"11' log lc(l')l +E101(F), oftd IAe circular •lie rn.tJPPi'llf F1 
minimizu 2w log lc(F)I-..1'101(1'). 

The proof follows by application of Theorem IOC. It is first obaerved 
that p-log IFI has vaniabing flux along all contours of a region n that 
contain C1 and Ct· Indeed, the univalent function F mapa each contour 
onto a closed curve with winding number zero about the origin, and this 
means that the flux vanishee. We have already shown that B(.P)= 
-.E101(F), and the normalization implies that t4,11 =0, a~1>=log lc(F)I. 
For (A,l:)=(l, 0) we conclude that Fominimizes -E101(F)-2"11' log lc(F) 1. 
and for (A, 1:)= (0, 1) that 1'1 minimir.es -EJ01(F)+2w log lc(J')I. This is 
what we wanted to show. 

E:motly as in liE the utremal properties can be used to show that 
F0 and F1 are slit mappings even if W has infinite connectivity. Details 
are left to the reader. 

§S. CAPACITIES 

So far, in all applications of the main existence theorem (Theorem 3A), 
with one exception, we have insisted that the sum of the residues of the 
singularity function be zero. The exception occurred in 4 where we dis
cussed the construction of a Green's function. In that case it was necessary 
to modify the singularity function by adding a suitable multiple of a 
certain function "'• defined in a neighborhood of the boundary. 

This aspect of the theory will now be pursued further. We are led to a 
generalization of the classical notion of logarithmic capacity and to 
canonical mappings onto disks with radial or concentric slits. 

14. Capacity functioaa 

14A. We begin with the case of a compact bordered surface W which 
need not be planar. We wish to construct a function with a single logarith
mic singularity log lz- C I· Such a function has the flux 2w along the border 
{3, and we show that the whole flux can be concentrated to a given part of {3. 
Accordingly, we suppose that f3 is partitioned into y and {3-y where y is 
a union of contours. For greater generality we assume that {3- y is further 
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:mbdivided into /h. · · ·, /J.. In thla situation the following existence 
theolem bolda: 

Tb111-. TW. aiiU ·~ f'r, •aique ••for n ~ COINiclftl, 
whiM it Aarmoaic &ZCefll for IAe ~ log 1•-tl. ~ftl oa 1' GRCI 
on e.aM fit, GRCI w1aoae flu w zero altwlg each flc. 

For the proof we oonatruct a neighborhood W~ of , whoee oloaure on 
W do. not oontain t and does not meet the flc. It ia of course possible to 
choo.e l'~ 10 that it ia ngularly imbedded, and we denote ita relative 
boUDdMy by 'YO· There u:iata a harmonic function "' in w~ which is 0 on 
yo and 1 on ,. Ita flux m along , ia positive. 

We Introduce a aingalarity function • which ia equal to log lz- 'I in a 
neighborhood of t. identioally zero Deal' the oontoun flc, and equal to 
2m"'/"' iD W~. The total flux of • ia zero. We ocmaider the operator Lt 
assooiated with the partition P of fJ into , and fJ1, • • ·, /J. (aee 6B). 
ACCOJding to Theorem 3A there u:iata a harmonic function 1'7 which 
sata&. 1'7-•-Lt(P7-•). Thia function fuUU1a the ocmditions in the 
theorem. It ia uniquely determined except for an additive constant. 

For definiteneaa we normalize 10 that 1'7-log 1•-tl vaniahee at C. The 
normalization depends on the choice of the local variable at C. The 
normalized function 1'7 will be oalled the ~ fuadior& of the sub
boundary y. It baa a ooutant value i(y) on y, and we define e-~M to be 
the ~ of y. Observe that the capacity depends on t. the local 

k variable at t. and the partition P. · 

l'B. We are interested in generalizing the preceding result to arbitrary 
W. J'or thla reason we must flrat determine the extremal property of the 
capacity function in the oompact oaae. We retain the notatiooa A(p) and 
B(p) of6B and maintain: 

Tlleonm. The capacity fuat:Jion 1'7 miaimizu the fuat:Jianal B(p) in the 
clGa of alllaarmcmic p with zero flu a~tw~g each flt, au aucA 11aa1 p -log I•-c 1 
vanwhu at C. The value of 1Ae miaimUJR w 2-.ri(y), a7Ullhe detliatioft from 
the minimum N mea&Ured by D(p-1'7). 

For the proof we ohscrve that B(p,.,p)=B(p,.)=2wk(y). By Green's 
formula we have further 

B(p,., p)-B(p, p,..) = A(f'rt p)-A(p, p,.), 

where the integrals A are extended over a small circle about t. On letting 
the radius of this circle tend to zero it beoomea obvious, in view of the 
normalization, that A(p,.,p)=A(p,p,.). Hence B(p,.,p)=B(p,p,.), and we 
obtain 

D(p-p,..) = B(p-p,.) = B(p)-B(p,p,..)-B(p,.,p)+B(p,.) = B(p)-B(p,.). 

Thia identity implies the statement of the theorem. 
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1-&C. We tum now to the ease of an open W. Let P be a regular parti· 
tion of the ideal boundary fJ (Ch. I, 38), and let y be one of the parte, 
and hence a closed subset of {J. We call y a nbbou1Ulary. P induces a 
partition of the contours {J(O) of any regular region 0 c W. We denote the 
part corresponding to y by y(O) and the remaining parts by /Jc(O). 

Using these partitions we can determine the capacity function p,1n1 for 
each sufficiently large 0; the notation will be simplified to p,n. If 0 c 0' 
it is easily seen that p,n· is a competing function for the extremal property 
in 0. Hence 

(32) Bn·(p,n·) > Bo(p,n·) = Bn(p,n) + Dn(p,n·-p,n), 

and we see that Bn(p,o)•'ttrkn(y) increaaee with 0. Thus A:n(y) has a 
limit A:(y) for n-w, and we define c(y)-e-~M to be the capacity of y, 
relatively to the partition P. 

If the capacity is positive we conclude from (32) that Dn(p,n• - p,n)-+0, 
and it follows in the usual way that p,n has a limit function p,. The limit 
function is normalized, and will be regarded as the capacity function 
&BBociated with the subboundary y and the partition P. On use of the 
triangle inequality it follows from 

Dn(p-p,n) = Bn(p)-Bn(p,n) 
that 

D(p-p,) = B(p)-B(p,). 

This formula generalizes Theorem 14B to open surfaces. 
In the case of zero capacity it is still possible to demonstrate, for 

instance by use of normal families, the existence of a function p, with the 
given singularity and the prescribed conjugate periods. However, the 
unicity is lost, and for this reason we prefer to dismiss this case from 
further consideration. 

15. The eapaeity of the boundary 

ISA. \\'1· inv<'Htigate the special circumstances that occur when y is 
the whole ideal boundary {J, in which case P must be the identity partition. 
We recognize at once that kn{fJ)-ptJO is the Green's function gn(z, C) of 
0. Clearly, gn increases with n and has a nondegenerate limit function g 
if and only if fJ has positive capacity. When this is the case, g is called the 
Green's function of W, and it is related to the capacity function by 
p8 = -!}+k({J). Tht> following characterization of the Green's function is 
1ruportant · 

Th .. nrf'rn. 7'Ae qrtetis fwnclitJtt 1• if If tr~istiJ, ;.~ tltP .~maUP.~t JJtUitivt 
hqrmo~ttcfqftdioll wit!t1hesi"1f1[q~ty -Jog lz-tl- It satisfies infg=O, 
and ifal.qrmonir.functimtu•ith the same singularity tend& to 0 a8 z approaches 
thP idf!Jl bmmdary, the" it is identical with g. 
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TheJlnt assertion m-.oa that g(~~go(z) at all points z for any positive 
harmoalo function go with the II&Dle aingularity aa g. It is practically 
trivial, for the maximum principle implies ga(z) ~ go(z) for% ESt. and the 
result follows on letting a tend to W. If inf g="' we can take fo•f/- "'• 
and it follows that 'f1=0. Finally, auppoee that g~ for •-{3. J!'or any 
given 41 > 0 We caD then find &D a 80 that lgol < E OUtside of a. The JDUi. 
mum principle impliea lga-go I < • in a. Hence lg-go I :l • at all points, 
and since • is arbitrary we obtain g=go. 

The laat result shows that the definition of g agrees with the earlier 
definition that waa given in a apec:ial case (4B-4D). However, the reader 
must be well aware that g does not always have the limit 0 aa z tends to {3. 
It can JDeJ:ely be a11erted that the inferior limit is 0. 

lSB. Another way of apreaaing the minimum property of g is to say 
that P• AM 1M Mlll.lllul ft1Jm"Utn Gfllmlg aU lltmraonic: fu'lldimul p wAic:l& 
«<NfyiM coruliHon p-log 1•-tl-o for :»-+C. We are going to prove a 
theorem which generalizes this property aa· well aa the extremal property 
exp~ by Theorem 14B. 

J.et; ell( I) be a convex increaaing function of the real variable t; the 
convexity means that cll'(t) is increaaing (for the sake of simplicity we 
&IIBUDle that ell' exists and is continuous). Given a harmonic function p 
we write 

lo(p) = I 4»(p)dp*. 
11(0) 

Then ln(p) increases with a. In fact, if a c a• we find by Green's formula 
(Ch. II, RB) 

/4•(p) -la(p) = Dnt-n.(p, 4>(p)). 

and the Dirichlet integral can be expressed as 

II •·w>[(~Y +(~)1 d:aly. 

Since cll'(p)~O the integral is nonnegative, and we conclude that the 
functional increases. In particular, it is possible to define 

Iw> = I 4>(p)dp• 
fJ 

as the limit of lo(p). 
Theorem. The capacity fu'lldion p6 minimiWJ J(p) atnm~g aU harmonic 

p uil&ic:k sati8fy p -log lz-C 1-o for •-C. 
We assume first that W is compact and bordered. We write p=p6 +1& 

and obtain 

/(1')-J(p,) = I [4>(p,+la)-•w.>1 dp:+ I cll(p,+la) dla•. 

• • 
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In the &rat integral clpfiii::O, and by the oonvexity 4>(p,+1)-4>(1J,)iii:: 
h4>'(p,). But .P• is conatantly equal to /e .... ~ on {J, so that the intep-&1 
is at least equal to 

4>'(/e) I 1 clpf. , 
Sinoe 1 has the flux zero we can write 

J 1 ., = f 1 clp,-,, dA•. , , 
The integral on the right can be tranaf'erred to a small clrole about C, 
and because of the normalisation it is aeen to equal zero. We have thaa 
proved that 

J[4>(1J,+h)-4>(p,)ltftt1 iii:: 0. , 
Next, we use Green's formula to obtain 

The double integral is nonnegative, and we conclude that l(p)ii:;l(p,) aa 
auerted. 

In the general oaae we obtain l(p) iii:: ln(.P,.n) iii:: ln_(.P,.n) for 0 :l no. 
Letting U tend to W we get I(p)~ln_(p11), and ainoe Oo is arbitrary it 
follows that l(p) ~ I(p11). This completes the proof. 

lSC. As an illustration we may consider the caae 4>(p)=eiP. The 
function F=eP+«P• has a aingle-valued modulua IFI, and it is normalized 
by the conditions F(C)=O, IF'<C>I =1. The integral becomea 

l(1J) = 2 If I F'l 2 dxtly, 
IJ' 

nnd we find that every normalized F with aingle-valued modulua aatisfiea 
the condition 

JJ IF' I• tb:tJy &:; wc(fJ)-z, 
w 

where c(fJ) is the capacity. The minimum is attained for the function F, 
that correspond& to .Jill· 
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16.DIIk ........... 
16A. For a planar l1ll'face W we are mainly inten!lted)n the cue where 

y is a. single boundary oompcment, and P is the oaDODical parliitioD. l!'or 
a.ny regular ngioD 0 c W the part y(O) will bound a lliDg1e OOJDpcmeDt of 
w-n. The cor1-.pcmding -.paoity function ~ will han the conjugate 
period 2r along ,(Q) UJd oarojupte perioda 0 along the boundaries 
fJ1(Q) of all other componenta of W -0. The function 1',.-eJ'YHII; is 
consequently aingle-valaed, and it is the mapping by this function that 
interests ua. 

In the oompaot cue it is readily aeen, by ue of the argument prinoiple, 
that J',. is univalent and mapa W onto a diak of radius c(y)-1 with circa1ar 
slita oentered at the origin. We propoll8 to lhow that this remains true for 
arbitrary W, provided that c(y)>O. The proof makes ue of an extremal 
property that we lhall flnt derive. 

16B. We begin with the oue of a aurfaoe W which is the interior of a 
compact bordered surface lV with n contoun. Let F be a univalent 
analytic function on W, normalized by the conditions F(C)-0, F'(C)==l. 
F maps W onto a. plane region G with one outer and n -1 inner contours; 
the out.er contour does and the inner contours do not encloae the origin. 
ChooKI' y to be the contour of W which corrt'sponds to the outer contour 
of G. The other contours are denoted by /J1. · · ·, fJn-1· 

If p =log I Fl we can easily llt'8 that 

fpd.p• < 0 
IJc 

for all p,. In fact, if we change to the variable w=u+iv- F(z), the integral 
equals 

-If~ 
e:dended over the area that is enclosed by the image of /Jf. On the other 
hand, 

fp,.tlp:- 0, 
IJc 

since ~ is constant on y with the ftWI: zero. Thus 

B(p) .. f .P d.p*+ Il f .P tip* < f .P tip• ,. ,_.l!c ,. 
B(p,.) = f p,. d.p: == 2wk(y), 

" 
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and we obtain 

It is geoQletrically evident, and quite easy to prove, that 

f 1' ap* :S 271" ~X p. 
,. 

We can thus conclude that maxp>k(y), or max IFI >c(y)-1, 

[HIC 

Note carefully that y depends on F. Therefore, if we want an inequality 
which is valid for all univalent normalized functions F, we must express 
the result in the form max IFI >[max c(y,)]-1 where yc runs through all 

' contours of W. The strict inequality is due to our &BBumption that F 
remains univalent on the border. 

16C. Wt> Pom;iut-r now an(ltbitrary planar Wand let F be a normalized 
m:rppil~ C)nto ,_ JJill~ f'qion (J. It iR pOSRible to define a boundary 00111· 
ponent of 6, and hence of W, which represents the outer boundary of G. 
Indeed, fur every 0 c W the image F(O) has an outer boundary which 
corresponds to a contour y(O), and if 0 c 0', then y(O') lies in the com
plementary component that is bounded by y(O). This shows that the 
contours y(O) determine a boundary component y. 

Theorem. Any 110m&tJliwl univaknl function F on a planar mrface W 
aatisfiea sup IFI i;:c(y)-1 tolaere y is 1M boundary corn.ponmt determi1Uld by 
F.lf c(y) >0, e.quality 1toltU fYAly for F=F,.. 

T'Mre uiat8 a boundary componmt toitA ~mal capacity, and aR 
arbitrary 110m&tJliutl F is tAu houm to aatisfy sup IFI S::[max c(y)]-1, ,. 

The first statement follows from sup IFI >maxiFI >cn(y)-1 on letting 
n 

0 tend to W. As for the uniqueness, we note that the sharp form of 
Theorem 14B yields 

271" s, p > 271"kn(y)+Dn(p-p,.n). 

If sup p = k(y) ¥- oo it follows that Dn(p-p,.o)-+0, and hence that 
p=lim pyu=p,.. 

For the second part, set c =sup c(y) and &BBume that c > 0. WI' l'hoose a 
sequence of boundary components y,. with c(y,.)-.c. The f\.l.ftd'¥m,t F'y. 

<'Xist filr ;;ufli<'i<'nt ly large 11 nnd HatiRfy IF Y,.i < c(y,. )~1. Since thPy a1·e 
hounded it i'l possible to extract a subsequence which converges to a 
limit function F. The latter satisfies IFI <c-1, and because of the normaliz
ation }' is not constant, hence univalent. If y is the boundary component 
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determined by F we know that c(y)-1;:5jaup IFI :ijc-1. Hence c(y)=c, and 
y has maximal capacity. 

16D. Suppose that the boundary component y of W has positive 
capac·it) Tlw function Fy is a limit of function" F'1a.· It iR conRequently 
univalent and normalized. Since IF,.ol <CA(r>-' AndC'*)-+c.L7Htfollo~ 
further that IF,I :ijc(y)-1. We are going to prove: 

Theonm. TIM fv:ndian F, m4p. W onto a 8Ubregion G of tiM tlislc 
lwl <c(y)-1 witA tAe f"'''lMrlY lluJt each component of i1B ~with. 
respld to tiM tli&lc COf&8iBt.f of a poiftt or of a circular arc witA t'A1IW 0. 

We remark that this theorem contains the Riemann mapping theorem. 
Suppose, in fact, that W is a simply connected proper subregion of the 
complex plane. A familiar construction shows that there are bounded 
univalent functions on w. Therefore ita only boundary component, has 
positive capacity. In view of the simple connectivity the theorem implies 
that F, maps W onto a disk. 

The proof of the theorem oonsiata of two parts. In the first part we 
show that there is no complementary component which reaches the 
boundary of the disk, and for this proof we use the argument that has 
become classical in the proof of Riemann's mapping theorem. Suppose 
that the unbounded complementary component of G contains a point u·0 

with lwol <c(y)-1. Then, setting R=c(y)-1, it is possible to define fun<'! Ion<~ 

and 

f(z) = [R(F,(z)-wo)]i 
R2-woF,(z) 

f(z)-f(t) 
'l(z) = 1-f(C)f(z)' 

both < 1 in absolute value. By direct computation or by use of Schwarz' 
lemma one sees that l'rJ'(C)I > 1JR. Hence the normalized function 'l(z)/'I'(C) 
would have a bound <c(y)-1, contrary to Theorem 16C. The contradiction 
proves the first part. 

For the aecond part, let JG be a component of D-G where D denotes 
the disk lwl <c(y)-1. The Riemann mapping theorem is now at our 
disposal. Therefore, if JG is not a point, the doubly connected region D-IG 
can be regarded as the interior of a compact bordered surface, and we 
can form its capacity mapping 'I' with respect to the origin, the local 
'"4"~iahlt· u·, and tlw contour lwl =c(y)-1. The identity mapping of D-E 
j,., ""~lut and normalized. Therefore, by comparison with the capacity 
mnppin~ r:p, c(y)-1 ~sup I 'PI· On the other hand, consideration of the 
univalent mapping 'I' oF, yields sup 1'1'1 ~c(y)-1 . This is possible only if 
'I' is the identity mapping, and we conclude that JG is a circular arc. 
The proof is complete. 
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16E. Finally, we pro,·e an analogue of Theorem 15B for univalent 
m:~ppings of a pt.-...rattrf•te. As before, <l>(t) denotes a convex increasing 
function, and we consider a fixed boundary component y of positive 
capacity. 

Theorem. Among aU tiOI"rJJGlUed unitlaleftl juffdioM F-eJI+CJI• tMicA 
.Yend 'Y into t'M ovlcr conlolw,IAefu'lldirm F., tMMftiUu t'Mfu~ 

J(p) == J <l>(p) tlp• Gftd J(p) - J e(p) t~.p•. , ., 
As usual, we COII8ider first the compact case; in particular, F is auppoeed 

to remain analytic on the border. The funotioual J(p) differs from J(p) 
by integrals over the contours ~"f'y. With the notation to-u+iv-F(z) 
the integral over ~ can be written as 

-JJ e'(Iog ltol> j:j: 
extended over the region enclosed by F(~). Hence J(p) :iJ(p), while 
/(p,.)=J(p,.). For this reason it is aufticient to prove the theorem for l(p). 

The proof is somewhat easier if we assume that e(t)-+0 fort-- co; a 
later modification of the proof will serve to eliminate f•il •dditional 
hypothesis. Because of this assumption it is true that 

f <ll(p) dp• ... o 
,.. 

when the small curve 'YO tends to C. and therefore it is possible to write 

I(p) - JJ e'<P>~I' UtJ,y = JJ e'(Iog lwl> j:j:. 
.... 'tiP') 

where the integral is known to converge. For our purposes it is preferable 
to extend the integral over the whole plane, and we can do so if we 
introduce the characteristic function X of the set F( W). With this nota
tion we find 

l(p) .. JJ X(w)e'(log lwl> j~:. 
extended over the whole plane. 

In the correspondiug formulas for J(p,) the characteristic function X., 
is 1 for ltol <etM, except for a finite number of concentric slits, and 
0 for lwl ii:;etM. With the simpler notation i=i(y) we have thus 

I~ I• (X(w)- X.,(w))(<l>'(log lwl> -e'(i)) ii:; 0 
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in the whole plane, except on the alita. When this inequality is integrated 
over the plane one obtaiDa 

J(p)-l(p,) t= •'(I:) JJ (X(w)-'X,.(w)) j:ji 
The integral on the right can be rewritten aa a line integral 

f .P tip* -.P, tlfJ: • B(p)-B(p,), 

• 
a.nd we have already proved that 11(11) t= B(p,). It followa that l(p) t= I(p,) 
aa.-ted. 

The netrlotive condition on • can be removed in the following way. 
We chooee a number R>aup 1.1'1 and denote by 'Xo the characteristic 
f\DlOtlon of the diak I• I< R. It fa then easy to see that 

J(p)-2d(log R)- If (X-Xo,.'(log Ito!) j:l: 
and from there on we can prooeed esaotly aa before. 

The pMiage to arbitrary W is quite trivial. We need only obaerve that 

lo(.P) = J fi»(.P) dtp• 
111(0) 

1ncteasea with 0, and that J(p) must be defined as the limit of Io(.P)· 
From lo(p)t=lo(.P,o) it followa that l(p) iii:Ia_(p,.o) for 0 :> Oo. On letting 
n tend toW we obtain l(ll)t=la_(p,), and hence J(p)t=l(p,). 

The moet obvious application naalta for •(l)•ea.. Then 

I<P> - u ••• ~r Utlr - 2 u I'I'Utlr 

is twice the area of I(W), and our theorem uaerta that the image area is 
a minimum for the capacity function. 

c.n~Jur. OJ all tiOr'IIICilUecl vai.Z. llltJ.P.Pi"'l fundilms F which IP~ y 
into lie Oilier coratow J',._,..~~e IIUrfGCS W tm lie lid of lea8e area. 



CHAPTER IV 

Classification Theory 

Two conformally equivalent Riemann surfaoea are said to be of the 
same conformal type. By the uniformization theorem there are only two 
types of simply connected open Riemann surfaces, namely the typee 
represented by a disk and by the whole plane. The type problem, which is 
historically the forerunner of classification theory, consists in trying to 
distinguish between these two types on the basis of more or less explicit 
properties of the surface. 

In classification theory the dichotomy between disk and plane ia ex
tended to arbitrary open Riemann surfaces. There are, however, many 
intrinsic differences between the disk and the plane, and each leads to a 
different classification ff open surfaces. Generally speaking, the surfaoea 
that fall in the same class as the plane exhibit a certain degeneracy which 
usually manifests itself in the complete lack of functions with some restric
tive property, for instance boundedness. The degenerate surfaces are, as a 
rule, more accessible to detailed study. 

The aim of classification theory ia twofold: to find sufficient or necessary 
conditions for degeneracy of a given kind, and to compare different kinds 
of degeneracy with each other. 

In §1 we assemble some fundamental theorems relative to the moat 
important classes of degeneracy. This is followed, in §2, by a discuBBion of 
positive harmonic functions, a topic that is closely related to claBBification. 
In §3 we introduce an important tool, the method of extremal length. 
§§4-5 are devoted to various teats, to be applied in §6. We discuBB in §7 
the special properties of plane regions, and in §8 we introduce a series 
of counterexamples which definitively settle the questions of inclusion 
relations between the classes of degeneracy. 

Remark. The question of the existence of a Green's function ia known as 
the claBBical type problem and was in the center of interest in the 1930's 
(see, e.g., L. Ahlfors [1], P. J. Myrberg [3], R. Nevo.nlinna [6]). The thesis 
of L. Sarlo [I], contents of which were quoted by R. Nevanlinna [9] in 
1946, introduces and analyzes the class O.Ao (see IB), which contains the 
parabolic surfaces as a subclass. The idea of a more detailed claBBifi.cation 
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(L. a.rio [2], L. Ahlfon [16]) lpread rapidly, and the present knowledge is 
due tO'atributiODB from many authon. 

§1. FUNDAMENTALS OF THE CLASSIFICATION THEORY 

ln the preceding chapter we have dealt extensively with harmonic and 
analytic functions with a finite Dirichlet integral. It is therefore appro
priate to begin with .. IIMidy of the particular ldnda of degeneraoy that 
occur when the ll1lrfaoe faila to carry moh functions. Naturally, oonsta.nt 
funoticml are alwaya excluded. 

A aimilar, but in many aapeota fundamentally different degeneraoy 
occara when the ll1lrfaoe faila to carry DODOOII8tant bounded analytic 
funatioaa. Let ua point out that an analytic function with finite Dirichlet. 
integral represents the surface u a covering surface of the plane which baa 
finite total area. On the other hand, a bounded analytic fiAnc.t.i• repre
sents it aa a covering surface whose projection is bounded. Thus, i" one 
case we obtain a diatinguiahing geometric property of the surface itself, in 
the other cue a property of its projection. 

1. Buie ............ ol OBD- o..., 
lA. Let W denote an arbitrary Riemann surface. If u is a real function 

of olua 01 on W we denote ita Dirichlet integral (Ch. II, 7) by 

Dwcu> = If [(:r +(:)1 limy. 
w 

It will be recalled that the precise definition made use of a partition of 
unity. 

The definition applies in particular when u is a harmonic function. We 
designate by B D the clua of harmonic functiODB which have a finite 
Dirichlet integral over the Riemann surface on which they are defined. 
For convenience we ahall often refer to functions in HD u HD-functiODB. 

The Dirichlet integral of an analytic function F=u+iu* is defined u 
Dw(F) = Dw(u). It oan be upreaaed by 

Dw(F) =- JJ IJ''(z) 1• tU:dy 
w 

where~- double integrat should again bt.c:o,._euted by mlllftS of~ patff. 
tion of unity. Geometrically, it represents the tot.al Qr~M of U.a e»wd\os 
surface (W, F) of the complex plane. 

An analytic function with finite Dirichlet integral is referred to u a 
function of clua A D. 
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Any complex constantia automatically of claaa AD, just aa a real COD· 

stant ia of class H D. It may be commented that a constant differs Vfll'Y 
radically from a nonconatant analytic function, especially in that ita 
mnge is not an open set. Hence it would be quite logical, and for what 
follows even convenient, to exclude the constants from AD and HD. The 
disadvantage is that the classes AD and HD would no longer be linear, and 
this seems reason enough not to follow the suggested procedure. 

lB. In accordance with our introductory remarks we introduce the 
following terminology: 

De&aitioa. A Rimaann nrface W i8 MJid to be of class 0 H D or 0 AD if 
tlat.r~ ar~ no M7&COR8tant HD. or AD-fu'lldio'M ruputively on W. 

It is trivial that OHD c OAo. for ifF ia of claaa AD, then ReF ia of 
class HD. A further obvious remark ia that eVfll'Y closed surface ia of olaaa 
0 H D. and hence also of class 0 AD· Actually, all degenerate claaaea that we 
are going to consider will contain the closed surfaces, and this fact will not 
be mentioned again. It baa the same effect to assume that henceforth all 
surfaces will be open. 

IC. In order to gain further insight we shall now make essential use of 
the results derived inCh. Ill, §3. We recall that these results depended 
on a regular partition P of the ideal boundary, and that we introduced 
a class of "a.dmiaaible functions" determined by that partition. If P 
is the identity partition, then all harmonic functions are admiaaible. In 
the opposite extreme case, when P is the canonical partition, the admis
sible harmonic functions a.re those whose conjugates have zero periods 
along all dividing cycles. 

With this in mind we refer to Theorem IOF, Ch. III. We shall first apply 
the theorem in the case of the identity partition, and are thus allowed to 
let u denote any harmonic function on the surface. The following result ia 
an immediate consequence: 

Theorem. If W i8 of class OHD• tMn tlat. principal fu'lldio'M Po and 1'1· 
tlet~rmintd for any ringv.larily, rliJJ~r by a CORBtant. OonverBuy, in rwrkr to 
concl~ that We OHD. it iB 8Ujftci~nt to know that po-Pl iB C07&8lant fttlat.r 
for-all 1Hfir4of lGJ~tritln~tic RingularitieR loglz- {11 arul -Ioglz- {zl. or elBe 

for all lill,lf1Vitl•e5l/lffhfortr1 Re ~-
1-:~~o 

The neces:sity is clear, for po-1'1 is known to have a finite Dirichlet 
integral. Suppose now that q=po-Pl is constant, for instance in the first 
case. The relation 

D(v)+-k(u(Cl)-v(tz)) = D(u-q)-D(q) 

which expresses the minimum property reduces to v(C1)-v(tz)=0, and 
the conclusion follows. 
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Uuder the second hypotheaia we obtain, in the IJ&Dle way, (:) ... , .. 0. 

If the local variable 1 is replaced by u it follows that = 1a likewise 0 at C, 
and ainoe C is arbitrary we can conclude that • is a oonatant. 

lB. The method is not applicable to 0 AD. for if P is the canonical parti
tion, then the oonjugate of Po-Pl may have periods along the nondividing 
cycl.; ·and thus we do not know that Po-Pl is the real part of a Bingle
valued analytic function. 

It is reasonable, however, to introduce an intermediate class H 1D, 
consisting of all harmonic functions with finite Dirichlet integral whose 
conjugatae have vaniabing periods along all dividing cycles. Obviously, the 
correeponding 0-olul is auoh that OsDC Os1DC OAD· 

For the intermediate olaaa we obtain: 
Tlleonm. A lfllf"fau. is of dew Os1D i.f tJM only i.f t1ae fu~ Po-Pl 

th4t COfTU1J07Ullo t1ae CtJftORi.ctJl ptJfii.li.or& tJre couttJm. 
The proof remains the same. We remark that this theorem can of coul'lle 

be used aa a sufficient condition for the class 0 AD· 

2. Piau md'acee of elau 0,.0 

2A. If JV is a plu.narKurface it is clear that.H1 Dco~tsistsofthe teal pam 
of functions in AD. This means that Theorem 11) can lie \tsedto~ 
terize the class O.tD· We aball shpw, however, that a much stronger result 
is true. 

We know that W can be mapped on a plane region, and we may assume 
that ao is an interior point of that region. Hence W can be realized aa the 
complement of a closed bounded set E. This realization is of course not 
unique, and we are led to oonaider the following equivalence relation: 

TtDO compad 8dB E1 tJU E1, etJc:A WA tJ coaMCied ~. tJre BtJi.d lo 
be equi.t.ltJlenl if tJU only if tlaeir ~ CU"fl coafDr'IIIIIIJy equit.ltJienl. 

:From this point of view we can oonoentrate our attention on the sets E, 
or rather on the equivalence classes of such sets. 

2B. The first theorem we prove is the following: 
Theorem. The complemenl of E v of dew 0 AD i.f tJU only if every set 

wli.c.\ v equivt.lletat lo E laM MetJl fllfltJBUf'e 0. 
It is convenient to say that a set 1l with this property haa ahsolute 

fllfltJBUf'e 0. Clearly, a set can very well have measure 0 without being of 
absolute measure 0. This is illustrated by a line segment which has 
measure 0 but is equivalent to a closed disk. 

For the proof we make use of Theorems 12F and 120, Ch. III. Sup
pose first that E baa absolute measure 0. Then the function P0 +P1, 
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corresponding to an arbitrary simple pole, yields a univalent map on a 
region whose complement baa zero area. By the theorems that we have 
just quoted this implies Po • P1. Hence we need only apply Theorem ID 
to conclude that W is of class 0 AD· 

Conversely, if We OAD we know that Po= P1 for any choice of the 
pole. Hence Po+P1 defines a mapping on the complement of a set of 
measure 0. But by Theorem 121!' this is the largest area of the complement 
for univalent mappings with the same pole. This means that the comple
mentary area is always zero, and hence that E has absolute measure 0. 

2C. The dit;tinguishing feature of Theorem 2B as opposed to ID is that 
the condition refers in substance, although not in form, to only one choice 
of the pole. In fact, if E remains of measure 0 when transformed by any 
mapping that leaves the point at oo fixed, then the same is true for arbi
trary mappings. This is so because an arbitrary mapping can be changed 
into one with fixed pole by means of a linear transformation which of 
course preserves sets of measure 0. 

When this remark i~ utili7:ed in the proof of Theorem 2B it becomes 
c·lt>ar that for planar s\lrfn~ the following holds: 

Theorem. If Po- PI is cort/Bfl,llt for one cltoice of the pole, then it is 
coRBfGllt .fm· all cJtoices, fl~ fltj~ condition is necessary and sufficient for W 
to bP of r;l(JJS.~ 0 AD· 

Another way of expressing the same condition is to say that the span 
vani$11es (see Ch. III, 12F), and we have proved that the span vanishes for 
all or no locations of the pole. 

2D. It will be recalled that Theorems 12F and 12G, Ch. III, were 
derived as special cases of much more general propositions, and that in all 
extremal problems of this n~ture the solution was found to be unique, 
although the uniqueness was not always expressly stated. 

Consequently, if we know that Po= P 1 it follows not only that the com
plementary area which corresponds to any univalent mapping is zero, but 
also that the only univalent mapping, up to an additive constant, is 
!(Po+ P1) =Po= P1. When the pole is at oo this is evidently the identity 
mapping; for an arbitrary pole it reduces to a linear mapping. 

Theorem. A plane region W 18 of class 0 AD if and only if the only uni
valent functions on Ware the linear functions. 

We can expresR this property by saying that W is rigidly imbet:ltWI. in 
the ~;pht·rP, in the sense that any one to one mapping of W into the sphere 
is induct>d by a one to one mapping of the sphere onto itself. 

3. Connections between 0 AD and 0 AB 

3A. In ano.log~' Y.ith thl' notations that have already been introduced 
we denott- hy AB the claBB of bounded analytic functions, and by OAB 
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the o1aaa of Riemann IIUJ'facee on which every AB-function reduoea to a 
conatant. 

Suppose that a surface W can be realized as a covering s¢ace of another 
surface Wo. Then, quite trivially, We OAs impliee Woe OAB• Indeed, if 
the projection mapping is f, and if W o carried a bounded analytic 
function F, then F of would be a nonconstant AB-function on W. 

It is more intere:sting that closer invcstig~&ttol'\ of ille &o..., Situcltion 
leads to a relation between the classes 0 AB and 0 AD· 

'SB. Because of the preceding observation it is particularly important 
to study the A B-character of plane regions. In this respect we prove: 

Theonm. Jlwrg plam region W e 0 AB 1aa.a tJ compkmmt with zero tJrw. 

It can be aaaumed that W contains the point oo. By Theorem 11 C, 
Ch.lll, there exists a functionf(z)-z+ItJ~-~ which maps Won a slit 
region whose complement has zero area. If W has a complement with 
positive area the functionf(z)-z cannot reduce to a constant. The theorem 
follows, for f(z)-z is evidently bounded. 

3C. If W is a planar surface of claaa 0 AB the preceding theorem shows 
that any univalent conformal mapping of W into the plane lt>aves a 
complement of measure zero. According to Theorem 2B this implies that 
W is of class OAD· The conclusion is not limited to planar surfaces, as a 
very simple reasoning will show. 

Theorem. OAs c 0 AD· 

Suppose that W is not of claaa OAD· A nonconstant AD-function repre. 
sents W as a covering surface of the plane with finite area. It follows that 
the projection W 0 has finite area, and hence that the complement of W 0 

has infinite area. Theorem 3B shows that W 0 is not of claaa 0 AB, and by 
the remark in 3A its covering surface W cannot be of claaa OAB· We have 
proved the asserted inclusion. 

"- llemoTaWe eiugularitiea 

.&A. The complementary set E of a plane region W of class 0 AD can 
aleo be characterized in terms of the classical problem of removable 
singularities. Let G be an open set which contains E, and suppose that the 
function F(z) is defined and analytic on G-E. We say that E is a re
movable 817&{/'ldc&rity for F if it is possible to find an extension of F·which is 
analytic on all of G. 

•UJ. Tlw following rt':sult is very easy to prove: 
Tlleorem. A ckJsed set E i8 tJ removable singularity for cdl fundion8 of 

ciAJ.,,; A lJ in tJ neighborlwod of E if tJnd only if the complement of E (with 
rupee~ to the rplere) i8 of cltw 0 AD· 
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Denote the complement of E by W, and suppose first that E is a 
removable singularity for all A D-fun<"tions. If FE AD on W it can be 
~xt<·nded .P, ihe tthole sphera a~ mm;t consequently reduce to a con
staHt. T}!e nct·es;;ity i:s -ltu&s tnvial and has nothing to do with the special 
properti~>s of the class AD. 

The sutliciency follows by application of the results in Ch. Ill, §1. G 
i-< on open set containing E, and we suppose that F is of class AD on 
U-E and continuous on the boundary of G. We may suppose that G is 
regular for the Dirichlet problem. The operator L determines the harmonic 
function Lf in G with boundary values f. It satisfies the conditions for a 
normal operator (see Ch. Ill, 2G). 

We set s = Re F. The basic condition 

(1) Ju•=o 
fl 

of Theorem 3A, Ch. Ill, is fulfilled. Hence there exists a harmonic function 
p on W which satisfiesp-s=L(p-s). Sincep-s can thus be continued to 
all of G it follows by use of the triangle inequality that Dw(p) is finite. By 
n.Rsumption, this implies that p is constant. Hence s can be continued to all 
of 0, and the samE> reasoning can be applied to show that the imaginary 
parts* ean also he so continued. This proves the theorem. 

4C. Essentially the same reasoning can be applied to many other clas:-~t'' 
of functions. For inst a nee. f6r the class A R of bounded Qllno.l-ytic -t\.tnet.ionS 
we obtain: 

Theorem. Eisa removable singularity for all AB-functions if and only if 
thr rom plement of E is of class 0 AB· 

The proof differs in only one point. If p- 8 and s are bounded we must 
conclude that p is bounded. This is even more obvious than in the case of 
Dirichlet norms. 

The corresponding theorem for H D-functions is much less immediate, 
for then it must be proved that (1) holds. This question will therefore be 
postponed until we have discussed the properties of the class OHD in 
greater detail (see 7D). 

5. Clauee of barmoDie functions 

SA. If we fix our attention on arbitrary harmonic functions, without 
imposing any conditions on the conjugate functions, the most important 
function classes are the following: 

H P =the class of positive harmonic functions; 
H B =the class of bounded harmonic functions; 
H D =the class of harmonic Junctions with finite Dirichlet integral. 
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SB. The oorreaponding classea of Riemann surfaces satisfy the following 
inclusion relations: 

Theorem. Onp cOns c OnD· 
The first inclusion, Onp cOns. is quite trivial, for a bounded harmonic 

function becomes positive when a sufficiently large constant is added. 
In order to prove the seoond relation we asaume that W is not of ··lass 

OHD· According to Theorem IC it is then possible to choose a singularity 
for which the principal functions po and Pl have a nonconstant difference. 
But Po and Pl satisfy the maximum principle on the complement of a 
compact set. In fact, we know that po=Lopo, P1=L1P1• and since Lo, L1 
are normal operators the maximum principle holds. Consequently, if we 
exclude a small disk about the pole, Po and Pl are bounded outside of the 
disk, and the difference po-Pl is of course bounded on the disk. Hence 
po-Pl is a bounded nonconstant harmonic function on W. Thus W is not 
of class Ons. and we have proved that Ons c OnD· 

SC. The proof shows a little more than was stated in Theorem 5B. In 
fact, if there exists a nonconstant function of class H D on W we have 
shown that there is one, namely po-Pl• which is simultaneously of class 
H D and HB. If we setH B n H D=HBD we have thus: 

Theorem. OHD=OnBD· 

6. Parabolic and hyberbolic surfaces 

I1A. The general uniformization theorem (see Ch. III, llG) led very 
t•arly to the classification of all simply connected Riemann surfaces into 
elliptic, parabolic, and l~rbolic surfaces. The elliptic surfaces are the 
closed simply connected surfaces, which by the uniformization theorem can 
be mapped on the Riemann sphere. The parabolic surfaces are conformally 
equivalent with the complex plane (without the point at oo) and the 
hyperbolic surfaces can be mapped on a finite disk. 

It is quite clear that the plane belongs to all the degeneracy classes that 
we have considered so far, in particular to the smallest class OHP. while 
the finite disk does not. Anyone of these properties could thl.l-< bt> U-<Ptl to 
extend the definition of parabolicity to arbitrary open surfaee.-s. '1'1 adi
tionally, however, the name of parabolic surfaces has been reserved for 
surfaces that have no Green's function. We shall now analyze this property 
and study its relation to other kinds of degeneracy. 

6B. The nonexistence of a Green's function is undoubtedly the most 
important characteristic of a parabolic surface, but as a definition it has 
the disadvantage that it refers to a fixed choice of the pole. In order to 
justify the definition it is necessary to prove that the existence of a 
Green's function does not depend on the location of the pole. We can 
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avoid this by adopting the following definition, first suggested by M. 
Brelot (unpublished) and M. Ohtsuka (1]. 

Definition. A Riemann IJUrfau W i8 said to be parabolic if there are no 
nOtM:JJnslanl ntJ;o.livf.wbharmonicfunctions on W. 

All OJWII surfaces whieh arf' not parabolic will be called hyperbolic. In 
spite of the choice of definition, the class of parabolic surfac('s will be 
denoted by OG. 

6C. \\"e an· going to shu\\ that tht> property in the definition is equiva
lent to ea<·h of three conditions that appear frequently in applications. 
We formulntf' these conditions in a very concise form which will be 
amplified in the course of the proof (L. Ahlfors [18]). 

Theorem. A Riemann IJUrfau i8 parabolic if and only if any one of the 
following conditions i8 fuljiJJd.: 

( 1) the maximum principle i8 valid; 
(2) the harmonic mea/JUre of the ideal boundary vani&hea; 
(3) there is no Green's function. 

6D. Suppose that the function v is defined and subharmonic in a 
region G c W with a nonvoid boundary. Assume moreover that v is 

bounded above, v<M, and that lim v(z);:;am<M for every boundary 
•-c 

point' of G. We say that the maximum principle is valid if these condi-
tions imply v :;am. 

Suppose first that W is parabolic. We construct the function 

{ max (v-M, m-M) in G 
" 0 = m-M outside of G. 

It follows from the assumption that vo is subharmonic and negative. 
Indeed, there can be a doubt only at a boundary point ' of G, and for such 

a point the upper semicontinuity follows from vom=m-ME:;ITiii vo(z), 
•-c 

while the subharmonic character is obvious because m-M is the minimum 
of v0 . Therefore v0 reduces to a constant, and since G has a nonvoid 
complement the value of the constant is m-M. Hence v-M;:;am-M or 
v;:;am in G, which is the desired conclusion. 

The converse is even simpler. Let v be subharmonic and negative on all 
of W. Take G to be the complement of a single point '· If the maximum 

principle is valid we conclude that v(z) ~lim v(z) :;a vm for any z <;1: '· It 
.-c 

follows that v is constant. Hence W is parabolic. 

6E. The harmonic measure of the ideal boundary i"' defined with respect 
to a regular subregion no. Let n be another regular region which contains 
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Q0 • We denote by uo the harmonic function in 0-0o which is o on 
fJ(Oo) and 1 on /3(0). It follows from the claaaical maximum principle that 
uo decreaaea when 0 increaaea. Hence the harmonic limit function 

(2) uw(z) = lim uo(z) 
o-w 

cxiste. in Jr -Oo. It is either identically 0 or positive and < 1. In the first 
cose \\e say that the harmonic measure of the ideal boundary vanishes. 
It. must be shown, of course, that this property is independent of the 
choice of Oo. 

If the harmonic measure does not vanish it is clear that the limit 
function uw(z), defined by (2), violates the maximum principle. Therefore, 
if W is parabolic the harmonic measure vanishes. 

Suppose now that v is a negative subharmonic function on W, and 
denote its maximum on no by "J· Then V;;i!"}(l-UQ) on the boundary of 
n-no. and consequently also in the interior. If uo-+0 it follows that 
v~ 7J on the whole surface. Hence v attains its maximum, and sinC'e v is 
subharmonic this is possible only if it reduces to a constant We t:onclu4e 
that the vanishing of the harmonic measure implies parabolicity. 

6F. For a pole C and a region Q that contains C the Green's function 
go(z, C) is defined as the harmonic function with singularity -log lz-CI 
and boundary values 0 (see 15A). It is evident that go increases with 0. 
Therefore, 

g(z, C) = lim go(z, C) 
0-+JJ' 

is either identically equal to + oo or finite and positive for all z~C. If g 
exists, then -g is negative, subharmonic, and nonconstant. Hence there 
is no Green's function on a parabolic surface. 

In order to prove the converse we consider a pair of circles lz- C I= r1 

and lz- Cl =rz > r1 in the plane of a local variable at C. We assume that 
W is hyperbolic, so that the harmonic measure u which is 0 on lz- C I = r1 

does not vanish identically. Let the minimum of u on lz- C I = r2 be 
denoted by uo. We write lz- Cl = r and construct the following function: 

I log~ for r~r1 

( ru rz) 
v = l max log ;;• Uo log ;; 

u. I r 2 outside of uo og ri 
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Since log.!:.=..!.log!:!=o for r==r1 and log!.~~ log!:! for r=rt, it is 
~ - ~ ~ - ~ 

seen that v is subharmonic. It follows by the maximum principle that 

I rz gn+v :iii -log-
- r1 

for Rufficiently large n. Hence 9n is bounded, and the Green's function 
exi~;ts. This completes the proof of Theorem 6C. 

6G. As a final remark, Theorem 5B can be complemented by the follow
ing result: 

Theorem. Oo C OBP· 
In fact, if W carries a nonconstant positive function v, then -v is 

nonconstant, negative, and subharmonic, from which it follows that W is 
not parabolic. 

7. V auishillg of the flux 

7A. There is a further characU!rization of parabolic surfaces which is 
closely connected with property (2) in Theorem 6C, i.e. the vanishing of 
the harmonic measure. We point out in passing that this is a property 
which depends only on the structure of the surface in the immediate 
vicinity of the ideal boundary. In other words, if compact sets can be 
removed from two surfaces so that the remaining parts are conformally 
equivalent, then the surfaces are either both parabolic or both hyperbolic. 
It is understood that the equivalence mapping must make the original 
ideal boundaries correspond to each other, in the obvious sense. 

Parabolic surfaces have also been called surfaceR with a nullboundary, 
and the previous remark shows that it is indeed only a property of the 
ideal boundary that is involved. · 

78. Lt·t us consider a compact bordered Riemann surface W whose 
contours nre divided into two classeR a and {1, the inner contours and the 
outer contours. We denote by u0 the harmonic function which is 0 on cc 

and 1 on {1. Its flux along {1, or along any cycle homologous to {1, is 

J du: = D(u0 ). 

/l 

We l:trP inte,e.-,tcd m ft!Yilins a relation. in the form of an inequality, 
ht•t \H'<·n the .fl~tx (JrJ tile Oi1 idtlet integral of an arbitrary harmonic 
fun<"tion 011 IT'. 

Lemma. The flux d and ihe Dirichlet integral D(u) of any harmonic 
function u on W satisfy the condition 

(3) d2;:5;D(u) D(uo). 
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The inequality that we wish to establish is homogeneous in u. Therefore 
we can &IBUDle, without 1088 of generality, that a= D(u0), in w"ich •·a~c 
(3) reduoee to D(uo) ;:a D(u). Because u and u0 have the same flux it follows 
that ~ 

D(uo, u-uo) ... J uo(du*-au3') = o. 
II-• 

Hence 
D(u) ... D(uo)+D(u-uo), 

and we find indeed that D(uo) ;:a D(u). 

1C. We are now ready to prove: 
Theonm. A BUrfaa W il parabolic if antl only if every Junction whicll. i8 

of claN HD in a migAborlwod. of 1M idea.llxmntla.ry fJ 1w.B wnilhing ftu:z 
along fJ. 0 

We suppose that u is defined outside of Oo. As in 6E we choose 0 :J Oo 
and denote by uo the harmonic function which is 0 on fJ(Oo) and 1 on 
{J(O). The flux a of u is independent of 0, and by (3) we obtain 

fl2 :l Do-o.(u) Do-o0(uo). 

H uo-0 we know that Do-o0(uo), which is equal to the flux of u0 along 

fJ(00), tendt~ to 0. Since Do-o0(u) is bounded by hypothesis it follows that 
tl=O. 

Conversely, if thn harmonic measure uw is positive, then Dw-o0(uw) 

is linite at)u equal to the fll.lx of uw; in fact, D_p. Ar.(un}-+Ow P.fltw) « nd 
the flux of uo tends to that of uw. In other word~:~, uw it~ an JJ lJ-l UIH:tlull 

with nonzero flux. 

1D. We can now return to the question raised in 4C. For a plane region 
with the complement E we find: 

Theorem. E i8 a remOtHJble Bingularity for aU H D-Junctions if antl only if 
the complement of E iB of cla88 Oa. 

The Green's function with pole at oo, if it exists, is of class H D in a 
neighborhood of E as seen by use of approximating functions go. If it could 
be continued toE it would possess a minimum, and would thus reduce to a 
constant, which is impossible. This proves that the condition is necessary. 

To prove the sufficiency we proceed as in 4B. Let 8 be of class H D in a 
neighborhood of E. Since we are now assuming that We Oa we conclude 
by Theorem 7C that the flux condition (1), 4B, is fulfilled. We can thu< 
findpon Wsothatp-s=L(p-s).ButthenpisofclassHDon W,and 
since Oa c OaD we conclude that pis a constant. Hence s=LB can be con
tinued to E. 
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1E. The form of Theorem 7D lets us suspect that the cla.sses Oo and 
OHD may be identical when we consider only planar surfaces. We shall 
prove that this is indeed the ca.se. 

Theorem. For planar mrfacu the claBses Oa, OHp, OHB and OHD are 
identical. 

Becau11e of Theorems 5B and 6G we need only prove that OHD c Oa. 
Let E be a plane point set whose complement W is of cla.ss OHD. and 
suppose, by antithesis, that W has a. Green's function g with pole at oo. 

Let n be a. regular subregion of W which contains oo. Its boundary is 
ma.de up of analytic contours fJ1. · · ·, Pn· We denote by Gc the region 
enclosed by fJc, and by Ec the pa.rt of E that lies in G,. 

It is not possible that g has zero flux along all p,. Suppose that g ha.s 
nonzt>ro fluxes 

cc = I dg*, CJ = I dg* 

., -1 
over two contours p,.;, fJJ· We form a. singularity functions which is defined 
by 

in Gc-Ec 
in G1-E1 

in U (U~.:-E~.;). 
~i.j 

Tlwn s ha~ valllslung tlux along fh + ... +Pn· Let L be the operator which 
::;ol ves I lw Dirichlet problem for G1 u · · · u 0 11 • The main existence 
t lworcm (Ch. Ill, 3A) guarantees the existence of a. harmonic function p on 
Jr such that p-8=L(p-8) in each Gt-Et. Since 8 has a finite Dirichlet .. 
integral over U (Gt- Et) it follows that p is an HD-function, and hence 

k=l 
that p reduces to a. constant. We conclude that 8 can be extended to a. 
regular function on G,, and its flux CJCC over Pc would be 0, contrary to the 
hypothesis. 

We ha.ve shown that there is a. single fJc, ca.ll it {J1, with a. nonzero flux. 
We can prove, further, that g has a. regular extension to each G,.;,G1• In 
fact, to see this it is sufficient to consider the singularity function 8=g in 
G,-E,. Since the flux of 8 vanishes the same reasoning can be applied, 
and the assertion follows. 

We are thus able to extend g to the whole complement of G1. The 
extension, which we continue to denote by g, remains positive, a.s seen by 
applyin~ t.he. minimum principle to each G,.;,G1• 

7F. \\'P shall now denote the G1 that corresponds to a given !l by GJ(!2). 
If U c !!'it is quite evident that G1(0') c G1(U), since t.hi>~ i" th•· only \\ay 
in whh-h I he flux eonrlition Pould hf' satisfied. 
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Let B be the intersection of all 01(0). We wish to show that g can be 
extended to the complement of B. In order to do so we shall momentarily 
denote the extension to the complement of 01(0) by gcr (note that go is 
not the Green's function of 0, but an extension of g, the Green's function 
of W). Tt must be shown that go1 =g~ in their common domain. This is 

seen by choosing 0 :> 0 1 u 0 1, for it is trivial that g01 = g0 outside of 

G1(01) and gn,.=gn outside of G1(0z). 

B is closed und nOinPmpty. We cont('nll that it i-<~bo (."ormected :)up
pose indeed that B= B' u B" where B', JJ" arc clost·d, di~J<)tllt, 11.~ non
void. Let V' be a neighborhood of B' whose closure does not meet B". By 
compactness, there exists a 01(0) that does not meet the boundary of V'. 
But this is impossible, for 0 1(0) is connected and contains interior and 
exterior points of V'. Hence B is connected. 

Either B is a point or a continuum. If it is a point it is an isolated 
singularity of g, and since g>O the singularity is either removable or a 
positive logarithmic pole. Neither is possible, for there cannot exist a 
harmonic function on the sphere with only positive poles. 

If B is a continuum its complement can be mapped on a disk. The real 
part of the mapping function has a finite Dirichlet integral over W. This 
contradicts the hypothesis W e OnD· 

We have shown that the existence of a Green's function leads to an 
inevitable contradiction. Hence OnD c Oo, for planar surfaces. 

It would be easy to modify the proof so that it applies to all sUI'faees of 
finite genus. 

§2. PARABOUC AND HYPERBOUC SUBREGIONS 

There is a natural classification of noncompact subregions which in 
many respects parallel11 the distinction between parabolic and hyperbolic 
surfaces. This classification is closely connected with the theory of positive 
harmonic functions, and we take the opportunity to develop that theory 
beyond what is actually needed for classification purposes. 

An application of the results leads to new characterizations of the 
classes Onp and Ons. 

Remark. Many results in this section are due to M. Parreau [6]. Others 
had been known earlier, but were knit more closely together in this 
important paper. 

8. P08itive harmonic f'unctiou 

BA. We are now going to make more systematic use of the theory of 
suhharmonic function~o~ as developed inCh. II, !l-Il. We recall that the 
!<olu.uon of Dirichlct'H problem was oLtained Ly considering the least 
uPI'ell"l)mnd of a suitably defined family of subharmonic functions. This 
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is a very flexible method which we shall utilize for the construction of 
many harmonic functions with special properties. 

We n11k the reader to re-examine the proof of Theorem liD, Ch. II. If 
rill a cla~s of suhharllltJnic functions on a Riemann surface w we wish to 
a~:;t>rt that 

u(z) = sup v(z) 
tiE 1f'" 

is either harmonic or identically ± oo. It is found that the proof depends 
Pxelusively on two properties ofT: 

{1) if VI, t12 ET, then max (t11, t12) eT; 
{2) if tl E r, then the function tlo, obtained on replacing tl by its Poisson 

integral in a parametric disk, is likewise in r. 
Consequently, for any class r which satisfies these conditions, it is true 

that u =sup t1 is harmonic or completely degenerate. 

BB. Let u be any positive harmonic function on W (in this connection 
the word "positive" will be interpreted in the wide sense, u!!:; 0). We shall 
denote by T(u) the class of all subharmonic functions which are bounded 
above and ;;:;! u on W. It is clear that this class satisfies {1) and {2). Hence 

Bu = sup t1 
ulf'(v) 

is harmonic and satisfies 0;;:;! Bu;;:;! u. 
ThPn·o.r·e h\0 t>xtreme cases: if Bu=u we say that u is rp.ta&i-bounded; 

if Bu=O we 11ay that u is singular. Note that 0 is the only funrtion whieh 
is at once quasi-bounded and singular. 

For instance, the fnnrtion -loglzl is singular in O<lzl <I. The salllt' 

function IS .quasi-hounded in the half.di~k Ill< 1, Re z > 0 (approximate 
by harmonw functions\\ hich are equal to -log lz I on the boundary except 
on a Kmnll Hegment near 0). 

8C. We prove first that the operator B is linear: B{ u1 + u2) = Bu1 + BU2. 
To begin with, if t11 e T(u1), tlz e T('U2) it is clear that t11 + v2 e T(u1 +'U2); 
hence Bu1 + Bu2 ;;:;! B(u1 +uz). On the other hand, if t1 e T(u1 +u2), then 
v-u1 eT(u2) whence t1-u1;:;!B'U2. This implies v-BU2;:;iu1, so that 
v- Bu2;;:;! Bu1, and finally B(ul +u2) ~ Bu1 + Bu2. The linearity is proved. 

Next we show: 
Lemma. B is idempotent: BB =B. 
From Bu ~ u it follows at once that B2u;;:;! Bu. But if v is su bhannonic, 

bounded above, and ~ u, then it is also ;:i! Bu, and consequently ~ B2u. 
Thus Bu;;:;! B2u, and the idempotence is proved. 

It is now almost trivial to prove: 
Theorem. Every positive harmonic Jundilm u 1&as a unique representation 

u = Bu + Su as the sum of a rp.ta&i-bounded and a singular Jundion. 
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From BBu= Bu and BBu=- Bu- BBu= 0 we conclude that Bu is indeed 
quasi-bounded and Bu singular. Let u.-uo+u1 be any decomposition with 
the same properties. Then Bu=Buo+Bu1=uo, and the uniqueness 
follows. 

8D. We shall now let G denote a regularly imbedded open set on W. 
The boundary u of G is thus compqsed of disjoint analytic curves. All that 
we shall say will be trivial if G is compact. Hence the noncompact ensP is 
the only interesting one; u can be either compact or noncompact. fa,. 
convenience, G will frequently be referred to as a "region", even ifit IS not 
connected. 

An operator T will he introduced whose domain consists of the positive 
harmonic functions on W while the range is formed by positive harmonic 
functions on G which vanish on u. 

For any positive harmonic u on W we define Tu to be the greatut 
ha1"111.Cmic minorant of u in G which vanishes on u. Such a greatest minorant 
exists, for it can be obtained as the supremum in the clas.'! 1'0(u) of sub
harmonic minorants which are ;::ii 0 on a. 

The argument in the first paragraph of 8C can be repeated to show that 
Tis linear. 

BE. In the following, whenever B is applied to a function defined only 
in G it is understood that B means the operator associated with G rather 
thn.n with W. With this proviso we can state: 

Tht'"ort·m. B and T mmmtde: BT = T B. 
Ltt 11lte subharmonic, hounded above, and ;;; Tu on G. We define v0 to 

br 0 cna W -G and max (v, 0) on G. Then v0 is suhharmonic, hounded, 
and ;;; u on W. Thus vo :il Bu, and it follows that BTu;;; Bu (observe that 
B is used in two different meanings). But BTu vanishes on a, whence 
BTu;:iiTBu. 

For the opposite conclusion we let B.u denote the greatest harmonic 
minorant of u which is ;:i!n; it is evident that lim B.u=Bu. Moreover, ........ 
TB.u is a bounded minorant of Tu. Hence TB.u;;iBTu, and as n-oo 
we obtain T Bu :il BTu. 

Corollary. The mapping T carries qtuJBi-bounded and singular fnnctiorM 
into fu'lldion& of the same kind. 

Indeed, Bu=u implies BTu=TBu=Tu, and Bu=O yields BJ'u= 
TBu=O. 

8F. It is possible to determine Tu constructively, in a manner analo
gous to the way in which the harmonic measure uw was introduced (6E). 
Let 0 be a regular region which intersects G. We construct the harmonic 
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function Tau in G n 0 which is 0 on a: n 0 (a: is the boundary of G) and 
equal to u on p(O.) n G. More exactly, we detennine Tau by Perron's 
method (Ch. II, ll) applied to the boundary values 0 on a: n n and u 
on the arcs of p(O.) that belong to the boundary of G n 0.. Then Tau 
decreases with 0.. Indeed, suppose that O.c 0.'. We have Tau~u in Gn 0.. 
The funet ion which equals T 0 u in G n 0. and u in G n (0.'- 0.) is therefore 
~Hpl'rharrnnniC'. WI' corwlude by the maximum principle that Tu•u;:!! Tau 
in G n l.l. 

The functions Tau have a limit function Twu. We claim that Tu = Tw11. 
First, 'l'wu vanishes on a RPcond, it is a harmonic minorant nf u. and third, 
if t• is any ~ll'llHDlliu minomnt whi1·h vanish~" on a, tlwu 1: ~ '1'11 11 111 G 0 1!, 
and ~·ons•·qucntly v ;;a 1'wu mG. Because of these properties 1'wu coincides 
with 'l'u. 

In vil'w of this construction it is suggestive to say that Tu is, in a 
generalized sense, the harmonic function which vanishes on a: and is equal 
to u on the part of the ideal boundary which belongs to G. 

9. Properties of the operator T 

9A. The mapping T transfonns positive hannonic functions on W into 
positive harmonic functions on G which vanish on a:. We wish to introduce 
another mapping R which under certain conditions acts as an inverse of T. 

Let v be a positive hannonic function on G which vanishes on a:, and 
suppose that v has a majorant on G which can be extended to a. positive 
hannonic function on W; briefly, v has a positive harmonic majora.nt on 
II'. Undt>r this condition we define Rv to be the least positive harmonic 
majorant of von W. It exists, for it can be obtained as the greatest lower 
bound of all superhannonic majorants of the subharmonic function which 
is 0 on W -G and equal to von G. Once more, the same reasoning as in SB 
shows that R is linear: R(v1 + v2) = Rv1 + Rv2. 

It is evident that RTu;:!! u, for u is a positive majora.nt of Tu. Similarly, 
v ~ T Rv, for v is a minorant of Rv that vanishes on a:. Hence Rv ~ RT Rv ~ 
Rv, and we have proved that RTRv=Rv. But R(TRv-v)=O means, 
trivially, that T Rv=v. 

Since Tis linear the mapping u-Tu is one to one if and only if Tu::O 
implies u::O. We have u-RTu~O and T(u-RTu)=Tu-TRTu=O. 
Hence, if Tis one to one we conclude that u= RTu. In this case Rand T 
are true inverses. In particular, Rv ranges over all positive harmonic u on 
w. 

98. In order that Tu::O imply u::O it is necessary that Tl ¢0. For this 
reason we distinguish two cases: 

Definition. A region G is called relatively parabolic if Tl =0 and relatively 
hyperbolic if T! ¢0. 
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If G is a genuine region, then Tl ~0 is equivalent to Tl > 0, but if 
G is disconnected Tl can vanish on a component without being identi
cally 0. 

There are two circumstances under which the condition Tl~O is also 
sufficient to insure that Tu•O when u.O. One of these occurs, in a rather 
trivial way, when W is of class OHP· Then all positive functions on Ware 
constants c, and Tc=cTI sO only if c=O. 

Under the hypothesis We OHP we conclude further that every Rv is a 
con.!<! ant c, and hen~ that v= T Rv= Tc=cTI, provided that Rv exists. 
Tht· •·xi,tt·nce of R1> is manifest if v is bounded, and then Rv is also 
bounded When thi>~ is so the conclusion Rv = c and its consequence 
v=c1'1 are valid already under the weaker hypothesis We OHB· We 
formulate this result as a theorem. 

Tbeonm. If G ia a relaliwly hypubolic region on a 11Urfau of class OHB, 

1/&en 1M only bounded positive harmonic fu'Tidions on G which vanish on a 

are the poBitive multiplu of Tl. 

9C. The preceding theorem has a corollary which is of interest for the 
classification of Riemann surfaces. 

TbeOI'elll. A 11Urfau W ia of cla88 OHB if and only if there fiT!' 110 tu•n di.9-
joint relalively hyperbolic regiqnB on W. 

Suppose first that u is a nonconstant bounded harmonic function ou II", 
and let c be a constant that lies between the infimum and supremum of u. 
Let G be the region (in the sense of the agreement in SD) on which u >c. 
It cannot be parabolic, foru<b and Tl sO would imply T(u-c) ~ (b-c)Tl 
aO, while on the other hand T(u-c)=u-c>O. The same reasoning, 
applied to c-u, shows that the region on which u <cis likewise hyperbolic. 
Hence there are two disjoint hyperbolic regions. 

Conversely, let G1 and Gz be any two disjoint hyperbolic regions. 
We set 0=01 u Gs and denote the operators associated with G, 0 1, 0 2 by 
T, T1, T 2• By hypothesis, T11 and T21 are ~0. We consider on one side 
the function v1 in G which is equal to T1l in G1 and 0 in G2, and on the 
other side the function va which is T21 in 02 and 0 in G1. According to 
Theorem 9B, if w is of class OHB. Vl and Vz must both be multiples of Tl. 
That is manifestly impossible, and the theorem is proved. 

9D. The second case in which T1~0 permits us to conclude that Tis 
one to one occurs when the complement W- G is compact. When this is so 
Tl is nothing else than the harmonic measure uw with respect to the com
plement, !IO that TI ¢0 if and only if W is hyperbolic. Consider any positive 
harmonic function u on W, and let c be its maximum on a, a compact set. 
Then u-c~O on a and u-c~u in G, from which it follows thatu-c~ Tu. 
lf Tu = 0 we obtnin u & r in G. The same is true in W- G, by the maximum 
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principle. Hence u attains its maximum and must reduce to the constant 
c, and Tc:=O only if c=O. 

Theorem. Suppose that W is hyperbolic and W- G compact. Then Tu = 0 
only if u = 0, and T is a one to one linear 'fTWlpping of all poBitive Aannonic 
functions on W onto the set of aU poBitive Aannonic functions in G which 
vaniah on a and lave a poBitive Aannonic majorant on W. 

9E. For parabolic regions the following is true : 
Theorem. If G i8 parabolic every Tu is Bingular, and Tu:=O whenever u 

is quasi-bounded. If a and W- G are compact, then Tu i8 always identicaUy 0. 
Ifu is bounded, u~c, then Tu~Tc=cTl:=O. Let u be arbitrary. With 

the notation B,. introduced in SE we have TB,.u:=O. But B,.Tu~ TB,.u, 
for B,.Tu is a minorant of B.u and vanishes on a. Hence B,.Tu=O, and on 
going to the limit we find BTu=O. Thus Tu is singular, and if u is quasi
bounded, u=Bu, then Tu=TBu=BTu=O. 

For compact a and W -G, G is parabolic only if W is parabolic. Hence 
every u is a constant c, and Tc=pTl ::0. 

9F. If G-:1 G', and if T, T' are the corresponding operators, then 
Tu~ T'u. Indeed, the function which is 0 in G-G' and T'u in G' is sub
harmonic and must hence be ~ Tu. As a consequence of this result any 
BUbregion of a parabolic region is parabolic, and, in particular, every BUb
region of a parabolic surfau. i8 relatively parabolic. 

If G and G' differ only on a compact set, that is, if they have the same 
intersection with the complement of a sufficiently large compact set, then 
they are simultaneously parabolic or hyperbolic. We may suppose that 
G -:1 G' and that G- G' is relatively compact. Let c be the maximum of Tl 
on a', the compact boundary of G' with respect to G. Then Tl- c ~ 0 on the 
whole boundaryofG', and Tl-c~ 1 inG'. This implies TI-c~ T'l, and if 
T'l =0 we have Tl ;:iic in G'. The same inequality holds in G-G', by the 
maximum principle. Hence Tl must be a constant, at least in the com
ponent in which the maximum is attained. Since the constant must be 0 
we find that Tl is identically 0, and we have proved that G is parabolic 
together \\ ath U'. 

10. Properties connected with the Dirichlet integral 

lOA. To complete the preceding results we shall also study the effect of 
the transformation T on the Dirichlet integral. In this respect we prove: 

Theorem. If W-G is compact, then Da(Tu)~D(u), and both Dirichlet 
i11lrrJmls Q~ cim&fitrJ.tleoqaJy fi'fliiP. 

If II" IS p,_r~bolaetheYe i~l'lotlungio J•rOV<', for then u is <'nnstant and 
Tu. :=II so that bot!, Dirichlet intq.(aals vanish. We mny therefore asHume 
I hat II' a-.. h,\'pl'rholil'. 
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lOB. We remarked in 8.1!' that Tv can be expreued aa the limit of Tau. 
We need. to know, in addition, that the Dirichlet integral of Tau tends to 
that of Tu. 

In order to make use of results that have already been proved it is 
convenient to connect T with the principal operator £ 1 (for tht· ult•ntit.y 
partition) introduoed inCh. III, 8C. We recall that LtnU baa the boundary 
values " on a:, that ita flux over /3(0) vanishes, and that it is constant on 
,8(0). If the value of the constant is denoted by co we see at once that 

(4) 

Since" and L1nu have zero flux it follows that: 

en = I d(Tnu)*: I d(Tnl)*. 

" " 
Because we suppose W to be hyperbolic, co baa a finite limit 

c =I d(Tu)*: I d(Tl)*, 

" " and (4) implies 

(5) Tu = u-Ltu+cTl. 

For convenience, write W -G=Oo. We know thatDn-n.(Lwu-Ltu)-
0 (Ch. III, SC) and Dn-n.(Tnl-Tl)-+0. On subtracting (5) from (4) we 

concludcthatDn-n.(Tnu- Tu)-+0, and hence that Dn-n.(Tnu)-Do(Tu). 

IOC. By use of Gr(!@n'K formula 

(6) 

Dn-n0(Lwu, u) := - I u du• = - Dn.(u), 

" 

Dn-n0(Tnl, u) = I du* = 0. 
11(0) 

From (4) and (6) we obtain 

Dn-n.(Tnu) = Dn-n.(u) + Dn-n.(Ltnu- enTal)+ 2Dn,(u) 

and, on going to the limit, 

Da(Tu) = D(u) + Da(Ltu-cTl)+ Dn.(u). 

This proves the inequality Do(Tu)!l:; D(u), and since Da(Ltu) and Da(7'1) 
are finite we can also conclude that Da(Tu) is finite if D(u) is finite. 
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liD. The case c= oo is more interesting. We will prove: 
Theorem. If lim <I>(t)Jt= 00, then OHfb=OHB· 

l-+00 

The relation OHib c OHB is trivial, for a bounded function is eo ipso 
<1.>-bounded. To prove the opposite inclusion we &BBume again that f 
is <1.>-bounded and not conRtant. If a is any constant, then l(f-a) is also 
<1.>-bounded, for<l>{lf-tf/2J~1(rt>(I/J)+<I>(J'ri)). On changing the notation 
we can tlwrefnn· <ts~ume fh•t f t4kes po3iiive m; well as negative values. 

Let G+ •t the n•g1ou 111 "hieh f> 0. Then/ vanishes on the boundary of 
U+, and rt>(j) has a harmonic majorant in G+. We shall see in a moment 
that this situation cannot prevail unleBB 0+ is relatively hyperbolic. 
Exactly the same reasoning shows that the set G- where f < 0 is hyperbolic. 
Thus JV contains two disjoint relatively hyperbolic regions, and itfollows 
by Theorem '9C that W is not of cl&BB OHB· With this conclusion Theorem 
liD is proved. 

liE. To complete the proof we have to establish the following lemma: 
Lemma. Suppoae that lim <I>(t)ft = oo. Let G be a regularly im.betUW:l open 

t-+ao 

set wlwse complement need not be compact. If there exists a pair of nontrivial 
poaitive harmonic functions u and v in 0, such that v vanishes on the boundary 
of G and <I>(v);;:;! u in G, then 0 is relatively hyperbolic. 

Let zo be a point in 0, and choose n 80 large that zo En n G. We use 
mean values analogous to \7), but this time with respect to n n 0 rather 
than n. Explicitly, let 9anG(Z, zo) be the Green's function of n n 0 with 
pole at zo, and set 

mono/= - 2~ fJdg~nG, 
where the integral is over the whole boundary of n n G. For auy mean 
value process m .Jensen's inequality permits us to conc!QdQ-\hO:t 

<~>{m(Jfo)) ~ m{.(/)/o1, 
mfo - mfo 

provided thatf,fo~O and m/o>O. Apply this inequality tof=v,fo= Tal 
and m=manG· Then m(J/o)=mv=v(zo), mfo=Tal(zo) and m[<I>(f)/o];:;l 
mu=u(zo). We obtain 

or 

<~>{ v(zo) ) < u(zo) 
Tal(zo) = Tal(zo) 

Tol(zo) <I> ( v(zo) ) ;;:;; u(zo)_ 
v(zo) Tal(zo) v(zo) 

Because of the hypothesis <I>(t)/t-+oo this is poBBible only so that Tal does 
not tend to 0 as 0-+W. Hence 0 is neceBBarily hyperbolic. 
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llF. The most interesting application of Theorem liD is obtained for 
«J)(t)=t2. We suppose that zoE no c nand use the notation mo introduced 
in (7). For harmonic f one verifies that i1f2=2(fs+,fu). Green's formula 
yields 

and hence 

m0 f2 = /(zo)2 + ~ J J g0 (/';, + J;) dxdy 
0 

m0 .f2 = /(zo)2 +~ JJ Uno(f:+J;) dxdy 

a. 

mofl-ma.l = ~ II Uo<.fs+ .f!) dzdy+~ II (g0 -ua.H.fs+ J;) d.rdy 
o-o. a. 

;S Ko D(/), .,. 
where K n is the maximum of go on #J(Qo). If W is hyperbolic Ko remains 
bounded and we conclude that HDc H«J), «J)(t)=t2; if W is parabolic the 
same is true by default. In view of Theorem ll D this result constitutes a 
new proof of the relation OH B c OHD (see 5B). 

llG. We use the notation OH0~ for the cl&IIS of surfaces on which there 
are no nontrivial «J).bounded functions of class H 0 (with respect to a given 
G with compact complement). As a counterpart of Theorems llC and liD 
we have a much simpler result: 

Tbeonm. OH,• = Oafor all «J). 
The inclusion oH,~ c OH,B is trivial, and it is equally evident that 

OH0 B = Oa. For the converse we use the fact that «J)(t) ~at- b for some a> 0. 

We c•ftducle that any <11-bounded function v e H o satisfies lv I ~ u and hence 
I vi~ 1'1.( for some positive harmonic u on W. If W is parabolic u must be a 
constant and Tu is identically 0. Hence Oc c OH.~. and the theorem is 
proved. 

llB. For «J)(t)=tll it is seen, eu.ctly as in llF, that H0D c H 0«J). On the 
other hand, since Tl e HoD, OHoD c Oa. We have thus: 

Tbeonm. OH0B = OH,D = Oa. 
This result is in striking contrast to the fact that the inclusions 

Oo c OHB c OHD are strict (§8). 

§3. THE METHOD OF EXTREMAL LENGTH 

No treatment of the theory of Riemann surfaces would be complete 
without a discUBBion of the method of extremal length. The roots of this 
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method can be traced back to crude comparisons of area and length, and 
to more systematic exploitation of similar ideas, especially in the papers 
of H. Grotzsch [1]. The present sharp formulation of the method was 
first conceived by A. Beurling, in unpublished work, and further de
veloped in joint publications with L. Ahlfors (1, 2, 3]. 

A complete treatment of extremal lengths would require a separate 
volume. In this presentation we are content to develop the theory to the 
point whl're we can use it as an important tool. 

12. Extremallength 

12A. l<:xisting accounts of the method of extremal length den I only with 
the casP of planP rt').dnn>'<. hut. the generalization t.o RiPIIIIIIIII ~urfaPI'~ ix 
•p1itt• trl\ 1al In thi~ tllf•ol",\" oru• c·oJJsidt·l~ a Ril'lllilllll ><Ill l.u ,. II alltl '~ 

family I' ol rectitinblc curves on IV. The object it~ to attach a numerical 
!'onformal invariant to this configuration, and to study its dependence on 
the curveH and on the surface. There is no preferred metric on W, and 
therefore a curve in r has no definite length. However, by using all metrics 
which yield the same conformal structure, it is poBBible to introduce a sort 
of collective length, which by its very definition turns out to beconforinally 
invariant. This collective length solves a simple extremal problem and has 
therefore been called the extremal length of r. 

The importance of the method for the study of Riemann surfaces lies in 
the fact that certain extremal lengths can be computed in terms of cl&BBical 
conformal invariants. 

12B. A linear density p on W is defined in terms of the local variables in 
tmch a manner that pldzl it! invariant. We &BBume that p 6;:0, and as far as 
rt•gulnrit.y is concerned we shall require that p is lower semicontinuous, 
that is to R&Y that p(zo) ::iii lim p(z). This is a compromise, designed to -simplify the proofs and at the same time permit sufficient generality. 

Our assumptions imply that p can be integrated over any rectifiable 
arc y. We define the p-length of y by 

L(y, p) = f pldzi. 
y 

The precise definition of the integral is clear, and we admit oo as a possible 
value. 

More generally, the definition applies to any countable set of arcs, 
disjoint or not. We shall therefore allow r to be any nonempty collection 
of" curves" y, where each y consists of countably many arcs. It does not 
matter whether the end points of the arcs are included or not. The rec
tifiability can be dispensed with, for we can agree to set L(y, p)= oo if y 
i~ not rectifiable and p>O on y. 
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Similarly, in view of the semicontinuity and invariance it is pOBBible to 
define the p-area of W by 

A(W, p) =If p2dxdy. 
w 

For the definition of the double integral one UBeB a partition of unity. It is 
a. consequence of the lower semicontinuity that A ( W, p) > 0 unless 
p:=O. Indeed, a&Boon as p>O at a point we have p>O in a whole neigh
borhood. 

l2C Given I', we determine the minimum p-length 

/J(r, p) = inf L(y, p). 
YEI' 

This iB to be compared with A(W, p). Since L(r, p) iB homogeneous of 
degree I and A ( W, p) iB homogeneous of degree 2 in p it iB natural to focus 
our attention on L(r, p)ZfA(W, p). We are led to the following definition: 

De&aitioo. The u:tremalle.ngth of r in W i8 tkji:rwl by 

L(r, p)Z 
.\w(r) = sup A(W ) 

p • p 

w'Mrt p rangu over aU lower ~~tmicontin:uoua tknaitiu which are nnt identi
cally 0. 

In the definition it iB poBBible to use different normalizations, ol,tained 
by multiplying p with suitable constants. For instance, .\w(r) is equal to 
sup L(r, p)Z subject to the condition A(W, p)=l. If .\w(r)>O it iB also 
the reciprocal of inf A(W, p) subject to L(r, p)=l. Another convenient 
normalization is expressed by the condition L(r, p)=A(W, p). Due to 
the different degrees of homogeneity it iB always fulfilled for a suitable 
multiple of a given p, provided that L(r, p) > 0. With this normalization 
we can write 

.\w(r) = sup L(r, p) = sup A(W, p), 

except when .\w(r)=O. It iB this relation that justifies the name "ex
tremal length", but it must be conceded that .\w(r) could with equal right 
be called an "extremal area". 

12D. The conformal invariance of .\w(r) is an immediate consequence 
of the definition. Indeed, suppose that a conformal mapping takes W into 
W' and r into r•. The mapping allows us to regard any local variable z on 
W as a variable z' on W', and we can define a density p' by means of the 
relation pldzl=p'ldz'l· We obtain L(y,p)=L(y',p') for any pair of 
corresponding curves y, y'. Similarly, A(W, p)=A(W', p'), and it follows 
that .\w(r)=.\w·(r'). 
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In this connection we point out that Aw(r) depends on W only through 
the requirement that the curves of r be contained in W. In fact, let us 
suppose that W' c W and that all y e r are contained in W'. Let p be 
given. on W, and denote the restriction of p toW' by p'. Then L(r, p)= 
L(r, p') and A(W, p)~A(W', p'). If p'¢0 it follows that 

Aw·(r) ~ L(r, p')'l. ~ L(r, p)z. 
A(W', p') A(W, p) 

The same is true if p'eO, p¢0, for then L(r, p)=O. We conclude that 
Aw·(r)~Aw(r). Conversely, suppose that p' is given on W', and set p=p' 
<m W', p=O on W-W'. Then pis lower semicontinuous, and L(r, p)= 
L(I', p'), A(W, p)=A(W', p'). This proves that Aw(r)E:;Aw-(r), and we 
have shown that the two extremal lengths are equal. The reference to W 
can hence be omitted and the notation simplified to A(r). 

12E. We make use of the above remark in the formulation and proof of 
the following compari&cm princip~: 

Theorem. If every y e r contain& a y' e r•, then A(r) ~ A(r'). 
More precisely, we are comparing Aw(r) and Aw·(r') where Wand W' 

are subregions of a larger Riemann surface, say W O· Both extremal 
lengths can be evaluated with respect to W o, and for any p on W o we have 
L(r, p)!;;L(r', p). These minimum lengths are compared with the same 
A(W0, p), and it follows that the extremal lengths satisfy the correspond
ing inequality. 

12F. In addition to the comparison principle there are two basic laws of 
compo8ition which we formulate as follows: 

Theorem. Let W1 and Wa be disjoint open sets in W. Let P1, rz oon.si.~t 
of curves in W 1. W 2 resputively, while r is a family of curves in W. 

(I) If every y e r contains a Yl Erland a )'2 E rz. then 

A(r)!;;; A(r1)+A(l'2)· 

(2) If every )'1 E rl and every )'2 E r2 contains ayE r, then 

1 1 1 
A(r) ;;;; .\(rl) + .\(rz>' 

In (1) we may suppose that .\(rl), A(rz) >0, for otherwise the assertion 
is a special case of the comparison principle. Choose Pl in W 1, pz in W z, 
normalized by L(rl, Pl)=A(Wl, PI). L(rz, p2)=A(W2. p2). Define p=p1 
in W1, p=pz in Wz, and p=O in W- W1- Wz. Then L(r, p)!;; L(rl, PI)+ 
L(r2, p2) and A(lV, p)=A(lV,, Pt)+A(Wz, p2)=L(r1, pt)+(r2, p2), and 

'''" ohtai11 
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Here Pt and PI can be ohoaen ao that L(r1, pl) and L(ra, pa) are arbi
trarily cloae to .\(rl) and .\(rz). It follows that .\(r) !~;:; .\(rl) + .\(ra). 

As for property (2), we may assume that .\( r) > 0. Let I' be given in W 
and normalized by L(r,p)=l. Then L(r1,p)!i;:;l, L(rz,p)~I. and this, 
implies 

1 1 
A(W, p) &;: A(Wt, p)+A(Wa, p) !~;:; .\(rt) + .\(r2)· 

Hence .\(r)-1, the greatest lower bound of A(W, p), satisfies .\(r)-1 iii:; 
.\(rt)-1 + .\(rll)-1. 

13. Extremal distance 

13A. The extremal lengths that are commonly used in function theory 
are of a rather apeciaJ kind. In order that the invaria.nce of the extremal 
length be of practical use it must be possible to determine the image of the 
family r under a conformal mapping without detailed knowledge of the 
mapping function. This will be the case if r is defined by topological 
conditions, for then the image of r will be known as soon as we know the 
topological nature of the mapping. 

The most general problems of this kind ai:e out of reach, but we shall 
treat a special case with numerous applications. A typical stituation is the 
following: Let E 1, Ell be nonvoid disjoint sets on the Riemann surface W, 
and denote by r the family of connected arcs which join E 1 and E 2• We 
write .\w(r)=.\w(Et. Ell) and call this quantity the eztremal distance of 
Et and Ea relatively to W. This is a conformal invariant connected with 
the configuration formed by Wand the sets E 1, Ez. An important property 
is its monotone dependence on this configuration. It follows indeed by the 
comparison principle (Theorem 12E) that .\w(Et. Ez) increases if Et, Ell 
and lV are shrunk. 

138. We make the ~;pccial assumption that /~' 1 • E~ an· {·lo-•·d \\',·'an 
then modify any p by making it zero on Et u .1!:2. This does not changt· the 
p-dista.nce between Et, Ell, and the p-area can only decrease. For this 
reason .\w(Et, Ez) depends only on W -E1 -Eil, or rather on the com
ponents of W -Et-Ez whose boundary meets both Et and Ez. As a 
consequence we could just as well have assumed from the start that E1, E2 

lie on the boundary of W with respect to a compactification (see Ch. I, 
36A). 

With this motivation we adopt the following formal definition: 
De&oition. Let M be a compactijication of a Riemann surface W and let 

Et. Ell be two closed, di8joint, and nonvoid seta on M- W. The extremal 
distance .\w(Et, Ez) i8 defined to be the eztremallength .\w(r) of the family of 
open arcs on W which tend to Et in one direction and to Ell in the other. 

For instance, Et and Ez could be closed sets of boundary components. 
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As a slight generalization it is permissible to assume that W consists of 
several components, W = W 1 u W 2 u · · · u W ,.. Because the values of p on 
the different components are completely independent of each other it is 
easily seen that 

with the understanding that ~w,= oo if the boundary of We does not meet 

both E1 and Ea. 

13C. There are two special cases in which the extremal length is very 
easy to determine explicitly. 

Theorem. In a redangle with Bides of length a and b the extremal distance 
between the sides of length. b is afb. In an mmulu.~ TJ ~ lzl ~rz the extremal 

distance between the two contours is L log (r2/rl). 

Let the rectangle R be given by O:iz~a, O~y~b. If we use Euclidean 
IPngt h, p = I , the distance between the vertical sides is a and the area is ab. 
Hence the extremal distance~ satisfies ~?;;a2fab=afb. 

For arbitrary p, choose the normalization so that the p-distance between 
the sides is I. Then .. 

J p(x, y) dz ii:; I 
(I 

lor eaeh !I· ami hPIH"t' 

It follm1, that 

JJ p d.nly ;;; b. 
/( 

JI (ap-I)2 dzdy ~ a~ II p2 dzdy-ab. 
R R 

and we see that the p-area is at least bfa. By definition, this implies 
,\ ~ afb, and we have proved the first part. 

In the second case the ~hoice p= I/r yields ,\?;; 2~ log (r2frl). To prove 

the opposite inequality we cut the annulus along a radius so that it 
becomes the conformal image of a rectangle. The family of curves which 
join the circle lz I = r1 and lz I = rz within the cut annulus is contained in the 
corresponding family for the full annulus. By the comparison principle 
the extremal length of the latter family is at most equal to the extremal 
length of the former. We may thus conclude, without computation, that 

,\ ~ •)l log (r2/rl). The proof is complete. 
-1T 
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13D. We will now aaaume that W is the interior of a compact bordered 
surface W, and that E 1, E 8 consist of a finite number of arcs or full con
tours on the border. Under these condition& the construction inCh. III, 
5A can be used to prove the existence and uniquenesS of a bounded 
harmonic function u which is 0 on Et, 1 on Ea. and whose normal derivative 
vanishes on the remaining part of the border. We will prove: 

Theorem. The e:etremal distance between E1 and Ez is equal to 1/D(u). 
The assertion is true in the two cases that we have already considered. 

Indeed, for the rectangle, regarded as a bordered surface, we have u=xfa 
and hence D(u)=abfa2=bfa. For the annulus u= log (r/rt)/log (ra/rt), 
and a simple calculation yields D(u)=2,.flog (ra/rt). 

In thl· general case it is easy to get the right inequality in one direction. 
Lrt us <'hoose p11 ~ I.;JWrllll = (1l; +u~lt'" whieh il'l n lint"ar density. 'l'he 
po-length of an arc y from l!h to /<:2 is 

J !grad ulldzl ~ J ldul ~I J dul = I. 
y y y 

Hence L(r, po)!;:;l, and since A(W, po)=D(u) we may conclude that 
A(Et, Ez)~ 1/D(u). 

The opposite inequality would also be easy to prove if u had a single
valued conjugate u•. Since this is not the case we must use different 
branches of u• in different parts of W. Let us suppose that we can sub
divide W into regions W1, • • ·, w. with the following properties: (I) the 
W k are disjoint and W = U W k• (2) eaeh W k has a piecewise analytic 
boundary, (3) there exists a single-valued u• in wk such that u+iu• 
ma pM JJ',. on a rectangle with vertical sides on u = 0 and u = I. 

The extremal distance between Et and Ez within Wk is Ak=l/llt(u) 
where Dk(u) denotes the Dirichlet integral over Wk. For a moment, let 
X denote the extremal distance of Et and Ez with respect to the union nf 
all Wk. By the comparison principle we obtain, on one hand, A;:i!A. o,, the 
other hand, by the second law of composition (Theorem l:!F), ,\ '~ 
}: A;1 =}: Dk(u)= D(u). It follows that A;:i! 1/D(u) which is the desired 
conclusion. 

13E. It remains to show that W can be subdivided in the desired man
ner. Consider any point zoE W. We define a conjugate function u• in a 
neighborhood ofzo and set U=u+iu•. If U'(zo)#O the mapping by U is 
one to one, and zo lies in a "rectangle", defined by inequalitieR a' ;:i! u ;:i! a:, 
b':iju*;Sb•. If U'(zo)=O an examination of the local mapJ!ing shows, 
similarly, that zo is a common vertex of a finite number of such rectangles. 
In case zo lies on the bord~r the same is true, except that zo will belong to a 
side or be a vertex of a single rectangle. 

Because W is compact it can be covered by a finite number of these 
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rectangles. By a simple construction, which we find needless to describe 
in detail, the covering can be refined to a pavement by nonoverlapping 
rectangles. They form a double array {Qc~:} with the property that Qc~: 
and Qe+1, 1: have a common side which lies on a level curve u=ac. For a 
fixed k the branches of u* in Qc~: and Qc+l, 1: can be adjusted, step by step, 
so that they coincide on the common side. In this manner it becomes 
possible to define, in each W~:= Uc QCJ:, a single-valued u* so that u+iu* 
maps Wk on a rl'ctnn!!le. The regions W~: are nonoverlapping and their 
!'losun·s fill out all of 11'. Th .. :<t' are the properties that were essential in the 
pre<•Pcllll~ !'roof \\"t· ha \I' dPhhcratcly omitted many det.ails that would 
havE' madt· the proof lengthy and less perspicuous. 

13F. Although Theorem 13D gives the exact value of the extremal 
di>~tance, it is seldom of great use for practical purposes. The following 
method is one which in many applications leads quickly to a good lower 
bound for the extremal distance. 

Let po be a given linear density on W which satisfies rather strong 
regularity conditions. For t > 0, let W, be the set of all points in W whose 
po-distance from E 1 is less than t. We denote the area of w, by S(t). The 
relative boundary of W, consists of points whose po-distance from E1 is 
exactly t. Let us suppose that this relative boundary is made up of recti
fiable curves, and denote its total po-length by A(t). Under sufficiently 
strong smoothness conditions it is geometrically clear that S'(t)=A(t). 
Because the method that we wish to develop is used only under extremely 
simple explicit circumstances there is no need to analyze the conditions 
that would lead to this conclusion. Instead we assume outright that it is 
known to hold. 

Theorem. Let to be the shortut po-distanufrom E1 to Ez. Then 

'· 
(10) .\(E1, Ez) ~ I A~tf 

0 

We denote hy t=t(z) the po-distuncc from z to b'J. ('hoose p(z)= 
po(z)/A(t(z)) if t(z) <to, p(z) =0 if t(z);;:;; to. On a curve y from E1 to E2 the 
distance t must pass through all values between 0 and t0• We have 
poJdzl;;:;; Jdtl along the curve, and hence 

I pltkl ~ I~~tf 
, 0 

For the p-area we obtain, because A(t) is constant along the relative 
boundary of W,, .. .. 

I dS(t) J dt 
A(W, p) = A(t)2 = A(tf 

0 0 
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It follows by the definition of A that 

and (10) is proved. 

"' L{r, p)a J dt 
A iii: A{W, p) iii:: A(t)' 

0 

227 

Remark. Integrals of the type (10) were first used by L. Ahlfors [5] in 
discussions of the classical type problem for simply connected Riemann 
surfaces. 

14. Conjugate extremal distance 

lU. We continue to investigate the configuration that is fonned by a 
compact bordered surface Wand sets E1, Ea on the border, each conRisting 
of a finite number of arcs. Let r• be the class of curves that sepa • at'· f: 1 

and Ea. More precisely, each y* e r• is a countable union of arcs in II". allll 
E 1, Ea are in different components of W -y*. The extremal length of the 
family r• is called the conjugate extremal di&tance between E 1 and E 2 • We 
denote it by At.(E1, E 2). 

Theorem. A;,(E1, E2) = 1/A,.(E1, E2). 
If u is the same function as in Theorem 13D we have to show that 

Al-=D(u). Consider again po= !grad ul. Because poldzl &:; ldu*l it is seen 
that the po-length of any curve y* is at least equal to the flux of u along y, 
and thus iii:; D(u). It follows that A* I: D(u)2JD(u) = D(u). 

To obtain the opposite inequality we use again the decomposition of W 
into rectangles Qcl and consider (u, u*) as Cartesian coordinates in each 
rectangle. Let p be defined with respect to the local variable u + iu*, and 
suppose that L(r•, p)=l. For each constant u the variation of u* is 
equal to the flux D(u). We obtain 

D(u) 

J pdu* ~ 1, 
0 

JJ pdudu* ~ 1, ,. 
Jf[D(u)p-1]2dudu* ;:a D(u)ll JJp2dudu*-D(u), 
,. w 

and thus A( W, p) £:; 1/D(u). This implies the desired inequality.\*~ D(u). 

lB. In some connections a slightly modified conjugate extr(•Jual dis
tance is more appropriate. Let r be the family of connected art,.; l>l .-lnsed 
curves which separate E 1 and E11• The extremal length of i\ denott>d by 
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Xw(EI, E2), is still another conformal invariant connected with the 
configuration W, E 1, E 2 • Since r is a subfamily of r• we have necessarily 
X~.\*. 

(O,b) 

E,l 
( o, 0) 

(af 
(a, 0) 

FIG. 9 

( 0, b') (a', b') 

E[~~~} 
(0,0) (a',O) 

We shall not try to determine X in the general ca~~e. Howen•r, Fig. !l 
illustmh·s, in a typical situation, the relationship btt~e" A.=«/IJ, 
.\* = b!a and X= 1/ !a' (thP two regionR are conformnlly Pqun ,,), ut ). 

§4. MODULAR TESTS 

WhPII a Hiemann surface is given in some concrete manner there arises 
the problem of determining whether it does or does not belong to a pre
assigned 0-class, for instance Oc. It is desirable to base the decision on 
conditions, or tests, which are not merely theoretical, but can actually be 
applied to concrete cases. In this section we devise tests that depend on 
basic conformal invariants connected with compact bordered surfaces. 
It is not unreasonable to take the point of view that such invariants can 
be computed, or at least estimated, especially if the genus and the number 
of contoul'l! remain small. 

15. Harmoaie modules 

ISA. Let. W be a compact bordered Riemann surface whose contours 
are divided into two classes a: and fJ, sometimes referred to as inner and 
outer contours. We denote by ~(W) the extremal distance between the 
inner and outer contours. According to Theorem 13D it has the value 
1/D(u) where u is the harmonic function which is 0 on a: and 1 on fJ. We 
shall call ~( W) the logarithmic module of W between a: and fJ. In some 
connection!! it is more convenient to consider the quantity 

J-'4(W) = eA..,s('W) 

which will be called the harmonic module. 
For an annulus R1 < l:zl < R2 the logarithmic module is .\ = 

(l/21T) log (R2/R1) and the harmonic module is p.=(R2/R1)1/2•. 

lSB. We consider an exhaustion of a given open surface W by a se
quence of relatively compact 0,.. It is assumed that iJ,. c G,.+1, and the 
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boundary of a. is denoted by p.. It is inconvenient for the applications to 
insist that the a,. be regular regions. We shall therefore allow p., the 
common boundary of a. and w-a •. to be merely piecewise analytic. 

We denote by~ ... the extremal distance between /31 and p,. with respect 

to a,.-01, and by~'- the corresponding harmonic module. The modules 

are connected with the classification problem through the following simple 
theorem: 

Tbeonm. T'M surfaa W i8 parabolic if and only if lim P.R,fl. = oo. ,._"' 
Even though the boundaries are merely piecewise analytic it is possible 

to regard O.-a1 aa a bordered Riemann surface. We denote by u. the 
harmonic function which is 0 on fJ1 and 1 on fJn· The condition P.IJ,fl.-oo is 

egufV'e.lrnt to JJ(u,.)- ~o. and hence to u,.-o. Ry Theorem 6C the surface 
j, p.rabolic if and only if u.-o. 

lSC. In most cases the theorem that we have just proved is not a 
practical criterion, for the regions a.-G1 are likely to become increasingly 
complicated. However, we can derive more useful testa by combining the 
theorem with estimates of the modules. 

Write A,.=Afl.fl ... 1 and p.,.=eA-. The first law of composition (Theorem 

12F) yields Ap111.;;:; A1 + A2 + · · · + Aa-1· We find: 
Theorem. W i8 parabolic if, for some exhaustion, 

"' (11) fi,... = 00. 
1 

When this theorem is applied it is frequently the case that a.+l-Ga has 
several components. As we have already remarked in 13B the module Aa 
is then connected with the modules A.; of the components by the relation 

A;; 1 = ~ 'J.;;1• If the exhaustion is suitably chosen the genus and number 
; 

of contours of the components of a,.+1-G,. remain fairly small. It is for 
this reason that ( 11) may be regarded as an effective criterion. 

Condition (11) is not necessary. One can show, in fact, that there are 

"' always exhaustions with a convergent product II p.,. (L. Sarlo [14], H. 
1 

Wittich [7], p. 88). 

lSD. In applications a seemingly weaker form of Theorem 15C is often 
preferred. Given an exhaustion {Ga} we suppose that each boundary Pa 
is surrounded by an open set Ba which is contained in Gn+1 and in the 
complement of 0 11- 1 • We denote by a 11 and b11 the "inner" and "outer" 
boundaries of B11 ; more precisely, b,. is the boundary of G" u B., a,. is the 
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boundary of ( W -G,.) u B,.. Iff'~ is the harmonic module between a,. and 
b,. we have: 

Corollary. W i8 parabolic if .. 
(12) IT"~= oo. 

1 

For the proof we need only observe that the harmonic module between 
{12,._ 1 and {12,.+ 1 is trivially iii:;f'2.., while the module between {12• and 
{12,.+ 2 is !i:;f'2,.+1• The hypothesis (12) implies that either Tif'!,.=oo or 
TII-'2,.+ 1 = oo, and the conclusion follows on applying Theorem 15C either 
to the exhaustion {Gz,.} or to the exhaustion {G2m+1}· 

16. Analytic modules 

16A. We have just found a sufficient condition for a surface to be of 
class Oa. We shall now derive an analogous condition for the class O,~~o. 

For this purpose we consider again a compact bordered surface W or a 
finite union of such surfaces whose contours are divided into a and {J. We 
introduce a new module k..,e(W'), called the analytic module. 

Iff is analytic on W the integrals 

~I fd]. if ,q 
• fJ 

are evidently real, and their difference is equal to the Dirichlet integral 

(13) D(/) = ~ I fd]. 
IJ-• 

We restrict f to the class of functions for which 

(14) if!d] > 0, 
a 

and we set 

fJd] 
katJ( W) = inf /JJ _ 

fdf 
a 

when f ranges over this class. It is not difficult to show that there are 
indeed functions which satisfy (14). At present this is not important, for 
if the class of competing functions were empty we could set k..,e= oo. 

Because of (14) it is clear that k.,;;:; 1. Moreover, k..,e is evidently invariant 
under conformal mappings. The invariant k., was first considered by 
A. Pflug~•r [:?]. 
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Geometrically, the problem is to minimize the area enclosed by f(/J) 
when the area enclosed by /(u) is given. However, this simplified statement 
is meaningful only when f is univalent, and there is no gu&J&Dtee that the 
extremal function will be univalent. 

16B. The nature of the invariant lc_. has never been successfully in
vestigated. In fact, there is not even a reasonable conjecture as to the 
characteristic properties of the extremal function. As a con~<e'luPn•·<·. tl'~ts 
based on lc_. have no practical value. Nevertheless, the analo!-(tu'-< of 
Theorems 15B and 15C that we are going to prove show that kafl ill a 
theoretically important invariant connected with the class AD. 

In the following statement we refer again to an exhaustion {G.}. We 
denote by k11111,. and lea the analytic modules associated with a.-Gt and 

Gn+l-Ga. 
Theorem. W iB of clau 0 AD if lim k/1111,. = oo, and thiB condition iBfulfilled 

R-+00 

if .. 
IT ~ca = oo. 

1 

Note that the analogy with Theorem 15B is not complete, for we do not 
assert that the first condition is also necessa.rY. 

To prove the theorem, suppose thatfis analytic and nonconstant on W. 
Then 

Do.(/) = ~ J I d], 
II. 

and the definition of analytic module implies 

Do.(/) ~ k11111. Da1(/). 

Here Dll,(/)>0, and if k11,11.-oo we conclude that D(f) cannot be finite. 
The Mt•cmul asllertion followR by the ohdou" iJH•qualit~· 

k11a11. !;:; ktk2 • • · ka-1· 

16C. As already remarked, Theorem 16B is purely theoretical. We can, 
however, make practical applications by virtue of an inequality that 
connects k .. and 1-'•· 

Lemma. The analytic and harmonic mod:ulu satiBfy the inequality 

kafl!;:;l-':6· 
For the purpose of orientation we remark that the equality kafl=f'!; 

holds for a circular annulus, and hence for any doubly connected region. 
We denote again by u the harmonic function which is 0 on ex, 1 on {J, 

and by fan analytic function. Let y(t) be the level curve u=t, O~t~ I. 
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Although y(t) may consist of several closed curves, we can introduce a 
parameter y=u• which runs from 0 to tl= D(u). We write: 

tl 

if - If'' m(t) = 2 I dl = 2 !J' tly , 
•• , 0 

where the differentiation is with respect to the local variable u+iu•. 
The Fourier developments of I and/' have the form 

-co 

-co 

and Pal"!leval's formula yields 
co 

m(t) =.,. 2 njc,.J2 
-co 

On comparing these equations we find that 

tl 

m(t) ~ ! f If' J2 dy. 
0 

On the other hand 
0(1) = m(l)-m(O) 

n'JH"t·~··ttt~ 1 h•· I 11111 J,J, t tlll<').!l nl nfj over the area u < t. It is clear that 
d 

D'(t) = f lf'J2 dy, 
0 

a111l we have thus proved the inequality 

tl 
m(t) ~ 41T m'(t). 

Here m(t) ~ m(O) ~ 0, by hypothesis. When this differential inequality is 
integrated between t=O and t= l we obtain 

m(l) 41T 
log m(O) ~ ([ = 477'""-, 

and thus 

k = infm(l) > e4wA..,e = u 4" 
..,e m(O) = rafl· 
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16D. Direct application of the lemma to the modules A:. leads to nothing 
new, for if nl'tl diverges we have the stronger conclusion that w is para
bolic. The way to obtain a more significant result is to apply the lemma to 
the components G,.l of each G,.+l- G,.. 

Denote the analytic module of G,.l by k.i· We show that 1:., in contrast 
to I'll• is simply equal to min1 k•f· 

If P.s. fJ,.+I, 1 are the inner and outer contours of G,.l we have 

:I I d] =~;I I d] 
II. jll..t 

i I I d] = ~ i I I d]. 
"•+a ll..+a.l 

By thP tlefinition of kn1• 

2 I ld] ~ k,.~(~ J fdf) 
llo+aJ llot 

whenever the integral on the right is positive. If the integral is negative or 
zero we use 

i I - i I -2 ldl ~ 2 ldl. 
ll..+a.l llol 

In the first case we can replace k,.1 by min1 k,.1• The same inequality will 
hold in the second case, for min1 k,.1 is known to be > 1, and we are 
multiplying by a negative factor. On adding the inequalities it follows that 

} I ld] ~ (min1kn1); I ldJ. 
llo+& llo 

This is evidently the best inequality that can be proved, for we can 
choose I to be identically zero in all Gnl except the one for which kn 1 is a 
minimum. We conclude that k11 =mins k11s, as asserted. 

On using the lemma we have mins k.s=(minl f'nl)4• where f'nj i~ the 
harmonic module of a.1. We obtain: 

Theorem. W is of rla.~.~ 0,40 tJ8 soon tJ8 there exista an exha'U8tion with 

GO 

f1 (mins fLail = oo. 
•-1 

As in the case of Theorem 15C we are free to replace mins f'nJ by 
min1 f'~; where f'~J refers to a region B •• determined as in HiD. 

Remark. The criterion in Theorem 16D was first derived by L. Sario 
[1, 14]. On the basis of Sarlo's paper A. Pfluger[2] introduced the module 
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lc and proved Lemma 16C. Earlier, a weaker inequality had been estab
lished by R. Nevanlinna [11]. The method of proof in Lemma I6C goes 
back to T. Carleman [1]. 

§S. EXPLICIT TESTS 

The value of the modular tests depends on our ability to evaluate or at 
least estimate the modules. This practical question has a meaning only if 
the surface W is given explicity in one way or another. Our next aim is to 
derive tests which depend on the given data in an enumerative rather than 
quantitative manner. 

17. Deep t'Overiogs 

I7A . ..\s :,oon as a l{lt·lllilllll surface W is given in a concrete manner it is 
possible to construct au explicit covering by parametric disks with the 
property that any compact set meets only a finite number of the disks. 
We shall require that this covering is in a certain sense sufficiently deep. 

Let the parametric disks be denoted by 6.1• In order to introduce a 
hypothesis which guarantees that the overlappings are sufficiently deep 
we aBSociate with each 6.1 a fixed local variable zc, that is to say, a fixed 
conformal mapping of 6.1 on lzcl < 1. We choose once and for all a positive 
number q< I and let 6.i denote the inverse image of lz,l <q under the 
parameter mapping. We shall say that the 6.c form a deep covering if the 
6.j form a covering, that is, if every point of W belongs to at least one 
6.j. 

178. For any given deep covering choose a disk 6.o as the disk of genera
tion 0. A disk 6.c :F 6.o will be said to be of generation I if and only if 
6.1 n 6.0 -FO. Inductively, 6.c will be of generation n if it is not of lower 
generation and if 6., n 6.1 :F 0 for some 6.1 of generation n -1. 

It is rt>adily seen that every 6.1 belongs to some generation. In fact, the 
union of all .l1 that belong to a generation is an open set, and so is the 
union of the 6.c that do not belong to any generation. These sets arc dis
joint and comprise all of W. Because of the connectedness the ;;pcond lll't 
must he empty. 

17C. Wt• ~!hall denote by Wn the union of all disks ~~ of generation 
~ n. Each W n is relatively compact and its boundary consists of analytic 
ares and, exceptionally, isolated points. We are going to apply Theorems 
15C and 16D to the exhaustion defined by a,.= Wz,.; in order to conform 
with our earlier conventions it is agreed that isolated boundary points of 
w 211 will be added to a,.. 

The following remark will play an essential part in the proof that follows: 
a 6.1 that meets the boundary of a,. is exactly of generation 2n + 1. 
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17D. Let~~~ denote the number of disks of generation k. The fulhmmg 
criterion will be proved: 

Theorem. A Bie'lllann rurfaa W is parabolic if there e:ri.tt8 a deep covering 
uih.icll sati&ftu 

(15) 
.. 1 

61 ~~~t-1 +vz~+"B+l = oo. 

If Ac c G8 +1-G,. it is of generation 2n + 2 or, occasionally, of generation 
2n+3, namely if it contains an isolated boundary point of Wzn+2· If it 
meets the boundary {J. of a. it is of generation 2n+ 1, and if it meets 
fJ.+l it is of generation 2n+3. Hence all Ac that meet G8 +1-G,. are of 
~eneration 2n+ 1, 2n+2 or 2n+3. 

Consider all Ac of the generations "2•+1• "2n+2• "Zra+3· At any point 

in Ac, let z be a local variable, and set Pl=l~l· Note that the z1 are 

fixed functions defined in At. independently of the local variable. 
The PI are linear densities in At, and we can define a linear uPn~ity p 
throughout G,.+I- Gn by setting, a.t a given point and for a. given local 
variable at that point, p=max p1, the maximum being with respect to all 
PI whose domain A, contains the point under consideration. To see that pis 
lower semicontinuous, suppose that p(po)=PI(Po), Poe A,. We use the 
same local variable throughout a. neighborhood V(p0) c .:1,. Then p(p) i1:; 
PI(P) for pe V(Po) and we conclude that lim p(p)ii:; lim pc(p)=p(po), so 

Me :P-+Po 

that p is indeed lower semicontinuous. 
Let y be an arc in G.+l-0• that connects fJn and fJn+I· Suppose that 

the end point on fJ,. is contained in Ai (see 17A) and the end point on 
{1,.+ 1 in Aj. Then Ac is of generation 2n+ 1 and A; is of generation 2n+3. 
Hence Llc and A1 are disjoint. It follows that y contains a subarc which 
joins the boundary of .::li to that of .:11• The PI-length of this suba.rc is at 
least 1-q, and the p-length is greater than or equal to the pc-length. We 
com·hult· that L(y, p);;::; l -q and hence L( 1', p);;::; 1-q where r is the 
fauul.\ of curves u::;ed to define the module An. 

I )u t lw other hand the p-area of Gn+l- Gn is at most equal to the sum of 
the p;-arcas of all disks that meet. 0,.+ 1 -G,., for l~L. p~ at each point. 
Each disk has the PI-area w. Hence A(Gn+J -Gn, p) ~ (vzn+I +"2ta+z+ 
"Zra+s)w, and together with the estimate L(r, p)E:;1-q we obtain 

Condition (15) will therefore imply the divergence of ~)., and by 
Theorem l5C the surface must be parabolic. 
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Uemark. A result of the type of Theorem 17D was first proved by 
R. Nevanlinna [6]. 

17E. There is a similar application of Theorem 16D. Consider the union 
of all disks Ac of generations k-1, k and k+ 1. Let 8t denote the maximum 
number of disks in a component of this union. 

Theorem. W is of class 0 AD if there exists a dup covering which satisfies 

(16) 

We have to estimate the modules of the components of Gn+l- G,. 
which have part of their boundary on fJ,. and part on fJn+l· The estimate 
/,( 1', p):;;; I - q rt>mainR valid. The disks Ac which meet a component form 
a t·onnf'<·tt•d set. Tlwrefort> their number is at most 82n+2· We obtain 

(1-q)2 
>.,.,;;;; -,--• 

'IT02n+2 

and by Tht·on•m )lj]) •·ondit10n ( 16) implit>s th;~t Jr is uf class 0 AD· 

17F. A weaker form of Theorem 17D is sometimes easier to apply. 
Let Nt=vo+vi+···+Vk be the total number of disks of generation 
~k. Then 

t 
L (1'2c-l+vzc+vzHI) ~ 2Nzt+l 
i•l 

and hence, by Cauchy's inequality, 

t 1 k2 

.L1 V2f-1 +vzc+vze+l ;;;; 2N2t+l. ·-
By this estimate we find: 

CoroUary. W is parabolic if Nt=o(k2). 

18. Tests by triangulation 

18A. It is desirable to possess tests which depend only on the incidence 
relations in a triangulation. If the triangles are arbitrary it is clear that 
strong distortion could occur, and it would be impossible to draw any 
conclusions of a general nature. We must therefore introduce a special 
assumption which guarantees a certain degree of rigidity. 

A very simple condition of this sort is obtained by considering the 
quadrilaterals that are formed by pairs of adjacent triangles. It was 
shown in Theorem l3C that the extremal distances between opposite sides 
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in a quadrilateral are reciprocal numbers m and 1/m. We shall aH~:~uuu· that 
for all quadrilaterals formed by adjacent triangles 

1 
(17) K ~ m ~ K 

with a fixed K < oo. When this condition is fulfilled we say that the 
triangulation has bounded di8tortion. 

188. As in 17B we begin by defining generations of triangles. We <>hoose 
an initial vertex as the vertex of generation 0. Inductively, we say that a 
vertex is of generation n if it is not of lower generation and if it is joined 
by a side to a vertex of generation n-1. The generation of a side or of a 
triangle is defined as the minimum generation of the end points or the 
vertices. 

Let P,. be the union of all closed triangles of generation ~ n. The 
honndary of P,. conAi!lts entirely of vertices and sides which are exactly 
.,f ·!Pru·ration n+ I. Indeed, each vert<>x on the boundary belong:; to at 
le .. st otte triangle of generation ~nand at least one of generation ~ n+ I; 
tkt:s is possible only so that it is exactly of gent•ration n + 1. 

We choose 0,. as the interior of P,.. Theorems 15C and 16D are applic
able to the exhaustion {G.}. 

18C. Let y be an arc in ii.+I-0• which joins p. to P.+I· We can easily 
convince ourselves that y must pass at least once between opposite sides 
of a quadrilateral formed by a pair of adjacent triangles (Fig. 10). Indeed, 

Flo. 10 
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if this WPrP not soy would necessarily remain inside tlw "1""11 'tnr of a 
vertex of genpration n +I, ami hence coulrl not at.tain {J,. ;-l· \\ • 1 <:mark, in 

view of a futlll'e application (190), that this conclusion remains valid even 
if the triangulation is degenerate in the sense that the two end points of a 
side might coincide, or that two distinct sides could have the same end 
points. 

Each quadrilateral Me can be mapped conformally on a rectangle 
O:i!Rez,:;;m,, O~lmzc~l. We may choose the mapping so that me~ I. 
and if (17) is fulfilled we have also me~ 1/K. For a given choice of the local 

variable z we write again pe = ~~~ and p =max pe, where the maximum is · 

with respect to all pe that are defined at the point in question. By what we 
have said it is clear that the p-length of any y is Si:; 1/K. 

On the other hand, the p-area of Gn+l- Gn is at most equal to the sum of 
the pe-areas of all quadrilaterals Me which meet the region. Each pe-area 
is ~I. An M1 that meets the region between f3n and fJn+l contains at least 
one triangle of generation n+ 1, and such a triangle belongs to three 
different Me. If u~c denotes the number of triangles of generation k, it 
follows that the total p-area is ;:;! 3un+l· The module An of Gn+l-lin 
satisfies 

\ > 1 
"• = 3K2 ' 

and we have proved: 
'l'beonm. w i8 parabolic if 

Un+l 

for a triangulation with-bou:nlk.d di&tortion. 

liD. The proof works equally well for the class O.tD· We break the set 
of triangles of generation k into its strongly connected components, that is, 
we count two triangles to the same component if they can be connected 
by a chain of triangles in the same generation in such a way that consecu
tive triangles have a common side. If Tic denotes the maximum number of 
triangles in a component we obtain: 

Theorem. W i8 of cla8B O.w if 

for a triangulation with bouwletl diBiorlion. 
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§6. APPUCATIONS 

W c are now going to apply some of the preceding theorems to derive a 
few results of special interest. In theee examples we do not strive for 
maximum generality. The purpose is primarily to illustrate the methods. 

19. Replar eovering IRil'faeee 

19A. We consider the general case of a Riemann surface W which is 
given as a regular covering surface (Ch. I, 14D) of a closed surface W 0• If · 
W o is a sphere W is identical with W o, and if W o is a torus W is either a. 
cylinder, conformally equivalent to the punctured plane, or the plane. 
Since these cases are trivial we are going to &ll8Ullle that W0 is of gPnus 
g>l. 

The fundamental group -' of Wo can be generated by 2g elements 
lit• bv ···,a,, b, which satisfy the relation e~tb1tJ1 1b}l·. -a;,a;tb;t-:::. I. 
The regular covering surfaces are aasocia.ted with the subgroups ~. or 
rather seta of conjugate aubgroupa. of-' (Ch. I. 17D). 

19B. We represent W o as a. canonical polygon P with identified aides, aa 
illustrated in Fig. 11. As origin for the fundamental group we ohooee the 
point on W o which is represented by the vertices of P. The covering sur
face W is paved by copies cP of P, aasocia.ted with the elements c e -'• 
and cP=c' P if and only if cc'-1 e ~. . 

In detail, the points of W are given by patha from the origin, with the 
understanding that y1, Yl determine the I&IDe point if and only if the 
homotopy class of y1y;1 belongs to !1. We agree that cP ahall conaiat of 
all points represented by paths cy where y begiDa at the initial point of the 
side marked a1 and stays in the interior of P, except for the terminal point 
which may lie on the perimeter. The polygon lP can be identified with P. 
One of ita vertices is represented by Co -1, the others by Ct'"" a1, Ill- tJtbt, 
c3 =a1b1a} 1 etc. up to c49 _ 1 =a1b1a}1b}1 • • ·a;,a;1• As points of W these 
vertices are not necessarily distinct. 

19C. We make the simplifying assumption that W is a normal covering 
surface (Ch. I, 19B), that is to say, that!!} is a nonual subgroup Tlu,., ltas 
the effect that cP rema.inat unaltered if, in the expression of c through the 
generators, we suppreea Ott· insert factors that represent elements of ~. 
Indeed, if de!!}, then ctlc'P•(ctlc-l)cc'P-cc'P. In the sequel, all equa
tions are to be interpreted modulo ~. 

Let us determine the conditions under which two polygons cP and 
c' P have a. common vertex. Obviously, it is neoeesary and sufficient that 
cc.t=c'c1 for some choice of Ct and c,. Hence we must have c'•ccJF,-1• 
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In order that cP and c' P have a common side it must be possible to 
find C.t and c1 so that CC.t=c'c, and CC.t+l=c'c,_l· These conditions yield 
c~1 1 =c.t+ 1cj_11 , or c;.;1cJ:==Cz_11c1• On writing, for a moment, 
c1=c,_ 1ecwe have thus e; .• \ =e1• This will happen if k+ 1, lis either a pair 
4n+ 1, 4n+3 or 4n+2, 4n+4. One finds that c-lc' must be equal to 
c,,.+ze;,.,.. 1, c4,.+ 3c;,.1+2 ' or their inverses. 

Flo. 11 

We triangulate P as suggested in Fig. 11 and all copies cP in the 
corresponding manner so that each triangle on W projects into a triangle 
on W 0 . In the resulting triangulation on W there are then only a finite 
number of conformally ineq..,iva.lent quadrilaterals. Therefore the triangu
lation is automatically one of.bounded distortion (18A). It follows that 
Theorems 18C and 18D are &~cable t.o this triangulation. 

We remark that the tria.ngula.tion may be degenerate, for many vertices 
ht>!'ome identified on TV. It. was pointed out in 18C that this does not 
1mpair tlw valiclit.v of lht• tht>orf'mR. 

l9D. Fot· the purpose of counting generations of triangles we take the 
Pt•nter of 1' aH the vertex of generation 0. In the present case it is easier, and 
for most purposes equivalent, to count generations of polygons cP. On 
elwo>~ini! Pas the polygon of generation 0 we say that cP:F Pis of genera
tion 1 if cP and P have at least a vertex in common. Generally, cP is of 
generation n if it is not of lower generation and has a common vertex with 
a polygon of generation n-1. 

We have seen that two polygons have a common vertex if the cor
responding paths differ by c,p;-1• Therefore, the generation of cP is the 
least n such that it is possible to write c=d1· · ·d,. where each de has the 
form c~1- 1• We shall alao refer to n as the lD&gtA of c. 
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19E. If cP is of generation n it is quite evident that the triangles in cP 
are of generation :i 2n. Conversely, consider a triangle of generation m. 
One vertex of the triangle can be joined to the center ~of P by a path 
consisting of m segments whose end pointe are either centers of polygons, 
vertices, or midpoints of sides. Because the path is minimal there are no 
segments between a vertex and a midpoint. Therefore, every second end 
point is a center, and the polygons with consecutive centers have at least a 
vertex in common. If m is even we conclude"that a triangle of generation m 

is contained in a polygon of generation ~ i• and if m is odd it is contained 

. I f . <m+l m a po ygon o generation = - 2-· 

We have shown that a polygon of generation n contains only triangles of 
generation 2n-l and 2n. For the purpose of comparison, let u. be the 
number of polygons of generation n while O'tt still denotes the number of 
triangle11 in the generation "· There are 8g trianglee in each polygon. 

'l'herefore 0'2" ~ Sgun. nnd the divergence of L ! implies the divergence of 
an 

2!... 
0'11 

Similarly, let f'11 be the maxillium number of polygons in a component 
of generation n (two polygons are in the -same component if they can be 
joined by a chain of polygons, all of the same generation, such that 
consecutive polygons are adjacent along a side). Two adjacent triangles 
are contained in the same or adjacent polygons. Therefore, a component 
formed by triangles of generation 2n is contained in a component of poly
gons of generation n. This proves that T1Jt :i Sgf., and in order to conclude 

that We O.tto it is thus sufficient to show that 2 ! =·co. 
"'• 

19F. We have reduced the determination of u11 and ftt to a purely com
binatorial problem. As an example, we investigate the following situation: 

Let the integers 1, · · ·, g be divided into two sets I, J, and denote hy 
!iJ(l, J) the smallest normal subgroup of-' which contains all a1, i E /, 

and all appj1bj 1,j'eJ (in the sequel it is tacitly understood that any 
index denoted by i belongs to I, and any indexj to J). If J is empty the 
corresponding covering surface is called a ScAottl&y coveriJifl BUrface; for 
arbitrary/, J we 11peak of a covering surface of Schottky type. We are 
going to prove: 

Theorem. Every coveriJifl ru.rja« of ScJwttl&y type u of cUu8 OAD. 
The quotient group -'/!i(J,J) is generated by be and fJI, bt; 41 and b1 

commute. Nevertheleee, if g> I the group is not Abelian; for instance, 
bt and b2 do not commute. 
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The vertices of P, that is, the Ck, are seen to form quadruples 1, be, be, 1 
and Ill• 41b1, bj, I. The distinct Ck are thus 1, b,, af, bt and a1b1. Furthermore, 
on applying the result in 19C we find that cP and c' Pare adjacent along 
a side if and only if c' =cbl1, ca/' 1 or cbf 1. 

We have to investigate the circumstances in which adjacent polygons 
belong to the same generation. Let/, denote elements bl 1, a/' 1, b;±l· We 
wish to compare cP with its direct and indirect neighbors determined 
by eft, cfl/z. etc. For the moment we assume that the last element in c 
does not commute with /1. We contend that c and cfJ}zfaf, cannot have 
the same length (provided that fJ}z!af, cannot be reduced by cancella. 
tions ). Indeed, because /1 does not commute with the preceding factor the 
lengths can be equal only if /I/2faf4 can be absorbed in the last factor of 
c=d1 • • ·d,.. But an equation d..fdJaf4 =d~ is impoesible, for the expree
.. ion on thl' left us •t lt'll~t. five factors which cannot be cancelled against 
•·:~ch ot hPr, and -lite one on the right has at most four (for instance, 
J~ ... (a1b;)(a)1j)•l lf4s r.••r f.ctor~). 

If c t'rHis with b;± 1 this preliminary consideration shows that cP belongs 
to a t•omponent which consists of at most (4g)ll+l polygons. 

Let us now determine the length of a c-path a;.bj. Clearly, a minimal 
representation will involve o~y factors a1, b1, a,.b1, apT 1 and their inversea. 
If we represent ajbj by the lattice point (r, a) it becomes geometrically 
evident that the paths of length ~ n correspond to lattice points in the 
square lrl ~n, lsi :ln. In other words, the length of ajbj is equal to 
max (lrl,la!). 

There are Sn lattice points on the rim of the square. Neighboring points 
correspond to adjacent polygons. Hence all 8n polygons corresponding to 
these lattice points belong to the same component. In addition, each 
polygon has at most 64gll direct or indirect neighbors (formed with 
f 1:Fafl, br> which may belong to the same component. We conclude 
that the total number of polygons in the component is at most Sn(&.lgll+ 1). 

It is easy to generalize this reaaoning to a path cajbj where lrl + I• I >0 
and c does not end with af1, bf 1• At most two elements ar, bf 1 can be 
absorhl.'d in the last factor of c. Therefore, if c has length m and ~Jl1 has 
length u WI' have n-m ~max (lrl,lal>:iin-m+2. There are 24(n-m+l) 
:ii 24n lattice points which satisfy the condition. We con•·h11ie that the 
component contains at most 24n(&.lgll+ 1) polygons. 

\\'p have shown that f,. ~ 24n(64g3+ I). Hence L -l-= <~:~, aud 1t foll•JW!! 
Tn 

that W is of class 0 ,w. 

19G. The Schottky surfaces are particularly interesting because, as an 
easy reasoning shows, they are planar. A Schottky surface can thua be 
represented as a plane region. Because the surface is of claas 0 AD the 
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cover transformations, which are conformal self-mappings, reduce to 
linear transformations of the plane (Theorem 2D). The group of these 
trarnformations is a free group with g gt~teratora. Tnd('ed, !/Cf!a is f!IZ"W
ated by b1, • • -, b1, and there are no relations l.letween the generator,. 

We can reoover Wo from W by-identifying pointe which are equivalent 
under the linea.r cover tra.Daformations. In other words, W o is knoWD as 
soon as we know the linea.r tra.Daformations asaociated with b1, • • · •. b1• 

One of these can be chosen arbitrarily, and the others depend on three 
complex constanta each. We have thus a way of d.eecribing Wo by 3g-3 
complex constanta. The wealmeae of this attempt to parametrize the closed 
Riemann aurfaoea of genua g is that the oonstanta are subject to conditions 
which are difticalt to formulate. 

JO. RamiW GOftl'iap of the •phen 
20A. Suppoee that W is an arbitrary ooverlDg IUl'faoe of the Riemann 

:-~phere Jl' 0• Let E be a finite point set on W o. and remove from W all 
points which project into E. The remaining surface W' is a covering Rur
face of WC,• W0-E. We make the specific assumption that W' is a 
regular covering surface of W0• In leae p~ language, W has branch 
points of finite and infinite order which project into a finite numh<>r of 
points. 

Our aim is to find conditions which guarantee that W is parabolic or of 
class O.ttD· 

208. We pus a simple closed ourve 0 through the pointe z1, · · ·, z. of E. 
The arc from Zc to Zc+l will be denoted by Oc (in cyclic order). ~ assurii.e 
that the Oc a.re piecewise analytic and that Oc, Oe+t form a nonzero a.ngle 
at ZC+l· . 

The curve 0 divides the sphere into two regions dt and dz. The regions 
on W' which,project into 4JJPI' .A1 may be called "cells". We choose a cell 
of generation 0 and eay tbat. a'.eell is of generation n if it is not of lower 
generation and has a OOIIlJilOD iide with a oell of generation n- 1. 

Let P,. be the union of.all oells of generation :,;n, together with their 
Bides. Although the vertioea a.re not in W' we agree to include them in P. 
so as to obtain a polyhedron whose faoea are oells. The border vertioes are 
chORCn in !!uch a way that each one belongs to a single sequence of adjacent 
fa«'~'"· Jl Q horder vertex belongs to exactly m cells in P,. we say that it has 

11leordtrm. 
\\'P denote by h,. the total number of cells in P,. which have at least one 

vertex on the border. Similarly, A.J will be the number of cells which touch 
a particular contour, and k,. will be the maximum of A.J for a given n. We 
intend to prove: 

Theorem. W is parabolic if 2: ~ .. CIO and of cltw 0 AD if! ~ • co. 
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20C. It may be as1-mmed that all the zc Me finite. We denote by Sc(r) 
the open disk of center zc and radius r. Choose ro so small that the disks 
S;(r0 ) arl' at positive distance from each other. 

ln order to construct a suitable exhaustion of W we modify each P 11 as 
follows: Consider a border vertex of order m which projects into :z:,. We 
omit from all cells with this vertex the part that lies over Sc(r111 ) with 
r 111 =2-•ro. The remaining part of P11 is denoted by Q,., its boundary by 
/311 , and the individual contours by fJnJ· 

If a border vertex of P,. has order mit is either not on the border of 
P 11- 1, or it has at most order m-2 with respect to Pn-1· More accurately, 
it may split into several border vertices of Pn-1. each of order ;:iim-2. 
This observation shows that Q11_ 1 c Q,., and it follows that the Q,. form an 
exhaustion of W. 

20D. In order to find a lower bound for the extremal distance between 
fJ., _1 ami fJ., we arc going to replace Q,._ 1 by aregionQ~_ 1 betweenQ,._ 1 

awlf,)., \dtll'h i~-< nutre suitahle for our purpose. The boundary of Q~_ 1 will 
Ill' dcnotl'd hy {1~_ 1 , and it will be sufficient to eRtimntc tht• l'xtrl'mal 
diKtan!'c hl'tween /3~_ 1 and fJ,.. 

For t ht• t·onstruction of Q;,_ 1 we need a triangulation of P, To t hi>~ t•Jld 

\H' triangulate lro hy C'hooRing points 4J. 42 in At, tl.2, oul»tde of all 
S1(r0), \\ hil'h we join to the points :z:c by nonintersecting piecewise analytic 
am! Gn, 0 12• These arcs will be chosen so that they form positive angles 
with the C1. The triangulation is carried over to P11 in the obvious 
manner. 

The first step is now to remove from P,. all triangles which have a side 
on the border. Except for n=O, a case that we ·exclude, no cell will be 
completely removed. 

Consider now a border vertex of P. of order m~2, with projection zc. 
From the remaining triangles we omit the part that projects into Sc(rm-1!)· 
The portion of P,. that remains after this seoond step will be chosen as 
Q~ _1. Since we have certainly not omitted more than in the construction 
ofQ,._ 1 we see thatQ,._ 1 cQ:._1 cQ,.. 

For orientation we refer to the slightly schematic Fig. 12. 

20E. We choose on Wo a linear density p, or a metric pl«kl, such that 
p(:z:)= 1/l:z:-:z:cl in Sc(ro). The values outside of the disks are immaterial as 
long as we take care that the total p-area of the complement is finite and 
that completely disjoint arCl8 used in the triangulation are at positive 
p-distance from each other. The particular merit of our choice is that even 
the arcs with common end point zc are at positive p-distance from each 
other. 

We transfer p to the covering surface and use it to estimate the extremal 
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distance between P~-l and p,.. Note that p d~ not become infinite in 
Q .. -Q~-1· 

Consider an arc y between {J,. and p~, and suppose first that it>~ initial 
point lies on a side of a triangle. Then y must meet one of the othl"r t '' o 
sides of the same triangle, and it follows by our choice of p that the p-lcngth 
of y exceeds a fixed po>~itive number. Assume next that the initial point 
lies on one of the circular arcs on p,.. If the center of this arc is a vertex 
of order 1, then y must meet the opposite side of at least one of the two 
triangles with this vertex, and we see that the length of y cannot be 

FIG. 12 

arbitrarily small. Finally, if the vertex is of order m!i::;2, then the pro
jection of y, which starts on a circle jz-zcl =rm must reach the circle 
jz-zcl =rm-2, and hence its length is at least 2log 2. In all poaaible cases 
we have reached the conclusion that the length of y is greater than a fixed 
positive number d, independent of n. 

Next, we estimate the p-area of Q,.-Q~_ 1 • It is clear that Q.-Q:. is 
covered by the cells which have a vertex on the border of P •. The number 
of such cells h~ been denoted by A., and we oonclude that the part of 
Q,. -Q~_ 1 whose projection lies outside ofUSc(ro) has an area :lha.A where 
A is a finite constant. Consider now the area that lies over U8c(ro). For 
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t•.ll'h 'Prh·x of order I we have to add at most the ~ of S,(ro) -8c(r1); 
that i,.., :!rr log 2. For a vertex of order mii=2 we have to add n.t. mO!It m 
times the area of Sc(rm)-Sc(rm-1), that is, an amount of 4rrm log 2. Tho 
:-~um of all orderR m iR ~qh.,. We find that the total aren. of(,!,. -(I;, i:;~ lesR 
thn.n /1 ,.B for a finite JJ. It followR that 

The first part of our theorem is now a coDSequence of Theorem 15C. 
The second part follows quite similarly from Theorem 16D, for it i8 

evident that the part ofQ,.-Q~_ 1 which is adjacent to a contour of Q,. is 
connected. 

Remark. The test for parabolicity is due to H. Wittich [2] and R. 
Nevanlinna [4]. The corresponding test for the cl&SR oiiD waa derived by 
L. Sarlo [1) to illustrate Theorem 16D. 

§7. PLANE REGIONS 

Since every planar Riemann surface can be mapped on a plane region 
and every plane region is a planar Riemann surface, it would seem that 
there is no need to distinguish between the two cases. However, when we 
deal with plane regions we are interested not only in intrinsic properties, 
but also in properties of the imbedding in the plane. It is therefore impor- _ 
tant to discuss the relations between these two kinds of properties. 

To some extent this was done already in §1, notably through Theorems 
2B and2D. 

Rt:marlc. A detailed study of plane ·regions and their complementary 
sets was made in L. Ahlfors, A. Beurling[2], which is the source of Theorems 
23A, 24E, and 24F. 

2L Mus diatrihationa 
21A. For plane regions the Green's function is closely related to a 

logarithmic potential. To define potential we need the notion of a mass 
distribution. It seems advisable to recall the few fundamental facts that 
will be needed. 

Let E be a compact set in the plane. A positive mass distribution p. on 
E is a functional p.(f), defined for all real continuous functions J in the 
plane, with the following properties: 

(AI) p.(ci/1 +ct/t)ra:ClJ-'(/1) +eap.(Ja), 
(A2) p.(/) '?;_ 0 if/?:. 0, 
(A3) p.(J)=OifJaOonE. 

Tht- value p.(l) is the total ma88 distributed on E. 
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2lB. We shall uae the notation J n g =min (/, g); this function is con
tinuouf< together with f and fl· 

Huppn!<e that {f,.} is a decreasing sequence of continuo~ functions with 
the limit 0:/.~0. The convergence is automatically uniform on any 
cow pact t~et. Hence, given « > 0, we have fn n £ = fn on E as soon as n is 
sufficiently large. By (A3) we have thus p.(fn)=p.(fnn E)~Ep.(l), and we 
·have proved that p.(J.)-+0. 

This property makes it possible to extend p. to lower semioontinuous 
functions, i.e., to limits of increasing sequences of continuous functions. 
If f•.l' J we set p.(/) = lim p.(J.). Suppose that we have also flm.l' J. Then _.., 
flm nf•.l' g.,. as n-+00, and the previous remark yields p.(g.,. n/11).1' p.(gm)· 
Since p.(/)~p.(fn)'?:.p.(g.,.nfa) we get p.(J)~ limp.(gm), and it follows -"" that the definition is independent of the choice of the approxir11ating 

·sequence {/71}. 

The conditions (Al)-(A3) remain in force, provided c1, c2'?:.0 in (Al). 
It may happen, however, that p.(f) == + oo. Finally, p. can be extended to 
differences J = /1-fz of lower semicontinuous functions, provided that 
p.(/1) and p.(/a) are both finite. The value p.(J) = p.(/1)- p.(fa) is independent 
of the particular representation, and the functional remains linear. 

21C. The characteristic function X of an open set is lower semicon
tinuous, that of a closed set is upper semioontinuous. In both cases p.(X) is 
defined and finite. Explicitly, if the set is cloeed. ,...(X) is dafiDed by the 
relation p.(X)=p.(l)- p.(l-X). 

Let Q be a square with sides parallel to the coordinate aDI which con
tains all of E. We agree that Q shall be semiopen in the sense that it does 
not include the points on the upper and right hand sides. Then Q can be 
subdivided into smaller squares Q,, and if J is continuous it is easy to see 
that we can write 

p.(J) ... lim I/(zc)p.(X,) 

in the manner of a Riemann integral. This justifies the alternate notation 

p.(/) ... J /(z)dp.(z) 

"hit"h \\, · ~hall use even when J is only semicontinuous. 

21D. C'ont~ider now a family M of distributions p.. The following ::~elcctwn 
lemma is quite easy to prove: 

Lemma. lftMiotaltn4811U p.(l),,... eM, are bourul«l1Mreezi818a~ 
of ma88 distributiuM ,.... e M wlaicA eo&fMf'(IU to a limit distribulion v iR 1M 
ae.nae tlwt p..,.(J)-+v(f) for e.vuy contiRVOIU f. 
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By use of the diagonal process we can chooae the p.,. ao that v(~) == 
lim f',.(Xc) exists for all squares Qc. If c>O ia given, it follows by the 
uniform continuity off that it is possible to construct a fixed subdivision 
of Q into squares Qc with the property that 

lf'a(/)-2/(zc)f'a(~)l < Ef'a(l) 

for all n. We conclude easily that v(/)oo:lim p.,.(f) exists, and it is obvious 
-GO 

that v satisfies (AlHA3). 
If f is merely lower semicontinuoua and f,.l'f we have v(f,.)= 

lim f'a(/m) ;::1 ~ f'll(f), and thus 
ta_.ao 11-.c:o 

(18) v(f) ;::1 lim f'a(/). 

For upper semi continuous J the inequality is revened. 

22. The logaritbmie potential 

22A. For fixed' the function log lz~'l is lower semicontinuous in z. 

We can therefore define 

p,.m = Jlog lz~'l d"(z), 

although the value may be + oo. The function p,. is the logarithmic 
potential of f'· 

The pot<'ntial iRa lower semicontinuous function of'· Indeed, we have 
p~'>)" p,. where 

1 
p~•>m =="(log lz-'l n n). 

It is easy to see that each ~·> is continuous, and therefore p,. is lower 
semicontinuous. 

Moreover, p,. is sup<'rharmonic in the whole plane and harmonic outside 
of E. The proof is "'9 simple and will he omitted. 

228. LPt V,. he the least upper bound of p,. in the whole plane. We set 
I'(E)=inf V,. where f' ranges over all mass distributions onE with total 
mas~< I. The logarithmic capacity of the set E is defined by cap E = e-V(B). 

OP11ote by W the unbounded complementary component of E. If W is 
hyperbolic, let g(z) be the Green's function with pole at oo, and set k= 
lim (g(z) -log lzj). In Ch. III, 14, 15, we defined the capacity of the ideal ..... .., 
boundary as c(,8) ==e-k, where~: ... k(,8). We shall now complete the results of 
that chapter by proving: 
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Theorem. W is parabolic if and only if E b zero logarithmic capacity. If 
the capacity is positive there is a mau distribution p. on E with total ma.BB 1 
BUC1& that p,.(z)=k-g(z) in W. Moreover, cap E=c(/J) and _Y,.= V(E). 

The first part of the theorem is an explicit geometric criterion for para. 
bolicity. Indeed, because cap E depends only on the mutual distances 
lz-CI between points on E it can be regarded as a purely geometric 
quantity . 

. 22C. For the proof, suppose first that p. is a normalized mass distribu
tion with V ~ < oo. Then V,.-p,.(z) is a positive harmonic function on W 
with the singularity loglzl at co. This implies the existence of the Green's 
function, and since g(z) is the least positive harmonic function with the 
singularity log lzl we have g(z):a V,.-p,.(z). On the other hand, p,.(z)+ 
log lzl-+0 for z-oo, and we obtain k=lim (g(z)-Jog lzl>~ V,.. Since this 
is true for all p. we have proved that k~ V(E), or c.,~cap E. 

To prove the opposite inequality we exhaust W by regular regions 0. 
If g0 is the corresponding Green's function one obtains, by use of Green's 
formula (Ch. II, l)C), 

(19) Ynm = kn+;,. J log lz~CI dg~(z) 
11(0) 

(20) 1 I 1 0 = kn+2; log lz-CI dg~(z) 
11(0) 

if C is in the complement of 0, including the boundary p(O). In these 
formulas {J(a) is described in the positive direction with respect to a, and 
hence in the direction of decreasing ~· 

We define p.n by means of 

~~-o<J> - - 2~ I 1 dga. 
11(0) 

This is clearly a positive mass distribution on the complement of a, and 
the total mass is 1. If the potential of p.n is denoted by Pn the formulas 
(19) and (20) become 

(21) 
uo(C) = J:o-pg(C) 

0 = ko-pg(C). 

Now let a-W through a sequence {0.}. By Lemma 21D there exists a 
subsequence, again denoted by {0.}, with the property that 1-'0,. converges 

to a limit distribution p.. Clearly, the total mass of p. is 1. Moreoever, p. is a 
distribution on E. For if /=-0 on E, then I/ I ;:a • on the complement of 0. 
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for all sufficiently large n. This implies 11'0.(/) I :ii c and hence, in the limit, 

1-'(/)=0. 
We suppose that the Green's function exists. Then go,.(C)--.g(C) and 

ko. -~:. Moreover, if { e W we have Po.<C>-.pa) where p is the potential 

of 1-'· To reach this conclusion we need only observe that log lz ~ C I, although 

not continuous in the whole plane, is at least continuous on a compact 
neighborhood E' of E, and that, from a certain " on, allPQ,. as well as p. 

are distributed onE'. On using thelle results the first equation (21) leads to 

g(C> .. k-p(C), 

and we have shown that 1:-g(C) is indeed a potential. 
As we try to utilize the aecond equation (21) we have no longer the 

advant1\~<' of continuity. However, log lz~CI is lower semicontinuous, 

and by ( 18) ~ •r•etii<Owtd to co~teludc that 

Hence p(C)~k throughout the plane, that is, V,.:iik, whence .V(E)~k and 
cap E ~ CtJ· Together with our previous result we have proved that 
cap E=cfJ, and also that V,.• V(E). 

A more detailed investigation would show that p. is the only mass 
distribution which satisfies the condition V,.= V(E). It is often referred 
to as the equilibriuM tliBtribuW.m.. 

23. Theclulea OuaDCI Oso 

23A. For plane regions we denote by 8 the class of analytic functions F 
which are univalent ("aohlicht"), that is, such that F(z1) ¢ F(zz) when 
z1 ,&z2. The classes Oss and Oso consist of all regions which are not con
formally equivalent to a bounded region or to a region of finite area 
respectively. It turns out that these classes are identical: 

Theorem. OsB = Oso. 
Th(• inrlusion Oso c Oss is trivial. For the opposite inclusion we 

utilize the disk mappings introduced in Ch. III, 16. Suppose that F i~ an 
SD-function on the plane region W. We exhaUBt W by regular regions n 
For each n the mapping by F determines one contour y(R) ~s th•· out•·1· 

contour of n. 'fh<' y(!l) define a boundary component y of W. We are 
going to show that the capacity c(y) with respect to a point zoe W is 
necessarily positive. By Theorem 16D, Ch. III, there will then exist a 
mapping of W onto a finite disk with concentric alita, and hence an 
S B-function. This will imply the assertion Oss c OsD· 
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23B. We have to prove that co{y), the capacity of y(ay 
away from zero. To this end, let a be mapped on a disk witt.. 
slits; zo correspond!! to the origin and y(!l) to the rim. The mapPln~ _ 
tion is normalized by its derivative at zo, u.nd wh<'n thi~ i" -<o thP rruliu" 1,, 

the disk will be R=co{y)-1. 
For simplicity we shall identifY. Q with the alit disk and let F stand for 

the composite mapping function. Consider a circle lzl =r inn which does 
not meet the slits, and write 

L(r) = J IF'Irde, 
laf-r 

l(r) = JJ IF'f2rdrde. 
(llllir 

The Schwarz inequality impliee L(r)l;:iihrl'(r), and the isoperimetric 
inequality, applied to the image of lz I :iii r and ita outer contour, leads to 
L(r)2 ~ 4 .. /(r). Together, theae inequalities give 

2/(r) :lij rl'(r), 

and on integrating between r0 and R we find that 

l(R) R 
log -1( ) s= 2log -· ro ro 

or 

(22) 

On letting r 0 tend to 0 we have 

lim I(r:> = .. IF'(O)I 2 
r,-+0 ro 

where, beclr.WI8 of the nonnaJization, IF' {0) I ia independent of n. On the 
other hand, l(R) ia bounded, by hypotheaia. It follows by {22) that R lies 
under a finite bound, and henoe co{)') ia bounded away from 0. This is 
what we had to prove. 

§8. COUNTEREXAMPLES 

We rec•ll that we have proved the inclusions Oc c Onp c OnB c OnD 
.llld .d~" OAB c U,w. Together with the trivial relations OHB c 0_.8 , 

OuJJ cO.w we have thus the following system of inclusions: 

v OHD (' 
OccOHpCOHs O.tD· 

(' OAB v 
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For 1\'Ul"Y Y~•ts it. wu JtOt known whether these classes are :stnctly 
differt'nt. To prove that the inclusions are strict one must construct sur
faces which are contained in one of the classes but not in the preceding 
one. Such constructions are fairly difficult, but they serve the useful 
purpose of demonstrating that certain Riemann surfaces have rather 
unexpected properties. 

M. The ease of plane rep.... 
:UA. For plane regiona we have shown that o(J ... oHP-OHs=OHD 

(Theorem 7E). Thus, by restricting our attention to plane regions we can 
only hope to prove that 0Q<0..ts<O..tD· On the other hand, if we prove 
that these inclusions are atriot already in the oaae of plane regions the 
conclusion will be stronger than if we had made uae of non planar surfaces. 

To prove that Oo<OAs in the plane oaae we shall first derive a simple 
sufficient condition for a region W to be of class O..tB· The complement of 
W will be denoted by E. We say that E has linear measure zero if it can 
be enclosed in a finite number of circular disks whose radii have an 
arbitrarily Rmall Rum. 

Tbt"orem.Jf E has linear measurt uro, el&en. We OAB· 
Let y. be the peripheries, of total length < £, of circleR that cnclo~;e JtJ. 

Iff is hounded ltnd analytic in W we obtain, at any point l ~tllftide oft lw 
("Jfclf'H. 

f'(') = - ~ 2 f (!-~)2' 
and it follows immediately that f' (C)= 0. Hence J is constant, and W e 0 AB· 

:UB. To construct a reiion W which is of class O..ts but not of class 0 0 

we shall make use of geuraliud Cantor HtB. Let {qc}~ be a sequence of real 
numbers, O<qc< 1. We denote by E{q1} the point set constructed as 
follows: 

Let Eo be the closed line aegment from 0 to 1. We construct, inductively, 
sets E.(ql · · ·q.) consisting of 2• disjoint closed intervals. To pass from 
E,.(ql · · ·q,.) to E11+I(qi · · ·qw+I) we remove from each interval, sym
metrically about the midpoint, a subinterval whose length has the ratio 

CIO 

qn+l to the original interv&l. The setE=E{qc}isdefi.ned as n E.(qi· · ·q.). 

··-· 1 
CIO 

It is evident that the length of E is TI (1-qc). Thus the length is 0 if 
1 

and only if~ qc = oo. 
Let Ei and Ei be the two intervals of E 1(q1). The sets E~=Ei n 

E,.(q1 • • ·q,.) and E:=Ei n E.(q1 • • • q,.), n.S;; I, are congruent and similar to 
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En-l(qz···q,.) by the factor !(1-qt). We write c.o=capE,.(q1 ···q11 ) 

and e,tl =cap E,._ 1(q2 • • ·q,.). The sets E~ and 111: have capacity !(1-rh) 
Cttl· , 

Let unit masses p.', p.' be distributed on E~. ~eo that each has a p< >t Pn· 
tial ~ V in the whole plane. Then l'=i(p.'+p.•) is distributl"d on 
E,.(ql · · · q,.). Every point has a distance ~ ql/2 from at least one of the 

2 
t!ets E~. E;. Therefore, the potential of p. is everywhere S i V +!log

ql 
This implies 

2 
-logc.o ~ iV+ilog-. ql 

and since V can be choeen arbitrarily close to -log [!(l-q1)c,.J] we 
obtain 

If we write CU"" cap E.-~(q~l· · ·q.) we have, by the same result, 

log cu a: i log c.. ~1 + i log q~1(1 -q~+l>. 
4 

On clillli,..ting c11~. k = I, · · ·, n -1 and observing that e,.,. =cap Eo= i 
wt• find that 

• 1 (1 ) 1 
log c.o a; 2 2~ log q~ ;q~ -2,.log 4 . 

.t•l 

Since capE.ii.lim.....,e,.o we have proved: 
Lemma. E{q.} he~.. poriAw ~ iJIM Hriu 

(23) 
GO 1 1 
~ 2~ log q-~_,(1---q-~) 

oonvergu. 
We can choose the q1 eo that (23) converges while I q1 divl'rges, for 

instance by letting all qc be equal. The corresponding E has positive 
capacity and linear measure 0. The complement W is thus hyperbolic and 
of class 0-tB· We have reached the desired conclusion: 

Theorem. There exist plane re.giona which are of cltu8 0 ..tB but not of elaBB 
Oa. 

Re:mo,rk. The proof of Lemma 24B is taken from R. Nevanlinna [24], 
pp. 152-155. 

Me. We shall now investigate the AB- and AD-character of sets E 
that lie on the unit circle lz 1-1. By Theorem 24A the complement W is 
of class 0 AB if E has zero length. In analogy with Theorem 3B we show 
that this condition is also neceeaary. 
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Theorem. If E has po8itive kftgth, tl&n W i8 ftOt of clGu 0 AB· 

We construct the function 

It is aualytic in lV and it i:s not a constant for P(UJ =- 1'( oo) ,eo. 
One finds by easy computation 

[24D 

and this formula yields O<Re F(C)<1 for ICI<1, 0> Re Fa>> -1 for 
ICI > 1, and Re F(C)-0 if ICI = 1, C not on E. Hence all values of F(C) 
lie in the strip -1 < Re F(t) < 1, and we find, for instance, that the 
function 

is bounded. Consequently, W is not of class OAB· 

24D. Let us now suppose, temporarily, that E consist of finitely many 
arcs, and let E' be formed by the complementary arcs together with their 
end points. Consider the Green's function g(z) with pole at oo of W', the 
complement of E' with respect to the extended plane. As in 22B we set 
lim (g(z)-log jzj)-k= -log (capE') . ..... 

The function g(z)-g(1/i)-log j.zl has no singularity an'd vanishes on 
E'. Therefore it is identioally 0, a fact expressed by the symmetry relation 
2g(z)-log jzj =2g(1/i)-log (1/lzl). This relation shows that 2g(z)
log lzl has normal derivative 0 at interior points of E. 

Let us now define 

( ) { 
2g(z)-log lzl for lzl > 1 

poz = 
-2g(z)+log lzl for lzl < 1. 

Because it vanishes on E' and has opposite values at symmetric points it 
remains harmonic at interior points of E', that is, p 0(z) is harmonic in the 
complement W of E except for the singularities log lzl at oo and loglzl 
at 0. In view of the vanishing normal derivatives p0 is nothing else than 
one of the principal functions corresponding to these singularities (see 
Ch. III, 9A). The other principal function on W is obviously 1'1-log jzj. 

At z= oo we havepo(z)•log lzl+2k+ ···,and atz=O, by virtue of the 
symmetry, Po(z)=log jzj-2k. We refer the reader to Theorem lOG, 
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Ch. Ill. In this theorem, as applied to the preeent caae, the olaaa of ad. 
missible functions is formed by the real pa.rta of aingle-valued analytic 
functions in W. Moreover, q=p0 -p1 has the Dirichlet integral 
D(q) = 21r(q(oo)-q(O))=Stri. The theorem yields 

(:!4) IF(oo)-F(O)I ~ j 2i»;F> 
for any analytic F with equality when Re .1'-q. We recall that J:
-log {capE'); this is a positive quantity, aa aeen by the proof, or by 
the fact that E' is a subset of the whole UDit circle whole capacity ia 1. 

24.E. In the caae of an arbitrary closed aet Eon 1•1-1, we denote byE' 
a. set on the unit circle which is composed of a finite number of closed &rC8 

and contained in the complement of E. The upper bound of cap E', for all 
such sets E', is called the inner capacity of the complement of 6· Suppose 
that F is analytic on W, the complement 'of E. Then (24) is applicable to 
the restriction ofF to the region formed by 1•1 < 1, 1•1 > 1, and the interior 
points of E'. 

Theorem. W e 0 AD if and only if the inner captJeity of t1ae compkment of E 
with ruped to lz I = 1 equals 1. 

First, if the inner capacity is 1 it follows by {24) that .1'(0) = F{ ao) for all 
AD-functions. To see that this implies W e 0 .m, let f be a. UDivalent func
tion on W. On combining f with a. linear function we can achieve that 
/(0) = 0,/( oo) = oo. For an arbitrary zo it ia easy to see that 

/'(zo) 1 
/(z)-/(zo) a-zo 

is an AD-function. It follows that 

/'(zo) 1 
/(zo) '""%; 

and this differential equation implies /(a):cca. Hence f is linear, and by 
Theorem 2D W must be of class 0 AD· 

Second, if the inner capacity is < 1 we form for each E' the corresponding 
extremal function F with ReF=q. It is clear that a. suitable sequence of 
these functions converges to a. nontrivial AD-function. 

24F. To construct an example which proves that O..ts<O,w for plane 
regions we show that it is possible to construct 4 sat E of positive le1118th 
whose complement has inner capacity l. 

Let Ei{u) be the arc defined by 1e1 ;:Su. It. capacity eqnals ain §• as 

found by use of an elementary conformal mapping. If g(z) is the Green's 
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function for the complement of Ei. one finds that ! g(z•) is the Green's 
n 

function for the complement of E~(a) where E~(a) consists of the arcs 

m a 10-- · 2.,.1 S -· m = 0,· · ·, n-1. n -n 

From the developments 

g(z) ... log lzl-log sin i + · · · 

! g(Z") =-log lzl- !.log sin~ + · ·. 
n n 2 

( a)1/• we conclude that cap E~(cx)- sin 2 . 

Choose ex,.= 1
2, say. Let E' be the union of the interiors of the sets 

n .. 
E~(a,.), nii:;; 1. Then E' baa length ~2 2 n-2=w2f3<2.,.. Its inner capacity 

1 

must be at least equal to (sin~) 11" for each n, and since these quantities 

tend to 1 we conclude that the inner capacity is 1. The complement E of 
E' is a. set with the desired property, for its length is at least 2.,.-w2f3. 

Theorem. There e:ri8l plrJne regions W which are of class 0 .tD but not of 
cla88 o .... 

24G. :For plane regions we have also introduced, in 23, the class Oss= 
OsD which obviously includes all plane regions of class O.t». For a. proof 
that Oss is not included in O..tD we refer the reader to the paper of L. 
Ahlfors and A. Beurling (2]. 

25. Proof of Oc < ollP < OHB 

25A. ThP surface that we are going to construct will be obtained from 
the unit disk 6:tzl< J so that we draw an infinite number of radial slits 
"ho~<•· e.rlres will he icleratjf;rd ,..;," ise. 

To Illustr.tte the procedun•, let s1 and B2 be two radial slits of 6., formed 
hy tlw points rete, and re'e• respectively with a ;:iii r;:;! b; we assume that 
c 1< a< b < l. Each slit s,, k = 1, 2, has a. left edge st corresponding to 
9=9~~:+0 and a. right edge a; corresponding to 0=0,-0 (Fig. 13). 

We identify s{ with s; and s{ with B1. Without going into details it 
is clear that this process defines a. Riemann surface. For instance, the end 
point aece, = aele, will have a neighborhood which is represented by two 
full circular disks in the z.pJane. They are identified in the manner of a 
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two-sheeted covering surface with a branch ~t, and we obtain a local 
unifonnizer by extracting a square root. · 

A little more generally we can consider a oyolic identification of any 
finite nnmber of radial slits •1. · · ·, s,., all extending behreen lzl==a and 
lzl =b. In this case •i is identified with •2, s; with s;, etc., and finally 
•I with •1· The end points will have neighborhoods consisting of A diaka. 

Such identifications may be performed simultaneously for several pairs 
or cycles, even for infinitely many, provided that they do DOt ieteneot or 
accumulate inside fl.. For formal reasons we will occasionally ~tify a 

J!'Io. 13 

;. ·• 
•• _..;:--

1 

slit with itself (a cycle with A= 1). Naturally, this results in no change at 
all. 

Let A be the resulting Riemann surface. The identified slits form a set 0 
on A which is a union of isolated simple arcs with only end points in 
common. Observe that z will be a well-defined analytic function on A-0, 
but it does not stay continuous on C. It is seen, however, that log lzl is 
d~>fined and harmonic on all of A, except for the singularity at the origin. 
~ince it tends to 0 as we approach the ideal boundary it is clear that 
-log lzl represents the Green's function of A with pole at the origin. In 
other words, regardless of the particular choice of identifications, .& will 
always be hyperbolic. 

25B. We will now introduce a specific rule for constructing A. It will 
depend on infinitely many parameters, given in the form of a strictly 
increasing sequence {r.} of positive numbers with the limit I, and also on 
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an infinite sequence {tt.,} of positive integers. These aequ~oes will later be 
chosen 80 that oerta.ill conditions are fulfilled. 

Every natural nwnber has a unique representation in the form 
v-v(h,l:)-=(2h+l)2"' where hand A: are nonnegative integers. With each 
v we are going to asaociate 2"'+"• radial alits with end points on lz I = r2. and 
lzl =r~o+l· Theee alita will be equally spaced and one will lie on the positive 
real am. For convenience we will say that a slit associated with v = v(k, k) 
is of rank v and type k. 

We write e.t-2-.t • 2... The seotora ie.t:ii9:;i(i+ 1)9.t, O:iii<2"', will be 
denoted by s, ... The alits of type k whioh lie on the rays e = i9.t will be 
identified cyclically. The remaining alits of the same type will be identified 
pairwise within each sectors, .. , symmetrically about ita bisecting ray. 

More explicitly, the identification rule can be expressed as followa: Let 
e·' e· be the arguments of two alita of rank v and type 1:; they may and 
will be chosen 80 that o:~e•-e'<2.,.. The edge e'+O will be identified 
with w -0, and 9' -0 will be identified withe· +0 if the following two 
conditions are satisfied: (1) e· -e· <e ... (2) e· +e' is an odd multiple of 
e... If the second condition is fulfilled and e·-e· =e ... then only the 
edges e· + 0 and e· -0 are identified. 

This rule completely deacribes A. It has already been remarked that A 
iR a hyperbolic surface. 

25C. A harmonic function" on A can be regarded as a function u(r, ej 
of z=re's provided that we distinguish, on the slits, between u(r, e-O) 
and u(r, e +0). Conversely, suppose that u(r, e) is harmonic on the 
complement of the slits, regarded as a bordered surface. In order to con
clude that u is harmonic on A it must first of all be known that the values 
on identified edges are equal. In addition it must be required that the 
Olle·:<llf!'cl clt>rivatiV('!< ( 11/o(::) at identificJ points (r, e• +0) and (r, e• -0) 

To prove th•· sutli•·rency of thill hypothesis we consider the function 
v(r, T) which iH equal to u(r, e• +T) for T~0 and U(r, e• +T) for r:i0. 
It follows by use of the reflection principle that 11(r, .,.) -v(r, -T) and 
r(r, T) + v(r, -T) are both harmonic for T=O. Hence v(r, T) is harmonic, 
and we conclude that u is harmonic on A at interior points of the slits. 
The end pointe are removable singularities. 

25D. We say that u, harmonic on A, is symmetric of order m ~ 1 
if it is symmetric with respect to all directions whose arguments are 
multiples of e ... In other words, we require that 

u(r, i9111+T-0) = u(r, ie.-.,.+0) 

for i=1, · · ·, 2• and &11 r,.,., 
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I....,m •• A Aamaonic fundifm wit~ ,.,..., of ortkr m 'ht.u 710mial 
M.riwstive 0 em aU slits of type ;:i m-1.: . 

Let 9'+0 and e·-o correspond to identifted edge\ of type l:::iiim-1. 
Becaue u is harmonic on 3. the one-aided derivativea at 8' and e~ are 
equal. On the other hand, 9' and e• are symmetrioally placed with 
respect to a multiple of e~l. and the condition l:::iii•-1 impUee that 
9.t+l is a multiple of e,.. It follows from the symmetry of order m that the 
normal derivatives are also opposite, and hence equal to zero. 

25E. We COD&truot a new Riemann aurfaoe A,. 88 follows: Retain all 
slits of type 1:-=• and identify their edges in the aame way 88 before. Of 
the remaining alita we remove thoee with 1:+-..:liim and re-identify the 
others symmetrically to all multiples of e,.. Thia means that we identify 
edges with arguments i9,.-T+0 and i9 .. +T-0 if -e .. +l <T;:l9m+I· 

It is easy to verify that A,. is symmetric with respect to the direction 
em+l· Indeed, let (2i+1)9~t-T+0 and (2i+l)9~t+T-0 correspond 
to irlentified t>dges of type k ~ m. The reflected edges have arguments 
e .. -(2i+l)9ut±T+0. Because 0m is /Ill l'\'1"11 lllUifi(•l•• .,f 1·)1, 'J these 
edges are identified. Simila.rly, the reflection carries the re-ident!lied edges 
ie • .±.,.=FO into identified edpa (1-i)e.+.,.±O. 

:t....... A. 1acarmoMo fu'M/Wm, on A tDitA symmdry of ortkr m may be 
rt{/tM'detl 48 a Aamaonic jwft:lirm on A,.. 

We show first that u is harmonic &Cl'OII8 the alits with k;:im-1, 
1:+-..:liim. The argument of any such alit is a multiple of e,.. Therefore 
the alit :W. on a line of symmetry, and hence u baa equal values on the 
edges of the alit. By Lemma 25D the normal derivative vanishes on both 
sides of the alit. Hence the alit can be removed. 

The new identifioaticma are all symmetric to the multiples of e,., and 
therefore u baa equal values on corresponding edges. The normal deriva
tives vanish for the same reaaon 88 above, and we conclude that u is 
harmonic on Am-

2SF. It is consistent with the definition of A,. to set Ao=A. The same 
reaaoning 88 forme; 1 shows that Ao is symmetric with respeet. to (·1 1 =1T. 

The lemma is trivially true without any symmetry condition at all, and 
for this reaaon it is natural to say that any function is symmetric of order 0. 
This convention makes it possible to include the case m = 0 in the following 
final lemma. : 

Lemma. It iB possible to c:AooBe 1M sequnce {n,.} so tlult,for aU m-=0, any 
po8itive harmonic fundiot& on A wkicA iB symmetric of ortkr m iB also sym
metric of order m + 1. 

Let u be positive, harmonic on A, and symmetric of order m. By Lemma 
25E u can be regarded u a harmonic function on Am. Because Am is 
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symmetric with respect to the direction E>m+l the function u,.(r, 0) = 

u(r, Elm-9) is also harmonic on 3.m. The difference U=um-u vanishes 
on all slits which are identified symmetrically about 0m+l• and therefore, 
by virtue of the periodicity, on all slits of type m. We will show that the 
existence of sufficiently many slits of this type will cause U to vanish 
identically. This will prove that u is symmetric of order m+ 1. 

The mean value formula. 
lltr 

u(O) = ~ I u(r, 9) dE) 
0 

remainR valid on 3.m. regardless of the identifications, for it depends only 
on the fa<'t that log rls h._,rmonic. Since it is also valid forUm we obtain 

~TJ 211' 

(:!5) 2~ J I U I d8 ;:;; ;'" J (u+u,.) de = 2u(O). 
0 0 

Choose v=v(h, m)=(2h+l)2m, and consider U in the annulus r1,_.1 < 
r < r2..r2· In this annulus there are 2m+a. slits with end points r=rz. and 
r=r2v+l· Since U vanishes continuously on the slits, lUI is subharmonic 
in the whole annulus. 

By its subharmonic ch&raoter I U I is majorized. by the harmonic function 
which is equal to lUI on l•l""'r2.-l and I• I =r2v+Z· The latter is in turn 
less than the sum of two ordinary Poisson integrals, one with respect to 
the interior of the outer circle, the other one with respect to the exterior 
of the inner circle. Explicitly, 

lltr II r8 
IU(re'e)l ~ 21 I I ,i'+ll- "'Ill U(r~o+ze'•) tbp 

'" re -r~o+ae 
0 

By aid of (25) we are thus led to the estimate 

fU(rel&)j ~ {'2o~-2+r +r+rt-..1) 2u(O). 
- r2..r2-r r-r2.-1 

There 1s hence a constant K., independent of u, such that I U I :lii K.u(O) 
for r2.;:;; r;:;; T2v+l· 

Consider one of the regions bounded by arcs I• I =r2 •• I• I =rs..rl and two 
consecutive slits. It is mapped logarithmically on a rectangle of horizontal 
dimension log r2..r1-log rt. and vertical dimension E.=2-m-.. · 27r. In 
this rectangle, let "' be the function which at each point is equal to the sum 
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Of the angles SUUtended by the Vertiea) sidl'~. f;;ill("t• 01 ::-> 0 1111 I l11 horizontal 
sides and w > 1T on the vertical sides it follows Ly use of the lllaximum 
principle that 

throughout the rectaDgle. On the middle line log r== i(log rz.+log rzn-z) 
we have 

[ Tto+l] w < 4 arc tan c./log r.., , 

and we conclude that 

jU(re'•>l < 4K. u(O) arc tan [•./log rzn-l] 
1T rs. 

on the full circle r-(....,..,...l)i. 

l1i the bound on the right only •· depends on n., and it tends to zero 
with c., that ia to say if n.-+oo. It ia therefore possible to choost• the n. so 
that the bounds tend to 0 for J...+.oo. By application of the maximum 
principle on A,. it follows that U =- 0. Since the values of n. for different m 
are completely independent of each other it ia possible to choose these 
numbers so that the assertion of the lemma holds simultaneously for all m. 

JSG. It remains to draw the conclusion: 
Theorem. There u:i8U t1 Aype.rbolic mrface on wAicA efJflry poBitifJfl lwr

monic fundion reduces to a constant. 
We construct A according to Lemma 25F. For m=O the hypothesis of 

the lemma ia trivially fulfilled for all positive harmonic functions on A. It 
follows by induction that such a function ia symmetric of all orders, and 
hence that it must reduce to a constant. 

25H. The proof of 08 p<OHB ia now almost trivial. Delete the origin 
from our surface &. Then -log r is a positive harmonic function on the 
rl'sulting surface A'. On the other hand, if u were a bounded harmonic 
function on ll', it could be extended to A, for the origin would be a 
removable singularity. It follows that u would have to be constant. Hence 
A' ia an example of a surface which has nonconstant positive harmonic 
functions, but no noneonstant boQDded harmonic functions. 

26. Proot o1 o-< oBD 
26A. We have ·proved earlier (see 50) that OHo=OHBD· Therefore it 

will be sufficient to construct a surface which admits nonconstant !Jil'l.; 
tiona of class HB, but none of class HBD. Actually, we 11hallstrive WI 
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little more, na.mely to construct a B1l1'face with functions of clua ..4B, but 
not of class H BD. 

26B. The surface will be constructed as a covering surface of the unit 
disk ~: lzl < 1. For this reuon the function • will be of clua AB on the 
surface. 

The branch points will be projected into points z..t which we chooee as 
follows: 

log '""'' ~ -2 ... , .. - o. 1, ... 
a.rg ... - i·2-·27r, 0<i;:ii2o'. 

The diak ~. punctured at the points z..t, will be denoted by !J.'. Its 
fundamental group ' is a free group with one geoerator a..t for each .,.. 
It does not matter much how we choose the a..t. but for definiteneea we 
Jet a,~; Joe the homotopy class of a closed curve from the origin which 
follows a ray of argument just a little less than arg z,~; (to avoid othPr 
excluded points), circles z,~; in the positive direction, and returnR along the 
same radius. 

A rq;ular l'overing ~-our-face of~· is determined by a tmbgroup f!j of J 

(Ch. I, 17). This surface can be extended to a ramified covering of !J. by 
a.ddin~ points over the z..t •. ~licitly,let 8 be an element of'· If there 
exists a smallest p > 0 such· 'that •(a..t)i!rl E .!P, then we can aaaociate 
with B a point of multiplicity p which liea over z..t. 

tBt_ ~; \ -:-· 

26C. As in the preceding aection we write v=(2A+ 1)2•, k~O. 111~0. 
Since this representation is unique it determines a function 111=-111(v). 

In order to define !I we are going to construct a homomorphism 111 of' 
into a group P ofpermutatiou of the natural numbers. P will be generated 
by permutations "•• one for each integer 111 iii:; 0. To define "• we represent 
each positive integer in the form n=q·2111+r with 0<r:i2111 and set 
"m(n)=-q·2•+2•-r+l. In other words, "• reverses the order within 
blocks of length 2111. With the_ help of this interpretation it is very easy to 
see that ,:0 = 1 and,,.,.,. ="•"•· Thus Pis an Abelian group all of whose 
elements have order 2. 

The homomorphism 111 is completely determined by setting e~~(a,t) = 
,.•<•>· We choose 9 to be the kernel of this homomorphism. The corre
sponding covering surface wm be denoted by !J.(P). It is quite clear that all 
points over the z..t are branch points of multiplicity two, except for m=O. 

26D. We recall (Ch. I, 19) that a regular covering surface has a group of 
cover transformations which is isomorphic to -'f!l. In our case the cover 
transformations can be extended to the ramified surface ~(P), and 'f.!P is 
isomorphic to P. We ahall denote the cover transformation that corre-
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aponds to"'"' by T,.. It 18. of oop1118, a dDeetly conformal Hf•lf-mapping. 
The fixed points ofT,. are the bzanoh point. overall~ with m(v)=m. 

To investigate the ltraotme of A(P) let ua determin' the components 
that lie over lz I < p <I. We know that the components are complete 
covering surfaces, and that each component covers all points the same 
number of times (Ch. I, 21B). The points over the origin which lie in the 
component of the initial point are reached by patha which wind only 
around points z.k with ls.~l <p. There are only a finite number of such 
points, and we find that the closed paths which stay within lzl <pare 
mapped by 11 onto a subgroup of P which is generated by finitely many 
w111• Since this subgroup is finite we may oonclude that each component has 
only a finite number of sheets, and hence that it is relatively compact. 

26E. We shall need the following apeoial oaae of~ 3B. Oh. Ill:... 
Let W be a Riemann 11Urface, Po a poW, Cl1ld .A a COIIIj'HJd ad on W. Let 

u be a bounded harmonic Junction on W, luI :;l M, whick vanishe& at po. Thtn. 
I u I ~ qM on A, where q < 1 is a constant that fkperuls onJ,y on W, A and PO· 

This result follows on replacing the set A of the lemma by A u po. 

26F. We return to our surface A(P) and assume that vis harmonic and 
bounded on A(P). Oonaider the function U,.(p)-v(p)-v(T,.p) which is 
also harmonic and bounded. We are going to show that U,. is identically 
zero. :. ·~, "' 

Choose a point.,. with.,. (!i+ 1)2111. It i8 contained in the quadrilateral 
Q.k defined by 

-2-+l<log lzl< -2--1 

(i-1)2 ... • 2w<arg z< (k+ 1)2-• · 211. 

Each component of A(?) QVelf Q,. is a two-sheeted covering surface with a 
single branch point ·c)ftr·:~. The transformation T,. interchanges the 
sheets of each· compoaat;: and the function U,. va.nishea at the branch 
point. . . • 

The logarithmic image.d Q,. is a rect&ngle of dimensions f · 2-• and 
4'11' • 2--.; Z.k corresponds to a point whoee relative position in Q.~ is 
independent of ., and i. Since all rect&nglea are aimilar the two-sheeted 
regions over the Q..- are conformally equivalent. 

Let M be the 1-'t upper bound of IU•I on the whole surface A(P). 
We apply 26E to the components over Q,t, and are able to conclude 
that I U ml :;l qJI, with a fixed q < 1, at all points which lie over the arc 
log lzl= -2-•. (i-1)2..,· 2tr:largz:l(i+i)2-· 2tr. These arcs cover the 
whole circle, a.nd we find that IU•I :lqJI at all points whoee projection 
lies on the circle log lz 1- - 2-•. 

Finally, becauae the components over a disk are relatively compact we 
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may conC'lHrlt', hy the maximum principle, that IUmi~9M lftctll points 
that proj<'<'t inMide the circlt'. On letting h tend to oo we find that the same 
inequality holds throughout 4(P). Since M was the least upper bound, 
we obtain M ~ qM. This i8 impossible unlfJIIIJ M =0, a.nd we have proved -
that U m vanishes identically; This means that u(T,..p)=U(tJ). 

26G. We have shown that u has the aame values on all sheets, of which 
there are infinitely ma.Uy.-lt i8 therefore impossible to have D(u)< oo, 
except in the trivial caae of a constant flmction. Hence 4(P) is of class 
OHso=OHo while evidently not of class O..tB• since it carries the function 
z, and still less of class ORB c 0 AB· 

Theorem. There~ a BtM'foa of clrJBI OBD which is not of clrJBI OHB· 

26H. We have actually proved more, namely that OHD is not contained 
in O.ttB· Conversely, O..ts cannot be contained in OHo, by Theorem 24B. 
We list this as a. separate result: 

Theorem. There is 110 i71Cluion relGRon bet'IDUn OHD and 0 AB· 
Remark. Except for slight changes the counter examples in 25 and 26 

are identical with the ones introduced by Y. Taki [1, 2]; see also L. Sarlo 
[19]. Earlier, the weaker result Oo<OHD had been proved by L. Ahlfors 
and H. Royden [1]. 



CHAPTER Y 

Differentials on Riemann Surfaces 

In Chapters III and IV the emphaaia has been on single-valut>d har
monic and analytic i'1ma&ioDa on a given Riemann surface. In Itself, this 
is not a serious loea of generality, for multiple-valued functions, when 
they occur, can be regarded as eingle-valued functions on a BUitable 
covering surface. However, this ia not always a convenient way, and a 
more direct approach is likely to lead to a much better understanding of 
the problema that are involved. 

Complex integration leads to functions whose branches differ by con
stants. In particular, if the integrand is algebraic, an Abelian integral is 
obtained. For multiple-valued funotioos of this kind the aingle-valuedness 
can be restored by focussing the attention on the integrand, that is to 
say the differential, rather than on the integrated function. The differential 
posaesses "periods" along the cycles on t(he Riemann surface, and these 
periods can be studied directly without referring to the covering surface. 

From this point of view the Bingle-valued analytic funotioos correspond 
to differentials whose periods are zero, and the harmonic funotioos are 
associated with differentials whose periods are purely imaginary. 

§1. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF DIFFERENTIALS 

The first section deals only with differentials that satisfy certain 
conditions of regularity. A number of elementary properties will be proved, 
but it is found that many pertinent questions are very difficult to aoswer 
within the narrow frame to which we arl' c:oJtfining onrsf'lVI'S. For this 
reason the present section is of a preliminary nature. It is des1pecl to 
give a general orientation, and tp point out the difficulties that lie ahead. 

1. Dift'enalial ealealua 

IA. In a preliminary way the notion of differential 'was introduced in 
Ch. II, 6E. We wish now to make the definitioos sharper and a little more 
general. CoDBider a surface W-(W, Cl>) with a structure of cl&SB 02. In 
order to define a first order differential on W we coosider a collection of 
linear forma a fk+b dy, one for each A e Cl>, whose coefficients a, b are 

116 
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complex-valued functions on k(V), V=domain of k. If h.1, hz have over-. 
lapping domains;• the corresponding forms a1 dz1 + b1 dy1, az dzs + bs dys 
sha.ll be connected by the relations 

(1) 

b1 = az az1+bs 8!/•. 
0yl 8!/1 

When theBe relations hold the collection ia said to determine a. differential 
co, and we write in generic notation 

(2) 

We note that it ia BUffi.cient to define tJ and b for the mappings k that 
belong to a. structural basis (cf. Ch. li._ IF). We say that co E 01 if all 
coefficients G, bare of class 01. Since <II is of cla.ss 01 it BUffi.ces to make this 
a.ssumption for a. basis. 

lB. The transformation rules (1) are linear with respect to a, b. For 
this reason differentials can be added in the obvious manner, and a. 
differential can be multiplied with a function J to give 

/co= co/= fa dz+Jb dy. 

In other words, the differentia.ls on W form a vector space over the ring 
of complex functions. 

The ~ ccmjtlg(Me of co is 

Oi = i'i dz+li dy. 

It IIi a diflin·!'ntiul, tor the transformation (l) has real coefficients. 

IC. The differential of a function J E 01 is defined to be 

(3) "' = df = ~ dz+ z dy. 

By virtue of the rule for forming the derivatives of a. composite function 
it satisfies the inva.riance requirement (1). This makes the definition 
legitimate . 

.Any differential of the form (3) is said to be u:t.ld. It is clear that the 
sum of two exact differentia.ls and a constant multiple of an exact differ
ential are exact. Hence the exact differentia.ls form a linear subspace of 
all differentials when the latter are considered as a vector spaoe over the 
complex constants. 
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ID. We pass to the definition of a second order differential. To each 
local variable there corresponds an expression 

a = c d:r.dy, 

and the transformation rule reads 

a(:z:z, yz) 
(4) C1 = Cz a(:z:l, 'Vl) • 

There are obvious conventions as to the sum of two second order differ
entials and the product of a function and a second order differential. 

The exterior product of two first order differentials 

"'1- a1a+b1 tltf, wz - az a+bs tltl 
is defined &II 

(5) 

One verifies at once that the invariance condition (4) is satisfied. 
Multiplication is distributive and anticommutative, w 1w 1= -w1w 2• 

The formula (5) results on setting dxdxi:idyt#J~~:;O ud ri!JJx: -JxJy. 

IE. The symbolic differential. 

a a 
d = & tl:e+ 8y dy 

satisfies the transformation law (1), and this is why d/ is a first order 
differential. For the same reaaon the symbolic product 

(6) 

represents a second order differential, provided that we 01. We may 
regard dw as the differential of a differential, just as d/ is the differential 
of a function. 

One verifies the formulas 

(7) 

and 

(8) 

d(/w) = (d/)w+/dw 

d(d/) ... o. 
The latter formula is valid for f e CZ and expresses the equality of the 
mixed derivatives. 

IF. Until further notice we aaaume that all functions on W are of claaa 
()1, all first ordet differentials are of claaa (Jl, and all second order dif. 
fennti&la are continuous. Under theBe conditions all operations that we 
.have introduced are applioable,.and. all formulas are valid. 
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We say that w is closed if dw=O. It follows from (8) that all exact 
differentials are closed. In other words, the exact differentials form a 
subspace of the closed differentials. A closed differential is locally exact, 
i.e., we can write w = df provided that we restrict w to a sufficiently small 
neighborhood of a point. In contrast, exactness is a global property. 

2. Integration 

2A. We recall that a singular 1-simplex is a continuous mapping 
t-+f(t) of the closed unit interval into W (Ch. I, 33A). It is said to be 
differentiable if j(t) = x(t) + iy(t) is of class 01 in terms of the local variables, 
and the integral of w along a differentiable 1-simplex u is defined as 

1 J w = I (ax'(t)+by'(t)) dt. 
a 0 

More pre<'i,;pJy, the definition is possible in a single step only if u is contained 
in a parametric region V, and then the value is independent of the choice 
of the local variable. If u is not contained in a single parametric region it 
is necessary to use a subdivision of the interval, and one shows that the 
result does not depend on the subdivision. Finally, the definition is 
extended to arbitrary differentiable 1-chains by linearity. 

The following th!'>orem is important: 

Th.-ort'm •. I Ji{{ft'frtti•l w is e:xact ~f ,, ,,, if I w = 0 for et•ery rycle Y· 

)I 

We ha\'l' ,;uppressed as self-evident the condition that y and w must 
hp diffen•ntiable (see IF). The necessity follows from 

I df = /(P2)-/(Pl) 
a 

if (!cr=p2 - p 1• Since y is a cycle the values at the end points will cancel 
against each other. 

The sufficiency follows on setting 

' 
/{z) =I w 

,. 
where the integral is taken along an arc from zo to z. If the integral along 
any cycle is zero,f{z) is well-defined, and one verifies that w=df. 

2B. A »ingular 2-simpll"x is a mapping of the triangle ~:O;;i!u~t;;i!1 
mto Jr. It h ditrcrl."ntlai.JIP if the mapping is of class 0 1, and we consider 
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only such simplices. The integral of a second order differential n = c: tkdy 
is defined by 

Jn = JJc: Cl(z, y) dldu 
Cl(t, u) 

A A 

provided that the image of ll. is contained in a single V. Due to the 
composition law for Jacobian& the definition does not depend on the 
choice of the local variable in V. Note that no question of orientation is 
involved. It is again possible to extend the definition to arbitrary differ
entiable 2-simplices by subdivision of ll., and to arbitrary 2-chains by 
linearity. 

Th1• hasic duality between chains and differentials iN expressed hy the 
relation 

(9) 

With the definitions thl t we have given the proof is evident, for the 
equation needs to be verified only for the triangle il.. 

By use of (7) we obtain the more general formulas for partial integration 

(10) I(dj)w = Ifw- Ifdw. 
z az z 

2C. From (9) we obtain the following characterization of closed 
differentials: 

Theorem. A differential w is closed if and only if I w = 0 for et•ery cycle y 

that is /wmologO'IUI to 0. Y 

The necessity is immediate. For the sufficiency we write dw = r d rrfy and 
recall that c: is by assumption continuous. Thus, if c#<O at a point it is 
either positive or negative throughout a whole neighborhood. There 
exists a differentiable one to one mapping of ll. into this neighborhood, 
and by hypothesis we should have 

II c: :~:.· ;~ dtdu = o. 
A 

But this is impossible since neither c: nor the Jacobian changes sign. It 
follows that dw = 0. 

If w is closed the integral J w will be referred to as the period of w along y . 
.,. 

The theorem that we have just proved implies that the period depends 
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only on the homology class of y. By Theorem 2A a closed differential is 
exact if ami only if all its periods are zero. 

2D. We have slurred over a difficulty that needs some attention. Since 
we are now interested only in differentiable chains it is conceivable that 
the original definition of homology cannot be used. In order to make sure 
that the modified definition leads to the same homology group we must 
show (I) that every <'ycle is homologous to a differentiable cycle, (2) that 
every uitli.·n•ntiahll' hounclary is tht" uoundary of a differentiable 2-chain. 
Th" pn>ul ..., l•a>'l'd on 1111" 1t><'hniyuP of ~>llllplicial approximation and iRa 
n:·petitum ol the argumc·nt used in Ch. I, 34. 

2E. In addition to defining the integral of a. second order differential 
ovl•r n 2-chain we shall also need to define its integral over the whole 
surlaCl' JY. For this purpose it is essential to assume that the surface is 
orientable, and we begin by considering the case of a. compact bordered or 
closed surface. The whole surface can then be considered as a 2-cha.in 
whose boundary is the positively oriented border. We define 

Jcdxdy 
w 

aH the integral over this 2-chain. 
In the case of a. noncompact surface we can set 

( 11) Jc dxdy = lim Jc dxdy 
0-+W w n 

providPd thn.t the limit exists. Due to the orientability, lcldxdy is also a 
""c·oncl nnlt·r difl'crt'ntial, for if the Jacobian is positive (4) remains valid 
\\hl'n r1, r2 are replaced by their absolute values. We find in tht' usnnl 
mannt"r that (II) exists if and only if the limit 

(I:!) Jlctd.rdy = lim J1cl d.rdy 
0-+11 

lr u 

i:< finitt>. ( 'onsequently, the integral of c dxdy is defined if and only if it is 
aln;olutl'ly convergent. 

3. Conjugate dift'erentiala 

3A. We suppose now that W=(W,<I>) is a. Riemann surface. The in
variance condition (1) for a. first order differential can then be written 
in the alternative form 
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We see that the invariance of w=a d.1:+b dy implies the invariance of 

(13) cu* = -b d.1:+a dy. 

In the presence of a conformal structure it is thus possible to define a 
first order differential cu*, called the conjugate differential of cu. It should 
not be confused with the complex conjugate w. 

We note the important formulas 

(14) 

3B. Let u be a harmonic function on W. Then 

au au 
au = fJx d.1:+ fJy dy 

au au 
du* = -- d.1:+- dy. fJy fJx 

and Laplace's equation au=O shows that du* is closed. 
This provides a motivation for the following terminology: 
Definition. A differential cu i8 aaid to be karmonic if cu and w* are both 

cloaed. 
It is convenient to say that cu is coclosed if w* is closed. Thus a harmonic 

differential is one which is simultaneously closed and coclosed. 
In the example, cu=tlu was exact. In the general case a harmonic 

differential cu is only locally the differential of a harmonic function u, 
and cu* is locally the differential of a conjugate harmonic function u*. 
Earlier, we have considered only real harmonic functions. In the present 
connection we are of course speaking of complex harmonic functions, 
that j,.. to say combinations u, +iu2 of two r('al harmonic functions. To 
g.-rtf against a misunderstanding that might be caused by the notation 
VIe st n·..;s that u2 is not the conjugate harmonic function of u1. 

3C. Because of the first equation (14) the differentials cu and cu* are 
simultaneously harmonic. The linear combination w+iw* has the special 
property 

(cu+icu*)* = -i(cu+icu*). 

Any differential tp which satisfies tp* = - itp is said to be pure, and a pure 
differential which is also harmonic will be called analytic. To emphasize 
this definition we state it in the following equivalent form · 

Definition. A diJ!erential tp i8 aaid to be analytic if it is closed and .~rlli.'ifiu 
the condition tp*'"" - itp. 

A pure differential is of the form a(u+ i dy) =a tk, and it is analytic if 
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and only if fJa = -i aa. This is the Cauchy-Riemann condition which ox Oy 
C'xpreRRes that a is lo<'ally an analytic function of z. 

Th1• complPx coMjulate ji of an nnalytic differential is sometimes sairl 
to he ant1analytie If,., p 2 an• analytic, then 'Pl +cpz is harmonic. Con
versely, Htarting from a harmonic differential w we can set 

'Pl = i(w+iw*) 

'P2 = i(ciHiw*) 

and obtain w=rp1 +«P2- In other words, every harmonic differential can be 
written as the sum of an analytic and an antianalytic differential. The 
representation is unique, for if 'Pl = - iz we may pass to the conjugates to 
obtain - irp1 = - '9i2, and consequently 'Pl = rpz = 0. 

4. The inner product 

4A. From w=a dx+b dy we obtain 

ww* = (lal 2+ lbl2) dxdy. 

This is a second order differential with a nonnegative coefficient, and we 
can hence form the integral 

which iR either finite or + oo. 

Jww* 
w 

The positive squar£' root of this intC'gral is denotPd l.Jy llwiJ, and Wt: call 
it the n()rm of w. It vanishes if and only if w=O. One shows in the usual 
manner that the differentials with finite norm form a vector space over 
the complex numbers. 

48. If W is a closed surface all differentials have finite norm. In the 
case of an open surface the differentials with finite norm form only a sub
space of all first order differentials. 

In the remainder of this chapter we are exclusively concerned with 
differentials of finite norm. We maintain the convention whereby all first 
order differentials shall be of class Cl, and we introduce the notation 
fl( W), or fl, for the space of all differentials we Cl on W with llwll <co; 
the superscript I serves as a reminder that the differentials are of class Cl. 
If W is "the interior of a bordered surface W, it is convenient to distinguish 
between fl( W) and fl(W); the differentials in the latter class are supposed 
to remain of class Cl on the border. The differentials of infinite norm are 
inaccessible to the methods we are going to use, and for this reason we 
refrain from introducing a special notation for the space of all differentials. 
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The closed, exact, and harmonic differentials in rt form linear subspaces 
which are conveniently denoted by r!, r!, r1. Similarly, r!• and r!* 
will refer to the subspaces formed by all conjugate differentials of differ
<>ntial>~ in r! and f! respectively. The notation r1• is superfluou11, for it 
would coincide with rl. 

We have shown that r! c r!, and the definition of harmonic diffe•·entials 
implies rl= r~n r!•. 

4C. For elements of rt the integral 

(wl, w2) = I wtwl = I (aliit+btliz) d:z:dy 
w w 

converges and is caiJed the inner product of "'I and wz. By virtue of (14), 
3A, it satisfies 

(15) <"'2· "'t> = I wzwr = - I w:wl = I wlw: = (wl' w2) 
w w w 

and 

(16) (wr, W:> = -I w1wz = (wl, Wz)· 
w 

The norm is subsumed under.the definition of inner product by means of 
l!wljll=(w, w). For future reference we note Schwarz's inequality 

i(w~o wa)! ;::l llw•ll· !!w2ll 
~rl4 till' triangll· inet1uality 

I!W'J. +wall ;::l I! will+ llw2ll 
which results from 

l!wt +wall 2 = llwtll 2 +1lwall 2 +2 Re (wt, wz) 
:il llwtll 2 +1lwall 2+2llwtll llwall· 

.Q). Two differentials W}, W2 E r1 are said to be orthogO'TUJl if (cut, wa) =0. 
We say that (IJ is orthogonal to a subspace r~ if (w, Wt)=O for all Wl E rt 
and that rt is orthogonal to r~ if (wl, Wz)=O for all (IJl E rL "'2 E r~. 
We shall also say that r~ is the orthogonal compl<>ml•nt nf I'~ if r~ 
consists of exactly those elements which are orthogonal to q. 

In the case of a closed surface W the following orthogonality relation 
holds: 

Theorem. On a closed ll'Urfau r! is the orthogonal comp~nt nf r!• (and 
r1• is the orthogonal complement of r:). 

From 

(17) (w,df*) =- Iwdf=- IJdw 
w w 
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we see that dw=O implies (cu, ar)=O and hence cuj_ r!*· Conversely, 
suppose that 

f ]dw = 0 
w 

for all fmwtiun,; f E (,'2, Consider a parametric disk V and assume that 
f is identically zero outside of a compact set in V. We map r o11 lzl <I a11d 

write dw=c dxdy in terms of this parameter. Then 

JJ Jc dxdy-.: 0 
1•1<1 

for all f E C2 which are identically zero outside of a. compact set in lz I < I. 
It is elementary to show that this condition implies c=O. For the sake 

of completeness we indicate a. proof. Choose 0 < p < 1 and set 

f(z) = (p2-lzl2)3 for lzl ;:;; P 

f(z) = 0 for lzl > p. 

Then f e C2 and we obtain, in polar coordinates, 

l(p) = JJ c(p2-r2)3rdrd@ = 0. 
r<p 

This identity in p, if differentiated four times with respect to p2, yields 

Jed@= 0. 
r•p 

It follows by continuity that c(O)=O, and since z=O can be identified 
with any point on W we have proved dw=O. In other words, w is a. closed 
differential. 

<&E. The reader must be careful to notice that by proving Theorem 
4D we have by no means shown, conversely, that r! is the full orthogonal 
complement of r!*· This converse is true, but we have a. long way to go 
before we can prove it. 

5. Differential& on bordered surfaces 

SA. We shall say that a. differential w =a dx + b dy vanishes along a. 
differentiable curve z=z(t) if az'(t)+by'(t)=O for all t. We use this ter
minology to make it clear that we do not require w to vanish on the curve, 
which would obviously mean that a and b vanish at all points of the curve. 
In particular, consider the border p of a. bordered Riemann surface. At 
each point of the border there is, by definition, a local parameter z = x+ iy 
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such that g .. 0 on fl. In terms of this parameter w =a dx + b dy vanishes 
along p if' and only if' a-0 on p. 

For a compact bordered Riemann surface W' we introduce two important 
subcl&SSeS of r!(W') and r!(W). We shall say that a closed differential w 

belongs to the subclass r!o(W) if w=O along p. Similarly, w=df will be 
said to be of class r!c,(W) if /=0 on p. The latter condition obviously 
implies w=O along {3, but conversely, if df=O along P we can merely 
c·orwlmiP that/ is constant on each contour. 

\\'it h t hit~ terminology we obtain two orthogonal relations which may be 
l'oll~tdered as generalizations of Theorem 4D. 

Theorem. On a compacl bordered mrface r!o i8 the orthogonal complement 
of r!•. and r! i8 the ortAogonaZ complement of r::. 

For the proof we replace equation (17) by 

(18) (w, df*) = J ]w- ffJdw. 
/1 w 

It follows immediately that w 1. ilf* if dw = 0 and either f = 0 on {J or 
w=O along fl. In other words, r!o 1. r!• and r! 1. r!tr. 

Conversely, if (IJ 1. r!3 it is evident that the reasoning used in 41) <·an 
be repeated to show that dw = 0. The same will be true if w 1. 1'! *, and 

consequently this hypothesis implies J ]w = 0 for all/ e 02. 
/1 

We consider again a parametric mapping which carries an arc of {J into 
the real axis. In terms of this parameter we have w=a tk on {J, and the 
condition on w yields .. 

Jlatk = 0 
-co 

provided that f vanishes identically outside of a certain compact set. 
From this fact it is elementary to conclude that a=O, and hence that 
we r:o. 

SB. There is an intermediate class between r! and r!o which will be 
of considerable importance. We are referring to the class of closed differ
entials whose periods along the contours of W are zero. For lack of a 
better name we shall call these differentials semiexad, and the class of 
semiexact differentials will be denoted by r: •. 

For better orientation we draw the following inclusion diagram: 

, r! --> 
rt'!»l't tr~u,.,r~l!)r~. 

c: .. --> rt , 
eO 
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No special name is introduced for the intersection r!o n r!; obviously, 
it consists of the differentials of functions that are constant on the contours. 

5C. We complete the orthogonality relations by proving: 
Theorem. r:.iath.eorf/wgtmalcomplementofr!!n r~·· 
First of all, if wE r:. and df e r!o it follows by (18) that w j_ df*. 

Hence r!. j_ <r!: n r!*). On the other hand, w j_ (r!: n r!*) implies 
w j_ r~ and hence, by the second part of Theorem 5A, wE r!.Now, let/ 
be a function which is 1 on one of the contours and 0 on the others. Then 
df e r!o n r!, and from w j_ df* we are able to conclude by (18) that w 

has zero period along the contour .that was singled out. We find that 
w E r!. as asserted. 

6. Dift'erentials on open surf'aces 

6A. For an open Riemann surface W we wish to define classes r!o( W) 
and r!c,( W) which are as closely analogous as possible to the corresponding 
cl&BBeB on a compact bordered surface. It is natural to base the definitions 
on a zero behavior near the ideal boundary, but there are many different 
ways to postulate such a behavior. Fortunately, the specific choice of a 
definition is not very important due to the fact that the space rl and its 
subspace& play merely an auxiliary role in the complete theory of square 
integrable differentials. 

It will be convenient to introduce the notion of support. By definition, 
the support of a function J on W is the closure of the set on which J is 
different from zero. Equivalently, the support of J is the intersection of all 
closed sets such that J is identically zero outside of the closed sets. We 
shall be particularly interested in functions with compact support, that 
is, functions which vanish outside of a compact set. 

The notion of support can also be applied to a differential w. Indeed, 
the vani~o~hing of a differential at a point is independent of the choice of 
local variable. For this reason the support of w can be defined as the 
smallest closed set outside of which w is identically zero. 

6B. We choose to adopt the following precise definitions: 
Definition. A closed differential w e r! is said to belong to the suhclass 

r!o if and only if it has compact support. 
An tx•ct diffe~wtial we r! i.~ said to belong to the subclass r:o if and only 

tj w:df Jot4/utrt:lioH f will. Cfilmpacf fluppofl. 
Tlw JlliclllSion r~l.tiot\5 r!o C r!, i!c,c f"! and 1'~1 c 1'~1 arc immethate 

t'OllSCCJIH'Il<'l'S of the dt>fimtion .. For closed surfaces r!o = r! and r:o = r!. 

6C. With the definitions we have chosen it is not possible to prove a 
c·wnplt•t<> analogue of Theorem 5A. However, the following is true: 
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Tlaeonm. On any Riemann 8Vrface r!o i8 orlAogonal to r:•, and r! is 
orthogqnalto r!:. MortmJU, w j_ r!: implies we r!. 

To prove the orthogonality we need only apply (IR) to q "uhregion 
which contains the support of w or the support off, as the c-cse. may be. 
To show, in addition, that r! is the full orthogonal complement of r~ 
we oan repeat the argument in 4D. Indeed, the hypothesis w j_ r~ 
impliee that 

fJdtJJ=O 
w 

for any J whose support is contained in a parametric disk V. This is 
sufficient, according to our earlier'reaaoning, to conclude that dtJJ=O, 
i.e., that tiJ e r!. 

§2. THE METHOD OF ORTHOGONAL PROJECTION 

A traditional method to prove existence theorems on Riemann surfaces 
is by means of the Dirichlet principle. As is well known the earliest appli· 
cations of this method were deficient in rigor. The first correct proof based 
on Dirichlet's principle was presented by Hilbert, and soon after a smoother 
approach was found by Weyl. 

Although these proofs were strictly elementary, they were technically 
rather complicated. It is only in relatively recent years that it has become 
clear that the existence proofs for harmonic differentials are direct COD· 

sequences of elementary results in Hilbert space theory, combined with 
Himph· facts in integration theory. As we develop this method in detail 
the n·ader ::;hould bl•,1r in mind that it diff··r.; onl~· in tf'c·hnic·al ff"'pects 
from the original method of Riemann. 

1. The completion of rl 
7A. The norm llwll defined r1 as a metric space in which the distance 

between w1 and wz isllwt-wzll· Accordingly, the sequence {w,.} is said to 
converge tow if and only if llw-w,.ll-+0. 

A Cauchy aequ.enu is one for which llwm-wnll-o as m, n-oo. A 
normed space is complete if every Cauchy sequence is convergent. 

The space r1 is not complete. However, like any metric space it can 
easily be completed. In a concrete manner the completion can be 
accomplished by extending rl to the linear space r of all differentials 
w =a dx + b dy whose coefficients in terms of local coordinates are no 
longer supposed to be of class CI, but merely measurable in th<• sense of 
Lebesgue. The norm llwll of a measurable differential can be defirwd in 
the same manner as before, and we agree that r shall comprise only the 
differentials with finite norm. 
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As usual, two differentials are identified if their coefficients differ only 
on a set of measure zero (in each coordinate system). With this convention 
r becomes a complete metric space, and rl is identified with a linear 
subspace of r. The completeness of r is equivalent to the Riesz-Fischer 
theorem with which the reader is assumed to be familiar (see F. Riesz
B. Sz. Nagy (1], p. 59). 

7B. The definition of inner product can be extended to r in the same 
way as the norm. With the introduction of an inner product r becomes a 
Hilbert space. We shall need a few simple facts from the theory of 
Hilbert space, and in the interest of completeness brief proofs will be 
included. 

Let A and B be linear subspaces of r. We shall say that r is the direct 
sum of A and B, and we write r =A + B, if and only if each element 
wE r ha~S a unique representation w=a+{J with a e A, {J e B. The notion 
of direct sum can be extended to any finite number of subspaces. 

Theorem. If r =A + Band A" _l B, then A and Bare mutuaUy orthogonal 
complements of each other. 

It must be proved that w _l B implies we A. But this is immediate, 
for from w=a+fJ we obtain llfJII2=(w, fJ)-(a, {J)=O and hence fJ=O, 
<••=a EA. 

7C. If E i-<4RY $IID5Pt Otf r we denote by E.L the orthogonal complement 
of E, i <' .• the set of all elements orthogonal to E. It is clear thatEJ. is a 
linear f<UhRpace. Moreover, EJ. is closed in r regarded as a metric space. 
In fact, for fixed a the inner product (w, a) is a continuous function of w. 
Tlwrt"fore, the set of all w with (w, a) =0 is closed, and EJ. is the inter
section of all such sets as a runs through E. It follows that EJ. is closed. 

Theorem 7B shows that any representation of r as the direct sum of 
orthogonalsubspaces is a decomposition into closed subspaces. Conversely, 
we shall show that there is a decomposition r =A + A J. corresponding to 
any closed linear subspace A. 

7D. An equivalent formulation of the afore-mentioned property is the 
following: 

Theorem. Let A be any closed linear 81.lbspace of r. Then there exists, 
for any wE r, a unique a E A suck that w-a .l A. 

The uniqueness is clear, for if a1, a2 both have this property, then 
a1-a2 is orthogonal to itself, and hence a1=a2. 

To prow t hf' existence, let d be the greatest lower bound of II w- E>ll for 
1::) t: A. 'l'hl"n' CX!Sh-1 a ~Sequen~e {E>n}. en E A, such that l!w-E>,.IJ-d. We 
make usc of the identity 

J!:.?w-0m-0,.JI2+JJ0m-0nll 2 = 2llw-0mll 2+:.?0w-9J:I1. 
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ll2w-e,.-e.~s ... •II"'-e,.~e·lr ~ us. 
and we obtain 

119,.-e.~a :!! 2llw-e,.uz+2llw-9.ljl&-4dz. 
It follows that ll0m-9•II--+O form, ?l-+OO. 

By the completeness of r, e. converges to a limit a, and since A is 
closed., EA. By continuity,llw-all=d. 

Let 9 be any clement of A. If 0~0 we obtain hy eomputat.ion 

II (w-a, 9) 112 j(w-a, 0)12 
w-a- lie~· . e = d2- 119112 . 

By the minimum property of d the left band member is ~ d2. Hence 
(w-a, 9)=0, and we have proved that w-aj_A. 

7E. If A is a closed linear subspace we have just shown that r =A +A j_ I 

whence it follows by Theorem 7B that A J. l. =A. More generally, if A is an 
arbitrary linear subspace it is trivial that A c A J. l.. If the closure is denoted 
by Cl A we have, on the other hand, A c Cl A and therefore A l. :::> (CIA) J., 
Al.J.c(ClA)l.l.=ClA. But A.Ll. is closed. Hence the inclusion 
AcA.L.LcCIA yields A.ll.=ClA. We conclude further that 
(Cl A).l =AJ.J.J. =Al. so that A and its closure have the same orthogonal 
complement. 

Corolluy. Any linear 8'l.fb8pau A c r Batiafiu AJ.l. =CIA and A-L = 
(Cl A).l, 

7F. If A and Bare any two linear subspaces, closed or not, we denote 
by A + B the set of all elements that have a representation, not necessarily 
unique, of the form a+fJ, a e A, fJ e B. If the representation is unique, 
that is, if An B=O, we indicate this by the notation A+ B. We call 
A+ B the vector ..um. 

Lemma. (A+B)l.=Al. n BJ. 
A c A+B implies (A+B)l. c AJ.. Similarly, (A+B).L c B.L, and hence 

(A+ B)J. c A J. n B .l, In the opposite direction, A J. n B : c A J.. yields 
(Al. n Bl.)J. ::>A.LJ. :::>A, and on interchanging A and B, (A.L n B.l).L :::>B. 
Hence A+Bc(Al.nBl.)J, (A+B).L:::>(A.lnB.L).L.L=AJ.nBJ.. The 
lemma is proved. 

7G. If A and B are closed it does not necessarily follow that A + B is 
closed (seeP. Halmos [1], p. 28). However, if A and Bare orthogonal to 
l'ach other the condusion is correct. 

Lemma. If A, B are clo8ed and A j_ B, the" A + B is clo8ed. 
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According to Corollary 7E and Lemma 7F it suffices to show that 
(A ..I.. n B.J.. p. c A+ B. Suppose that w _LA ..I.. n B.J... We can write w=a +a.l 
=fJ+fJl. with a e A, a.L e Al., fJ e B, fJ..I.. e B.J... Then w-a-fJ=a..l.. -{J 
=fJ..I.. -a e A ..I.. n B.J... On the other hand, w .LA ..I.. n Bl. by assump
tion, and a+{J j_ Al. n B.J.. by Lemma 7F. It follows that w-a-fJ is 
orthogonal to itself. "'=a+ {3. This is what we were required to prove. 

8. The subclasses of r 
8A. It is our intention to extend to r the notions of exact and closed 

differentials. At the same time we will define subspaces corresponding to 
r~ and r!o. To some extAnt the choice of definitions is a matter of con
venience. We find it expedient to base the definitions partly on completion 
and partly on orthogonality. 

Defiuition. The BUbspc&cu r • and r .o are the clo8uru in r of r! and r!c, 
respectively. In contrast, we define rc and re0 as the orthogonal complement8 
of r~ and r:. 

We will continue to refer to differentials wE r. or wE rc as exact or 
closed, but we are no longer able to express these properties through 
conditions of the form w = df or dw = 0. 

By the definitions of r c and r co we have postulated the four orthogonal 
decompositions 

(19) 
r = rc + r.·o= r: + r.o 
r = r. + r~ = r: + r c0· 

It is (')(•ar that the differentials of class reo have, implicitly, a zero uehatvior 
near the ideal boundary, but we have refrained from char.~eterizing this 
behavior in explicit tt•rms. 

8B. The inclusion 1':0 c r! implies r 10 c r 1, and on p&HIIing to the 
orthogonal complements we obtain r co c r C• By Theorem 6C we have, in 
particular, r! _L r!3. Hence r, _L r~. and this orthogonality relation 
implies r, c r c as well as r .o c r cO· In other words, all inclusion relations 
remain valid. 

As further consequences of Theorem 6C we have evidently r! c r c• 

r!o c r c0· The last part of the same theorem implies 

(20) 

The corresponding relation 

(21) 

is also true, but will require a nontrivial proof (see llF). 
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9. Weyl'slemma 
9A. The key theorem which governs the passa.ge from r1 to r is the 

following: ' 
Theorem. A differential whick i8 aimultaneo'U8ly in r • and in r: is almost 

everyU'here equal to a differential of class 01, and hence equivalent to a 
harmonic differential. 

The last conclusion, namely that the differential will be harmonic is 
an immediate consequence of (20), for if cu is almost everywhere equal to 
cu1 E OI' then CUI belongs to r. n r: at the same time as w, and lumce 
WI E r~n r!•= rL. Henceforth we write rll in place of rL and ('.'.('rt·~~ the 
statement of the theorem through r. n r: = r 11· 

9B. The theorem is of purely local character. Indeed, if w is in r. n r: .. 
that is, if it is orthogonal to r:o and r!:' then its restriction to a para
metric disk V is orthogonal to r!o( V) and r!:( V), so that the restriction 
belongs to r .( V) n r: (V). If the theorem is proved for V it follows that 
we 0 1 in V, and since V is arbitrary we can conclude that we CI on the 
whole surface. 

The theorem will thus be established if we prove the following lemma 
that bas become known as Weyl' s lemma: 

Lemma. Suppose that w i8 square integrable in !:1: !z I < I, and that 
(w,df)=(w,df*)=Ofor allfunctionsfe02 with wmpact support in !:1. 
Then w i8 equivalent to a differential of class 01. 

9C. \\'e shall denote by M a the op1•rator which replaces an integrable 
luru Iron f by its mean value 

32, 

Maf(z) = ,..;2 J J f(z + re'9) r drde 
0 0 

over a disk of radius 8. All functions f are supposed to be defined over the 
whole plane; if this is not originally so we set f = 0 outside the domain of 
definition. 

Our proof will make essential use of the fact that M J is more regular 
than f. To be explicit, M J is continuous as soon as f is integrable, and !f 
is of class 01 iff is continuous. ' 

Any two operators M 0 commute: M01MaJ=M~tM3J. Also, rf either 
for g'has compact support 

(22) 

where the integrals are over the whole plane. 
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For a differential w=au+bdy we write M,w=(M,a)lh+(M,b)dy. 
With this notation, iffeOl it is found that M1(df)=d(MJ), and with the 
help of (22) one verifies that 

(23) (M,w, df) = (w, M, df) = (w, dM,f) 

where the inner products are again over the whole plane. 
A somewhat deeper property is the fact that 

(:!4) f(z) = lim MJ(z) 
&-+0 

almost everywhere for any integrable f. For the proof of this proper·ty we 
refer to standard text. hooks on integration, for instanct· E ,J. !\t{'~hano 
[ 1 ], p :lin. or L. )l. <:raws [1], p. 25S. 

9D. Suppose now that w satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma. Consider 
a function f e 0 2 whose support lies in lz I < 1-81- 8z. Then the support 
of M 11M,J is contained in A, and it follows by (23) and the hypothesis 
that 

Here M11M~tw is of class 01, and we conclude that the restriction of 

M ,1M "w to lz I < 1-81- 82 belongs to r!•. Precisely the same reasoning, 
applied tow*, shows that M11M~tw is also of class r!, and we conclude 

that M 11M 1,w is harmonic for lz I < 1-81- 82. 
A harmonic differential has harmonic coefficients and is therefore equal 

to its mean. Because of this property we obtain 

M11M~tw = M1M11Mitw = M,1M~tM1w 

in lz I < 1-8- 81- 82. On letting 81 tend to 0 we find, by continuity, 

Mltw = M~tM1w 
and for 8z-(), by (24), 

w = M,w 

almost everywhere in jz I < 1-8. Iteration yields 

w = M 1M,w 

almost everywhere in lzl < 1-28. The iterated mean is of class 01, and we 
have proved Weyl'slemma. 

10. Orthogonal deeompos.itions 

lOA. Bet:ause r .o c r c the spaces r .o and r~ are orthogonal to each 
other. According to Theorem 7F and by (19) we obtain 

r = r .o+ r:.+ crcn r:> 
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where, by Theorem 9A, the last component is identical with rA. On 
comparing with (19) it follows that we have also rc= rA+ r,o. 

Theorem. The wlwlt 6pace r 1aaB the orthogonal decomposition r = r h + reO 
+ r:,. a?Ul the BUbBpace r. 1aaa the tlt.comporition r c = r A+ r .o· 

It is convenient to represent the decomposition of a single element 
in the form w=w,.+w.o+w:, where the subscripts serve to indicate the 
subspace& to which the components belong. It must be remembered, 
however, that in this notation w:, need not be the conjugate of w10• 

Another helpful device is to visualize the decomposition through a dia
gram (Fig. 14). 

r:. 

Flo. 14 

Remark. The three-way decomposition is analogous to the one intro
duced by G. de Rham [I] in the theory of more-dimensional differential 
forms on compact manifolds. 

lOB. Suppose that ""• is exact. From the decomposition ""• ="'A+ w,0 
we read off that WA is exact, WA E rAn r~. Similarly, if WcO E r cO we can 
write WcO = WA + ""•O and conclude this time that ""A E rAn r cO· With the 
convenient notations rAe= rAn r,, rAo= rAn reO We have thus 

r, = rAe+ reo 
(25) 

reo= rAo+ reO· 
It must be recalled that a differential in r"'' although exact in the sense 

of belonging to r ,, is not yet known to be exact in the original sense of 
having zero periods. In fact, formula (21) which would permit this con
clusion is still unproved. 
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IOC. With the help of (25) we obtain 

r = r.+r:, = r 1140+rro+r10+r:,. 

and on comparing with de Rham's decomposition (Theorem lOA) 

(26) r" = r 1140+ rzo = rAo+ r:.,. 

IOD. The decomposition rc= rA+ r.o permits us to prove: 
Theorem. r c i8 tht clo.Bure of r!. 
We have already remarked that r! c rc (SB), and hence Clr! c rc. 

On the other hand r 10 =Clr!c,cCir! and rA=rlcClr~. so that r.= 
r A+ r tO c Cl r:. Consequently r! is dense in r •. 

n. Periods 
UA. If w is a closed differential of class 01 the value of the integral 

(27) 
y 

extended over a differentiable cycle, depends only on the homology class 
of y. We shall need to extend the notion of period to arbitrary differentials 
in r c· This cannot be done by interpreting (27) as a Lebesgue integral, 
for the coefficients of w need not even be measurable functions of the curve 
parameter. 

To circumvent this difficulty we regard the period (27) as a function, 
defined on r!. and try to extend it tor. by continuity. Since. r~ is dense 
in r c (Theorem IOD) the extension is necessarily unique. 

liB. Let r 0 be a normed linear space, complete or not. A linwr 
Junctional on ro is a complex-valued function L, defined on r 0 , with the 
property 

L(c1w1 +c2w2) = CtL(wt) + c2L(w2). 

The fum·tional is bounded if there exists a constant M such that I L(w) I~ 
.lfJiwiJ for a)] wE fo. 

It is o!.vious that a bounded linear functional is continuous, for 
llw-woll ~ E implies jL(w)-L(wo)l ~ME. Conversely, suppose that Lis 
continuous. There exists a 8 > 0 such that llwll ~ 8 implies I L(w) I ~ 1. For 
an arbitrary w 'f. 0 we have then 

IL(SI!wll-1w)l ~ 1 
:md hPm·p 

We c-oru·ludc that a linear functional is bounded if and only if it is con
tinuous. 
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Suppose now that ro is a linear subepace of a larger space r. A bounded 
linear functional Lon ro can immediately be extended to the closu~ 
of ro in r. Indeed, any"' e Clfo is the limit of elements Wn ern. From 
the fact that IL(w.)-L(wn)l :lMIIwm-wnll it follows 11Mf lilh L(w,.) 
exists. It is independent of the sequence {w.}, and if we H<'t L{w) = 
lim L(w.) it is an easy matter to verify that L is linear and bounded. 

llC. In the case under consideration the period is a linear functional 
on r!. If we can show that it is bounded it can be extended to re=Clf!, 
and our aim will be achieved. 

The proof of the boundedness is particularly simple if y is an analytic 
Jordan curve. If that is so, y can be covered by a finite number of para
metric disks Vc with the property that a parametric mapping he of V1 

takes Vc n y into the real axis. We shall construct a partition of unity (see 
Ch. II, 7B) which is adapted to this covering. 

The principle of construction is the same as in Ch. II, 7C, but the details 
are slightly different. We wish to find functions e, E c• with compact 
support such that~ ec = 1 on y. For this purpose, assume that he maps V 1 

onto lzl < 1 with Vc n y corresponding to the real diameter. We set 
g(z)=(l-lzl2)3 and g1=g o he in Vc, gc=O outside of V1• Then each g1 is 
of class c•. 

This time we cannot divide by ~ g1, for the sum is zero outside of U V 1. 

To meet this difficulty we cover the compact boundary of U V1 by a 
finite number of parametric disks Vj which do not meet y. If hj maps 
Vj on lzl < 1, set gj=g o hj. Then gj=O on y and~ g,+ ~ gj>O throughout 
U V1• Wo choose 

Yt e, = • 
I li+tSJ 

in V1, e1=0 outside of V1• Then~ ec= 1 on y, and each e, is of class 0 2. 

llD. We find now that 

Each integral in the right hand sum can be considered as an integral over 
the whole real axis in the parametric plane. Since dw=O we obtain 

(28) 
,. 

wh<'rl.' the integral on the right is extended over the upper half-plane. 
This leads to an inequality 

(29) I I ecwl ~ lldecll · llwll 
,. 
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and hence, by addition, to an estimate 

I I w I ~ M(y) llwll. 
,. 

where M(y) depends only on y. 
With minor modifications the same proof applies if y is a closed 

analytic curve with self-intersections. 

liE. It is permissible to replace y by any cycle in the same homology 
class. Therefore, the boundedness would be proved if we knew that each 
homology class contains a cycle which is the sum of a finite number of 
closed analytic curves. This fact, however, would require a fairly long 
proof. 

What we do ki10w is that each cycle is homologous to a sum of piece
wise analytic closed curves. Therefore, we need only modify our procedure 
w1 as to take care of this case. At a vertex we choose a parametric mapping 
which transforms the meeting ares into two analytic arcs from the origin. 
If the parametric disk is sufficiently small these arcs can be represented 
by equations of the form z = ref81 (r) and z = ref8a(r). They can be transformed 
into segments of the positive and negative real axis by a nonconformal 
mapping ::--~z· whif'h is !'::uch that lz'l = lzl while arg z', for constant 
iz I= r, vari(•s lirwarlv "ith arg z between Eh(r) and 02(r). Although the 
mapputu fcdls io .,e difler~r~ti«ble at the origin it i>~ qmte easy to st-e that 
(2R) rl'tnams vaiHJ with the double integral extended over the upper half 
of thl' z' -plane. The estimate (29) will be the same as before, and the 
desired conclusion can be drawn. 

llF. We have shown that the period along a fixed cycle y is a bounded 
linear functional on r! which can be extended to r c· This permits us to 
prove that r,n r 1= r!, as predicted in SB (21). 

Lemma. r,n r1 = r!. 
Suppose that tAl E r. n r 1• Then tAl is also in r c n r 1 = r~. and therefore 

w has a period along any cycle y, defined by the integral J,.w. By definition, 
(IJ is the limit, with respect to norm, of differentials w,. E r!. Each w,. has 
the period 0 along y, and because the period is a continuous functional it 
follows that w has periods 0 along ally. We conclude by Theorem 2A that 
wE r!, as asserted. 

Let us note that we can also complement Theorem 4D (see 4E). If, on a 
closed surface, (IJ E 0 1 is orthogonal to r!. then tAl is also orthogonal to the 
C'IOS\li'P rc. Hetuze we r~= r:. and by the lemma wE r!*· Together with 
t.hi::~ n·~ult Theorem 4D ~;hows that r! and r!* are mutual orthogonal 
<>ompll'nwnts of fl, provided that the surface is com1>act. 
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Due to the strong restrictions imposed on differentials of class r:C, and 
r!c, it cannot be expected that corresponding results would hold for open 
surfaces. 

llG. It follows from r,n r 1= r! that r.= r 11 n r,= r 11 n r!. In other 
words, the differentials of class r .. are exact in the original sense. 

According to the terminology introduced inCh. IV, 5A a surface is of 
class OHD if there are no harmonic functions, other than constants, with a 
finite Dirichlet integral. This will be the case if and only if rAe=O. The 
decomposition r 11 = r,.0 + rt, shows that r.=O is equivalent to r,.= r 110• 

When l'hf=O it followH further, by (25), that r,= r.o and reo= rAo+ r.o 
=I'~t+ l',o=I'c. Conversely, each of thE' ronditions r .... r~o or rc=rco 
implies rAe=O. 

Theorem. TM. three condition& r A= r AO· r c = reO. r. = reO are equivalent 
to etJdl, otM.r, and tM.y are ful.ji,lW if and only if 1M BUrfau iB of class OHD· 

Consequently, the surfaces of class OHD are precisely the surfaces on 
which there is no need to distinguish between r c and reO or between r' 
and r.o. 

12. Reproduciug dUJerentiala 

12A. The following is an elementary theorem in Hilbert space theory: 
Theorem. On a Hilbert spau. revery bounded linear functional is of tM. 

form L(w)=(w, u)for 110me}ized ue r. 
We note first that (w, u) is a linear functional. It is bounded, for 

!(u, w)j ~llullllwll· 
Suppose that L is a bounded linear functional on r. Since L is con

tinuous, L(w) vanishes on a closed linear subspace ro. If L(w) is not 
identically zero, let 0 be an element with L(0)"'0. According to Tlu•orem 
7D we can write 0=0o+01 with 0o E ro. 01 .l ro. Thl'n /,((-))= 

L(01)"'0, so that 01"'0. We can therefore set 

u = L(0l)ll0lll-z 01. 

It is evident that u .l l'o and L(u)=llulj11• 

The element L(w)u-L(u)w belongs to ro for every w. It is hence ortho
gonal to u, and we find 

L(w)jjujj 2 -L(u)(w, u) = 0, 

whence L(w)=(w, u). This proves the theorem except in the trivial case 
that L(w) is identically zero. In this case the assertion is true with a=O. 

Needless to say, u is unique, for if (w, u1) = (w, uz) for all w, then a1 = a2. 

12B. We apply the preceding theorem to the space l'c and the bounded 

functional I w, extended to r C• For reasons of symmetry we prefer to 
,. 
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dt•note the differential whose existence is asserted by a• rather than a. 
Thus, there exists a a E r: such that 

I w = (w, a*) 
y 

for all w F r,. Rut HI!' pPriod vanishc;~ for all exact w. Hence a* is ortho
gonal to rC! ..... d by defil\itio" thi$ .,.etlft!l that a• E r~. a E r,'()· We have 
•·on~<·qJH·ntl_\ c~e rdlnr;=r,... 

Theort>m. To aery rycle y there corresponds a unique real harmonic 
diffaential a of class rllo. auch that 

(:lO) I w = (w, a*) 
,. 

for all closed differential& w. 

All that remains to be proved is that a is real. For this purpose we need 
only note that the period of w is the complex conjugate of the period of w. 
hence 

(w, a*) = (w, a*)- = (w, c7*), 

and we conclude by the uniqueness that a= c7. 
When (30) is fulfilled we say that a is the reproducing differential 

associated with y, and we write frequently a=a(y). It is evident that 
a(y1 +y2) = a(yl) + a(n)-

13. Compact bordered surfaces 

13A. \Vc \1 ill now take up a closer study of the differential-; on a com
pact bordered Riemann surface W. It will be recalled that a difft·rcntial in 
f'l( W) i,.. required to remain of class 01 on the border. and thQt 1he S\4~
classe!l 1':.11 ( If') and f!11 ( IT') W<'l"<' defin<'ti in a way that rt-f't>n; tu thP lwhav1or 
on the border itself rather than near the border (see 5A). 

Differentials on W can be restricted to W, and in this sense f'l(W) can 
be regarded as a subspace of f'l( W). In terms of this identification it is 
evident that f'!o(W) c f'!o(W) and f'!o(W) c f'!o(W). We shall derive var
ious other relationships between the subclasses of f'(W) and f'l(W). 

13B. The first of these results can be regarded as a. justification for the 
definitions of reo( W) and r .o( W). 

Lemma. f'!o( W) c r .o( W) and f'!o( W) c .r .o< W). 
Because of the orthogonal decompositions f'( W) = f' .o( W) + r:( W) = 

r .o( W) + r:< W) it is sufficient to prove that f'!o( W) ..L r:( W) and 
f'!o(W) ..1. rt(W). For the purpose of proving these orthogonality 
relations we can even replace r:( W) and r:( W) by the dense subspaces 
r~*(W) and f!*(W). 
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To prove the first relation, suppose that df e P!o( 'W) and w =a dx + b dy 
e P~( W). By means of a partition of unity it is possible to write J as a 
finite sum L../c where the support of each /c is contained in a parametric 
disk or half-disk. The relation (dfc, w*) = 0 that we have to prove is trivial 
in the case of a full disk. For this reason the whole proof can be localized 
to a half-disk lzl <I, y!;:O which contains the support ofJc; in the following 
we write J for /c. 

We find at once that 

(31) (dJ, w*) = - ~ I Jack. .,_, 
Therefore, we have also 

(32) (dJ, w*) = - lim! JJ fa dzdy. 
'1"+0'1 

O<ll<'l 

But /=0 for y=O, and since J has continuous derivatives 1/1 ~My with 
constant M. On using this estimate we obtain 

~~ JJ Jadzdyl ~ M JJ lal dxdy. 
0<11<" O<v<" 

The integral on the right tends to 0 because a is square integrable, and we 
conclude that (df, w*)=O. 

13C. To prove the second part of the lemma we assume that df e P!( W) 
nnd (1.1 (" r~(W). AR hefore, we localize by fretting/= L../c. /c=ecf. It must 
I'" :-;hm' n that l!dft!l < oo, and that the limit in (31) vanishes for f =ft. Since 
tlf; = tj r.lf t f de1 the first assertion follows iff is square integrable over the 
;;uppurt of ec. 

For lxl <I, O<y<l we have 

1 

IJ(x, y)l ~ Il~l dy+A, 
II 

where A is an upper bound of IJ(x, 1)1. It follows by use of the Schwarz 
inequality that 

1 I IJ(x, y)l2clz ~ 2(lld/II2+2A2). 
-1 

When integrated with respect to y this inequality shows that J is square 
integrable over the rectangle lxl <I, O<y< I. At the same time we 
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1 1 

conclude that J 1/cl d3:~ I 1/1 d3: is bounded. Because a tends unifonnly 
-1 -1 

1 

to o for y-+0 it follows that I ,,(x, y) a d3:-o. and the lemma is proved. 
-1 

13D. The purpose of the lemma is to lead to the following characteriza. 
tion of the class r 110(W), introduced in lOB: 

Theorem. rho( W) = I'~( W) n r!•( W). 
It is appropriate to denote the class on the right by r 110( W). so that the 

theorem reads: r 110(W)=r110(W). The inclusion r 11o(W)c r,.oflV) is a 
direct I"OilH('(jllellC'(' of Lemma 13B. T II fact., it follows fl t •Ill r~ofW)~ ~'ru< IJ') 
and l'~(ii') c l'~U·V) c l'c{li") (see HH) that l'hO(Tr)c r c0(JV) n r:( W) = 
r,.o(W). 

13E. The proof of the opposite inclusion will depend on symmetrization. 
To explain this idea, let us consider the double lt of W (Ch. II, 3E). The 
involutory mapping j of 'It on itself has the following property: If 
p-+h(p) is a parametric mapping with domain V, then p-+h(j (p)) is a 
parametric mapping with domainj(V) (his the complex conjugate of h). 

With every differential w on 'It we associate another differential w- as 
follows: If w=a(z}d3:+b(z)dy in tenns of the variable z=h(p) in V, then 
w-=a(z)d3:-b(z)dy in terms of z=X(j(p)) in j(V). It is clear that w

satisfies the consistency relations, for it is obtained from w by the trans. 
formation z-z. For the same reason differentiation and exterior multipli
cation are invariant, but because the mapping is not directly conformal 
conjugation is not invariant. We find indeed that w•-= - b(z) d3:- a(z) dy 
=-w-•. 

13F. We say that w is wen if w-=w, and odd if w-= -w. Thus, if w is 
even, w* is odd. 

Let w be odd, and let a be an arbitrary differential in rc~t). On taking 
into account that the involutory mapping j is sense-reversing we obtain 

(33) 

(w, a)w = I 
WUj(W) 

wa* =I wa•-w-a•
w 

= I w(a•-a-•) = (w, a-a-)w 

w 

where the subscripts indicate that the first inner product is over 'It and 
the last over W. 
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ISG. Suppose now that w e fao(W) is given. We extend w to lt 80 that 
it becomes odd; the extension, which we continue to denote by w, is 
undefined on the border, but it determines a unique element of f(l·l"). 
We claim that w will be harmonic on 'It. It can then be dcfhwrl by con
tinuity on the border. Because it is odd it will vanish along the border, 
and this will prove that w belongs to fao(W). 

Consider a differential a e f!(lt). Clearly, a-a- is in f!o(W) and hence, 
by Lemma 13B, in r .o(W). Beca111e we r:(W) it follows that w ..L a-a
on Wand thus, by (33), that (w, a),r=O. On the other hand (w, a*)Jt= 
(w, a*+a-*)w=O because we fc0(W) and a*+a-• e r:(W). We have 
provcd that the extension w is orthogonal to f!(W) as well as f!*(W), 
ancllwnce harmonic. By our previous remark this implies r,.o( W)c f~to(W), 
•"d the proof of Theorem 13D is complete. 

1-&. Sehottky dift'erentials 

1-&A. We continue to investigate the relations between differentials 
on a compact bordered surface W and on ita double. 

Any differential w on W can be decomposed into an even and an odd 
part. In fact, if we set 

Wl = i(w+w-), w2 = - i(w*+w*-), 

then w1 and w2 are even, and w=w1 +wf. It is obvious that th,·n· is only 
one such decomposition with even w 1 and w2• 

UB. Suppose that w is harmonic on 'W. Then w1 and w2 are harmonic. 
But we know more, for sinoe wr and wf are odd they vanish along 
the border of W, and this means that their restrictions to W or W are 
of class r,.0('W)= r,.o(W). In other words, in the decomposition w=w1 +wf 
one of the components is of class f ~to( W) and the other of class ft0( W). 

Conversely, any differential of class r ItO( W) or f%0( W) can be continued 
to lt' by reflection 80 that it remains harmonic. Hence the whole class of 
differentials on W which have a harmonic extension to lt' is given by the 
direct sum f"0(W)+ r:O(W). Such differentials will be called Sclwttky 
rli!Jerentia.l& in honor of Schottky who was the first to study Riemann 
surfaces with a symmetry. 

Theorem. The cla88 of Sclwttlcy differentials iB identical with the direct 
BUm rAO(W)+ r:O(W). 

Note that f 110(W) and r:O(W) are not orthogonal as subspaces of f(W) 
but their elements have extensions which are odd and even respectively, 
and which are therefore orthogonal on W. It is for this reason that 
r ItO( W) n f%0( W) reduces to 0 and f AO( W) + ft0( W) is closed (see Lemma 
7G). 
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14C. Let us return to the case of a.n arbitrary open Riemann surface W 
which we exhaust by regular subregions n. We show that any differential 
WhO E rho(W) C&n be approximated by differentials WhOCl of class rho(fl); 
the approximation is in terms of norm convergence. 

The restriction of WhO to n has a. decomposition of the form 

(34) 

where the subscripts are self-explanatory. Suppose that n c il'. Then 
WhOCl-WhOCl•=wt.a•-w:.O belongs to rt(fl) and is therefore Orthogonal 
to WhOCl on n. It follows that 

(35) 

and we conclude that llwhoollo~llwhoa·llo~llwhoo·lla·. In other words, the 
quantity llwhoollo increases with n. But it is also bounded, for the 
orthogonal decomposition (34) shows that llwhoolla~llwhollo~llwholl· 

We find that llwhoallo has a. finite limit, and this implies, by (35), that 

(36) llwhoCl-WhOCl'lloooo+O 

as n and il' ::> n tend to W. For a. fixed flo it follows by use of the triangle 
inequality that 

II whoa·- whoa·llaoooo+O 

as il', n·-w, independently ofea.ch other. We may conclude, for instance 
by Ch. II, Theorem 13C, that whoa tends to a harmonic limit differential 
which we denote, temporarily, by WhOW· It follows further, by (36), that 

(37) 

If u is exact on W, u E r., we have (whoa, u*)a=O and hence 

By (37) the inner product on the right tends to 0, and we conclude that 
(WhOW, u*)=O. It follows that WhOW E rho(W). With the help of (34) we 
St'e that thC' difference Wll::-whOW is both in rt.(W) and in rho(W). 
These suhspaces are orthogonal complements, and we must have 
WhO=WhOW· 

Suppose conversely that w=lim whoa in the sense that llw-whoollaooo+O. 
For any a E r. we get 

(w, a*) = lim (w, a*)a = lim (w-whoa. a*)a = 0, 
Cl-•11" Cl-+W 

aiHI WI' ("IIIli" I IId(' 1 hat ell~ r,o( Jr). Tim~ r,,o( W) is fornwd prC'cisdy hy 

th<N' drtll'n·ntial-.. 11hi•l1 c•t\ be nppmximatt>d by difl"et·entials of cla,;s 
I'ho(l.l). 
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We record this result as a theorem: 
Theorem. rAo(W) iB tM limit of rAo(O) for !1-W in tM BmBe that 

wE J1Ao(W) if and only if tl&ere eziBt d.ifferentiaz. WAOO E ru(O) BUCh that 
llw-wAonlln-+0. 

l.f.D. We are interested in determining all differentials on IV whic·h can 
be approximated, in the sense of norm, by Schottky differentials, i.e., by 
differentials in rAO(O)+ r:C,(O). Such differentials can appropriately be 
called Schottky differentials on W, and we denote the linear subspace 
that they form by r s( W). 

Theorem 14C asserts that r AO( W) c r 8 ( W) and hence also r:C,( W) 
c rs(W). It follows that rs(W) contains the linear subspace spanned by 
r AO( W) and rf0( W). Because r 8 ( W) is closed, by the nature of its defini
tion, it will even contain the smallest closed. linear subspace that contains 
r AO( W) and rt,( W). 

With the terminology introduced in 7E we have thus r 8 ::> Cl( r 110 + rt,). 
We claim that the inclusion is an equality: 

Theorem. r 8 =Cl(r 110+ rt0). . 

In the following all orthogonal complements will be with respect to 
r A· Then r ~ = rr •• r:o.J.. = r u• and by Corollary 7E, together with Lemma. 
7F, 

CI(r110 +rto> = (r110 +rto>.J...J.. = <r~un r:,).J... 

We have to show that r8 _l r 11,n rz,. Suppose, therefore, that 
wE r 8 and u E rll.n r: •. We approximate w by differentialswsn=WiaOn+ 
w%on in such a way that llw-w80 1~0-o. Because u and u* are exact, 
(wsn, u)n=O. Hence 

(w, u) = lim (w, u)n = lim (w-wsn, u)n = 0, 
u-w 

which is the desired conclusion. 

14-E. The space run rt has. another representation. If w and w* are 
both exact and harmonic, then w + iw* and ,;; + iw* are exact analytic 
differentials. In other words, we can write w = d.f + dj where J and g are 
analytic functions. Conversely, any such differential belongs to run r:.,. 
Thus r 11,n rt= r ..,+ r.,. and this is an orthogonal decomposition, for 
an analytic and an antianalytic differential are always orthogonal to 
each other. 

We obtain the following decomposition: 
Theorem. On any Riemann mrface r~a= rs+ r.,+ r.,. 
As a particularly interesting consequence we note that r~a= rs if and 

only if r ,. = 0, that is to say if the surface does not allow any nonconstant 
analytic functions with finite Dirichlet integral. Tn the terminology of 
Ch. IV we have thus: 
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Corollary. A BUrfau i8 of cla88 O.,o if and only if aU square integrable 
laarmonic differentials are Sclwttlcy differentials. 

14F. We have found that I'AOni'%Q=0 if W is the interior of a compact 
bordered surface W, while I'Ao= 1':0= I' A if W is of class OHD (Theorem 
llG). The condition I'AOni':C,=O seems thus to be indicative of a strong 
boundary. Other results in this direction are not known. 

15. Harmonic measures 

15A. For the case of a compact bordered surface W we proved in 5C 
that 1'!.( W), the space of semiexact differentials, is the orthogonal 
complement of I'!:(W)ni'!*(W). If we limit ourselves to harmonic 
differentials, then the corresponding result is that I'Ase(W), the apace of 
harmonic semiexact differentials, is the orthogonal complement of 
rt0( W) n rt.< W). 

The space I'Ao n l'~ae has a very simple meaning. Indeed, if w is in this 
spacl'. tlwn w is exact, w=du, and u is a harmonic function which is 
eonstant on each contour. As such u can be written as a linear combination 
of harmonic functions which are 1 on one contour, 0 on all others. Har· 
monic functions with boundary values 0 and 1 are commonly known as 
harmonic measures. We shall borrow this terminology and refer to 
l'~ao n I'~ae as the space of laarmonic measures with the abbreviation I' Am· 
Theorem aC asRerts that T\,/W) and 1'%',.( W) are orthogonal comple· 
ments. 

15B. Tlus rl'~ult \1 Ill now be generalized to open surfae&~. First of all, 
the dl'finition of f~ase is quite easy to extend. InCh. I, 27C, 30D we intro
duced the notion of a dividing cycle. In singular homology theory a cycle 
y is a dividing cycle if and only if, for any compact set E, y is .homologous 
to a eycle that lies completely outside of E. Equivalently, y divides W if 
it is homologous to a cycle on the boundary of any regular region n that 
contains y. 

We define I' ~a, to be the class of all harmonic differentials whose periods 
along the dividing cycles of W are zero, and a differential w with this 
property will be called semiexact. Consider the restriction of a semiexact 
differential w to a subregion 0. Evidently, the restriction will be semiexact 
on n provided that the contours of n are dividing cycles, that is, if n is a 
canonical region in the terminology of Ch. I, 35A. 

15C. As for the definition of I'~am(W) we proceed as in the case of 
Schottky differentials, except that we consider only canonical regions 0. 
f'onsequently, a differential of class I'Am(W) will be defined as one which 
(·nn hl· approximated in norm by differentials of class I'Am(O) with respect 
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to ca1&0Rical rt.gitm.B 0. Precisely, we rA .. (W) if and only if for every 
c > 0 and every compact set E there exists a canonical region 0 ::> E and a 
harmonic measure WA..O E rA .. (Q) such that jjw-WA•niiA< c. 

lSD. Using this terminology we prove~ 
Theorem. TIM B1lh8paou r 1 .. ( W) and rz .. < W) are orlkogO'IIIIl complemu&ts 

in rA(W). 
It is immediate that the spaces are orthogonal. We suppose that 

a e rA,(W) and we rA .. (W). Then, because 0 is canonical, a is semiexact 
on 0, so that (a, wl..n)o=O. We have thus 

(a, w* )0 = (a, w* -wl...n)n, 

and this inner product can be made arbltrurify ~111all. whilt!' .n is •rbitrarily 
large. This implies (a, w*)=O, and the orthogonality is provctl. 

Suppose now that w is harmonic and orthogonal to rt.( W). For a 
canonical region 0, let "'"...n be the projection of w, restricted to 0, on 
r~a111(0). Then w- w11...n e rt.(O). IT 0 c 0' we conclude that w11mn
"'A..n• E r:,,(Q), and hence that wAIIICl-wlamO' j_ WAmO· Therefore, 

llwAmn- "'"-0•11~ = llwAmn•ll~ -llwA..nll~ 
~ ~"'•..n•ll~·-II"'Amnll~· 

We see that llw~amnlln increases with 0. Since ~"'Amnlln~llwll the limitfor 
o-w is finite, and we conclude that "'Am=lim "'Amn exists and lies in 
r,.,.(W). Furthermore, because w-w11mn e rt.(O) and every dividing 
cycle lies in an 0 it follows that w-w11 .. e rz,.. On the other hand 
"' j_ r: .. by assumption and "'"• j_ r:.. by the part of the theorem that 
we have already proved. We conclude that w=wAm, and hence that 
r "• = rz~. Since r"" is obviously closed it is also true that rz,. = r n~· 

The proof requires a comment. We have actually never shown that every 
compact set is contained in a canonical regular region. It is not difficult 
to see, however, that the proof is valid for canonical regions with piecewise 
analytic boundaries. The existence of an exhaustion by such regions 
follows on applying Ch. I, 29 to an analytic triangulation (compare 
with the construction in Ch. II, 12D). 

lSE. The content of the last theorem can also be expressed through the 
orthogonal decomposition 

(38) 

The spaces r ... and r: .. areorthogonal to each other, for r .... c r,lt c r.,. 
Therefore we have also the three-way decomposition 

(39) 
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On pa~<sing to the orthogonal complements, the string of inclusions 
rAm c rAe c rh•e implies rh, ::> rho::> rhm• We have thus, in particular, 
rAm C rAon rAe· It can be expected that rAm= rAon rAe for a large class 
of ~;urfaces, but this property is not universal (see R. Accola [1]). 

lSF. We can use Theorem 15D to strengthen Theorem 12B. The follow
ing additional information is obtained: 

Theorem. Thf .Y,r•tl•cifl9 differP11iinl d(y) aaaociated with a dividing 

C~tyfStJfe#tJ.§J rllm· 
In fac·t, (u•. a(y)*) is the period of w along y. If w is semiexact, this period 

is 0. HE>nce a(y)* j_ rA.,, and we have seen that this implies u(y) E rAm· 

15G. Various generalizations suggest themselves, but because these 
questions have not been subject to systematic research we shall give 
only a brief indication. As in Ch. III, 7D we can fix our attention on the 
cycles which are dividing with respect to a given regular partition P 
of the ideal boundary (Ch. I, 38). We are led to introduce a class 
( P) r A•e which consists of all harmonic differentials with zero periods along 
cycles that are dividing with respect toP. 

For a regular subregion n we consider the partition of its contours which 
is induced by P, and we let the class (P)rAm(O) be formed by all harmonic 
differentials du in n such that u has the same constant value on all 
contours that belong to the same part in the induced partition. For the 
open surface we define (P)rAm as the limit of (P)rAm(O) in the sense of 
norm convergence. With these definitions one shows, exactly as above, 
that ( P)l'1,,. and ( P) r:., are orthogonal complements. 

16. Aoalytie dift'erentials 

16A. Tlu~ orthol.(orml d~!·ompositions that we havt> l'OII"Id•·J• d appc>ar 
tllldt'r a slightl.v dill'cn•ut asp~ct wlwn attt·utwn is n·><tril'tt•d to analytic 
difft•rentmls. 

Lt>t. us first examine the decomposition 

rA = r~~.+r~~.+rs 

derived in 14E. It is clear that an analytic differential has no component 
in r 11e, and its component in rs is analytic. In other words, if we write 
r 11 n rs= r 11S We Obtain 

r~~ = r~~.+r~~s· 

It is thus seen that the orthcgonal complement of r 11e with respect to the 
analytic differentials is formed by the class of all analytic Schottky 
differentials. In a certain sense r liS takes over the role played by rAO· 
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16B. In view of the importance which must now be attached to the 
class of analytic Schottky differentials it is worth while to study them in 
greater detail. Let us first examine the case of a compact bordered 
Riemann surface W. 

If IP is an analytic Schottky differential we can write 

!p = wl+wl 

where W}, W2 E rAO· Since !p·= -itp we have necessarily 

wf-w2 = -i(w1 +wl) 
whence 

w1 +iw2 = iwf-wf. 

But for a compact bordered surface we know that rAon rto=O. Ht:-nce 
w1 +iw2=0 and we obtain 

!p = "'1 +iwt. 
Let us now divide w1 in its real and imaginary parts: w1=a+i{J. We 
obtain 

!p = (a+ia*)+i(fJ+ifJ*). 

Here a and f1 are known to vanish along the border of W. With a change of 
notation we can therefore write 

!p = !pl + i!p2 

where 'Pl• cps are analytic, and real along the border. 
We can state the result as follows: 
An a'TUilytic Sclwttky differential on W 'can be written as the sum of an 

analytic differential which is real along the border and one which is purely 
imaginary along the border. 

The representation is obviously unique. Moreover, 'Pl and 11'2 are 
:-i<·hott ky different.ials, for 

m = 'Pl-tPl + i ('Pl-tPl )* 
T} 2 2 

and !p2 has a similar representation by differentials in r liO and rto· 

16C. An analytic Schottky differential IP on an open surface W is by 
definition a limit of Schottky differentials wso. In particular, the Schottky 
differential of best approximation is obtained from the orthogonal de
composition inn, 

!p = Waeo+wasO· 

Hence !p= lim w 11so, and we see that IP is neceR..~arily a.""* of fl,nalytic 
Schottky differentials. By use of the preceding result it follows that we 
can write 
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where 9'10 and 9'20 are real along the border of n. we are not able to 
assert, however, that 9110 and 9'20 tend separately to limits. 

16D. We proceed to a study of the class r "" of analytic semiexact 
differentials. We start from the decomposition (39) in 15E, 

r. = r.u.n r:..+ r ... + r: .... 
and remark that 

r.u.n r:.. = r_+r:,.. 
For an analytic differential the component in r.,, is 0, and we have thus 

ra = r -+ran (r ... + r:,.). 
In order to simplify the second component, let us suppo,;e tha.t w1. ,,,~ 

E rhm wlule WI +w~ is analytie. We find that wT-w2= -lwl-lw; or 
w2-iwl =wf+iw~. and since r,.,. is orthogonal to r: ... it follows that 
w2=iw1. We conclude: 

Any analytic diflerential9'• 1ta8 a unique representation in the form 

(40) 

where 9'•" is semiexact analytic and WAm is a harmonic measure. 

§3. PERIODS AND SINGULARITIES 

We shall now show how to include harmonic and analytic differentials 
with singularities in our treatment. This is important not only because of 
the greater generality, but above all because there is an interesting 
duality between periods and singularities. In last analysis this duality 
depends on topological properties. It is therefore not surprising that part 
of our efforts have to be spent on the construction of closed differentials 
with given periods and singularities, a problem that is much closer to 
topology than to analysis. 

In the classical case of closed Riemann surfaces the main problem is to 
construct harmonic and analytic differentials from their periods and 
singularities. When we try to generalize the classical results to open sur
faces our emphasis will be on restrictive conditions which guarantee that 
at least part of the classical theory can be extended in a nontrivial manner. 
These restrictions will not bear on the surfaces, but merely on the differ
entials that are brought under consideration. 

17. Singular differentials 

17A. Consider a point po on a Riemann surface W. We say that a 
differential 0 0 defines a singularity at po if it is defined in a punctured 
neighborhood of PO· Another differential e. also defined in a punctured 
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neighborhood of :po, ia said to have the singularity 8o, or to define the 
II&Dle singularity as So, if and only if 8-So ia aqua.re integrable over a. 
punctured neighborhood. If 8 0 ia itself aqua.re integrable ove~ a. punctured 
neighborhood the singularity which it defines may be called removable. 

118. A l&af"m01Jic ringtdarity ia one that can be described by a 8o 
which ia harmonic in a. punctured neighborhood of po. Similarly, we speak 
of an afUJlytic ringtdarity if 9o ia an analytic differential. Every harmonic 
differential eo. even if defined only in a. punctured neighborhood, haa a. 
ata.nda.rd representation eo-cpo+.,lio where 9'0 and 1/Jo are analytic (aee 30). 
Since ll0oll 1 =llcpoll 2 +li.Po~• we see that 8o is a removable singularity if and 
only if cpo and .Po define removable singularities. 

O.r- tflain problem will be to construct globally defined harmonic 
d•ll"1·n·nt ials with given harmonic singularities. For this purpose it is 
evidently sufficient to construct a. harmonic differential with the singu· 
larity cpo, and one with the singularity .p0• In other words, we lose no 
generality by assuming that E>o ia analytic. We shall find this a significant 
simplification. 

17C. The possible isolated analytic singularities are easily determined. 
Suppose that the singular point p 0 corresponds to z = 0 in terms of a local 
variable which maps a. parametric disk onto !z! < 1. We can '\\Tite 0o=ldz 
where I ia analytic for 0 < lz I < 1. 

The Laurent development of I has the form 

... ... 

l(z) = ~ a,.z"'+ ~ b.z-• . 
... o •-t 

The square norm 11/dzlllll, extended over an a.nnulusr< lzl < 1, is found to be 

4tr "'"--(1-rllm+l)lamllll+lb1!•log-+ ~ --(rll-1111-1)lb1112. l ... 1 1 ... 1 ] 
--:-0 2m+2 r 11 _ 2 2n-2 

Hence the singularity ia removable if and only if all b11 are 0. The moat 
general analytic singularity ia thus represented by the singular part 

(41) 

of a. Laurent development. If only a. finite number of the b11 are different 
from zero we say that the singularity is a. pole. We speak also of a. harmonic 
pole in the corresponding sense. 

17D. It ia desirable to interpret the problem of singularities in a. very 
general manner so that it includes the problem of singularities and 
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boundary ht'havior. The following key theorem reduces the problem to 
one that is concerned only with closed differentials: 

Theorem. Let e be a cloaed differential with a finite number of analytic 
Bingularitiu which is analytic outside of a compact set. Then there ezists a 
Unique harmonic differential T SUCh that T-e is of ClasS reO• 

The hypothesis shall mean that e is of class 01 and satisfies de= 0 
except at the singular pointa. The differential .,. will be harmonic except 
for having the same singularities as e. In addition, Twill have the periods 
of e, and in a certain sense T has the same boundary behavior as e. 

The uniqueness is clear, for if Tl and Til are two solutions, then .,.1 -.,.2 

will be harmonic and of class r •0 • Such a differential is necessarily 0 
(Theorem 10A). 

To prove the existence we note that e-ie• is identically zero near 
the singularities and near the ideal boundary. Hence it is square inte
grable and we can use the decomposition theorem (Theorem lOA) to 
obtain 

e-ie* = w11 +w10+w~ 

where the terms on the right belong respectively to r A• r .0 and r:,. On 
rewriting the equation in the form 

e-w10 = ie*+w11 +w~ 

we find that the differential on the left is closed and the differential on 
the right coclosed on any region that does not contain any singular 
points. Hence T = e- WeO is harmonic, and the theorem is proved. 

17E. In all applications e will be identically 0 outside of a compact 
set. This has the consequence that e. and hence T, will have only a. finite 
number of nonzero periods. More precisely, there is a homology basis 
such that .,. has zero period for all but a finite number of cycles in the 
basis. It is by limitations of this nature that we single out a special class 
of singular differentials which can be made the object of more detailed 
study. 

18. Dift'ereatiala of the second kind 

18A. Tnulitionally, an analytic differential is said to be of the first 
kind if it has no singularities, of the second kind if the singularities are 
poles with vanishing residues, that is, with b1 =0, and of the third kind if 
the singularities are arbitrary poles. For the study of differentials of the 
second kind we have thus to consider poles of the form 

(42) 
dz 

111 ~ 0. ht 1kis Jl()tafiot~.% is ~ local Yariable with range Jz I < 1, and ' is the 
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value of z at the singular point. If we were concerned only with the 
e~ of & harmonic dift'erential with the aingularity (42) we could 
just as well take C=O. Actually, it is one of our main objectives to study 
the solution in ita dependence on C. , 

liB. Let r1, r2 be chosen so that ICI < r1 < r2 < 1. We construct an amill
iary function e(z) of class (J2 on lzl <I which is identically 1 for lzl <r1 
and identically 0 for lzl >ra. It can be extended to the wholp ><urfal'fl W 
by setting e=O outside of the disk. a represented by lzl < 1. 

Define 

on a, and set 

I I 
""' = - m+ I. (z- C)"'+i 

edz 
0,.. - cl(ev,..) ... v,.cle + (z _ C)m+Z 

on a, 0,..=0 on W -a. Then 0,.. is closed, of class 01, with the analytic 
aingularity (42). It is also exact and vanishes outside of a compact set. 

By Theorem I7D there exists a unique harmonic differential or,.. such 
that "Tm-0m E r.o. We shall use the standard representation 

"Tm = tpm+'fi,.. 

where 'Pm and 1/J,. are analytic. It is found that 'Pm has the singularity 
(42) while 1/Jm is regular and square integrable. Observe that rpm+t/Jm has 
purely imaginary periods and rp111 - 1/J,. has real periods. 

In order to indicate the dependence on C we write 

'Pm = km(Z, C)dz 

t/lm = k,..(z, C)dz. 

It must be carefully noted, however, that k,.. and km depend not only on 
the value of C. but also on the choice of local variable. 

Observe that Tm, 'Pm and 1/Jm do not depend on the choice of the 
nuxiliur.\ function e<.t). Indeed, if we change~ toe', em will he repla<'ed 
by e:.. = d(e'vm>· The difference e:..- Hm =ci{fe' -e )v,.} IS of d4SS r ~ •. 
Therefore there is no change in "':•· 

18C. Let a=atk be a square integrable analytic differential. We shall 
prove: 

271" 
Lemma. (a, t/Jm) = (m+l)! a<ml(C). 

We have (a, t/Jm)=(a, i'm-cpm)· If it were not for the singularity we 
would have (a:, «Pml = 0, for the integrand a:rp:; = - ia:rpm is identically zero. 
To make legitimate use of this observation we must avoid the singularity 
by excluding a disk 8 about C of radius r. With this precaution we obtain 

(a, t/Jm) = lim (a:, i'm)W-a· 
r-+0 
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For convenience the limit will be written as an improper inner product 
(a:, i'm). and this simplified notation will be used in similar cases whenever 
the limit is known to exist. 

Because Tm-E>m E r.o we have (a:, i'm-em)-0 (see lOA), and thus 
(a:, i'm)=(a:, (;)m)=(0m, a). But E>ma: vanishes for lzl <r1 because 9 81 is 
analytic, and for lzl >ra because E>m=O. Hence 

(0m, a) = -i JJ d(evm)a: = i J tlma: 

~~w~~ w-~ 

and by use of Cauchy's integral formula we obtain 

2'7T 
(a:, .Pm) = (0m, a) = (m+ l)! a<m>(C). 

18D. In the special case m = 0 the lemma yields 

(43) 

or, more explicitly, 

2: J J a(z) ko(z, C) dzdi = a"). 
w 

With the more familiar notation dzdZ = - 2i dzdy this relation takes the 
form 

(44) ~ JJ a(z) ko(z, ') dzdy = a"). 
w 

WI' say that ko(z, C) is the reproducing kerml for analytic differentials 
(Bergman's kernel function, S. Bergman [1]). 

In particular, if C' is another point on W we can apply (44) with 
a(z)=ko(z, nand find 

~ JJ ko(z, r> ko(z, t> d:edy = ko"· C'). 
w 

On interchanging C and C' we obtain ko"'· C)=ko(C, r> or, with a change 
of notation, 

(45) ko(z, t) = ko"' z). 

This law of symmetry shows above all that ko(z, C) is antianalytic in 
the variable C. Moreover, since ko(C, z) dC is independent of the choice of 
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the local variable at C. the same is true of ko(z, C) tiC. We can express this 
result by saying that the double differential ' 

(46) l:o(z, C) cktiC · 
is invariant with respect to changes of both variables. 

The notation is now free from ambiguity. It is well to emphasize, 
however, that (46) is ftOI a aeoond order differential and should not be 
regarded as an exterior product. 

18E. Let us now apply (43) to o:-.P:.=k .. (z, C') tk. We find 

<.P:.. t/lo> .. 2tr A: .. ( C. C'). 
On the other hand, the general form of Lemma 18C applied to a=.Po 
yields 

<.Po• .P:..> = (~2_;1 )! d~: ko(r. C). 

On comparing the two expressions and changing the notation we obtain 

(47) --- 1 d• 
km(C, :z:) = (m+ 1)! dzm ko(z, C). 

The relations (47) show that k .. is obtained from ko by repeated 
differentiations. In particular, km(:z:, C) is antiana.lytic in C. 

18F. Similar results hold for cpm=hm(:z:, C) dz. We show first that 
(a,cpm) exists and equals 0. We have (a,cpm)=(a,cpm+"'m)=(a,Tm)= 
(a, 0m), provided that· the integrals have a meaning. The product (a, 0m) 
is extended over l:z: I ~ r2, but we have to exclude a disk about C of radius 
r. If the circumference of the disk is denoted by y we obtain 

(a, e .. )- (G ... ci) ... -·If e.o: 

·JJa<- -) lim[ i J adz ] == -• t1m6 .. --- - 9 1 · .......o m+1 (z-~o)•+ ,. 
But z-t=r2f(z-C) on y. Hence the integral vanishes, and we have 
proved that 

(48) (a, cpm) = 0. 

For this formula it ia eaaential that the inner product be defined as a 
Cauchy limit, i.e., by excluding circular disks centered at C. 

18G. When C ia replaced by C' we add a prime to all notations. In order 
to express 91• in terms of cpo we note that (.p:,., cp0)=(.P0, cp .. )=O implies 
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(T111, f~*)=(q>111 +.Pm. iq>0-ir/J0)=0. On the other hand (T111 -0111, f0*-e0•). 
=0 because T 111-0111 E I' eO• f0*-(:)0* E r:, and (0111, (:)0*)=0, provided 
that W<' llf'e nonoverlapping neighborhoods of,, r. We have thus 

(T111, (:)0*)+(0111, f 0*) = o, 
or 

(0,., f 0*) = (00 , f!). 

For the first of these inner products one obtains by partial integration 

Similarly, 

(9,. 1~*) = liltf f•·"~ r-+O 
'JI 

=lim [--1-Jho(z,,')dz+~dz] 
r-o m+ 1 (z- ')m+l 

y 

(0 , -•) = 1. [-J hm(Z, ')dz+k,;JZ,1idZ] u 0 , T 111 1m Y' r-o z-., 
y' 

We have shown that 

For m = 0 the formula shows that ho is symmetric, 

and for nl"bitrary m we obtain, in analogy with (47), 

(40) 

In particular, h111(z, ') depends analytically on ,, and ho(z, ') dzd' has 
invariant meaning. 

ISH. We summarize the main results in a theorem: 
Theorem. With every si711J'Ularity of the form (z-C)-m-2dz, m!r:;O, there is 

associated, through an explicit construction, an exact differential 0 111 with 
compact support which exhibits the given Bi111J'Ularity. This 0 111 is determined 
up to a differential of class I'!o, and there uists a unique harmonic differential 
Tm s-uch that Tm- 0m E I' tO· 
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On writing Tm = 'Pm + {1,., 'Pm = A,.(z, C) tlz, t/Jm -=lc,.(z, C) tlz the analytic 

rliJ!uentiall ""'' .p,. are connectetl by 

1 d"' 
la.m(Z, C) = (m+ 1)! tlzm Ao(z, C) 

----- 1 d"' 
lc,.(C, z) = (m+ 1)! tlzm lco(z, C), 

a71tlla.o, leo BDJ,i&fy the 81JmmUf'1/ relation8 

Ao(z, C) = la.o(C, z), ko(z, C) = leo( C. z). 

The di!ferentiall t/J,. have the reprotlfACing· properly 

2w 
(«, t/J,.) = (m+ 1)! a<"'>( C) 

for all «=adzE r., while the tpm BDJ,i&fy («, tpm)=O, provided that the wner 
product is interpreted aa a Cauchy limit. 

19. Dift'el'elltials and ebaiaa 

19A. In the Laurent development 

of a singular differential e the coefficient bl is called the reaidue at '· 
It is independent of the choice of the local variable, for 

b1 == 2~ I e ,. 
where y is a closed curve that encircles C. Suppose that 9 is a closed 
diffcrPntial with finitely many analytic singularities C1, residues b11· If 9 
hns compact support, we obtain, for sufficiently large n, 

~ b11 = ~ 2~ I 0 = 2~ I 0 = o. 
,., 11(0) 

Hence, in order that there exist a closed differential e with compact 
support and given singularities, it i8 11UM80.f'1/ that the BUm of the ruidue8 
be 0. 

19B. The simplest case is represented by a singularity 

( 1 1 ) --- tlz z-Cs z-C1 
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where t1, t2 at·e points in the same parametric disk !::!., mapped on lzl <I. 
We assume that lt1!. ltzl<r1<rz<l and choose the auxiliary function 
e(z) as in 18B. We define a single-valued branch of 

z-tz 
v = log--r 

z- .. 1 

in r1 < lzl < 1. Using this branch we set 

(50) 
{(

- 1 --1 )ch for lz I ~ 1'1 
z-tz z-t1 

e-- d(ev) for r1 < lzl < 1 ----· 

0 out!!ide of !::!.. 

lt is wnlit·d that (:) E ()I and d0 = 0, except at t1. t2. 

19f:. By ·rt,eote- IiI) tJtuot exi1t5 • Ill! it tAt! k'"'o"ic dilleruati•t lU~ 
thatr-fis-r10. 

This time e and T are exact on W -1::!., but not on W. In order to 
dPtcrnlm(• the periods we observe that any cycle y can be written in 
the form yo+ y1 where yo lies on 6: and Y1 on W -1::!.. The period along y is 
equal to the period along yo. But yo can be regarded as a cycle on lzl ~ 1, 
and we find (Ch. I, IOC) that the period of e, and hence of -r, equals 
2m[n(yo, t2) -n(yo, t1)]. 

To express this result in a different way we join t 1 to t2 by an arc c 
in !::!.. It can be assumed that c belongs to a triangulation K, and yo to 
its dual K*. Then the intersection number c x yo is defined. On recalling 
that a x b is positive if b crosses a from left to right (Ch. I, 31A) it is seen 
that n(yo, t2)-n(yo, tl)=cXyo=CXy. Tkt period of e (or-r) along any 
cycle y on W- {tl. tz} is ll&tu equal eo 271'i(c x y). 

More generally, y can be replaced by any finite chain whose boundary 
lies outside of !::!.. There is still a representation y=yo+y1 where yo is a 
cycle on 6:. We find again that the integral of e along y is given by 
2m(c x yo) or, if we prefer, 2m(c x y). Naturally, there is no corresponding 
result for -r. 

19D. The construction of e depends on !::!., but the periods depend only 
on c, and in fact only on the homology class of c (for fixed t1, t2). Suppose 
that we replace 1::!. by !::!.' and c by c'..., c, contained in !::!.'. We construct e• 
in the same way as e. Then e• -e is exact, e• -e=ds, and sis constant 
in each component of W- (I::!. u !::!.'). 

Let n be a canonical region (see Ch. I, 35A) which contains 1::!. u !::!.'. 
Any two components of W -!l can be joined by apathy which avoids!::!.. 
Then cxy=O and, by a slight modification of Theorem 31B, Ch. I, 
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c' x y=O. It follows by the reasoning at the end of 100 that B has the same 
value in all components of W -n, and hence that 0' -0 e r:o. We con
clude that T does not change. In particular, the choice of local variable 
has no influenct' on T. ' 

In order to indicate the dependence on c we shall write T=T(c), and 
also, as in 18B, T=fl+fi with fP=fP(C)=h(z, c)dz, .P=r/J(c)=k(z, c)dz. 
Because the singularities are analytic .pis regular. 

We extend the definition of T(c) to arbitrary finite chains c, whether 
simplicial or singular, by making the mapping c-+-r(c) linear. In other 
words, we postulate that T(cl+ca)=T(cl)+T(c:a). The notations fl(c) and 
t/J(c) are extended in the same manner. We can also choose, by linearity, a 
9(c) for each c, but it must be remembered that 9(c) is determined only 
up to a differentia) of Cli\IIS r:o. 

Thl' >-1111-(Uiarities depend only on tht> boundary fe. It iK found, indeed, 
·Ut•f- 9,., and cp hnv<' 11imple poles wit.h residue!! equal to the coefficients 
i" ac. Thl! differentials are regular if and only if c is a cycle. 

19E. As in 18 we wish to compute (ex, fl) and (ex, t/J) when ex is an analytic 
differential. It is sufficient to consider the original case where c is an arc 
in~. 

We have again (ex, t/J)=(ex, i')=(ex, G), and since ex9=0 for lzl <r1 the 
last inner product needs to be extended only over r1 < lzl <ra. We obtain 

(ex, Q) = (9, li) = -i II d(ev)ex = i I vex 
r,<l•l<r, 1•1-r, 

= 2w[a(Ca)-a(Cl)] = 271" I a. 
e 

We have shown that 

(51) 

This is the reproducing property of .p. 

19F. Let us choose ex=t/Jo=ko(z, C) dz in (51). We obtain 

(t/Jo, t/J) = 2w I ko(z, C) dz . 
while, by (43), 
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Thus 

k(C, c) = I ko(z, C) dz 

• 
or, with a change of notation, 

(52) k(z, c) = J ko(z, C)dt . 

• 

[19G 

We see that 'k(z, c) can be obtained from ko(z, C) by integration just as 
km was obtained by differentiation. 

We remark that formulas (51) and (52) are of course valid for arbitrary 
chains. 

19G. The computation of (a, 9') is quite similar. We have (a, 9') = 
(a, 'T) =(a, 0), and if Yl· ys denote small circles about C1. Cz we obtain 

(a, 0) = i JJ da0 = lim [-i J a0] 
Ya+Y1 

=lim [-i J a(- dZ __ dz )] =lim [i J a(~-~)] 
z-tz z-t1 z-Cz z-Cl 

~·~ ~·~ 

= -21T[a(Cz)-a(CI)] = -2'11" Ja. 

The final formula reads 

(53) (a, 9') = -2'11" I a. 

• 
By combining (51) and (53) we can compute (w, .,.•) for an arbitrary 

harmonic differential w. If w=a+P we find (w, .,.•)=(a+P. -i!p+i.P)= 
i(a, 9')- i(p, {1), and hence 

(54) (w, 'T*) = - 21ri J (tl. 

19H. Finally, we derive an integral representation for h(z, c) similar to 
(52). By (4R) and (53) we have first 

(To, f*) = (9'o+.Po. i~-irp) = i(!po, rp)-i({lo, ~) 

=2m J .Po . 

• 
On thf' other hand, (r0 -(·)o, f*-0*)=0 hy virtue of the relation 
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r. J.. r:,. It is legitimate to assume that E>o and e have disjoint supports, 
in which case (E>o, e•)=O. The orthogonality relation can therefore be 
written in the form 

('ro, T•) = (TO, e•) + (8o, f•) 

= -i(9'0. e)-i(,.lio. e)-i(cp, eo)+i(,.li, eo). 

These inner products can be evaluated by the methods in 19E, 19G, 18C, 
ISF respectively. Indeed, it is found that singularities outside the support 
of 8 or 9o have no influence on the result. We find 

(9'0, e) = 2'11' f 9'0 
c 

(cp, eo) = 2.,. h(C. c) 

(,.li, eo)= 0. 

When these results are combined we obtain 

or, in different notation, 

(55) h(z, c) = - J ho(z, C)dC • 
• 

191. We give again a summary of the most important results: 
Theorem. To each finite chain c there is a8Bigned a closed differential 

0=8(c) with compact support. It ha8 Bimpk polu with rellid'UU equal to the 
coefficients in oc, and it is unique up to differentials of claB8 r!o. Oorre.tlpo71il.. 
ing to &(e) there exist.~ a unique harmonic differential T=T(c) 8UcA that 

1'-Q e reo-
On writin.g T(c) =cp(c) +r/J(c), cp(c) =h~. c)clr, (s(cJ=kCz~ c)dr ~ /tav~ 

h(z, c) ~ - J ho(z, C)dC 
• 

k(z, c) = J ko(z, CJdt 

• 
and 

(a, rp) = -(a, cp) = 2'11' J a 

c 
for analytic a. 
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TMformula 

(cu, T*) = - 27ri I cu 
~ 

holds for aU harmonic cu. 

20. Dift'ereutials and perioda 
20A. We examine in greater detail the case where cis a cycle. It has 

already been pointed out that T(c), 9>(c) and Y,(c) are all three regular. 
Formula (54) gives the representation of a period of any harmonic 

differential cu as an inner product. If we compare it with t.he 11tandard 
formula (30), 12B, 

I cu = (cu, a(c)*) 
e 

it is seen that 

(56) T(C) = 27ria(c). 

But a(c) is real. Hence T(C)='P(c)+Y,(c) is purely imaginary, that is, 
Re{,(c) + rp(r)}=O. Because cp(c)+rp(c) is analytic, we have rp(c) = -cp(c) and 

I 1 
(57) a(c) = - Im cp(c) = -- Im rp(c) . .,. .,. 

208. It was shown in 190 that the period of T(c) along a cycle y is 

I T(c) = 27ri(c x y) . 
.,. 

If wP st-t ca-c,, ya!.Q w~ IJ•~• 
(C1(Ca), cr(C:2)*) = Ct X C2. 

Theorem. If cis a finite cycle, then 9'(c)= -Y,(c) and a(c)= 2~i T(C)= 

~ Im 9>(c). For any pair of finite cyclu (a(ct), a(cz)*)=ct x cz . .,. 
Above all, the periods of a(c) are integers. 

20C. If tl is a dividing cycle we recall that a(d) is of class r""' (Theorem 
15F). 

Theorem. Let c run tkrOWJh aU cyclu and let tl run thrOWJh aU dividing 
cyclu. TMn IM a(c) span rAo and IM a(tl) span r""'" 

If the first assertion were not true there would exist (Theorem 7D) a 
nonzero (I) e r,.o which is orthogonal to all a(c). But ((I), a(c)) = ((1)*, a(c)*) 
=Oforall cwouldimplythat (l)*isexact. This is a contradiction, for r,.oJ.r: •. 
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Similarly, (w, a(d))==O for all dividing cycles d would mean that w* is 
aemiexact, w e r:,_. By Theorem 15D rt,. is orthogonal to r Alit• and we 
conclude aa above that the a(d) must span all of rA•· 

20D. InCh. I, 31G we introduced a canonical homology basis modulo 
dividing cycles consisting of cycles A,., B~ whose only nonzero inter
section numbers are A,. x B,. = 1. It follows from Theorem 20B that 
a(A11) baa period 1 over B,., a(B,.) baa period -1 over A,., and otherwise 
all periods of a(A11), a(B,.) over cycles that belong to the homology 
basis are 0. 

The following result on the existence of harmonic ditferentials with 
given periods is obtained: 

Theorem. Ther~ e:eiBts a Bemiuact l&amaonie dif/u~nt.ial with arbitrarily 
prescribed ~riotla over finildy many cyclu A,., B,. and puiot/.1 0 over aU 
other cyrlP.~ in a canoniral basia. The diJI~r~nt.ial i8 uniqu,Uy tktumimd if 
it is retJ11i nd to lie ;, r;O' 

It is clear that T = ~(y11a(A11)- x,.a(B,.)) has periods :;(,., y,. over A111 g,., 
We can write T = T_u + T%'0, and it .is seen that T:C, is the unique solution 
. 'r• m Ao· 

20E. We have reached the point where it is trivial to prove the con
verse of Theorem 15F. The full theorem is stated aa follows: 

Theorem. A cyck d i8 dividing if and lmly if a( d) i8 ezad. If a( d) i8 exact 

it U ~V~n of cla88 rAm· 
We have already proved that a(d) E r .. m cr ... whenever dis dividing. 

Any cycle d is homologous to a finite linear combination ~ (x11An + y.B,.) 
modulo dividing cycles. If a( d) is exact it follows that ~ (x.a(Aa) + 
y,.a(B11 )) is exact. But this finite sum baa periods x11 along B,. and -y. 
along A,.. Hence all x11 , y11 are 0, and we conclude that dis a dividing cycle. 

Corollary. Ther~ exUt8 a nonzero .tqUtJr~ int.egrabk l&amaonic differential 
on any nonplanar Riemann BUrfau. 

By assumption there exists a nondividing cycle c. The theorem shows 
that a(c) is not exact and thus not identically 0. In other words, r11 jo. 

21. The main esiatence theorem 

21A. The preceding considerations make it clear that it is possible 
to construct a closed differential e with compact support, with a finite 
number of prescribed polar singularities and a finite number of given 
periods (in the aenae of Theorem 20D), provided merely that the sum of 
the residues is zero. Indeed, we can start by constructing a linear com
bination of differentials e. whose singularities correspond to the terms 
of order greater than one in the given Laurent developments. Next, 
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because the sum of the residues is zero, there exists a finite linear com
bination of differentials 0(c) whose singularities are simple poles with 
the prescribed residues. It remains to find an everywhere regular 0 with 
given periods Xn, Yn over An, Bn. Provided that only a finite number of 
!len, y,. AR #O an explicit solution is given by 

1 
0 = 211'i ~ [yn0(An)-xn0(Bn)]. 

The desired differential is the sum of the three differentials obtained in 
these steps. 

21B. If fi i!f c!t -~•Jj,.l\ of tw •forPmPntioned problem there exit~ts a 
•u•itu~ b•rmoraic 7' Stich 1h•t r-9 E r,o, either directly by Theorem 
171>, or "·'· appheatwn of Theorems ISH and 191. This.,. is a harmonic 
dlffl'rl'ntial ,~·ith the given singularities and periods. However, .,. is in 
gt>neral not the only solution, even if we agree to consider only differ
entials which are square integrable in a neighborhood of the ideal boundary. 
Indeed, the general solution is of course given by T+w,.,, Wfae E r1a •• and 
ro\e=O only if w is of class OHD· 

In order to select a distinguished unique solution we let ourselves be 
guided by the uniqueness result in Theorem 20D. Because the solution 
has singularities we can not require that it belong to r,:0 , but we 
can at least fix our attention on the most important characteristic of 
differentials in r1ao. namely the vanishing of the periods over all dividing 
cycles. 

21C. Let us re-examine the proof of Theorem 17D. Given 0 we applied 
the decomposition theorem to write 

0-i0* = w11 +w.o+w:0, 

and w1• fi mnd that .,. = (~)- w,o is harmonic. Let Uti also decompose wh h_v 
use of Theorem 151>: 

It fnllm\>- from thcst• t•quation" that 

Since 0 vani~:~hes outside of a compact set we recognize that (T-wo\m)* 
is semi exact (disregarding periods around poles with non vanishing residues). 
Consequently, 

(58) 

is a solution whose conjugate i'* is semiexact. 
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21D. The preceding condition does uot yet make T uniq~ f«W if -r' 
is another solution, we can merely assert that "f--F' E r:.., and l't,. is 
not orthogonal to r 11 •• However, -r satisfies a much stronger condition 
which finds its expression in the fact that "f =E)-WeO- W/1;.. is of the form 
Wllm + weo outside of a compact set. Let us therefore introduce the following 
definition : 

Definition. A harmonic differential "f whose only singularities are har
monic pole& iB aaid to be di&tingui&lwl if 

(1) .,. haB mni&hing period& over all dividi119 cycles which lie out&ide of a 
BUJfi.ciently large compad Bet, 

(2) there ezi&t differential& WAm E r/lm, WeO E reo n rl BUCk that 
-r = WAn• + weo out&ide of a compact Bet. 

It iK a consequence of the definition that -r has only a finite number of 
poles and a finite number of nonzero periods with respect to o. given 
homology basis. Note that we have strengthened the condition ""'O e r.o 
to WeO E reO n rt. The stronger condition is fulfilled for., defint•d by (5H). 
Indeed, we have -r=0-weo-w~am. and since "f-0 and w~am art• of claD 0 1 

the same is true of weo· 

21E. The above definition leads to the following existence and unique
ness theorem : 

Theorem. There exiBt8 a unique di&tingui&lwl harmonic differential with 
a finite number of harmonic pole,& with given Laurent development& and a 
finite number of given period&. 

The phrase "a finite number of given periods" means the following: 
There is given a homology basis {A., B.} modulo dividing cycles on the 
surface punctured at the poles. The differential is to have prescribed periods 
over these cycles, but only a finite number of the prescribed values are 
different from zero. 

The existence has already been established. To prove the uniqueneBR, 
suppm~e that "f and .,. are two solutions. The difference w="f-"f' belongs 
"fl) rlfefl rz,., and w-Whm-W,o has Compact Carrier for a certain ChOiCe 
of Whwf rllm and WtO E reO n rl. Because of these conditions we can set 
w- wit.,- weo = df where f is constant in each complementary component 
of a sufficiently large regular region n. Choose any a E r~a ... Then 

(dj, a•) = (dj, a•)o = - J fii = 0 
11(0) 

because f is constant on each part of fJ(O.) that bounds a component of 
W- 0., and the corresponding periods of ii are 0. Since it is also true th~ 
(w11.,, a•)=O and (weo. a•)=O it follows that w 1. r:, •. and hence th~ 
w=O. The uniqueness is proved. 
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We take notice of the following obvious corollary: 
Corollary. A regular and exact distinguuhed harmonic differential i8 

identically zero. 

21F. We use notations f 111 , f(c) for the distinguished differentials with 
the same singularities and periods as -r111, -r(c). We shall also use the stan
dard decomposition f='i'+(~)-. Here 'i'= i(f+if*) and~= i(f-if*)- are 
evidently semiexact. To guard against misunderstandings that may be 
caused by the notation we empha1dze that 'i' and ~ are in general not 
distinguished. 

A regular distinguished differential is always of class rAO· Indeed, we 
have f = "'""' + w.o outside of a compact set. This implies f- "'""'-weo = 
WcO e r.o. and since rAm c rAo it follows that., e rAO· 

Con~idc·r now tht> difference f--r for any choice of singularities and 
periods. Btc:41t8e .,..:.S+w,o we have f--r=w,. 111 +weo out!lidc• of a com
pact set. Since 7--r iH exact we can repeat the reasoning usl'd lor proving 
thE' uniquNleRS in Theorem 21E to conclude that ~-., J. r;.,. This 
HhowH that "-T€ l\ 711 • ~ stronger rc>sult than the -irivi41 stntc•Jut•nt 
-r-TE rh•· 

Suppose that a is analytic and semiexact. Then a and a*= - ia are also 
semiexact, and it follows that (a, f--r) =(a, f--r) =0 &R well as (a, f* --r*) 
=(a, f*--r*)=O. These results imply (a,'i')=(a,!p) and (a,~)=(a,t/J). Thus 
'i' and ~ have the same reproducing properties as 9' and .p, bvl rmly with 
reapect to Bemiezact analytic di.lferentialB. 

Since 'i'm and ~111 , 'i'(c) and ~(c) are themselves semiexact the symmetry 
properties can be proved in the same way as before. Briefly: 

TlwwemB ISH andl91 remain valid, with modified notationB, exupt that 
the di!JerentialB a mtUt be a&9Umed aemiezact. 

21G. By passing from -r to f we have lost some of the reproducing 
power, but we have gained a more important advantage, namely unique 
solutions to the problem of periods and singularities. 

The advantage shows up very clearly when we replace a(c), the 
reproducing differential for a cycle c, by the corresponding a(c). Suppose 
that "'=a+ p e r u. n r:... Then a and {J are both Remiexact and we 
obtain, as a counterpart of (54), 

(w, f(c)*) = -2m J w. 

Hence, on setting 

1 
cJ(c) = 2m f(c), 
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we have 

(59) (cu, cl(c)*) = I cu 
0 

for all Cll E rAN n r:,.. 
It follows from (59) that cJ(c) is real, and hence ~(c)= -1/i(c), 

1 
cJ(c) = -- Im 1/i(c). 

" 
We have already pointed out that f(c)-T(C) E rAm• Hence a(c) and a(c) 
have the same periods, and since cl(c) e rAN n r:., we find by (59) and 
20B 

(60) 

Actually, since cJ(c)-a(c) ErA,.. and a(c) E rAo (see 200) we have 
a(cl e I',_.n r: ... Tht• following theorem shows that there is a one to one 
cowespolld&nce between the a(c) and the relative homology classes 
wtod.-lo c4iyiding <'ycleH: 

1'heorem. A cycle c i8 dividing if antl only if a(c)=O. If c runs through 
all cyclu tht. cl(c) Bpaft r AO n r:,.. 

First, if a(c)=O, then (60) shows that c has zero intersection with all 
cycles, and hence cis dividing (Ch. I, 31E). Second, if cJ(c)=O then a(c) e 
rAm 80 that c is dividing, by Theorem 20E. Third, if cu E r AD n r:,. is 
orthogonal to all cJ(c), then cu* E rA•• and rAO j_ r:. implies that cu=O. 

218. It seems worth while to point out that .P=T, regardless of the 
singularitiesandperiods,ifandonlyifr •• =o or,equivalently, if rh = rhll• 

The condition is certainly sufficient, for we have shown that 1'-Te T'"11m· 
It is also necessary, for if cJ(c) =a( c) for all cycles we conclude by Theorems 
200 and 21G that rAo=rAOn r:.,. Hence rAGe r:.,, and on p&BBiJ 

to the orthogonal complements we see that rAm C r:.. Thus r hi C r AD n 
rz ..... o. 

In particular, .,=T if wE OHD. for then r •• c rAe=O. 

22. Ahel's theorem 

UA. The cl&BBical theory deals only with closed surfaces. A function f 
which is analytic except for poles is called a rational function, and one 
of the important problems is to determine conditions on the zeros and 
poles of rational functions. 

For arbitrary meromorphic functions on an open surface there are no 
such conditions (H. Behnke, K. Stein [2]). However, if the functions are 
re~~tricted in a suitable manner we will show that it is possible to derive a 
close analogue of Abel's cl&BBical theorem (see, e.g., H. Weyl [4]). 
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22B. Huppose that f is meromorphic and not id,·nti,·all.\ 0 on the 
Riemann surface Jr. opt•n or elm<t•!l. Tlwn d log J is an anal~·t1c dillt·r
cntial with simple poles at the pole,; and zeros off; the residues are equal 
to the conesponding multiplicities, counted positive at the zeros, negative 
at the poles. Moreover, the periods of d log/ are integral multiples of 2m. 

As a. restriction on f we shall require that d log f is a distinguished 
harmonic differential in the sense of Definition 21D. Because of the close 
analogy with rational functions we shall say that a. function f which 
satisfies this condition is quaBi-rational. 

It is an immediate consequence of the definition that f has only a 
finite number of zeros and poles. Secondly, because d logJfulfills condition 
(1) of Definition 21D, the sum of the residues is zero. This means thatfha.s 
equally many zeros and poles, counted with multiplicities. 

We denote the zeros off by at.···, a,. and the poles by b1, • • ·, b,., 
multiple zeros and poles being repeated. The 0-chain 2: (a1-IJ1) is called 
the di l'i.~or of f. 

22C. We are going to prove the following generalization of Abel's 
theorem: 

Theorem. In order tlwt a given 0-chain be the divisor of a quasi-rational 
function it is nece88ary and sufficient tlwt the 0-r-hain ran be umtten in the 
form oc 'Where c has the property tlwt 

(61) 

c 

for aU semiexact square integrable analytic differentials on W. 
We suppose first that f is a given quasi-rational function. Because 

there are equally many zeros and poles the divisor off can certainly be 
written as the boundary oc of a 1-dimensional chain c, which is deter
mined up to a cycle. 

We form i'(c)=!p(c)+[.P(c)]-. Then 'X=d logf-!p(c) is a square integ
rable analytic differential. Indeed, it has no singularities, and by assump
tion d logf=whm+weo outside of a compact set, so that d log/ is square 
integrable over a neighborhood of the ideal boundary. 

We observe that Re('X-.P(c))=Re(Z-[.j;(r)l )=d log 1/1-Re i'(c) is 
regular and distinguished. Moreover, it is exact, for the periods of i'(c), 
equal to the periods of T(C), are multiples of t1ri (see 19C). But a regular 
and PXaC't di>~tinguished differential is identically 0 (Corollary 21E). 
Hcnt•t• Hc(Z-.,b(c))=O, and !Iince 'X-.j;(r) i;; analytic thi11 implie!! Z=.P(c). 

The equation '1. = .j;(c) can be written in the form 

d log/ = !p(c) +.P(c) = i'(c) + tilm .j;(r). 

We conclude that Im .P(c) is distinguiHhed. For this reason Im .P<c) has only 
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a fin•t .. uumher of nonzero periods with respect to a. given canonical basis. 
Tho• periods are integral multiples of.,.. By Theorem 21E, or at least by 
going back to the proof of Theorem 20D, we can find a. cycle co such that 

cJ(co)=~ of(co) ha.s the periods of~ Im ~(c). Then if(C0)-2 Im ~(c) is 

exact and distinguished, and consequently equal to 0. We have thus 
2 Im ~(c)= iof(co) = 2 Im ~(co), from which it follows that ~(c)= ~(co), or 
~(c-co)=O. 

We conclude by the reproducing property of~ (see (51), 19E, and 21F) 
that 

J " = 2..,. (a, ~(c-eo)) = 0 

•-eo 
for all semiexa.ct analytic a. We have shown that c-eo ha.s the properties 
claimed in the theorem. 

22D. The converse is very easy. If c satisfies (61) for all semiexact 
analytic a, then (a, ~(c))=O, andsince~(c) isitselfsemiexact (21F) we have 
necessarily ~(c)=O. Then -f(c)=f(c), and we see that f(c) is an analytic 
differential all of whose periods are multiples of 2m. This means, auto
matically, that we can write f(c)=dlogf with a single-valued f. The 
relation d log/=f(c) shows that d logf is distinguished, i.e., J is quasi
rational, and that its divisor is precisely oc. The proof of Theorem 22C 
i11 complete. · 

22E. It can of course happen that there are no quasi-rational functions 
on W other than constants. In that case Theorem 22C, far from being 
void of content, informs us that no chain c which is not a cycle can have 
the property expressed by (61). 

For closed surfaces we have the other extreme: all meromorphic 
functiom; are quasi-rational and all differentials are semiexact. The 
theorem reduces to one of the cla.ssical formulations of Abel's theorem. 

23. The bilinear relation 

23A. Under certain circumstances it i~:~ pos:.1hle to Cll.pn·,.,. 1111 lllllt'l" 

product of the form (w, a*) in terms of the periods of w and a. Naturally, 
w and a must be closed, but they must also be subject to additional 
restrictions, particularly in regard to their behavior near the ideal 
boundary. 

It is no restriction at all to aSIIume that w and a are harmonic. Indeed, 
we can write w=wA+weo. a=aA+a.o where the subscripts indicate, as 
usual, that W,\, a" E rA and Weo. aeo E r.o. With this decomposition we 
have (w, a*)= (wh, at). On the other hand, w and a have the same periods 
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as "'A and ah. Therefore, if ("'A• at) can be expressed through the periods 
the same is true of (w, a*). 

23B. We make the drastic assumption that a is semiexact and has only 
a finite number of nonzero periods (in the usual sense). As for w it will be 
assumed that w E rAO· 

Let the A11-periods of a be denoted by z,., the B,.-periodH hy y 71 • Then 

ao = a- ~ [y11a(A11) -x11a(B11)] 

has no periods whatsoever, that is, a0 is exact. Hence (w, a~)=O, and we 
obtain 

(w, a*) = ~ [j11(w, a(A11)*)-Z,.(w, a(B11)*)]. 

But (w, a(A,.)*) and (w, a(B11)*) &lie the periods of w along A,. and B11• 

The formula can be rewritten as 

(62) 

This is Riemann's bilinear relation. We Mtate the conditions under 
which we have proved it: 

Theorem. The bilinear relation (62) holds whenever w is of class r e0 

while a is .~emiexru:t and possesses only a finite number of nonzero periods. 
We make the observation that the bilinear relation is symmetric in 

wand a. Therefore, wand a can be interchanged in the hypothesis. 
The conditions of the theorem are sufficiently broad to include the 

classical case of any two differentials on a closed surface. 

23C. It is natural to ask whether the bilinear relation remains valid in 
the pre:;t-nce of infinitely many periods. Complete results are not known, 
hut intcrl"sting partial answt•r:; are given in L. Ahlfor~ [13), A. Pflugt>r 
[7, 10], ancl R. Accola [1]. 

§4-. THE CLASSICAL THEORY 

It cannot be denied that the classical theory of Abelian integrals has 
a scope which goes far beyond what one can hope to recapture in the 
more general setting of open surfaces. The reason is that the algebraic 
methods do not carry over to the noncompact case. 

The theory of closed Riemann surfaces is equivalent to the theory of 
algebraic curves, or to the theory of algebraic functions of one variable. 
It is therefore mainly algebraic in character, although it uses function
theoretic methods as an essential tool. In accordance with the plan of this 
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book we shall discUBB these traD8Clelldental methods, especially in con
nection with the general existence theorems, but for full appreciation of 
their implications the reader must be referred to treatises on algebraic 
geometry. 

24.. AuJytie ditl'erentiala OD ebed aurf'aeee 
MA. A closed Riemann surface has a canonical homology basis of the 

form A1, B1, · · ·, A,, B, where g is the genus of the surface. It is evident 
that the corresponding harmonic differenti&ls a{At). a(Bt). · · ·, a(A,), 
a(B,) with one nonzero period each form a basis for the space rA of all 
harmonic differentials. Hence rA is a vector space of dimension 2g over 
the complex numbers. 

In the classical theory the emphasis is usually on the analytic differ
entials. Since every harmonic differential has a unique representation 
w=rp+{l as a sum of an analytic and an antianalytic differential it is 
immediate that the space of harmonic differentials has twice the dimension 
of the space of analytic differentials. We conclude: 

Theorem. 1'he analyhc differenticd8 on 4 ~ Riol411 II Jqr/ftce of,_.,., 
g form a vector space of dime118ion g over the complex numbers. 

248. The space of analytic differentials is denoted by r •. Let the 
A-periods of a differential tp E r. be Zt, ...• x,. The mapping which carries 
tp into the vector (zt, · · ·, z,) is linear. Suppose that cpo is mapped on 
(0, · · ·, 0), that is to say that cpo has no A-periods. If we apply the bilinear 
relation (62) to w=tpo, a=icpo it follows at once that llcpoll2= (w, a*) =0, 
and hence that cpo-0. This shows that the mapping of tp on its A-periods 
is one to one, and since r. is g-dimensional it is also onto. We have 
proved: 

Theorem. There exist& a unique analytic differential with given A-periods. 

24C. In particular, for every 1: = 1, · • · , g there exists a unique analytic 
differential at whose Ac-periods are 0 for i=Fk and 1 for i=k. We denote 
theBr-period of at by Ztl· 

Theorem. The differenticd8 at, k = l, · · · , g, form a basis for r a, t111Jd the 
matrix Z = llztrll has the following properties: Z is nonsingular, symmetric, 
ttnd Im Z is negative definite. 

The firt~t assertion requiret1 no proof. To derive the properties of Z we 
make use of the bilinear relation. We know that (at, cii)=O. On the other 
hand, by (62), 

(at. iii) = i(at. ar> = ~ i [I at I a,- I at I a,] = i(zrt-Ztr). 
I• At Bt Bt At 

Hence ztr = Zrt. 
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By similar calculation 

(a~:, a1) = -i(ak, aT)= -i(z1~:-zk1) = -2 Im z~:1 · 

But the matrix ll(a~:, al)ll is positive definite, for 

Ill tal+··· +tga,ll 2 = 2 (a~:, al)ttl~ > 0 
k,l 

except when all t1 are zero. We conclude that Im Z is negative definite. 
Suppose that Z were singular. Then there would exist x,, · · ·, x1 , not 

all 0, such that 2 z,1 x1=0 for all i. The resulting equation 2 zc1 x, x1=0 
j 0 

implies ,Lzo i"1 ~J=O hecam~e of the symmetry of Z. These two equations 
w 

arl" irrt·c·orwilahl .. wif, i~t nl!'g:41in• cl .. finift•nc>s~ of IM Z, H1•rwc> Z iH non-
~ingular 

2.f.D. Thl' matrix Z Herves to determine the B-periods of an analytic 
diffl'rential whose A-periods are given. In fact, if the A-periods x1, · · ·, x, 
an• c•on:-.ulered as components of a vertical vector x, then the B-periods 
are evidently the components of Zx. 

Let us also regard a=(at, .. ·,a,) and u(A)=(a(At), .. ·, u(A 1)), 

a( B)= (a(Bt), · · ·, u(B1 )) as vertical vectors. Then we have 

a= -a(B)+Zu(A) 

for the components of both sides are harmonic differentials with the sa.me 
periods. 

Since a* = - ia we obtain 

-u(B)*+Zu(A)* = ia(B)-iZu(A). 

We write Z =X + i Y and separate the real and imaginary parts, taking 
into ac>c>mmt that. a(A) and a(B) are real. In this way we find 

and hcnc>l' 

-a(B)*+Xu(A)* = Yu(A) 

Yu(A}* = a(B}-Xa(A}, 

a(A)* = Y-ttr(ll}- y-IXa(A) 

a( B)* = X Y-'a(B}- (X r-JX + l"}a(A). 

The:<t' rc>lations make it possible to determine the conjugate of any 
harmonic differential. Indeed, if w has A-periods ~=(~1 , · · ·, ~,) and 
B-periods 7J = ( 7Jt. · · ·, 7Jg), considered as horizontal vectors, then 
w= -~a(B}+7Ja(A), and we obtain 

w• = -(~X -"'I)Y-lu(B)+[~(XY-lX + Y)-7JY-1X]a(A) 
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Ho that the periodH of w• are given by UX -71) Y-1 and t(X Y-1X + Y)-
1J }'-lX rc~:~pectively. 

24E. It is clear from these considerations that the matrix Z reflects 
very fundamental properties of the conformal structure of W. Since Z is 
symmetric it contains jg(g+ 1) complex constants. By other considera
tions one can show that a Riemann surface of genus g > 1 depends on 
3g-3 complex parameters, in a sense that can be made precise. For g>3 
the elements of Z are therefore subject to additional conditions whose 
precise nature is not known. The discussion of these fascinating questions 
falls outside the scope of this book. 

25. Rational funetiona 

25A. Let a 1 = a 1 dz and az =as dz be analytic differentials on a Riemann 
sul"fncc, the latter not identically zero. Then the quotient J=atfn2 has, 
at each point, a value which is independent of the local variabll', aml f is 
thus a single-valued analytic function on the surface. An exception 
must be made for the points where az is zero. At these points/ has at most 
a pole, and it will be more accurate to describe/ as a meromorphic fund ion. 
If the surface is closed there can be only a finite number of poles, and we 
say that f is a rational function on the surface W. For economy of expres
sion we will agree that a fundion on W means a rational function. 

The total number of poles of J, counted with their multiplicities, is 
called the order of f. We know that the order is zero if and only iff reduces 
to a constant. Unless f is identically zero, d log f is an analytic differential 
with simple poles at the zeros and poles off. The residue at a zero is equal 
to the multiplicity of the zero, and at a pole the residue is the negative 
of the multiplicity. Since the sum of the residues must vanish we conclude 
that f has as many zeros as poles. If c is any constant f- c has the same 
order as f, and it follows that f takes each complex value c as many times 
as indicated by the order. This fact can be expressed as follows: 

Theorem. Any noncon&tant Jundion f on a clo8ed BUrjau W definu W 
as 11 rm11plPte cot•ning surface of the Riemann sphere. The number of sheets 
l3 £flt4/1o fk .,. of f. 

,Act-.llt!)', the .,_!)'tic proof is a luxury, for we know that W is a 
t'o\ .. nug :mrface of its image, and since W is compact the covering surface 
must be complete (Ch. I, 21) and its projection must be the whole sphere. 

258. It is important to show that there are nonconstant functions on 
every closed W. Clearly; /=a1/az=a1/az is nonconstant if a1 and az are 
linearly independent. Here we may allow a1 and aa to have poles. We have 
shown that there exists an analytic differential with a double pole at a 
prescribed point. If the poles of a1, az are choeetr at different points it is 
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evident that the differentials are linearly independent, and hence that J is 
not constant. 

From this result we conclude that any closed Riemann surface may be 
considered as a covering surface of the Riemann sphere. There are of 
course many such representations, with different numbers of sheets. 

25C. We prove the following fundamental theorem: 
Theorem. Any two Junction& ft, lz on a dosed surface W sati8Jy an 

algebraic equation P(/1,/2)=0 w'Mre P i8 an irreducible polynomial in two 
mriablu. 

If /1 is constant there is a trivial relation of the form /1- c = 0. Suppose 
therefore that /1 is of order n > 0. Let wo be a complex number which is 
such that the equation /l(z) -w0 has distinct roots z1(w0), • • ·, z,.(wo). 
Then there exist neighborhoods V of w0 and Vc of z,(wo) with the property 
that the equation/l(z) =w, we V, has one and only one rootz,(w) in each Vc. 
The functions/2(z1(w)) are meromorphic in V, and the same is true of the 
elementary 11ymmetric functions S(/2(zc(w))). But the latter are indepen
dent of the order of the zc(w) and are 'thus well-defined, except at the 
projections of branch points. If w approaches such a projectwu w0 we 
can e&~~ily see that /2(zc(w)) and consequPntly Sf/a(Zl(•})J does not grow 
more rapidly than a negative power of I w- w0 I· Hence all singularities are 
nonessential, and we conclude that the symmetric functions are rational 
functions of w. We obtain an identity 

/!+Rl{/l)J:-1+ ... +R,._l(/1)/a+R,.(/1) = 0, 

where the Rc are rational functions. If we multiply by the common 
denominator we obtain a polynomial relation P(/1,/z)=O. 

In order to show that P can be replaced by an irreducible polynomial 
we decompose P into· prime factors P 1· · · P~. Since P(/l(z), /2(z)) =0 for 
all z e Wit follows that at least one Pc{/l(z),/z(z)) must vanish at infinitely 
many points. Since it is a rational function on W it is identically zero, 
and the theorem is proved. 

We add that the irreducible polynomial Pis uniquely determined up to 
a constant factor. For if P and Q are irreducible polynomials which do not 
differ merely by a numerical factor it is possible to determine poly
nomials A and B so that AP+BQ=l. It follow~:~ that P(/1,/z) and 
Q(/1./a) cannot both be identically zero. 

25D. If /1 is of order n our proof shows that the irreducible polynomial 
P(/1,/a) is always of degree :ijn in/z. We show that there exists an/z for 
which the degree is exactly n. For this purpose we choose w0 so that the 
equation /l(z)=wo has distinct roots z1, · · ·, z,.. If we can determine fa 
so that the values fz(zc) are all different and finite, the equation P(w0, fa) = 0 
will have n roots and must therefore be of degree ii:; n. 
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To complete the proof we show that there exists an /2 with arbitrarily 

prescribed values atz1, · · ·, z,.. Set cxo=d(/1 ~wo) and let a, be an •lllafyfic 

differential with a double pole at zc, and no other poles. Then a,fcxo is 
0 at z1 '¢ z, and different from 0 and oo at z,. By choosing /2 as a linear 
combination of the a,fcxo we can consequently prescribe the values/2(zc) 
at will. 

2SE. We shall now reverse the procedure and consider an equation 
P(z, w)'""O between two indeterminates, P being irreducible and of 
degree n > 0 in w. It determines w as an algebraic Junction of z, and we 
proceed to construct the Riemann surface of this function. The method 
is very familiar, and an outline will be sufficient. 

For every region V on the complex sphere we consider the family «llv 
of all meromorphic functions w(z) in V which satisfy P(z, w(z))=O. We 
construct a space W 0 consisting of all couples (z, w) with z e V and 
w f tly. With the lwlp of proper identificatiom'l and suitable topology it is 
possibtL 1o eonsider each component of W o a:,~ a smooth covering surface 
M"ihe.Jphrre; for the details of the construction we refer to Ch. I, 16. It 
hecome>~ a regular covering surface if we exclude all points z for which 
the equations P(z, w)=O and P.,(z, w)=O have a common solution. 
However, since W o has only a finite number of sheets the deleted points 
can be reintroduced and W o can be extended in such a way that its every 
component becomes a complete covering surface of the sphere, with or 
without branch points. 

W o inherits the conformal structure of the sphere, and in this manner 
each component of W o becomes a closed Riemann surface. The functions 
z and w are rational on each component, and they satisfy an irrPducihle 
equation which can only be P(z, w)=O. It follows that each coHIJlOIIPnt 
has n sheets. For the same reason W o has n sheets, and we conclndl• that 
W o is connected. 

2SF. We return to the situation that was considered in 25D. In other 
words, /1 and /2 are two functions on W which satisfy an irreducible 
equation P(ft, /2) = 0 whose degree in /2 is equal to the order n of the 
function ft. By the method in 25E we construct the Riemann surface W 0 

which corresponds to the relation P(z, w)=O. 
We contend that W o and W are conformally equivalent. To define a 

mapping of W on W o we consider a point p e W which is such that 
neither /I(p) nor /2(p) is a multiple value. Then there exists a unique 
point (z, w) e Wo such that z=/l(p) and w(z)=/2(p). This point will be 
the image of p, and at the excluded points the mapping can be uniquely 
defined by continuity. 
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The mapping p-+-(z, w) is clearly analytic, and it defines W as a covering 
surface of W O· On th(' other hand, the projection (z, w)-+% dtfj"f!l II' 0 4S 
a coverin~ ><urfac(' of th!' spht•re. The <'nml.irwd mapping Jl~% 1:--. Uw one 
defined hy jJ(z), and under this mapping W is an n-,;heeted covering 
surface. But W o is likewise n-sheeted over the sphere, and hence W is 
one-sheeted over W o- This proves that W and W o are conformally 
equivalent. 

26. Divisors 

26A. A divisor on a closed Riemann surface W is a 0-dimensional 
chain D=n1a1 + · · · +nta~ where the ac are points on W and the nc are 
integers. We say that D is ihe divisor of a function f if the a, are the 
zeros and poles off and the nc are their orders, counted positive for zeros 
and negative for poles. 

All divisors form an Abelian group, and the divisors of functions, or 
principal divi8ors, form a subgroup Do. The elements of the quotient 
group Df Do are called divi8or classu. Thus two divisors belong to the 
same divisor class if and only if their difference is a principal divisor. The 
class of principal divisors is the principal class. 

The degru of a divisor is the sum of its coefficients. Clearly, the degree 
of a principal divisor is 0, and any two divisors in the same divisor class 
have the same degree. The degree of Dis denoted as deg D. It can also 
be considered as the degree of the divisor cl&SB which contains D. 

We can also speak of the divisors of an analytic differential a= adz which 
is not identically zero. It is formed by the zeros and poles of a taken with 
their respective positive and negative multiplicities. Since the quotient of 
two differentials is a function we conclude that all divisors of differentials 
are in the same class. It is called the canonical class. In particular, all 
divisors in the canonical class have the same degree, and we will show 
that the degree is 2g-2. 

268. A divisor is called an i11Ugral divi8or if all its coefficients are non
negative, and we say that D1 is a multiple of Dz if D1- D2 is an integral 
divisor. As a simplification of the language we shall also say that a function 
fis a multiple of D if the divisor off is a multiple of D. 

The functions which are multiples of a given divilmr D form a vector 
space over the complex numbers. The dimen:sion, dim D, of this space is 
always finite, for it is clear that sufficiently many multiples of D permit a 
linear combination which is free from poles and must therefore reduce to a 
constant. In addition, dim D depends only on the divisor class of D. To 
see this, suppose that D1 = Dz +Do where Do is the divisor of a function 
f 0 • Iff is a multiple of Dz, then 1/o is a multiple of D1o and vice versa. 
For every linear relation between the multiples f there is a corresponding 
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relation b<·tween the multiplesffo. Hence dim D1=dim Dz, and we speak 
of th<' c:ti"'ension of the whole divisor class. 

We can also consider the differentials which are, in the same sense, 
multiples of a given divisor. However, this case can be reduced to the 
preceding situation. For to aay that ex is a multiple of D means the same 
thiog as to aay that u/ao is a multiple of D-Z, where Z denotes the 
divisor of UO· Hence the number of linearly independent differentials which 
are multiples of Dis given by dim(D-Z). Here Z stands for any repre
sentative of the canonical class. 

Z6C. It is clear that dim D-o whenever deg D>O. Indeed, a function 
which is a multiple of D would have a divisor of positive degree, contrary 
to the fact that the divisor of any function baa degree zero. 

A multiple of the divisor 0 is an everywhere regular function, and 
hence a constant. This shows that dim 0= 1. 

A differential is a multiple of the divisor 0 if and only if it is regular. 
We know that the regular differentials form a vector space of dimension g. 
Hence dim(-Z)=g. 

21. Bienwnn-Roeh's theorem 

!7A. There is no general method to determine the dimension of a 
divisor. However, there is an important duality relation known as the 
Riemann-Roc:A t1aeorem: 

Theorem. dim D=dim(-D-Z)-deg D-g+1. 
If this theorem is applied to D = - Z we get dim(- Z) =dim 0 + deg Z

g+ 1, and since dim 0= 1, dim(- Z) =g we find that deg Z=2g-2 as 
already announced. With the aid of this result it is possible to formulate 
the theorem more symmetrically: 

If -(D1 +Da) belongs to I'M ca71071ical cla88, t'Mn 2 dim D1 +deg D1= 
2 dim Dz+deg Dz. 

278. The theorem is a consequence of the symmetry relation ho(z, ') = 
ho(,, z), proved in ISH. The following algebraic lemma will also be 
needed: 

Lemma. J-et U twd V be two finite dimen8ional vector spaces over I'M 
complex numbers, and .~uppose that there is gillut Q Clilmprex~wdqe4 llilin•r 
product ut• defined for all u e U, v e V. Denote by U o the subspace formed 
by aU u e U lfii.Ch. that uv = 0 for aU· v e V. Simikl.rly, let V o be f01"11Wl by all 
"e V IJ'UCh that uv=Ofor all u e U. T'Mn dim(U/Uo)=dim(V/Vo). 

There exis~ a basis {u1, · · ·, u 111} of U such that a subset {u1, · · ·, u,.} 
is a basis of U0• Let {v1, · · ·, v11} and {v1, · · ·, v.} be similar bases for 
V and V 0 • Consider the linear equations 

Xr+l(Ur+lt1J) + · · · +xm(UmVJ) = 0, j = s+ 1, · · ·, n. 
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If m-r were >n-8 this ayatem would have a nontrivial solution 
(xr+l, · · ·, x111). It would follow that 

(Xr+IUr+l + · · · +.xmum)tlj = 0 

for j = 1, · · ·, n, and hence that Xr+IUr+l + · · · +.x111u111 e Uo. Thia would 
imply that Xr+1Ur+1 + · · · +.x111u 111 could be written as a linear combination 
of u1, · · ·, u,.. This contradicts the linear independence of u1, · · ·, u111• 

Hence m-r~n-8, and the reverse inequality can be proved symmetri
cally. We conclude that m-r=n-8, which iK the assertion of the lemma. 

,. 
27C. Consider an integral divisor A == z m,a,, me ~ 1, of deg A = 

,. 1 z m,. We shall denote by U(A) the vector space spanned by the differ-
1 

entials h111(z, ') dz with ' = a,, 0 ~ m ~ me -I. These generating differ
entials are linearly independent, for they have poles at different points 
or of different order at the same point. Hence the dimension of U(A) is 
equal to deg A, the number of generators. 

We define also a second vector space V(A) generated by the following 
generators: ( 1) differentials h111(z, ') dz with '=a,, 0 ~ m ~me- 2, provided 
that me !1:; 2, (2) differentials A(z, c) dz where c runs through a system of 
chains c2, ·· ·,ckwith 8cc=ac-a1, (3) differentials A(z,c)dz where c runs 
through the A -cycles A 1, · · · , A, in a canonical basis. 

To sec t,hat these generators are linearly independent we remark first 
that all the differentials listed under (1) and (2) have different singu
larities. The only possible linear dependence would thus be between the 
differentials A(z, A c) dz = cp(Ac). But the cp(Ac) are known to be linearly 
independent (as a consequence of the last relation in Theorem 19 1). The 
dimension of V(A) is thus equal to the number of generators. The latter 
is dcg A + g- l if k ~ I and g if k = 0. 

27D. An arbitrary d1visor LJ can be written in the form D=B-A 
k l 

where A = 2: mea, and B = z n1b1 are integral divisors and no a, coincideR 
1 1 

with a b1. We shall consider U(A) and V(B). 
In order to define a bilinear product U·tl for u e U(A), v e V(B) it is 

sufficient to prescribe its values for the basis elements of U(A) and V(B). 
The generators of U(A) are all of the form u=h111(z, a) dz. If v=h,.(z, b) dz 
we set 
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&Dd if v=-A(z, c)d.z we postulate 

(64) "'"'' = - I A111(C, a) Gt. 

Through this definition the subapaces U~(A) and V0(B) are determined, 
and by Lemma 27B 

dim U(A)-dim Uo(A) = dim V(B)-dim Vo(B). 

If the known values of dim U(A) and dim V(B) are substituted we obtain 

(65) dim Vo(B)-dim Uo(A) =- d(B)-d(A)+g-1 = deg D+g-1 

if B.,&O and 

(66) dim Vo(B)-dim Uo(A) = deg D+g 

if B=O. 

27E. Let us first investigate the meaning of Vo(B). We will show that 
a different in) belongt~ to Vo(B) if and only if it is a multiple of A- B. 

Suppose first that v= h(z) dz belongt~ to J' o( /I). 'l'lu•n h(z) ha~ pnh·s only 
at the points b1, and at most of order n1. This means that v is a multiple 
of -B. To prove that " is even 'II. multiple of A-B we must show that 
/,(z) has zeros of at least order me at the points ac, that is to say that 
h<111>(ac) = 0 for m ~me -1. 

Let {v,} be the generators of V(B), and assume that v=~ y,v,. Consider 
a "• of the form h,.(z, b) dz. We have 

1 a• 
h.(z, t> = (n+ I)! ac• Ao(z, C) 

(see ISH) and hence 

[!': ha(z, b)t_. = (n~ 1)! [a~:;;. Ao(z, C) L-a, c-& 

Similarly, if "• =h(z, c) dz we have (see 19 I) 

h(z, c) = -I ho(C, z) tlC 
• 

and 

[!:h(z,c)lr-a = -(m+l)! Jhm(C,a)tlC . 
• 

On comparing with (63) and (64) we find that 

(67) A<•>(a) = (m+l)l u·v 
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for u=hm(z,a)dz. If a=a,, m~mc-I this u belongs to U(A), and we 
conclude that h(ml(a)=O. This is what we wanted to show. 

Conversely, suppose that the differential VI is a multiple of A- B. 
There exists a differential in V(B) with the same singularities as VI• and 
because V(B) contains a basis for the regular differentials we conclude 
that VI is itself in V(B). If we set V~=V=h dz it follows by (67) and the 
conditionsh<ml(a)=O for a=a,, m~mc-1 that u·v=O for all generators u 
of l!(A ). This proves that VIe Yo( B). 

We condudc that dim(-D-Z)=dim Vo(B). 

27F. We show next that Uo(A) consists of the differentials df of 
functions f which are multiples of B- A. Suppose first that u = h dC e 
U o(A); the change of notation for the local variable is dictated by con
venience. Then t1 has :zero residues and poles of order ~me+ 1 at the 
points qi• If Wle to." Show that 1f is t>xact. u = df. it follows that f iR a 
multipl<' of --1. ht olllftrthat it b<' possible to choosef as a multiple of 
B- A it i>< ><uffieient that u h1we zero integrals over paths c1 between 
b1 and b1, and that h have a. zero of at least the order ~-1 at b1 whenever n, > 1. 

:o;uppost• that u= ~ x.u. where {u.} is a basis of U(A). Each u. is of 
the form h,.(C, a) dC. We have 

I am 1 am 
hm(C, z) = (m+ I)! azm ho(C. z) = (m+ I)! azm ho(z, C) 

[a~" h,.(c. a>Jc_~~ = (m!I>t (a::;;,. ho(z, c>lz-~~. ,_~~ 
and consequently, by comparison with (63), 

(68) h<nl(b) = (n+l)! U·V 

for v=h,.(z, b) dz. The corresponding equation 

(6fl) fh(C)dC =- U·V 

for v=h(z, r) dz follows from (64) without computation. Becau,.:1• ~E Uoi.A) 
we Poncludt• that It vani-<h!'s at hJ to the required order. th11t 14 has Zl'ro 
A-pPriod-<, and that tlw iftte,fa.l of« overe.eh of1he paths Cj used in the 
definition of V(B) is zero. 

Tt remains to show that u has zero B-periods. To see this, let us write 
u.=cp<•l, u =cp= ~ XofPM. If VIM=h,.(C. a) dC, set .p<•l =k,.(C. a) dC (see 18B) 
and .P='1.x.,P<•>. Then T=V~+{i is exact, and .pis regular. It follows that .p 
has zero A-periods, and hence that rp=O. We conclude that Vl=u is exact, 
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as asserted, and we have completed the proof that all elements of Uo(A) 
are diffe,·entials df of multiples of B-A. 

Suppo~e, conver><l'l_v. that f is a multipiP of B- A. There exists a 
U=tp e l.:(A) with the same singularitiPs a" dj. As before ~CAW\ ttSSOc.i•te 
with 9' a regular analytic differential .p which makes 9' + ./J exact. Then 
tp+fi-df is a regular exact liarmonic differential, and consequently 
identically 0. From fi=df-tp we conclude that .P=O, tp=df, for there is 
no differential other than 0 which is at onoe analytic and antianalytic. 
From the fact thatfis a multiple of B-Ait follows by way of (68) and 
(69) that 1HJ=0 for all v e V(B), and henoe that u e Uo(A). 

If B,t:O the functions/ which are multiples of B-A are in one to one 
correspondenoe with their differentials df, for then the integration con
stant is uniquely determined. In this case we have consequently dim D= 
dim Uo(A). If, however, B=O the constants are also multiples of D, and 
we obtain dim D=dim U0(A)+l. 

27G. To collect the results, we have shown that dim( - Z- D)= 
dim Vo(B) in all cases, and dim D=dim Uo(A) if B,t:O, dim D= 
dim Uo(A)+ 1 if B=O. If these results are substituted in (65) or (66), aR 
the case may be, we obtain in all cases the identity 

dim D = dim(-D-Z)-deg D-g+l 

which constitutes the assertion of Riemann-Roch's theorem. 

28. CoD.BeqUenees of Riemann-Roeh's theorem 

28A. If we use the Riemann-Roch theorem merely as an inequality we 
obtain 

dim D ~ -deg D-g+l. 

We find that dim D> 1 if deg D< -g. 
Theorem. Tkere exists a nonconstant muUiple of D whenever deg D < -g. 
For instance, there will always exist a rational function which has a 

single pole of order ~g+ 1 at a prescribed point. 

28B. Tf del( D< -(2g-2)= -deg Z we get deg(-D-Z)>O and 
he11Ce4hll(- D- Z)= 0 (see 26f'). For this <'asP the Riemann-H.och theorem 
#~S 
(70) dim D = -deg D-y+ I. 

If ao is any prescribed point, the same formula can ue applied to D-a0 , 

and we find that 

(71) dim(D-ao) =dim D+l. 

Henoe there exists a multiple of D-ao which is not a multiple of D. If 
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we C'hoo><e I> so that a0 does not occur in D we can make the following 
conclusion : 

Theorem. There ezi8t8 a rational fv:ndion with a simple pole at any 
Jlre.~cribed point. 

The reciprocal of the function will have a simple zero at the point in 
question. 

28C. For a fixed point ao, consider the divisors - na0 with integral n. 
We compare dim[-(n+1)ao] with dim(-nao). The former is always at 
least equal to the latter, and it will be greater than the latter if and only 
if there exists a rational function whose only singularity is a pole of order 
n '+ 1 at a0• When this is so dim[- (n + 1 )ao] exceeds dim(- nao) by 
exactly 1. 

Starting with n=O we have dim 0=1. For n=2g-1 we can apply (70) 
and find that dim[- (2g-1)]ao=g. In between there are thus exactly 
g- 1 places where the dimension increases by 1 and g places where it 
remains constant. From n=2g-1 on the dimension will always increase 
bylas seen by (71). \Vc conclude: 

Theorem. There are exactly g integ,ers O<n1<n2< · · · <ng<:!g .mrh 
that no rational funclion has a pole at ao of exadly order n, and i.~ otherwi.ve 
regular. 

This thcon·m i>< ofttm r<'fcrrcd to aH \\'t"iPr,..tra><><'~ gap tlwurcm. The 
integers n1 will in general depend on ao. The smallest possible value of 
n11 is g. If the minimum is attained, n11=g, we have dim(-ga0)=1 and 
there are no rational functions with a single pole at a0 of order :;ig. 

28D. It is the rule rather than the exception that n1, · · ·, n11 coincides 
with the sequence 1, 2, · · ·,g. The points ao for which this is not the case 
are called Weierstrass points. We will prove: 

Theorem. There are only a finite number of Weierstrass points. 
If a0 is a Weierstrass point we have dim( -gao)~ 2. The Riemann-Roch 

theorem yields 
dim(- gao) = dim(gao- Z)+ 1, 

and hence dim(gao-Z)~ 1 for a Weierstrass point. This means that there 
exists a regular differential rp which has a zero at ao of order ~g. 

If {rp1, • • ·, rp11} is a basis for the regular differentials we can write 
rp=.:r1tp1 + · · · +x,rp11• On setting tpi=/ac dz, we have 

x1h1 + · · · +x,h11 = 0 

x1hi + · · · +x,h; = 0 
xl~o\'-1)+ ... +x,h~-1) = 0 

at ao. This implies 

1
11 ... A, I 

W(z) = ...... = 0 
J&(II-U ••• J&(II-1) 

1 , 
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for z=ao. Either ao is an isolated zero of W(z), or else W(z):=O in a neigh
borhood of ao. As aoon aa we can exclude the second possibility we shall 
have proved that the Weierstrass points are isolated, and hence that they 
are finite in number. 

Consider the vectors Ja<•>(ao) = (A~•>(a0), • • ·, A~•>(a0)) for all n ~ 0. 
W(ao)=O implies that h(a0), A'(ao), · • ·, AC.-ll(ao) are linearly dependent. 
If W(z)=O all derivatives Wl•>(ao) are 0. We claim that all h<•>(ao) lie 
in a (g-1)-dimensional subspace. If not, there would exist a smallest n 
such that A(ao). · · ·, A<11>(ao) span the whole g-dimensional spaoe. The 
derivative Wlt~-f+ll(ao) can be expressed aa a sum of determinants whose 
rows are formed by A(ao) and its derivatives of order ~ n. The deter
minants that do not contain /a(lll(ao) are zero by assumption. Therefore 
the one determinant which contains /al11>(ao) must also be zero, an obvious 
contradiction. 

Let (c1, · · ·, c1) :1: (0, · · ·, 0) be a vector which is orthogonal to the 
spaoe spanned by all Al•>(ao). Then c1A1 + · · · + c,h1 vanishes at ao together 
with all its derivatives. Because of the analyticity this implies that 
cda1 + · · · +c,h1 iR identically zero. Hence Cttpl + · · · +cgtp1=0 contrary 
to thf' fad that {tp1, · · ·, tp1} is a basis. We have shown that W(z)¢.0, and 
t lw t lll'orf'm is proved. 
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analytic function on a - - -, 11.6D 
double of a---, 11.3E 
welding of- - --B, 11.3D 

Bordered ~turface, 1.13B 
uouiJit• of n -- --, 1.13H 
i1nlu•dding of a. -· -- in a Rurfa('f', 

I.I3H 
interior of a--, 1.130 

Boundary, 1.20 
-component, 1.30D; 1.36B; 1.360 
ideal-, 1.4F; I:l3A; 1.13D 
null-, IV,7A 
- of a chain, 1.230 
- of a singular simplex, 1.33B 
relative- of a relative chain, 1.27.11. 
-value problem, ll.lJA ff 

Bounded 
-analytic function (cf. AB), IV.3A 

• Italicized eection numbers refer to formal definitions. 
374 
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Boundecl---ooMinuecl 
- humaaio fuDotion (of. BB), IV.IIA 
- linear functional, V.llB; V.l2A 
triaugulation or diatortion, 

1V.18Aft 
Branch point, 1.10A ; I.!OD 

multiplicity or a - -, 1.10A; 1.10D 
order of a - -, 1.10A; 1.10D 

Canoellation, 1.41B 
Canonical 

- oeU oomplez, I . .OD 
-cl-, V.I6A 
-exhaustion, 1.11A ft; 1.86B; 11.12D 
-homology bui8, 1.310 
-partition, 1.38A 
- (regular) region, 1.35A 
- subcomplex, 1.19A 

Cantor set, IV.24B 
Capacity 

- function,111.14A; III.UA 
inner-, 1V.24E 
logarithmic-, 1V.22B 
- of a compact Mt, IV.22B 
-- of th<' ideal homula1y, Ill. lilA 
-of the subboundary y. lll.UA 

Cauchy sequence, V.7A 
Cell complex, 1.39A ff 

canonical - -, 1.40D 
equivalent - -. 1.39D 
face of a - -, 1.39B 
refinement of a- -, 1.39D 
side of a- -,1.39B 
simplicial subdivision of a -, 

1.39F 
Chain,1.23B 

boundary or a -. 1.230 
relative -,1.21A 
singular -, 1.33A 

Characteristic 
Euler-, 1.260; 1.400 

Circular slit disk, 111.16D 
Circular Rlit region, lll.J3B 
Closed 

-curve, 1.1A 
-differential (of. r!), V.IF; V.2C; 

V.l7D; V.l91 
-parametric diso,1.8E 
- polyhedron, 1.25A 
- region, 1.3B 
relatively -, 1.2D 
-110t,l.2A 
-surface, 1.8D 

Closure, 1.2A 
Coclosed differential, V.3B 
Coherent orientation, 1.40A 

Commu&Marlabpoup, 1.19D 
Oompan, 1.4A 

equivaleat--.., 1V.BA 
looaiJy -,1.41! 
relatively -, 1.4D 

Compaotifloation, 1.31A tt 
Alnandrott-,1.41!; l.l3A 

Compatible orientatiou. 1.UA 
Complete 

-covering surface, 1.1411'; 1.11A ff 
- D01'IDIId IIJIIIOO, V. 7 A 
- rogion, 1.110 

Complex 
abetraot -, 1.1BA 
barycentric subdivillion or a 

1.28D tt 
canonical cell -, 1.40D 
cell -, 1.39A ff 
-conjugate of a differential, V.IB 
connected -, 1.22E 
dimension or a-, 1.22A 
equivalent cell -· 1.39D 
geometric -, 1.12B 
- plaDe, 11.10 
sub-,1.27A 

Component, 1.3D 
houndn•y - , T.30J>; T..16R; l .1fi(' 

Conformal 
analytic - metric, 11.5D 
-equivalence, 11.20 
- mapping, II.IO; II.IIA 
-metric, 11.6B 
-structure, 11.1E; II.IID 

Conjugate 
complex- or a differential, V.JB 
- differential, 11.6E; V.3A 
-extremal diatanoe, 1V.14A 
-harmonic function, 11.6B 
- Riemann surface, 11".3E 

Connected, 1.3A 
arowiae -, 1.10 
- complex, 1.22E 
locally -, 1.3E 
locally arowiae -,1.10 
simply-, 1.90; l.lOA; 1.16A ff 

Consistent system of partitions. I. 38B 
Continuation along an arc, 1.140; I.2IA 
Continuous mapping,1.6A 

regular--, I.JJA 
Continuum,1.3B 
Contour, 1.130; 1.42A 
Convergent sum (of infinite cycles), 

1.32E 
Countable, 1.6A; 1.221; 1.46A ff; 

11.12A 1f 
- exhaustion, II.l2D 
locally -, 1.5D 
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Cover transfonnation, 1.19A ff; II.4C 
group of- -11, I.l9A 

Covering 
deep-, IV.1'1A 
- of finite character, 1.45A 
open-, 1.4A 

Covering surface, 1.20B ff 
complete - -, I.l4F; 1.21A ff 
homology - -, 1.19E 
identification of - --a, I.I7D 
normal - -, 1.19B 
ramified - -, I.20B 
regular--,I.UD; I.17Aff; I.l8Aff; 

1.21A ff 
regular - - (in prevailing ter· 

minology), I.I9B 
Riemann surface as a - -, II.4A ff 
Schottky - -, IV.19E 
-- of Sohottky type, IV.l9E 
smooth - -, 1.14A ff 
stronger--, I.18A 
unin•rsal---, 1.180; II.4H 

Crohs-cap, 1.41/J 
Cro~s-<'ut, 1.45A 
Curve 

analytic-, IJ.3B 
closed-, 1.'1A 
index of a-, 1.100 ff 
Jordan-, 1.'1A; I.I3D 

Cycle, 1.23D 
border - , I.f!7r 
di\Hlmg • 1.:!7('; ].111/J; 1,1:!('; 

/..1.5A ; \' ;!(If: 
inlinitr- . I t! I ff 
l'<'hltl\'0- , 1 :!iA. 
singular - , 1 .. 1.1B 

Dffp t•m•ering, IV.1'1A 
J)pfonnution, 1.9B 
I>··~~~··· of a mapping, 1.11A ff 
Differential, II.6E; V.lA 

a~lytic - (cf. r.), II.6E; V.30; 
V.l6A ff; V.24A ff 

antianalytic -, V.30 
closed-(cf. r!), V.1F;V.2C; V.I7D; 

V.l9I 
coclosed -, V.3B 
complex conjugate of a-, V.lB 
conjugate-, II.6E, V.3A 
distinguished-, V.21D ff 
even -, V.13F 
exact - (cf. r!), V.lO; V.2A 
first order-, V.JA 
harmonic - (cf. rl), II.6E; V.3B; 

V.9A; V.20E 
linP intergral of a -, 11.6F; V.2A 
norm of B ---. V .4A 

odd-, V.13F 
_..,-, V.13E 
pure-, V.30 
reproducing- (a(y)), V.12B 
Sohottky- (cf. rs), V.UB; V.UD 
-of the aecond kind, V.ISA ff 
aecond order-, V.lD 
semiexaot - (cf. r!.), V.SB; V.20D 
singular-, V.I7A ff 

Dimension 
-of a complex, I.22A 
- of a simplex, I.22A 

1-dimensional 
-manifold, I.SC; I.l3D 
- submanifold, 1.13F 

Direct sum, V.'1 B 
Directed 

-limit, JT.l3B 
-set, 1.35A 

Dirichlet integral, Il.'1A ff; II.I3A; 
IV.JA; IV.I3D 

analytic functions with finite-- (cf. 
AD), IV.IA 

mixed--, II.7A 
Dirichlet principle, V. §2, introduction 
Dirichlet problem,II.JlA 
Distinguished differential, V.21D ff 
Dividing cycle, 1.2'10; 1.30D; 1.320; 

1.36A; V.20E 
Domain of a mapping, /.6A 
Double 

--- of n hordnred Riemann surface, 
IT 1/-: 

- of a bordered Kurface, I.I3H 
Dual polyhedron, I.31A 
Duality between chains and differentials, 

V.2B 
Duplication, I.l3H 

Elementary subdivision, 1.28A ; I.39D 
Elliptic surface, IV .6A 
End point, 1.'1A 
Equilibrium distribution, IV.220 
Equivalent 

-cell complexes, 1.39D 
-compact sets, IV.2A 
eonformally -, Il.20 
-polyhedrons, 1.28B 
topologically-, 1.6D 

Euclidean space, I.JE 
Euler characteristic, 1.260; !.400 
Even differential, V.13F 
Exact differential (cf. r!). V.10; V.2A 
Exhaustion, 1.29A ; 1.36A 

canonical-, 1.29A ff; I.36B; II.l2D 
countable-, II.l2D 
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Extended 
- plaDe. l.IE 
- atruoture oJa., II.2D 

Exterior 
- of a 11et, 1.20 
-product, Y.ID 

Extremal 
- distance, IY.I3B 
oonjugate -distance, IY.UA 
-length, IY.IW 

Fo. Ft,lll.13A ff 
Fy, lll.lliA ff 
1%1-houndf'd function, IY.JJA ff 
}'at-e of n rPII <'ornplex, 1.39B 
l•'nrnily nf lol'al homf'omorphiRrns,II.I B; 

ll.JA 
Finite 

coverinl{ of- character, 1.4SA 
- interaection property, 1.4B 

First order differential, Y.JA 
integral of a---, V.2A 

Flux, 111.2D 
Free group, 1.24A 
Fuchsian group, 11.4H 
Function,I.6A 

algebraic -, Y.2SE ff 
analytic- in the &enll8 of Weierstr&llll, 

1.16F 
analytic - on a bordered Riemann 

surface, 11.6D 
analytic - with a finite Dirichlet 

intf'gral (cf. AD), IV.lA 
bounded analytic- (l'f. AB), IV.3A 
bounded harmonic- (cf. HB), IV.IiA 
capacity -,111.14A; III. IliA 
conjugate harmonic -, II.6B 
Green'a-, III.liSA ff; IV.6C; IV.6F; 

IV.21A 
hannonic -,11.6B;l1.6D 
harmonic - with a finite Dirichlet 

integral (cf. HD), IV.IiA 
inverse -, 1.6B 
multiple-valued-, I.6A; 1.140 
- on a closed Riemann IIUI'faoe, 

V.24A 
positive harmonic- (cf. HP), IV.ISA 
principal-, (cf. po, PI), 111.9A 
quasi-rational-, Y.22B 
rational-, Y.2SA ff 
subharmonic -, ll.IOA; II. roo ff; 

IV.8A 
superharmonio -, Il.lOA 

Functional (cf. linear functional), Y.llB 
Fundamental group, 1.9D ff; I.lOB; 

I.l7A ff; I.l9B; I.33D; I.43A ff; 
I.44A ff 

r. Y.1A 
r .. Y.IIA ff 
r .. , Y.IIA ff 
r.-, Y.IIJD 
r •. Y.8A; V.9A; V.IOA; V.IOD; V.llG 
r.o, Y.8A; V.IOB; V.llG; V.l3B 
r., Y.BA;V.IOB;V.llG 
r.o, V.8A; V.IOA; V.UG 
ra, Y.9A; V.IOA; V.llG; V.l4D 
ra .. Y.lOB 
r- v.ISA; v.um; v.2oE 
raQ. Y.lOB; V.UG; V.l3D; V.l4C; 

V.20C 
ra ... V.IISB; V.liSD 
ra. V.l4.D ff 
P1, V.4B 
P!. V.4R; V.4D ff; V.fiR; V.6C 
l')o, V .'i.l II , \' till, \' HI' 
P!. V.4B; V.5il; V.61J 
P!o, V.SA; V.6B; V.6C 
r}, V.4B 
r!., Y.SB; V.liC 
Generalized Cantor set, IV.24.B 
Generators of an Abelian group, 1.24A 
Geometric complex,I.22B 
G~teat harmonic minorant,IV.8D 
Green's formula, 11.8A ff 
Green's function, III.4.B ff; III.l5A ff; 

IV.6C; IV.6F; IV.2IA 
Group 

free -, 1.24A 
Fuchaian -, II.4.H 
fundamental -, 1.9D ft'; I.lOB; 

I.l7A ff; I.l9B; I.33D; I.43A ff; 
1.44A ff 

homology -, 1.23D; 1.:!11.\ ft'; 
I.30A ff; I.4.3E 

homology - modulo dividing <'ycles, 
1.270 

- of cover transformation H. I Ill II 
relative homology-, 1.27.-1 
singular homology -, 1.3:Jil ff; 

I.UA ff 
torsion -, 1.24D; I.26A 

h(z, c), V.l9D 
A.(z, C), V.l8B 
HB,IV.ISA 
HD,IV.IIA 
HP, IV.IiA 
H 0B, IV.lOD 
H0D, IV.IOD 
HoP, IV.lOD 
HtD, IV.lD 
Ht/I(K), I.30D 
Half-disc 

parametric-, II.10 
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Handle,l.41E 
Hannonic 

conjugate - function, II.8B 
- differential (cf. rl), II.8E; V.3B; 

V.9A;V.20E 
- function, Il.6B 
- function on a bordered Riemann 

IIUI"face, Il.6D 
greatest- minorant,IV.8D 
least positive- majorant.IV.9..t 
-measure, IV.8C; IV.6E; V.16..t 
- module, IV.16A 
quasi-bounded- function, IV.8B 
sin![Ular- function, IV.8B 
- Ringularity, V.17 B 

Harnnc:-k's prinripl~>, II.9A ff 
Hausdorff space, I.JA 
Beine-Borel's lemma, I.6E 
Hilbert space, V.7 B 
Homeomorphiam,l.6D 
Homologous, I.23D 

strongly -,1.32A 
-to zero modulo the ideal boundary, 

1 .1nn: T :Jr.A 
wMklv -~. I .'l:!.l 

]{oiii(Jlu~y 

- haHts, I :1uc; T.4:1E 
<'&nonical -- hasis, 1.310 
- <'OVE'rinp: surface, 1.19E 
- p:roup, 1.23D; I.28A ff; I.30A ff; 

I 43E 
- p:roup modulo dividing cycles, 

1.270 
modified definition of a-group, V.ID 
relative- group, 1.27A 
relative singular -, I.36A ff 
singular - group, 1.36A tr 
weak- group, 1.32A 

Homotopy, 1.9B tr 
- class, 1.8B 
- class of a Jordan curve, 1.90 
inverse of a - class, I.9D 
product of- classes, 1.9D 
unit element of- class, 1.9D 

Horizontel alit region, 111.110 
Hyperbolic (cf. parabolic), IV.6B 

relatively -,IV.9B 

Ideal houndary, 1 -IF'; J.I3A; I.I3D 
canonil'ftl partilitln of~- -, 1 .• 18.4. 
capa<'it.y of~-- -, 111.14A; 111.15A 
homologou~ to zero modulo -, 

!.30D; I.:I5A 
neighhorhood of--- - , T.l3A 
partition of - • I.:lf!A ff 
--- point. I 36.\ 
regular partitwn of--, 1.38D ff 

Identification 
- of covering IIUI"facea, I. I '7D 
- of ordered simplexes, 1.23B 
- in topological apaces, 1.2F 

Identity partition, 1.38A 
Image.I.6A 
Imbedding, I.ISA; I.38A 

- of a bordered IIUI"face in a surface, 
1.13H 

regular-, 1.13F ff 
rigid-, IV.2D 

Index (=winding number),l.100 ff 
Infinite 

- cycle, I.32A tr 
-polyhedron, I.29A ff; I.30A ff 

ao, I.4F; I.ISA 
Initial point,I.7A 
Inner 

-capacity, 1V.24E 
-product, V.40 
- vertex, 1.390 

Integral 
- divisor, V.26B 

of n first ordt'r rlifferential, V.2A 
nf n ~rrond ord<'r differential, V. 2B ; 

V.2E 
Interior 

-of an arc, 1.7A 
-of a bordered surface, 1.130 
- of a set. 1.20 

Intersection number, 1.31A ff; I.32B tr 
Inverse 

-arc,l.9A 
- function, 1.6B 
-of a homotopy class, I.9D 
- image,1.6A 

Isothermal parameter, 11.60 

Jordan arc, 1.7A 
-- as a point set, 1.90 
open--, 1.7A 

Jordan curve,l.7A; 1.13D 
homotopy class of a--, I.90 
- - theorem, 1.46B 

Jordan region, 1.8E 

k(z, c), V.l9D 
k..(z, C), V.l8B ff 
Kernel 

reproducing-, V.18D 

Lattice, 1.18B 
Least positive harmon1~ '''''j' ,,.,tnt, 

1V.9A 
Liftin11. 1 lfl' 
Lin<' int<'~ral of a •.hffcrential, II.6F; 

V.2A 
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u-r 
bounded - funotional, V.IIB; V.12B 
- delleity, IV.12B 
-functional, V.11B 
- apace, lll.l.A 
- aubBpace, II1.1B 

Linearly independent, I.24.A 
Local variable. Il.6A 
Locally 

- arcwise connected, I. 70 
- compact, I.4F 
- oonneeted, I.3E 
- countable, I.SD 

Logarithmic 
- area (Et .. (F)), 111.138 
-capacity, IV.22B 
-module, IV.JSA 
-potential, IV.22.A fr 

Lower semicontinous, IV.l2B; IV.21B 

Manifold, I.BA fr 
analytic aub -, II.3B 

Mapping, I.6A 
analytic -, II.2B 
-of t'l&M '1', II.2E 
t'onformal -, II.20; 11.6A 
continuous -, I.6.A 
degree of a -, I.ll.A fr 
domain of a -, I.6.A 
-into, I.6B 
-onto, I.6B 
regular continuous -, I.ll.A 
Riemann-theorem,III.llE;ill.l6D 
topological-, I.tJD 

Mass distribution, IV.21A fr 
Maximum principle, 11.60; III.2E ; 

IV.6D 
Mixed Dirichlet integral, 11.7A 
M6bius band, I.l2B; I . .SD 
Module 

analytic-, IV.ltl.A 
harmonic-, IV.IS.A; IV.l6C 
logarithmic -, IV.16A 

Monodromy theorem, I. lilA fr 
Multiple of a diviaor, V.fl6B 
Multiple-valued 

-analytic function, I.l6F 
-function, I.6A; I.l4C 

Multiplicity of a branch point, I.flO.A ; 
I.flOD 

Neighhor·hood, l.JC 
- uf idPnl boundary, 1.13A 

;-.;"""'""" .... r·ies, 111.30 
:-iolloJJPIItnhle (cf. orientable), 1.12B; 

I.40A 
.Nonseparating set, I.36B 

Norm of a dift'erential, V.U 
Normal 

- coverm, 8Ul'faoe, I.l9B 
- family, II.6C 
- O)III'Mor, Ill.U 

NOI'IIIaliller, I .l9A 
Normed ..,._, V.1.A 

complete--, V.7.A 
Null houn•lnrv. IV.7A 
Number of sl;eets, I.;U U 

o,.., IV.3.A; IV.3C; IV.26H 
-of plaDe regions, IV.3B; IV.4C; 

IV.2U ff; IV.26F 
O,Do IV.lB; IV.3C; V.l~; IV.l6B; 

I~l6D;IV.Im;IV.l6D;I~l~; 
IV.20B ff 

- of plaDe regions, IV .2B fr; IV .4B ; 
IV.~; IV.2.F 

0• (of. parabolic), IY.tJB If; IV.6G; 
IV.7E; IV.IIH; IV.UB 

0••· IV.S.A fr; IV.7E; IV.9C; IV.llD; 
IV.26H; IV.26G 

O•o•• IV.IIG ff 
O••Do IV.IIO 
O•Do IV.IB ff; IV.IIA ff; IV.7E; 

IV.IIB; V.21B 
O•olh IV.IIB ff 
ON, IV.IIO ff 
o.,, IV.S.A ff; IV.6G; IV.7E; IV.9B; 

IV.IIO; IV.26G ff 
0••• IY.fl3.A 
O•Do IY.fl3.A 
Odd dift"erential, Y.l3F 
One to one, I.6B 
Open 

-arc, I.1.A 
basis for -seta, I.IB 
-covering, I.4A; I.SE 
-Jordan arc, I.1.A 
- polyhedron, I.29A; I.30A ff; 1.44Afr 
relatively -, 1.2D 
-set, I.J.A 
- star, 1.28D 
- aurfaoe, I.8D 

Operator 
- B, IV.8Bff 
- Lo, III.SA; III.80 
- L1, III.SB; III.80 
- (P)LJ, III.SB; III.SC 
normal-, II1.2E 
- R, IV.9A fr 
- 7', IJ'.8D fr; IV.9D fr; IV.IOB 

Order 
-of a branch point, 1.20A; I.20D 
- of an element of an Abelian group, 

1.240 
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Order---conlittuM 
- of a raticmal funotioD. Y.16A 

Ordered aimplu:, 1.11A 
identification of--. l.liSB 

Orientable, 1.12B; 1.13E; 1.40A 
Orientation of a planar region, I.11A 

Riemann IIW'face without---. 11.1E 
Origin of fundamental group, 1.9D 
Orthogonal complement, V.4D 

Po. PI (of. principal functiona), 
111.9A 

Po. P1, 111.JJB 
P~. Pr,lll.JJB 
Pu.1Il.9H 
Pu,lll.JZA 
Pfl, p,., lll.J4A; III.l5A 
Parabolic (of. 0 9 ), IY.6B; IV.70 ff; 

IV.l5B ff; IV.l7D; IV.l7F; IV.l80; 
IV.20B ff; IV.22B 

l"f'le.tively -, 1V.9B 
Parametric 

cloaed- dillk, 1.8E 
- diak, 1.8E; 11.70 
- half-diak, 11.70 

Partial intep'ation, V.2B 
Partition 

canonical -, 1.38A 
conaiatent II)'Bteme of -e. 1.38B 
- of ideal boundary, 1.38A ff 
identity-, 1.38A 
regular-, 1.38D ff 
- of'Wlity, 11.7B ff 

Path of determination, 1.1411; 1.11A 
Period, V.IO; V.UA ff; V.20A ff 
Perron's method, 11.110 ff 
Piecewise differentiable arc, II.8F 
Planar, 1.12A; I.30D; 1.440 

orientation of a- region, 1.12A 
Plane, LIE; I.8D; I.IOA; I.l3B 

complex-, II.IG 
- region, I.8D 

Point 
branch -·, 1.20A 
end -,1.7A 
ideal boundary -, I.38A 
initial -, I. 7 A 
regular-, 11.11E ff 
terminal-, 1.7A 

Pole, V.170 
harmonic-, Y.170 

Polygon, 1.41A 
Polyhedron, 1.16A ff 

bordered -, 1.26A; I.27C 
cio.ed -, 1.26A 
duai-,UIA 
equivaleot -a, 1.18B 

illfinite -, I.29A ff; I.30A ff 
open-, 1.29A; 1.30A ff; 1.4U. tt 
subdivision of a -, 1.29A ff 

Poaitive 
-direction of the border, l.lSE 
-aenae,I.9C 

Potential (of. logarithmic potential), 
1V.I!lA ff 

Principal 
- olaaa, V .16A 
- divisor, V.I6A 
- funotiona Poo Pl• 111.9A 
-operator Lo, 111.6A; 111.80 
-operator L1,1I1.6B; l/1.80 
-- oporator (P)LJ, Il1.5B; 11I.8C 

Principle 
argument-, 1.16E 
Dirichlet's -, V. §2, introduction 
Harnack's -, II.9A ff 
maximum-, 11.60; III.2E; IV.6D 
reflection -,11.6D 

Product 
- of arce, I.9A 
exterior-, V.ID 
- of homotopy ol-, I.9D 
inner-, V.40 
topological -, I.IE 

Projection, 1.140 
Projective plane, I.43D 
Properly discontinuous, 11.40 
Pure differential, V.30 

Quasi-boUDded hannonio function, 
IV.8B 

Quasi-rational function, V.IIB 
Quotient topology, 1.1F 

Radial alit mapping (of. F0), III.I3B 
Ramified 

-covering surfaces, I.20B 
- covering surfa<'e of tho sphere, 

IV.20A 
Range, 1.6A 
Rank,l.24A 
Rational function, Y.ISA ff 

order of a--, V.26A 
quasi - -, Y.IIB 

Reduction 
vertu: -. 1.410 

Refinement 
- of a cell complex, 1.39D 
- of a triangulation, 1.18A 

Reflection principle, 11.6D 
Region, 1.3B 

oanonioal (regular) -,1.36A 
ol0811d -, 1.3B 
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Region--oonlinuecl 
complete -, 1.110 
Jordan -, 1.8B 
rep1ar -,1.1361 II.JB 

Regular 
canonioal - region. I.J6A. 
- continuoua mapping,I.11A. 
- ooveriug surface, 1.14DI 1.17A ff1 

1.18A ff1 UlA ff 
- coveriug surface (in prevailing 

termiDoloQ), I.l9B 
- putitioD, 1.38D ff 
- point. 11.1111 ff 
-region. 1.116; 11.1B 

Regularly imbedded, 1.13P ff 
Relative 

- boundary of a relative oyole, 
1.11A. 

- chain, 1.27 A. 
-cycle, 1.11A. 
- homoloQ group,I.S7A. ff 
infinite- oycle,I.JU 
- aiugular homology, 1.86A. ff 
- topology, 1.1D 

Relatively 
- clOied. 1.2D 
- oompact,I.4D 
-hyperbolic, 1V.9B 
-open. I.2D 
- parabolio.1V.9B 

RelativisatioD, 1.1D 
Removable aiugularity 

--for claa AB, IV.4C 
--for claa AD, IV.4B 

ReparametrizatioD, I. 7B 1 1.1JC ff 
Reproducing 

-differential (•(y)), V.11B; V.20A 
- kernel, V.18D 

Residue, V.19A. 
Riemann 

-'s bilinear relation, V.23B 
-mapping theorem, III.llE;III.l6D 
--ltoch's theorem, V.27A. ff 
-sphere, II.lG 

Riemann IIUI'faoe,11.1E 
bordered - -. 11.3A. 
conjugate - -, 11.3E 
- - u a ooveriug IIU1'f'ace, 11.4A ff 
--without orientation.11.1E 

Riemannian metric, 11.6B 
Rigidly imbedded. 1V.ID 

IJ(y) (reproducing differential). V.ItB 1 
V.20A. 

Schlicht (•univalent), IV.2SA 
Schottky 

- covering IIUI'f"ace, 1Y.19B 

oovering IIUI'face of- type, IV .19E 
-differential (cf. r.), V.14B; V.14D 

Schwan'• iDequality, V.4C 
8eocmd 

differential or- kind, V.l8A ff 
integral or a - order differential, 

V.2B1V.2E 
-order differential, V.lD 

Seleotion lemma, 1Y.I1D 
Semioontinuoua 

lower-, IV.l2B 1 IV.IlB 
upper-, 11.10A. 

Sernieuct differential (of. r!.), V.6B1 
V.20D 

Senle 
-p.-rving, 1.11D 
-revening,1.11D 

Separate,1.46 
Separating (cf. llOD.Iep&rating), 1.36B 
Sheeta 

number of-, 1.11B 
Side of a cell oomplex, 1.39JJ 
Simple subdivision. 1.18A 
Simplex, 1.11A 

baryoentric IUbdiviaion of a -, 
USD 

border-, I.IIII 
dimension of a-, 1.11A 
ordered -, I.IJA 
lingular -. 1.33A. ff 

Simplicial 
-approximation, 1.34A ff 
-IUbdivilion, 1.28A 

Simply OODI18Cted, 1.96; 1.16A ff 
Singular 

- chain, 1.33A 
- cycle, 1.33B 
- differential, V.l7A ff 
- dividing cycle, 1.35A 
-harmonic function,IV.BB 
- homology group, 1.33B ff; 

1.34A ff 
relative- homology, 1.31lA ff 
-simplex, 1.33A ff 

Singularity 
analytic -, V.17 B 
harmonic-, Y.17B 
removable- for claBB AB, IV.4C 
removable- for cluB AD, IV.4B 

Slit 
circular- dilk, m.l6D 
circular- region, III.l3B 
horizontal- region, III.llC 
radial- region, III.l3B 
- region with slits parallel to direc; 

tion 9, III. Ill" 
Smooth covering surface, l.UA ff 
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Space 

INDEX 

Euclid--. 1.111; I. lOA 
HaWidodf-. I.J.A 
Hilbert-, V.1B 
linear-, lll.IA 
nonned -, V.7A 
topologi<'al -. I.JA 
vector-. III. lA 

Span, III.J2F; IV.2C 
Sphere 

Riemann -, 11.10 
Star, 1.26D ff 

barycentric -, I.IBD 
open -, 1.28D 
-of a vertex, I.IBD 

StroDpr covering BUrface, 1.18A 
Strongly homologous, 1.32A 
Structure 

baaia for a- of oiB11111f', Il.llt' 
- of cl&ll8 Cl, 11.2D 
-of ciBII8 'I", II.lD 
conformal -, Il.lE; II.IID 

Structure ciBII8 
- - 1f', II.10 
extended- ........ n.2n 

Subcomp)a. l.!l1.A 
Subdiviaioa 

baryoentrie - of a complex, 1.28D ff 
barycentric - of a simplex, 1.28D 
l'lt'mentttry - , 1.28A; 1.39D 
- of a polyhedron, I.29A ff 
simple--, 1.28A 
simplicial - of a cell complex, 1.3911' 
- of a triangulation, 1.29A 

Subharmonic function, J]_JOA; 
ILIOO ff; IV.SA 

Submanifold 
analytic -,II.IB 
1-dimenRional -, I.l:JP 

Subspace (of. linear lllhepaee), 111.1B 
Sum 

dinct -, V.1B 
- of topologicaliiJ*lCII, 1.2E 
vector-, Y.1P 

Superharmoaio function, ll.lOA 
Support, Y.U 
Surface, I.8D 

bcmlered -, 1.11B 
oloeed -,l.BD 
elliptie-. IV.6A 
hyperbolic -, IV.M 
open-.l.ID 
parabolic -, IV.M 
Riemann -, 11.111 

Symmetric, 1.13H 
Syatem of...,tonolao Aboliaogroup, 

I.IU 

.,.(c), V.l9D 
Terminal point, I.1A 
Topological 

-equivalence, I.6D 
-mapping, 1.6D 
- product, /_2E 
- property, 1.60 
- space, I.JA 
sum of- spaoea. I.2E 

Topology 
discrete-, 1.1D 
quotient -, 1.2P 
relative -, I.2D 
weaker-, 1.1D 

Torsion group, 1.2~D; 1.26A 
Total mass, IV.21A 
Totally 

- clialoDDooted, I.W; 1.40 
-ordered, 1.31 B 

TriaDp inequality, V.40 
TriaogulatioD, U2A; 1.110 ff 

- of bounded diatortion, I V.l8A ff 
refinement of a-. I.IB.A 
llllbdivUioD of a -, 1.28A 

UDifonDisatioD theorem, 111.110 
Unit elalllent of homotopy claaa, 1.9D 
UDi~lY.IU 
UDi'nlnalocmll'iDg..c-,1.180; 11.4H 
Upper 1181Dicontinuoua, II.10A 
U.e.o. (•upperaemicontinuon•), 11.10.4. 

Vanish along a curve, V.5A 
Vector 

- space'(=lmear space), lll.JA 
-sum, Y.7P 

Vertex, 1.1U 
bolder-. um; z.a9o 
inlier -. 1.390 • 
- nlduotioD, 1.~10 
ltar ot a -, I.IBD 

Weak homology group,l.32A 
Weaker topology, I.lD 
Weierstr&BB 

analytic function in-'s sense, 1.1611' 
Bolzano- theorem, I.IIE 
-'a gap theorem, V.28C 
-point, V.28D 

Welding, 11.3D 
Weyl'a lemma, V.9B ff 
Winding number (•index),/.100 ff 

Zom'slemma, 1.37B 
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